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Introduction

Mental health is a pressing concern. Worldwide, mental health conditions are among the leading causes
of disability [3, 7], and the global economic cost of mental health issues between 2011 and 2030, includ-
ing neurological and substance use disorders, is projected to be more than $16 trillion [1]. In the U.S. in
2020, suicide was in the top nine leading causes of death for people ages 10-64, and the second leading
cause of death for people ages 10-14 and 25-34 [2]. Over the past several years, COVID-19 has created
additional challenges to mental health. For instance, Sheridan et al. [5] found that suicide attempts in
young children 10-12 have increased more than five-fold between 2010 and 2020. Furthermore, U.S.
Surgeon General Vivek Murthy in 2021 called for a nationwide response to the mental health crisis that
youth especially are facing during the pandemic [4].
For the Eighth Workshop on Computational Linguistics and Clinical Psychology (CLPsych), we adopt
the theme ”mental health in the face of change”. This includes the kind of aspects natural language
processing technologies need to address to deliver explainable and fair solutions that can be integrated
in the clinical setting. Additionally, how these solutions can capture changes in mood over longitudinal
and temporal data, which has been the focus of this year’s shared task.
CLPsych was a hybrid workshop that accommodated both in-person and remote participation. It was
collocated with NAACL’22, which took place in Seattle, Washington, USA on July 15th, 2022.
Since 2014, CLPsych has been successful in bringing together people from different backgrounds (e.g.
mental health experts, clinicians, and computational linguists), to share and discuss their work and re-
sults. Its central goal is to build bridges so that these different disciplines can integrate to improve our
understanding of mental health issues, and to deliver better mental health treatments and diagnoses to
everybody.
CLPsych’22 included a shared task that focused on using longitudinal data to understand mood changes
and relate them to risk assessment for suicidality. The shared task was organized by Adam Tsakalidis,
Federico Nanni, and Maria Liakata. The overview of the shared task in this volume [6] discusses the
tasks, team approaches and results, and lessons learned.
Our program committee included mental health and technological experts, in order to provide all the
papers with more informative feedback that address both aspects. CLPsych’22 received a total of 23
papers for the main workshop, of which 15 were accepted; all 9 submitted shared task papers were also
accepted. The organizing committee, with the help of the program committee scores, and feedback chose
seven main workshop papers and two shared task papers as oral presentations, and the rest were presented
in the poster session.
CLPsych’22 also hosted excellent invited speakers and panelists. Our keynote speakers were Finale
Doshi-Velez (Harvard University), Shri Narayanan (University of Southern California), and Elizabeth
Shriberg (Ellipsis Health and Johns Hopkins University). The talks were followed by a discussion mod-
erated by April Foreman (Department of Veterans Affairs). Additionally, we hosted invited talks by
David Crepaz (Mental Health Foundation in UK), Munmun De Choudhury (Georgia Tech), Mark Dredze
(Johns Hopkins University), and Zac Imel (University of Utah). This was followed by a panel moderated
by Paul Middlebrooks (creator and host of the Brain Inspired podcast).
The CLPsych organizing committee would like to extend special thanks to all the people that helped
make the workshop a success. This includes and is not limited to our authors, shared task participants and
organizers, program committee members, and the NORC team that helped in setting up the secure system
for the shared task teams. We also would like to thank the North American chapter of the Association for
Computational Linguistics for making this workshop possible. Philip Resnik assisted with acquisition
of sponsors, shared task data, and general advice. Special thanks to our generous sponsors: University
of Maryland Institute for Advanced Computer Studies (silver sponsor), Receptiviti (bronze sponsor),
Rebecca Resnik & Associates (copper sponsor), and the American Association of Suicidology (copper
sponsor). Their funds helped to support the workshop and its program, and provided support for attendees
from underrepresented minorities and/or people with financial difficulties by covering their registration
costs.
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Abstract

Mental distress like depression and anxiety con-
tribute to the largest proportion of the global
burden of diseases. Automated diagnosis sys-
tem of such disorders, empowered by recent in-
novations in Artificial Intelligence, can pave the
way to reduce the sufferings of the affected indi-
viduals. Development of such systems requires
information-rich and balanced corpora. In this
work, we introduce a novel mental distress anal-
ysis audio dataset DEPAC, labelled based on
established thresholds on depression and anxi-
ety standard screening tools. This large dataset
comprises multiple speech tasks per individual,
as well as relevant demographic information.
Alongside, we present a feature set consisting
of hand-curated acoustic and linguistic features,
which were found effective in identifying signs
of mental illnesses in human speech. Finally,
we justify the quality and effectiveness of our
proposed audio corpus and feature set in pre-
dicting depression severity by comparing the
performance of baseline machine learning mod-
els built on this dataset with baseline models
trained on other well-known depression cor-
pora.

1 Introduction

Effective treatment for psychiatric diseases requires
characterizing disease profiles with high accuracy.
The traditional schema for diagnosis is based on
clustering of non-specific physical and behavioral
symptoms, which makes the diagnostic process
challenging. For example, in major depressive dis-
order (MDD), high disease heterogeneity and lack
of agreed-upon assessment standards necessitate
a high degree of clinical experience and training
to make an accurate diagnosis. Both clinician-
administered and self-rated clinical assessments
for MDD, such as the Hamilton Depression Scale
(HAM-D) (Hamilton and Guy, 1976), Montgomery
Asberg Depression Scale (MADRS) (Montgomery
and Åsberg, 1979), Beck Depression Inventory

(BDI) (Beck et al., 1988), and Patient Health Ques-
tionnaire (PHQ-9) (Löwe et al., 2004) are subopti-
mal in many ways. Each assess the illness through
different symptom domains, have low construct va-
lidity, lack specific behavioral references, and are
subjective (Berman et al., 1985; Nemeroff, 2007;
Wakefield, 2013). Moreover, participants are of-
ten reluctant to fill-out the self rated assessment in
regular intervals. These issues can lead to misdiag-
nosis, which impacts treatment timelines and can
lead to poor clinical outcomes.

In contrast, language can be an effective alterna-
tive to objectively characterize psychiatric illness.
For example, emotion and cognition are both af-
fected in MDD. As a result, depressed patients
demonstrate negative emotional bias in memory,
attention, and event-interpretation (Mathews and
MacLeod, 2005), as well as more general impair-
ment in attention, memory, and decision-making
(Cohen et al., 1982; Blanco et al., 2013). These
effects are manifested in patients’ language in a va-
riety of ways, for example, slowed rate of speech,
volume, prosody, as well as increased use of first-
person pronouns, negatively valenced speech con-
tent, and use of absolute words (Flint et al., 1992;
Fineberg et al., 2016). Therefore, automated com-
putational analysis of speech represents an excel-
lent data source to develop digital biomarkers for
mental illness. This kind of automated assessment
takes only a few minutes of audio recording, there-
fore is less time-consuming, and would reduce bur-
den on the individuals. However, such model de-
velopment requires access to datasets of sufficient
quality and size.

The recent development of speech-based com-
putational models for measuring depression preva-
lence and severity has been accelerated by the in-
troduction of Audio-Visual Emotion Recognition
Challenge (AVEC) in 2013. A subset of the audio-
visual depressive language corpus (AViD-Corpus)
was introduced as challenge corpus for 2013 (Val-
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star et al., 2013) and 2014 (Valstar et al., 2014)
Depression Recognition Sub-Challenge (DSC) of
the event. This dataset comprises 150 recordings
in German language, divided equally into training,
development and test partitions. Predicting depres-
sion severity on BDI-II scale was the challenge
specified task.

Another popular dataset in this area is the Dis-
tress Analysis Interview Corpus (DAIC) (Gratch
et al., 2014). It contains semi-structured clinical
interviews in English language formulated to sup-
port diagnosis of psychological conditions such as
anxiety, depression, and post-traumatic stress dis-
order. Different subsets of this dataset were used
as the challenge corpus of AVEC 2016, 2017 and
2019 (Valstar et al., 2016; Ringeval et al., 2017,
2019) where challenge participants reported PHQ-
8 scores predicted by their respective regression
models.

However, the depression corpora used in pre-
vious research suffer from two vital limitations.
Firstly, the small sample size in the existing depres-
sion datasets increases the risk of overfitting in the
machine learning models. For example, the num-
ber of recordings in the AVEC challenges available
for model training range from 50 to 189, which
is far from sufficient. Secondly, the datasets in
the previous works lack in linguistic variety, as
they only contain a small number (only one or two)
of samples per subject. To mitigate these chal-
lenges, in this work we introduce the DEPression
and Anxiety Crowdsourced corpus (DEPAC) as a
novel dataset that is rich in the diversity of speech
tasks and subjects and is tailored to capture the
signs of anxiety and depression to make accurate
prediction on subjects’ psychological state. We
also present a set of acoustic and linguistic features
extracted from the corpus which incorporates do-
main knowledge of clinical and machine learning
experts. Finally, we benchmark our dataset with
several baseline machine learning models that use
this set of features, to show that this novel dataset
is well-suited for the machine learning-based meth-
ods with the goal of generating speech biomarkers
for depression.

2 DEPAC Corpus

The DEPAC corpus introduced in this work was
collected with the goal of gathering a large training
dataset to identify candidate speech and language
features that are specific to a given psychiatric dis-

ease. Data collection for the corpus was approved
by the Institutional Review Board (IRB). This is
a proprietary dataset, collected via crowdsourc-
ing and consists of a variety of self-administered
speech tasks. The participants completed these
tasks using Amazon Mechanical Turk1 (mTurk), a
platform where individuals are paid to complete
short tasks online (Paolacci et al., 2010). The
speech samples were then manually transcribed
and compiled along with participant demographic
information into the final corpus.

2.1 Platform and Instrumentation
Once recruited for this study via mTurk, partici-
pants were able to remotely complete a range of
tasks including surveys and responding to audio
prompts. Participants were required to have:

1. A desktop or laptop computer
2. A working microphone
3. Chrome or Mozilla Firefox browser

Amazon facilitated payment between the experi-
menter and the participant.

2.2 Recruitment and Screening
Participation in the study was voluntary. Partici-
pant eligibility was configured to only permit in-
dividuals located in Canada and the United States.
Amazon verified the location of participants by
confirming their address and associated credit card.
Locations were used to assess eligibility only.

The platform also restricted participation to in-
dividuals with an mTurk approval rating of at least
95%. This preliminary criterion attempted to en-
sure that participation was restricted to those who
had historically consistently followed task instruc-
tions.

During the study, participants saw a short de-
scription of the task, the approximate length of
the task (5 to 8 minutes, depending on the con-
dition they were randomly placed into), and the
per-minute payment for their time. Participants
were compensated at a rate of $0.16 per minute.
This is well above the average payment rate for
mTurk tasks and above the recommended rate of
$0.10/minute (Chandler and Shapiro, 2016).

As part of our exclusion criteria, individuals with
a history of chronic alcohol or drug dependency
within the past 5 years, as well as participants with
clinically significant vision or hearing impairment,
were excluded from the study.

1https://www.mturk.com
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2.3 Transcription and Quality Assurance
Each audio sample gathered from the mTurk plat-
form was assigned to a trained transcriptionist to
follow the protocols and annotation formats de-
tailed in the CHAT manual (MacWhinney, 2000)
that was used to transcribe TalkBank, which is the
largest open repository of spoken data (MacWhin-
ney, 2007). The transcriptionists annotated via an
internally developed tool where they had access to
the recording and a platform for transcribing the
content of the audio file, separating the audio file
into utterances, and performing quality assurance.
Samples with minor audio issues not impacting
the transcriptionist’s ability to produce an accu-
rate transcript were processed as normal. Samples
that could not be properly transcribed due to exces-
sive background noise, poor audio quality, or other
external issues such as the presence of multiple
speakers in the file were tagged as unusable and
were omitted from the corpus. In total, 91 samples
out of 2765 collected samples were tagged as such
and omitted.

2.4 Demographic Data Collection
Upon consenting, participants were asked to indi-
cate whether they are native English speakers (i.e.,
whether they learned the English language before
the age of 5 years old). They were also asked to
indicate their age, gender, and education level.

2.5 Speech tasks
During each recording session, the subjects com-
pleted the following standard tasks, selected to
elicit speech patterns that can be analyzed for
acoustic and linguistic features that correlate to
psychiatric state:

Figure 1: ‘Family in the kitchen’ image used in the
picture description task.

Criteria AVEC2013, 2014 DAIC-WoZ DEPAC (our)

Language German English English

# of speech tasks 2 1 5

# of samples total / per
subj.

150 / 2 189 / 1 2674 / 5

Depression scale BDI-II PHQ-8 PHQ-9

Anxiety scale - - GAD-7

Avg. depression score 15.34(± 12.13) 6.65 (± 6.11) 6.56 (± 5.56)

Depression score range in
the corpus

0-45 0-23 0-27

Table 1: Description of our DEPAC dataset and its com-
parison to existing depression/anxiety corpora.

• Phoneme Task: Participants were asked to
sustain a phoneme sound (e.g., /ā/) for as long
as they could, up to one minute. They could
cease making the sound whenever they choose.
Due to difficulty in finding voiced parts in con-
tinuous speech, sustaining vowels would be
optimal for measuring source and respiration
features (e.g., shimmer) (Low et al., 2020).

• Phonemic fluency: Phonemic verbal fluency
was evaluated using the FAS (‘F’, ‘A’, ‘S’)
(Borkowski et al., 1967) task (letter “F"). This
assessment has been used widely in a vari-
ety of populations, including individuals with
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD). The average dura-
tion of this speech task was 22.13 seconds in
DEPAC dataset.

• Picture description: A static image depict-
ing an event was presented to the subject, and
they were asked to describe what is happen-
ing in their own words. The average length
of picture-based narratives was 46.60 seconds.
Tasks of this type have been shown to be good
proxies for spontaneous discourse (Giles et al.,
1996). Picture description was found to be
an effective speech task in evoking situations
that required more cognitive effort and caused
noticeable changes in speech for detecting de-
pression (Jiang et al., 2017). In this study, a
proprietary image ‘Family in the kitchen’ (Fig-
ure 1) was used, which was designed to match
the ‘Cookie theft’ picture (Goodglass et al.,
2001) in style and content units. The picture
was a line drawing of an everyday scene, con-
taining three to four characters, two salient
action items (e.g., broken bottle, or steam-
ing pot), and a similar number of object units
(20-25), action items (9-10) and locations (2)
(Forbes-McKay and Venneri, 2005). Our core
design guidelines to develop this picture are

3



(a) Age distribution

(b) Distribution of the formal years of education

(c) Distribution of PHQ-8 scores in AVEC 2019 and DEPAC dataset by gender

Figure 2: Distribution of the participants’ demographics in mTurk Study.
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listed in A.1.
• Semantic fluency: Participants were asked

to list as many positive future experiences as
they can within one minute. They were given
time parameters to guide them, such as future
events predicted to happen within three weeks,
within one month, within one year, and so on.
They were allowed to describe as little or as
much as they choose. Performance on verbal
fluency tasks are found to correlate with ex-
ecutive deficits caused by depression (Fossati
et al., 2003). The length of speech in this task
was 43.76 seconds on average.

• Prompted narrative: Participants were
asked to describe an event, interest, or hobby
based on a single prompt, e.g., “Describe your
day”, “Describe a travel experience” and “De-
scribe a hobby you have”. Participants were
allowed to describe as much or as little as they
choose. Narrative speech provides an oppor-
tunity to elicit speech containing the linguis-
tic structures and acoustic information that
is known to contain indicators of depression
(Trifu et al., 2017). The average duration of
the prompted speech in the collected dataset
was 45.34 seconds.

2.6 Clinical Assessments
The following two mental health assessment ques-
tionnaires were completed by the participants after
the recording session:

Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9): The
PHQ-9 is a well established 3-point self-rated mea-
sure for depressive symptoms that has been val-
idated against clinician rated measures (Kroenke
et al., 2001). It contains 9 questions which corre-
spond to the core criteria of the Diagnostic And
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) for
depression. Scores on this scale range from 0 to 27
with diagnostic cut-off thresholds for depression
severity. Scores less than 5 represent the individ-
uals with no depression; individuals with a mild
or subthreshold depressive disorder are reflected
by scores from 5 to 9; scores between 10 and 14
indicate moderate severity level of depression, and
scores 15 or higher signify major depressive disor-
der in the participants (Kroenke et al., 2001).

Generalized Anxiety Disorder - 7 (GAD-7):
The GAD-7 is a popular self-rated measure of gen-
eral anxiety symptoms that is scored from 0 to 21
(Spitzer et al., 2006). It has been validated against
clinical diagnosis and has been shown to be robust

as a screening tool and a continuous measure of
symptom severity. Scores of 10 or above indicate a
reasonable threshold for detecting individuals with
generalized anxiety disorder. Similar to the levels
of depressive disorder in PHQ-9, 5, 10, and 15 are
the cut points on the GAD-7 scale to classify anxi-
ety severity level into minimal, mild, moderate and
severe groups (Spitzer et al., 2006).

2.7 Corpus Composition
The dataset consists of 2,674 audio samples col-
lected from 571 subjects (Table 1). 54.67% of the
study subjects are female and 45.33% are male.
The age of the subjects ranges between 18 and 76,
and they received 1 to 26 years of formal education.

Figure 2 illustrates the demographic distribution
of the mTurk study. The age distribution is shifted
toward the left around its average value, which is
equal with 36.85, indicating that most of the dataset
is made up of young or middle-aged adults (Fig-
ure 2(a)). Moreover, it is witnessed in the education
level distribution plot that the most of the partici-
pants received higher education, with on average
around 15 years of formal education (Figure 2(b)).

Figure 3 (Appendix A.2) demonstrates that the
distribution of both GAD-7 and PHQ-9 scores are
skewed-right, representing that the majority of the
dataset is composed of either no or subthreshold
level of the disorders. In addition, the number
of samples with moderate to severe level of both
disorders are higher among women compared with
men.

3 Feature Sets

In this section, we introduce a set of hand-crafted
features extracted from the DEPAC audio records
and the associated transcripts. The set of features
comprises various linguistic and acoustic features
that have been found in previous psychiatric litera-
ture to be effective in detection of depression and
anxiety from spoken language (Low et al., 2020;
Smirnova et al., 2018).

3.1 Acoustic Features:
We extracted 220 acoustic features from each audio
sample. The feature set includes:
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Generic Linguistic Features
Feature Category Description
Discourse mapping
(18)

Utterance distances and speech-graph (Mota et al., 2012) features ex-
tracted from the graph representation of the transcripts.

Local coherence (15) Average, maximum, and minimum similarity between Word2Vec (Mikolov
et al., 2013) representations of the successive utterances.

Lexical complexity
and richness (103)

Vocabulary richness: Such as Brunet’s index (Brunet et al., 1978) and
Honore’s statistic (Honoré et al., 1979).
Psycholinguistics norms: Average norms across all words, nouns only
and verbs only for imageability, age of acquisition, familiarity (Stadthagen-
Gonzalez and Davis, 2006) and frequency (commonness) (Brysbaert and
New, 2009).
Grammatical constituents: The constituents comprising the parse tree in
a set of Context-Free Grammar (CFG) features.

Syntactic complexity
(143)

Constituency-parsing based features: Scores based on the parse tree
(Chae and Nenkova, 2009) (e.g., the height of the tree, the statistical
functions of Yngve depth (a measure of embeddedness) (Yngve, 1960),
and the frequencies of various production rules(Chae and Nenkova, 2009)).
Lu’s syntactic complexity features: Metrics of syntactic complexity
suggested by (Lu, 2010) such as the length of sentences, T-units, and
clauses, etc.
Utterance length: Average, maximum and minimum utterance length.

Utterance cohesion
(1)

Number of switches in verb tense across utterances divided by total number
of utterances.

Sentiment (9) Variables such as valence, arousal, and dominance scores (Warriner et al.,
2013) for all words and word types describing the sentiment of the words
used.

Word finding diffi-
culty (11)

Pauses and fillers: Variables like speech rate, hesitation, duration of
words and number of filled (e.g., um, uh) and unfilled pauses as signs of
word finding difficulty, which result in less fluid or fluent speech (Pope
et al., 1970).
Invalid words: Not in Dictionary (NID) indicating proportion of words
not in the English dictionary.

Task-Specific Linguistic Features
Speech Task Description
Phonemic Fluency
(2)

Includes the raw number of words starting with the correct letter
with/without explicit filtering out of proper nouns by their Part of Speech
(POS) tags.

Picture Description
(25)

Global coherence: Average, minimum and maximum cosine distance
between GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) word vector representation of
each utterance and its closest content unit centroid utterances.

Information units: The number of objects, subjects, locations and actions
used to measure the number of items correctly named in the picture
description task.

Semantic Fluency (1) Includes the raw number of words of the correct category.

Table 2: List of linguistic features in our conventional feature set. The number of features in each subtype is shown
in the parentheses.
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• Spectral features: Intensity (auditory model
based), MFCC 0-12, Zero-Crossing Rate
(ZCR)

• Voicing-related features: Fundamental
frequency (F0), Harmonic-to-Noise Ratio
(HNR), shimmer and jitter, durational features,
pauses and fillers, phonation rate

Statistical functionals including minimum, maxi-
mum, average, and variance were computed on the
low-level descriptors. Additionally, skewness and
kurtosis were calculated on MFCCs, first and sec-
ond order derivatives of MFCCs, and Zero Cross-
ing Rate (ZCR) (Low et al., 2020) (Table 7 in ap-
pendix elaborates on detailed descriptions of these
features as well as previous literature motivating
their selection as the indicators of psychiatric con-
ditions).

A Python implementation of Praat phonetic anal-
ysis toolkit (Boersma and Van Heuven, 2001) has
been used to extract the majority of these features.
The MFCC features and their functionals were com-
puted using python_speech_features2 li-
brary.

3.2 Linguistic Features:

We also applied standard natural language process-
ing libraries (e.g., spaCy3 and Stanford Parser4) to
extract 300 generic and 28 task-specific linguistic
features from the associated transcripts of the audio
files (Table 2). For simplification, we classified the
generic features into the categories including dis-
course mapping, local coherence, lexical complex-
ity and richness, syntactic complexity, utterance
cohesion, sentiment, and word finding difficulty
(the selection motivations of our linguistic features
are explained in Appendix A.3, Table 6).

4 Intended Usage

The study aimed to collect a high quality training
dataset with the intention of developing a speech-
based digital biomarker for the psychiatric diseases
of depression and anxiety. The dataset is well-
suited for exploratory analysis involving statistical
and machine learning methods to generate potential
speech biomarkers and test their validity. In Sec-
tion 5, we present the baseline models to predict

2https://pypi.org/project/python_
speech_features/

3https://spacy.io/
4https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/

lex-parser.html

Range of
scores

AVEC PHQ-9 DEPAC PHQ-9 DEPAC GAD-7

[0 - 5) 77 240 261

[5 - 10) 36 178 152

[10 - 15) 26 84 87

[15 - 20) 17 40 45

[20 - 27] 7 10 7

Table 3: Counts for the PHQ-8/GAD-7 scores in AVEC
and DEPAC datasets

depression severity using this dataset, that can be
used as benchmarks for the future research.

5 Baseline Models for Depression
Analysis

5.1 Data Preprocessing

Standardization: Once the acoustic and linguis-
tic features were extracted from the data records,
we standardized them using z-scores, i.e., subtract-
ing the mean and dividing by standard deviation.
The standard score of a sample x of feature fi is
calculated as:

y =
x− µ

σ
(1)

here µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation
of the values of fi in all training samples.

5.2 Model Training

To compare the efficacy of different modalities in
predicting depression, we trained a combination
of linear and non-linear Machine Learning (ML)
models: Support Vector Regressors (SVR), Linear
Regression (LR), and Random Forest Regressor
(RF) separately on the following feature categories:

1. Demographic features (i.e., age, gender, and
education)

2. Acoustic features
3. Linguistic features

We further investigated the effectiveness of each
speech task for predicting depression severity on
the PHQ-8 scale. The main reason for excluding
the last question in PHQ-9 questionnaire was to
make the results comparable to the performances
with AVEC 2016 (Valstar et al., 2016) and AVEC
2019 (Ringeval et al., 2019) baselines, which are
reported on PHQ-8 scale. The audio samples in
AVEC challenges are subsets of Distress Analy-
sis Interview Corpus (DAIC-WoZ) (Gratch et al.,
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2014), which includes interviews of the partici-
pants conducted by a virtual agent. The length of
the speech samples of the DAIC-WoZ dataset range
from 5 to 25 minutes, including both participants’
and interviewer’s speech.

Figure 2(c) compares how the PHQ-8 scores are
distributed in male versus female participants in
AVEC 2019 and DEPAC datasets. Higher PHQ
scores indicates the higher depression severity in
the subjects. The distributions are skewed-right
both for the male and female participants, repre-
senting that the majority of both datasets is com-
posed of either no or mild level of depression. The
number of samples in each level of depression in
each of the two datasets is summarized in Table 3.

To validate the comparison of our models’ perfor-
mance with the ones trained on the AVEC datasets,
we performed independent t-test on the PHQ-8
score distribution of the DEPAC dataset and AVEC
2019 corpus. The outcome of the test showed that
the two datasets do not exhibit significant differ-
ences (t = 0.65, p > 0.05)and as such, these two
datasets are similar enough to compare the perfor-
mance of the baseline ML models.

Compared with previous datasets, our dataset
is enriched with a greater variety of speech tasks.
Thus, in addition to an analysis using data from
all the included tasks, we evaluate models trained
on task-subsets of the corpus and report their per-
formance in predicting depressive disorder. Each
model is evaluated with regard to the Mean Ab-
solute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Square Er-
ror (RMSE) scales, following the baseline set by
AVEC challenge (Valstar et al., 2016), (Ringeval
et al., 2017). The performance metrics are de-
scribed in Appendix A.4.

We trained an SVR model on the combination
of acoustic and linguistic features extracted from
all five speech tasks (See Section 2.5), and also
separately on each of the speech (See Table 5).

For all the experiments, all model hyperpa-
rameters were set to their default values as on
the Scikit-learn implementation (Pedregosa et al.,
2011). Models were trained using grouped 10-fold
cross validation, where samples from the same in-
dividual do not appear in both the training folds
and test fold. All results are reported as the mean
MAE/RMSE scores across the 10 folds.

Features Algorithm RMSE MAE

Demographic

LR 6.94 5.18

RF 6.34 4.93

SVR 5.20 4.06

Acoustic

LR 7.51 5.86

RF 5.41 4.41

SVR 5.48 4.40

AVEC 2016
baseline (Val-
star et al.,
2016)

7.78 5.72

AVEC 2019
baseline
(Ringeval
et al., 2019)

8.19 -

Linguistic

LR 5.72 4.60

RF 5.40 4.37

SVR 5.37 4.24

Table 4: Regression results of the models predicting
PHQ-8 score on different categories of features. Bold
indicates the best performance.

5.3 Baseline Model Result and Discussion

We present and discuss the results of baseline
model training across different modalities of input
features, i.e. demographic, acoustic and linguistic,
as well as across five different speech tasks, using
DEPAC speech data.
Model Performance across Modalities: Among
the three modalities, SVR model trained on de-
mographic features performs the best, achieving
the lowest MAE and RMSE, followed by the SVR
model trained on linguistic features. Both acoustic
and linguistic baseline models attain less than 20%
MAE in the range of scores (0 to 24). Marginal
deviation of both MAE and RMSE between acous-
tic and linguistic models suggests that these two
modalities are effective for the task of recognizing
signs of depression from speech. It is notewor-
thy that, the audio files did not undergo any pre-
processing or enhancement before extracting the
acoustic features. Yet, models trained on acoustic
features exhibit competitive performance with the
linguistic model, indicating that the quality of the
recordings is sufficient and is a valuable foundation
for future research.

In terms of predicting PHQ-8 scores, our base-
line models perform substantially better than the
baseline models specified by challenge organizers
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Speech task RMSE MAE

Phoneme Task 5.49 4.32

Phonemic fluency 5.44 4.31

Picture description 5.36 4.25

Positive fluency 5.19 4.11

Prompted narrative 5.30 4.20

All tasks 5.38 4.27

Table 5: Regression results of SVR models predicting
PHQ-8 score on different speech tasks. Bold indicates
the best performance.

of AVEC 2016 (Valstar et al., 2016) and AVEC
2019 (Ringeval et al., 2019) (Table 4), despite the
shorter length of samples than the AVEC corpus,
which justify the robustness of the hand-curated
acoustic features introduced in this work, as well
as the quality of the dataset.

Surprisingly, the SVR model using only demo-
graphic features outperforms both acoustic and lin-
guistic models (Table 4). This demographic in-
formation was previously found to be highly cor-
related to one’s level of depression in literature
(Akhtar-Danesh and Landeen, 2007). However,
in real-world application, the demographic model
may not be completely reliable due to ambiguity of
these features.
Model Performance across Speech Tasks: In our
task-specific analysis, comparatively lower RMSE
and MAE are scored by models trained on picture
description, positive fluency and prompted narra-
tive than the phoneme task, phonemic fluency and
all tasks combined. The possible reason behind
this observation is that the picture description, pos-
itive fluency and prompted narrative tasks produce
longer audio samples, resulting in more informative
acoustic and linguistic features, leading to more ac-
curate models. This observation shows that long
recordings of narrative tasks can be rich sources of
markers to predict depressive disorder from speech.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we introduce DEPAC, a rich audio
dataset for mental health research which is labelled
with scores on standard scales of two highly preva-
lent mental disorders: PHQ-9 scores for depres-
sion and GAD-7 scores for anxiety assessment.
The dataset offers a remarkably larger sample size
in comparison to other publicly available corpora.

One other source of novelty of the presented cor-
pus is its richness in the diversity of speech tasks
and participants with various degrees of education,
genders, and age groups. We also introduce a hand-
curated set of acoustic and linguistic features in-
corporating domain knowledge of clinical and ML
experts, which are used as the predictors of models
for quantifying depression severity. We present the
performance of baseline models in prediction of de-
pression severity level, that can be applied by future
researchers as a benchmark. Our baseline models
achieve competitive performance when compared
to the AVEC 2016 and AVEC 2019 baseline models
and demonstrate the quality of the DEPAC dataset
and effectiveness of our proposed feature set in
measuring depression severity.
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A Appendix

A.1 Picture Design Guidelines
To develop the ’Family in the kitchen’ image (Fig-
ure 1) for our picture description task, we used the
core design principles (Patel and Connaghan, 2014)
described below:

1. Image content breakdown should contain:

(a) 2 scenes/locations (e.g., kitchen, or liv-
ing room)

(b) 20 to 25 objects (e.g., knife, pan, or cup-
board)

(c) 9 to 10 actions (e.g., chop, cook, steam,
or fall)

(d) 3 to 4 people/subjects (e.g., dad, dog,
mom, or daughter)

(e) 2 “dangerous” elements (e.g., broken
bottle, or steaming pot)

2. Images should display relationships between
components in a scene.

3. Images should depict familiar themes, but
they must be accessible to adults with diverse
cultural backgrounds, sexual orientations, and
various socioeconomic strata.

4. Images should be designed appropriately for
older adults with varied levels of visual im-
pairment.

5. Images should provoke spontaneous discourse
useful in diagnosis and assessment of mental
health conditions. It should:

(a) Elicit tokens whose labels span the pho-
netic range useful in diagnosing motor
speech difficulty.

(b) Elicit tokens whose labels span lexi-
cal norms (varying age of acquisition
(AoA), familiarity, and imageability).
Representing a varied range of lexical
norms allows for using the same image
to test speakers with varying degrees of
cognitive and language impairment.

(c) Contain sub-scenarios (Patel and Con-
naghan, 2014) which would be useful
generally for generating longer speech
samples, and specifically in assessing
discourse structure (e.g., coherence, rep-
etition, trajectory (what order are the
sub-scenarios described in), content units

(which sub-scenarios are mentioned and
which left out), reasoning/inferences
(e.g., interconnections and causation be-
tween the sub-scenarios)).

The goal of these guidelines was to keep the content
generalizable across diverse cultures and to control
the similarity with the ’Cookie theft’ (Goodglass
et al., 2001) image in lexico-syntactic complexity
and the amount of information content units.

A.2 Distribution of Assessment Scores

(a) Distribution of PHQ-9 scores per gender

(b) Distribution of GAD-7 scores per gender

Figure 3: Distribution of the participants’ PHQ-9 and
GAD-7 scores in mTurk Study.

A.3 Feature Selection Motivations
The prior studies supporting the choice of our con-
ventional feature set are described in Table 6 and
7. Table 7 displays the selection motivations of our
acoustic features derived from the audio files, in-
cluding spectral and energy related as well as voic-
ing related features. In addition, Table 6 represents
the motivations behind the choice of the generic
and task-specific linguistic features extracted from
the associated transcripts.
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Generic Linguistic Features
Feature Category Motivations
Discourse mapping Techniques to formally quantify utterance similarity and disordered speech

via distance metrics or graph-based representations have been used to
differentiate speech from those suffering from various other mental health
issues that are known to affect speech production (Mota et al., 2012; Fraser
et al., 2016).

Local coherence Coherence and cohesion in speech is associated with the ability to sustain
attention and executive functions (Barker et al., 2017). Depression and
anxiety are both known to impair such cognitive processes (Leung et al.,
2009; Snyder et al., 2014).

Lexical complexity
and richness

Language pattern changes in particular related to the irregular usage pat-
terns of words of certain grammatical categories such as pronouns or verb
tenses have been found to differentiate depression from normal fluctua-
tions in mood from healthy individuals (Smirnova et al., 2018).

Syntactic complexity Previous literature suggests that syntactic complexity of utterances, can be
used to predict symptoms of depression (Smirnova et al., 2018), including
utterances elicited in self-administered contexts (Zinken et al., 2010).

Utterance cohesion Rates of verb tense use (in particular the past-tense) is known to be changed
in individuals with depression. (Smirnova et al., 2018).

Sentiment Emotional state and speech are connected, and sentiment scores in speech
have been used to predict depression and anxiety levels in past research
(Howes et al., 2014; Zucco et al., 2017).

Word finding diffi-
culty

Previous work has found relationships between speech disturbance, filled,
and unfilled speech of individuals with anxiety and depression (Pope et al.,
1970).

Task-Specific Linguistic Features
Speech Task Motivations
Phonemic Fluency Measures of individual performance at the phonemic fluency task

(Borkowski et al., 1967).
Picture Description Measures of individual performance at picture description task as defined

in (Giles et al., 1996; Jiang et al., 2017).
Semantic Fluency Measures of individual performance at the semantic fluency task (Fossati

et al., 2003).

Table 6: Support literature motivating the selection of the linguistic features in our conventional feature set.
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Spectral and Energy Related Features

Feature Motivations

Intensity (auditory model
based)

Perceived loudness in dB relative to normative human auditory threshold.
In 1921, Emil Kraepelin recognized lower sound intensity in the voices of
depressed patients (Kraepelin, 1921).

MFCC 0-12 MFCC 0-12 and energy, their first and second order derivatives are calcu-
lated on every 16 ms window and step size of 8 ms, and then, averaged
over the entire sample. MFCCs and their derivatives were included as
baseline features in AVEC since 2013 (Valstar et al., 2013), (Valstar et al.,
2016), (Ringeval et al., 2019) and found to be effective in predicting de-
pression severity in the literature (Ray et al., 2019), (Rejaibi et al., 2022).

Zero-crossing rate (ZCR) Zero crossing rate across all the voiced frames showing how intensely the
voice was uttered. It was used as a speech biomarker of depression in
previous studies (Bachu et al., 2008; Shin et al., 2021).

Voicing Related Features

F0 Fundamental frequency in Hz. A drop in F0 and F0 range indicates
monotonous speech, which is common in depression (Low et al., 2020).
In addition, many studies have discovered a considerable rise in mean F0

in people suffering from social anxiety disorder (Gilboa-Schechtman et al.,
2014; Galili et al., 2013).

Harmonics-to-noise-ratio
(HNR)

Degree of acoustic periodicity in dB using both auto-correlation and cross-
correlation method. Decreasing HNR ratio has been found to correlate
with increasing severity of depression (Quatieri and Malyska, 2012).

Jitter and shimmer Jitter is the period perturbation quotient and shimmer is the amplitude
perturbation quotient representing the variations in the fundamental fre-
quency. In previous studies, anxious patients indicated substantially higher
shimmer and jitter. In addition, rise in jitter and shimmer variability was
observed in subjects with major depressive disorder (Low et al., 2020).

Durational features Total audio and speech duration in the sample. In prior studies, depression
severity increased the total duration of speech because of longer pauses
resulting in lower speech to pause ratio (Alpert et al., 2001; Mundt et al.,
2007).

Pauses and fillers Number and duration of short (< 1s), medium (1− 2s) and long (> 2s)
pauses, mean pause duration, and pause-to-speech ratio. Depression and
anxiety are known to affect the rate of pauses/speech in individuals (Pope
et al., 1970).

Phonation rate Number of voiced time windows over the total number of time windows
in a sample.

Table 7: Support literature motivating the selection of the acoustic features in our conventional feature set.
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A.4 Performance Metrics
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Abso-
lute Error (MAE) are calculated using the formulas
shown below.

RMSE =

√∑N
i=1(xi − yi)2

N
(2)

MAE =

∑N
i=1 |xi − yi|

N
(3)

In the above, xi and yi are the true and predicted
scores respectively.
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Abstract

Formulation is central to clinical practice. For-
mulation has a factor weighing, pattern recog-
nition and explanatory hypothesis modelling
focus. Formulation attempts to make sense of
why a person presents in a certain state at a cer-
tain time and context, and how that state may be
best managed to enhance mental health, safety
and optimal change. Inherent to the clinical
need for formulation is an appreciation of the
complexities, uncertainty and limits of apply-
ing theoretical concepts and symptom, diagnos-
tic and risk categories to human experience; or
attaching meaning or weight to any particular
factor in an individual’s history or mental state
without considering the broader biopsychoso-
cial and cultural context. With specific refer-
ence to suicide prevention, this paper considers
the need and potential for the computational lin-
guistics community to be both cognisant of and
ethically contribute to the clinical formulation
process.

1 Introduction

Modelling is central to mental healthcare. Deficits
in modelling, or failure to understand and manage
those deficits, can lead to deficits in care.

Risk prediction, the diagnostic process, and key
phenomena identification and monitoring such as
mood symptoms are valid targets for the applica-
tion of computational linguistics to suicide preven-
tion. However, from a clinical perspective each of
these targets and the research and categorical con-
ceptual modelling that underlie them has major lim-
itations, complexity, and contention (Chakraborty,
2020; Franklin et al., 2017; Fried, 2015; Large,
2018; Turner et al., 2021; Waszczuk et al., 2017).

Many aspects of mental health clinical practice
are based on limited theoretical models, limited
data and limited resources and involve varying pre-
sentations, preferences and levels of understanding,
strengths, insight, and engagement. Formulation is
the key clinical process for attempting to integrate

these multiple interacting limited models and fac-
tors, to create an overall working model on which
to base future action and interventions (de Beer,
2017; Carey and Pilgrim, 2010; Challoner and Pa-
payianni, 2018).

Clinical formulation has a pattern recognition,
factor weighing and explanatory hypothesis mod-
elling focus. Formulation attempts to make sense
of why a person presents in a certain state at a cer-
tain time and context and how given the known
vulnerabilities, strengths, preferences and available
resources that state may be best changed in a safe
and effective way (Critchfield et al., 2022; Fer-
nando et al., 2012; Johnstone and Dallos, 2013;
Mace and Binyon, 2005; Manjunatha, 2019).

In keeping with the evolution and variation of
mental health practice, formulation has historically
taken varying forms and had varying drivers, and
had questions raised about its validity and utility.
However formulation retains a central role in care
delivery, is considered as requiring the highest level
of clinical expertise and is a key component of
examination for specialist qualification (de Beer,
2017; Challoner and Papayianni, 2018; Sullivan
et al., 2020).

Inherent to the clinical need for formulation is an
appreciation of the complexities, uncertainty and
limits of applying categories and theoretical con-
cepts to human experience or attempting to attach
meaning or weight to any particular factor in an
individual’s history or mental state without consid-
ering the broader context.

This paper considers the opportunities and chal-
lenges for computational linguistics in emulating
and augmenting the clinical formulation process
and contributing to broader related digital men-
tal health developments. Highlighted is the need
to appreciate the ethical and clinical safety risks,
particularly if developments in the computational
linguistics field are misperceived or exaggerated
in terms of their certainty and capacity for suicide
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prediction and reduction.

The paper discusses the clinical assessment and
planning process and the phenomenological psy-
chopathology analysis, nosological diagnostic clas-
sification, individual psychodynamics and risk pre-
diction complexities that drive the need for formula-
tion. The concepts of mood, affect and emotion are
discussed to illustrate some of the issues around the
standardised interpretation of human experience
and classification into diagnoses. The ethics and
difficulties of attempting to predict or modify the
risk of low base rate complex emergent events such
as suicide is highlighted (Woodford et al., 2019;
World Health Organization, 2014). A structure for
formulation is provided to highlight the key com-
ponents and where computational linguistics may
be of assistance.

The central arguments will be that the data
gathering, pattern recognition, factor weighing,
and modelling of clinical formulation are areas in
which computational linguistics could and should
assist. Pattern recognition and modelling around
words and language in context is central to men-
tal health clinical practice and computational lin-
guistics. Mental health and computational linguis-
tics specialists can synergically use language as
a method to gain insight and formulate a model
of another’s consciousness, intent and experience.
This can contribute to risk, diagnostic and psycho-
dynamic formulation. However, appreciation of
the limitations of modelling and prediction par-
ticularly in application to suicide prevention will
remain central. The Artificial Intelligence (AI) eth-
ical principles of autonomy, justice, beneficence
non-maleficence and explicability will remain a
challenge and a duty for the CLPsych community
(Floridi and Cowls, 2019). Appreciating the ratio-
nale for the utilisation of formulation in clinical
practice and seeking to place the ethos and pro-
cess of formulation at the heart of computational
linguistics practice to enhance explicability will
assist in addressing that duty. Machine learning
and computational linguistics may play a role in
more accurately identifying the contextual and con-
tingent factors and the level of certainty or uncer-
tainty inherent in the formulation modelling and
explanatory hypothesis.

The primary purpose of this work is to provoke
thought and facilitate further conceptual and op-
erational ethical co-design of digital formulation.
The aim is to help build a shared understanding

of the rationale, structure and process of clinical
formulation and call upon the CLPsych community
to consider what contributions they could make to
digitally enable and improve it particularly within
a suicide prevention context. It is recognized there
is a concept-reality gap between what clinicians
might ideally desire and what the computational
linguistic field is currently able to offer (Orr and
Sankaran, 2007). However, the CLPsych commu-
nity could play an important role in clarifying and
developing the conceptual vision for digital formu-
lation, and the required technological and method-
ological steps to get there.

The paper is intentionally largely technology and
data source agnostic and focused on the clinical
need and related medicolegal and ethical principles.
The aim is to stimulate rather than limit thought
or argue for a particular technological or method-
ological direction. The paper will touch on the
initial steps to cross the concept-reality gap the au-
thors are taking. This includes a focus on ethics,
digital transformation, sleep and suicide, social me-
dia data and integrated thematic analysis and topic
modelling.

2 The role and place of formulation in
clinical practice

This next section aims to briefly set out some key
concepts on which to build a shared understand-
ing of the need for and place of formulation in
clinical practice particularly in suicide prevention.
These concepts are complex and contentious with
differing definitions and scopes and varying de-
grees of clinical understanding and application in
practice. Highlighted are the roles and limitations
of language, phenomenology, nosology and risk
prediction.

3 Language as a window into mental and
brain state

There is limited understanding of the nature of con-
sciousness or the mind and how this relates to brain
function (Frith, 2021; Graziano, 2021). However,
there is a general understanding that integrated bi-
ological, psychological and sociological factors
impact on brain function and impact on the inte-
grated experience and expression of thoughts, emo-
tion, and behaviour. Machine learning affords the
capacity to dynamically identify and analyse mul-
tiple signals indicative of an individual’s mental
state and intent. These signals may be neurophys-
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iological, behavioural and of increasing interest
to suicide prevention natural language, including
that occurring in social media (Resnik et al., 2020;
Chancellor and De Choudhury, 2020; Coppersmith
et al., 2018; Fonseka et al., 2019).

To gain a greater timely understanding of the
lived experience and meaning of suicidal thoughts
and behaviour we need a greater appreciation of
the dynamic cognitions and emotion and contexts
that colour an individual’s thoughts and drive them
to action (Harris and Barraclough, 1997; Liu et al.,
2020; Marsh, 2018). Social media data may pro-
vide an additional window and insights into this
experience and an opportunity to intervene in a
timely way.

Clinically language is a key tool for assess-
ing and communicating thoughts, emotion and be-
haviour. Language is central to the assessment
of mental state and from this potential brain state.
Language assists in making hypotheses about elec-
trochemical and cognitive processes in a section or
circuit of the brain at a particular point in time that
hence drive physical, biological, psychopharmaco-
logical and psychosocial interventions.

Language is a significant window into human
experience but may not always provide an accu-
rately drawn picture of reality. The image may
be skewed and distorted by faulty mental models,
cognitive biases, and misinterpretations by both
the experiencer and the observer. Computational
linguistics as the study of language using computa-
tional methods and theoretical models, similarly to
clinical practice, has an inherent interest in ensur-
ing any model deficits or conflicts are understood,
minimised and managed.

4 Phenomenological psychopathology and
nosology

Phenomenological psychopathological analysis is
the process that underlies the clinical perception
and interpretation of the experience and behaviour
of others (Aftab and Ryznar, 2021; Chakraborty,
2020; Nelson et al., 2021).

Nosology is the classification of medical dis-
eases. Nosological modelling can occur at three
levels: aetiological (disease cause is known) patho-
genetic (disease process is known) and symptom
(only reported or interpreted experience is known).
Mental disorder diagnoses are typically at the symp-
tom modelling syndrome level (Kendler, 2009;
Aftab and Ryznar, 2021).

Human experience and behaviour are charac-
terised by a dimensional nature and multifactorial
temporal contextual determinants. Complexity, and
ambiguity is inherent. There is only limited knowl-
edge of the causes and mechanisms by which men-
tal disorders and perceived aberrant experience and
behaviour arise. Accordingly, there are only the-
oretical models of varying fidelity and evidence
base and agreement around the nature and classifi-
cation of mental disorder, and how experience and
behaviour should be interpreted and determined to
be pathological. Similarly, the selection and mech-
anism of action of interventions, their benefits and
harms, and predictions and determinants of prog-
nosis all require the interpretation and weighing
of various population research models as to what
may be best and available for a specific patient in a
specific mental state, in a specific time and context.

Risk categories, and diagnostic categories based
on the identification and interpretation of phenom-
ena and syndromes have significant reliability, va-
lidity and intervention, prognostic and safety limi-
tations (Michelini et al., 2021; Nelson et al., 2021).

Although the terms affect, emotion and mood
are often used interchangeably, they have a broad
historical range of interrelated but separate specific
meanings, definitions and perceived implications
arising from variations (Berrios, 1985).

An emotion can be understood as the subjective
personal experience and interpretation of a feeling
state. Affect refers to an assessor’s interpretation
of the emotional experience of another, and typ-
ically includes not just reference to the type, but
also the range and stability and appropriateness of
expressed emotion within a specific context.

Emotions may be of short duration and fluctu-
ate and represent the subjective interpretation of
chemically induced physiological experience. The
interpretation of this physiological emotional ex-
perience may be influenced by the longer standing
and more prominent mood state, which may have a
complex biopsychosocial basis.

A report of a mood symptom such as depression
may have significant differing impact, relevance
and meaning depending on the pattern intensity,
duration, associations and context of occurrence. It
may be a sign of a brief adjustment to a stressor, an
indication of emotional dysregulation in someone
with a personality disorder, form part of various
levels and presentations of a major depressive dis-
order, be associated with medical and neurological
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disorders from dementia to Parkinson’s disease,
be associated with or secondary to drug use pre-
scribed and illicit, form part of a broader bipolar
disorder, or be an early presentation or association
with schizophrenia. Weight may be given to one
diagnosis over another if there is a clear family or
personal history or pattern of a particular disorder
and other known risk, symptom, sign and contex-
tual factors are present.

Diagnoses can be of use in care planning, fund-
ing, research and making predictions about the fu-
ture. However, they have significant limitations,
not least if it is forgotten they are syndromal level
models, that tell little of the personal story and
context of the individual. The symptom and sign
and temporal components of the diagnostic model
may be subject to deficits or non-standardisation
in interpretation and report. Race, culture, gen-
der, age, language, education, intellectual and sen-
sory impairment and economic status and societal
marginalisation may all have an impact on the ex-
pression and interpretation of experience and be-
haviour. These factors may contribute to significant
inter-rater variability as to what diagnosis or diag-
noses are ascribed to an individual. Individuals that
receive a specific mental disorder diagnosis, may
have significant variation in terms of what criteria
they meet, their individual experience, and underly-
ing causal and mechanism of development factors.
For example, in the DSM classification system 227
combinations of criteria can lead to a diagnosis
of major depression, including 64 combinations
which don’t require a report of depressed mood.
Some combinations may be more common and
more meaningful from a clinical priority and po-
tential to intervene perspective and computational
linguistics could assist with identifying these (Zim-
merman et al., 2015).

5 Suicide risk prevention

There are major challenges, limitations and clini-
cal and ethical risks in trying to predict complex
multi-factorial emergent low base rate events such
as suicide that have a high magnitude of adverse
consequence if that prediction is wrong (Pridmore,
2015; Nock et al., 2019; Large et al., 2017). The
majority of those classified as being at high risk of
suicide, do not commit suicide, and the majority
of suicides will emerge from those classified as
low risk, or who have not been assessed for suicide
risk, have not expressed suicidal ideation or whom

are not engaged in services (McHugh et al., 2019;
Kessler et al., 2020; Durie, 2017; Large, 2018). The
expression and actioning of suicidal intent can vary
in intensity and fluctuate rapidly and be influenced
by ambivalence, mood and emotional state, change
in perceived circumstances, level of trust, wish to
protect others, shame, denial, rationalisation, cop-
ing patterns, cognitive impairment, gain, and im-
pulsivity (Yaseen et al., 2019; Galynker et al., 2017;
Deisenhammer et al., 2009; Freedenthal, 2007).

There is a need to appreciate that even if increase
the specificity and sensitivity of a technology capa-
ble of screening for a particular disorder, behaviour
or risk, the positive predictive and negative pre-
dictive value will vary as a factor of prevalence in
the targeted community. Suicide is a low base rate
event making prediction complex and making the
capacity for undue harm and intrusive unnecessary
interventions higher. Even if the sensitivity and
specificity of a test for suicide is significantly im-
proved the positive predictive value may still be
relatively low. This is not an argument to stop re-
searching computational linguistics’ capacity to im-
prove suicide prediction but is a call to be cognisant
of the limitations and to take a broader view on
how machine learning and computational linguis-
tics may contribute to suicide risk management.

Different people will have different pathways,
processes, contexts, and timelines that take them to
suicide. Some may have a more linear escalating
suicide risk chain they follow; others will display a
more complex emergence pattern where multiple
factors came together at a certain point in time and
a chain is only apparent with retrospective coher-
ence (Kurtz and Snowden, 2003).

While making suicide predictions has inherent
complexity and limitation, enhancing the capacity
for machine learning to detect risk signals and offer
support to reach out and seek help, would provide
a chance to positively change that pathway and
context (Tielman et al., 2019; Ryan, 2015). Ma-
chine learning may be able to assist in identifying
what key potential contextual risk factors are for
an individual or community; assist in the triage
and prioritisation of attention for that individual or
community; and do this at a speed and scale over
multiple sources that exceeds human capabilities
(Resnik et al., 2020; Shing et al., 2020).

Clinical risk including suicide risk needs to be
considered in relation to a specific population and
in relation to the individual’s own baseline or typ-
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Assessment Formulation Intervention

Figure 1: Central Role of Formulation

ical risk level or pattern. Timing and context is
important including the presence or absence of
key precipitants or protective factors. Ascertaining
what factors are able to be managed, minimised
or developed, and which resources are ideally and
in reality, available are also important concerns.
Rather than just provide a simple risk category, for-
mulation aims to provide an integrated weighted
contextualised view of all factors that may have a
role in intervention planning and risk management
(Pisani et al., 2016; Wyder et al., 2021; Fitzpatrick,
2018; Kessler et al., 2020).

6 Formulation at the centre of clinical
practice

The clinical assessment and intervention process
typically involves the key dynamic, integrated, it-
erative stages of history taking, mental state exam-
ination, formulation, diagnosis and care planning.
Formulation is at the centre, prioritising and inte-
grating key aspects of the assessment as a founda-
tion for the personalised intervention planning.

Formulation can be perceived as a form of clini-
cal storytelling. Clinical formulation includes the
recurrent patterns, key themes, plot points and rela-
tionships, and cultural and contextual factors that
characterise and help draw a mental model of an
individual and their world.

Many individuals even if they have never had
a formal mental health diagnosis before, may be
found on assessment to have had recurrent patterns
suggestive of previous episodes or prodrome or vul-
nerabilities. Those that have an established recur-
rent relapsing disorder, may have patterns of risk
behaviours and contexts and early warning signs,
that the client has varying and fluctuating levels
of insight into, but that may be well recognised by
families and supports.

Storytelling in written and spoken language has
traditionally been a way to transmit knowledge and
understanding to a group and through generations.
The narrative structure of storytelling may assist
in human recall and motivational understanding.
Clinical formulation is a structured way to make

sense and meaning of another’s consciousness and
experience and convey the story of their life, with
a view to positively influencing the next stage of
that story. Multiple factors and models are weighed
and weaved using a structured process of analysis
and reporting. Computational linguistics with its
strengths in factor identification, weighing and inte-
grated pattern recognition across multiple sources
and contexts could assist this process.

Unlike describing the precise formulation or
composition of a chemical compound or drug, the
specific elements or processes by which a human
experience arises is unknown. There is limited
knowledge of the aetiology or pathogenesis of
mental disorders, nor the nature of consciousness
or emotions or experience. However, there are a
range of biological, psychological and sociological
research-based models that may guide the formu-
lation process. The quality of the formulation is
dependent on the knowledge and skill of the clini-
cian in history taking and mental state examination
and being able to identify key patterns, vulnera-
bilities, strengths, relationships and structures and
integrate the findings with appropriate theoretical
models. The quality of the formulation can be iter-
atively improved by the availability of additional
data sources and the input of the multiple stake-
holders, family, supports and caregivers that may
play a role in an individual’s life (Ford et al., 2019;
Geach et al., 2018; Johnstone, 2018).

7 Clinical formulation structure

The clinical formulation may be approached in
a structured manner, with data and key findings
captured under a series of interrelated headings,
each capturing a different but interrelated descrip-
tive, theoretical or explanatory perspective (Chang
and Lundahl, 2019; Weerasekera, 1993). Machine
learning and computational linguistics operating
under various levels of autonomy, could assist in
augmenting this clinical pattern recognition and
modelling process.

Some variant of a series of “P” headings such
as problem, predisposing, precipitating, perpetuat-
ing, protective factors and prognosis headings is
common clinical practice. Patterns, preferences,
and priorities have been added for this work to
emphasise these key attributes of the formulation
process and where machine learning and computa-
tional linguistics could play a key role in capturing
and weighing and providing decision support.
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Problem What are the key findings from the
presenting complaint and history of
presenting complaint, and the mental
state examination, that characterize
the problem or disorder?

Predisposing What biopsychosocial and cultural
contextual factors may have predis-
posed the individual to the disorder?

Precipitating What biopsychosocial and cultural
contextual factors may have precipi-
tated the problem or exacerbation of
the disorder?

Perpetuating What biopsychosocial and cultural
contextual factors may perpetuate or
exacerbate the problem or provide a
barrier to recovery?

Protective What are the biopsychosocial and
cultural contextual factors that may
offer protection, assist in recovery
or prevent further harm or adverse
outcomes?

Prognosis What is the expected response and
outcome for this individual given
what is known from population
research and their specific history
and level of insight, impairment,
vulnerabilities, strengths and
resources? How might interventions
work or not work or cause harm and
in what context and time?

Patterns What patterns may be evident in the
history and how may these relate to
known psychological models?

Preferences How does the individual prefer
to understand or model their
problem(s) for themselves and what
resources and interventions do they
prefer to utilize and how may these
preferences be impacted on by
insight and judgement?

Priorities What are the priorities for the inter-
vention plan given the knowledge
about the individual, their past
response and preferences, available
resources and logistics, local and
professional best practice guidelines,
and relevant science?

Table 1: Clinical Formulation Structure

By considering biological, psychological and so-
cial facets and individual and systemic contextual
components of each heading, the key formulation
issues are often captured in a biopsychosocial grid
structure, before being converted into an integrated
coherent written form (Weerasekera, 1993). Some
structures consider culture as inherent to the biopsy-
chosocial analysis; others draw it out as a separate
heading or separate cultural formulation process to
ensure this important factor is focused on and not
neglected.

Conceptual models created from international
data may have transcultural limitations. This may
be a significant issue when conceptual models are
being utilised in formulation and particularly when
involving the interpretation of experience and be-
haviour. DSM5 diagnoses are essentially concep-
tual models built on international data that con-
tribute to care by providing a framework to de-
scribe an individual’s perceived experience. How-
ever, the framework may negatively impact on care
if the transcultural limitations are not adequately
addressed or understood (Bredström, 2019; Rangi-
huna et al., 2018; La Roche et al., 2015).

Similarly, computational linguistics research and
application in the mental health and suicide preven-
tion domains needs to be designed and interpreted
with a sociocultural contextual awareness as is em-
phasised by the formulation ethos (Durie, 2017;
Hatcher et al., 2017; Lawson-Te Aho Dr, 2017;
McClintock and McClintock, 2017).

8 Ethical and regulatory issues

The following section outlines a range of ethical
and regulatory issues that are important considera-
tions when developing and deploying digital mental
health interventions particularly in the area of sui-
cide prevention. Health interventions should be
evidence based, and subject to academic, clinical
governance, regulatory and ethical review. There is
a need to be ethically cognisant of the risk-benefit
profile, the relative utility and costs and the num-
bers of people that may additionally benefit or be
harmed by an intervention within a specific context.
The relevance, meaning, sensitivity and specificity
of screening and diagnostic tests must be described
with reference to a stipulated time period, preva-
lence and clinical context (Andrade, 2015). Digi-
tal mental health interventions including computa-
tional linguistic based suicide prevention interven-
tions need to be subject to similar standards.
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Primum non nocere or “first, do no harm” is a
fundamental principle of bioethics. Failure to un-
derstand the complexity and limitations of suicide
risk prediction has significant capacity to cause
harm. Simplistic, generalised or static risk cate-
gorisation can lead to unintended harm and there is
a need for dynamic formulation based assessment
that recognises the importance of context for an
individual’s strengths and vulnerabilities.

The analytic power, reach, personalisation, time-
liness and vigilance of AI based digital care affords
major potential benefit. However, AI can be in-
trusive, discriminative, unwanted, and wrong. In
suicide prevention resources could be allocated to
the wrong groups, to the wrong individual, or be
of the wrong type or quality and quantity. Some
individuals may have unnecessary protections or
intrusions placed on their lives which are damag-
ing or disabling (McKernan et al., 2018). AI algo-
rithms are subject to bias, misuse, undue trust, and
unintended consequences and require continuous
ethically based and sociocultural aware research,
co-design, and governance (Yu, 2020; Floridi et al.,
2020; Stein and Reed, 2019; Challen et al., 2019).

Continually striving to improve AI based risk
prediction and management at an individual to so-
cietal level and getting to zero people dying by
suicide is a morally worthy goal. However, there is
a need to consider how the nature and current status
of attaining that goal may be societally interpreted
or misinterpreted. Stigma can have an impact on
suicide bereavement and is an important consid-
eration for suicide postvention. Bereaved family
and caregivers can experience significant stigma,
shame and blame and societal judgement based on
a belief that they should have seen the signals of
pending suicide and predicted and prevented the
death (Evans and Abrahamson, 2020). In the re-
porting of improvements in suicide risk prediction,
it is important that the CLPsych community high-
light the ongoing complexities and limitations in
identifying, seeing, analysing and acting on the
signals and do not unintentionally contribute to
exacerbating suicide bereavement and stigma.

If a digital system claims a clinical or therapeu-
tic intervention function, then the system can be
expected to be held to a high ethical and regulatory
standard. This includes requiring a high level of
mandated understanding of how the system inte-
grates into broader clinical care processes, medi-
colegal responsibility and governance frameworks

and whether it potentially requires software as a
medical device type certification. There are vary-
ing developing regulatory standards and definitions
for medical device type software. An AI based sys-
tem providing triage and treatment advice where
an individual may be at risk of suicide would likely
present some of the highest ethical and clinical
risks for development and deployment in a health-
care context and attract the highest regulatory cat-
egorisation and governance requirements (NEAC,
2019; Fernandes and Chaltikyan, 2020; Keutzer
and Simonsson, 2020).

There is increasing interest in the use of social
media and AI in suicide prevention. The interna-
tional literature on social media research highlights
various contentions including defining public vs pri-
vate data, consent and anonymity and minimising
bias and algorithmic harm (Townsend and Wallace,
2016; Chiauzzi and Wicks, 2019). There is increas-
ing recognition of a need for social media-based
research to have ethical overview to ensure that
quality research is being proposed that understands
the limitations and context of the data analysis and
is protective and respectful of potentially vulner-
able communities (British Psychological Society,
2017; Townsend and Wallace, 2016; Pagoto and
Nebeker, 2019; Chiauzzi and Wicks, 2019; Benton
et al., 2017).

Tutelary law and ethics, relates to those aspects
of the legal and ethical system that have a focus
on guardianship and protection (Unsworth, 1991).
Mental healthcare services have had a long and dif-
ficult history with care and protection and guardian
roles. The legal system is aware that good protec-
tive intents do not always result in good or optimal
outcomes and there is always a need to consider
who will guard the guardians. Clinical decisions
and opinions about risk that impact on an indi-
vidual’s civil liberties, are often subject to review
by tutelary mental health courts and tribunals; de-
cisions influenced by AI based categorisation or
predictions should similarly be expected to be re-
viewed by the tutelary system (Szmukler, 2014).

Floridi and Cowls (2019) have argued AI ethics
can be reduced to five core principles. Four of
these are the traditional bioethical principles of au-
tonomy, justice, beneficence and non-maleficence
to which they have added explicability. Explica-
bility aims to capture the concepts of intelligibility
and accountability. Building suicide prevention in-
terventions and research on faulty, limited or poorly
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understood or described models affords significant
ethical and clinical risk. Clinicians and researchers
need to take a lead in ethically shaping and gov-
erning the emergent capacity for greater levels of
social media and AI based suicide prevention re-
search and development(Hom et al., 2017; Hunter
et al., 2018; Pagoto and Nebeker, 2019). Before
the deployment of AI in a mental health setting,
stakeholders should have an adequate understand-
ing of how it was co-designed and works and who
is accountable and liable for how it works (Floridi
and Cowls, 2019; Price et al., 2019). The formu-
lation process could improve explicability in that
there should be a clearer, intelligible and account-
able process as to why intervention decisions were
made. This should include having an understanding
of the mental health theoretical models on which
or for what, the machine learning algorithms were
built (de Andrade et al., 2018).

9 Discussion and conclusion

In clinical practice there are significant standardis-
ation, ethical, safety and effectiveness issues when
classifying an individual as in or out of some binary
diagnostic or risk category. This is particularly so
when the constructs or models that underlie each
criterion are limited in their scientific basis and are
not operationally defined and there is significant
variation in training, interpretation and application
and perceived clinical utility.

Similarly, when computational linguistics devel-
opments aim to assist in symptom, diagnostic and
suicide risk prediction categorisation there may be
significant theoretical, ethical, utility and clinical
safety concerns and limitations. There is a need
to move beyond risk categorisation to risk formu-
lation as part of the broader clinical formulation
and intervention context. Any risk prediction cat-
egorisation produced needs to be treated like the
output from any screening or diagnostic test; that is
as another datapoint for the formulation, that is to
be iteratively weighed, integrated and interpreted
within the broader dynamic clinical context and not
considered definitive or static.

Human experience is often time and context de-
pendent, dynamic and multidimensional and occurs
along a spectrum rather than within discrete cat-
egories. Formulation is the key focus of natural
clinical intelligence and ought to be a key focus for
artificial intelligence.

Computational linguistics could help in the de-

velopment and assessment of a broader contextual
understanding of an individual’s history and mental
state. A diagnostic and risk formulation process
affords the opportunity to present a richer person-
alised explanatory model that links all the factors
and highlights the complexity, uncertainty and im-
portance of context and dynamic change.

The clinical formulation process of iterative fac-
tor identification and weighing, pattern recognition
and modelling, is in keeping with the strengths of
machine learning and the computational linguistics
process. There are opportunities for significant syn-
ergy. Computational linguistics can operate at a
speed and scale of factor identification and analy-
sis across multiple sources beyond human capabil-
ity. The machine learning process may be refined
on previous clinical assessments, with emphasis
given to mental state examinations and formula-
tions. Clinician in the loop training and curation
processes may assist with explicable and reflexive
algorithmic improvement and production of mean-
ingful safe ethical outputs. Though such formal
clinical data may be difficult to access for current
researchers, this can be expected to improve as ma-
chine learning is integrated and normalised as part
of care delivery.

Machine learning and computational linguistics
could improve the explicable quality of the acquisi-
tion, analysis and description of formulation data.
Machine learning could also improve the quality of
the theoretical models applied by improving the
quality of research that underlies those models.
There may be different and changing reasons and
typologies for suicide and AI enabled research may
be able to better timely categorise, trend and de-
fine these at an individual and community level
(Clapperton et al., 2020; Martin et al., 2020).

In formulation every current and emergent find-
ing needs to be iteratively analysed in context, and
with knowledge of the strengths and limitations of
the related clinical theoretical models. Particularly
in suicide risk management there is a need to be
highly cognisant of the difficulty and contention
of predicting complex low base rate events and the
harm that can result from both false negatives and
false positives.

Digital transformation and co-design in AI em-
powered suicide prevention requires the working
together of clinicians, communities, consumers,
and digital media companies. The leverage, reach
and analysis of AI empowered digital media make
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taking a co-design and societal perspective more
meaningful and achievable and anything more lim-
ited, less ethically justifiable.

Looking to the future computational linguistics
could assist in the creation of a self-constructing
and updating digital formulation drawing on multi-
ple sources from social media to email to clinical
notes and assessments to conducting autonomous
interviews in oral and written format. These ser-
vices could be delivered in the form of customis-
able digital guardians, coaches or clinicians that
address, with varying levels of expertise, medicole-
gal responsibility and autonomy, the assessment,
formulation and intervention process.

In terms of an example of potential next research
steps the authors are currently integrating qualita-
tive thematic analysis with machine learning based
topic modelling to study sleep related concerns
in a large social media based suicidality dataset.
Sleep disturbances from insomnia to nightmares to
sleep disordered breathing are associated with an
increased risk of suicidal behaviour and night-time
is a high-risk period for suicide (Braun and Clarke,
2006, 2019; Blei et al., 2003; Blei, 2012; Fast et al.,
2016; Shing et al., 2018, 2020; Zirikly et al., 2019;
Porras-Segovia et al., 2019; Tubbs et al., 2019).
The research is exploring whether this integrated
thematic analysis and topic modelling approach
can contribute to the development of an explica-
ble conceptual linguistic sleep signal model for
AI empowered clinical formulation, prioritisation,
treatment category recommendation, and psychoe-
ducation in the area of suicide prevention. Identi-
fying key topics and themes and a related lexicon
are central to these clinical processes. Suicide is
complex and multifactorial. By focusing on one
potential signal (sleep), one machine learning tech-
nique (topic modelling) and one dataset the aim is
a greater conceptual understanding of the oppor-
tunities and challenges that could be presented by
an multi-signal, multi-source, explicable AI and
formulation based suicide prevention system. The
current focus is on social media data, but a range of
biopsychosocial data sources might be integrated
into a future system. Formulation and broader data
contained in clinical assessments and discharge
summaries could be a future key target for both
analysis and enrichment (Adnan et al., 2013).

Developments in digital formulation from a clin-
ician augmentation or decision support role to a
more autonomous social media focused digital

guardian, coach or clinician role will have major
clinical and societal impact. Suicide is a complex
time and context dependent phenomenon. There
is increasing recognition of the need to broaden
the clinical service focus of suicide prevention to a
more societal level focus that has more timely vigi-
lance and leverages a greater range of resources.

Clinic-based services accessing social media
data, and social media based services accessing
formal clinical data, and the integration of such ser-
vices raises significant medicolegal, security and
ethical issues (Williams et al., 2017; Price et al.,
2019; Bhatia-Lin et al., 2019). However, machine
learning assisting in the expansion from a clinical
service to societal focus allows for more protective
layers and opportunities for integrated formulation
and intervention at more time points. Social me-
dia machine learning based interventions have the
advantage that even if they have only a relatively
small effect size on reducing suicidal behaviour
they can be deployed at such scale and minimal
marginal cost that they may have a significant im-
pact at a population societal level (Torok et al.,
2020).

Socialising emergent concepts, among research
and practice leaders, is an important stage in the
innovation diffusion and health practice change pro-
cess (Beausoleil, 2018; Taherdoost, 2018; Rahimi
et al., 2018). This can lead to critical analysis of
relative advantage, adoption challenges and health
impact , and feed through to strategic research, im-
plementation and governance plans(Renken and
Heeks, 2019). This paper has aimed to socialise
the concept of digital psychological formulation
with the goal of making a positive health impact
on suicide prevention by promoting adoption and
development of the concept by the CLPsych com-
munity.

There is a significant concept reality gap be-
tween current developments and getting to a stage
of digital formulation being utilised by human and
digital clinicians as part of standard mental health
and suicide prevention practice (Heeks, 2006; Orr
and Sankaran, 2007). However, it is a concept re-
ality gap that is potentially fast narrowing and that
the CLPsych community has both the developing
expertise and ethical duty to take a leadership role
in crossing, in a safe and clinically effective man-
ner.
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Abstract
Models of mental health based on natural lan-
guage processing can uncover latent signals of
mental health from language. Models that in-
dicate whether an individual is depressed, or
has other mental health conditions, can aid in
diagnosis and treatment. A critical aspect of
integration of these models into the clinical
setting relies on explaining their behavior to
domain experts. In the case of mental health
diagnosis, clinicians already rely on an assess-
ment framework to make these decisions; that
framework can help a model generate meaning-
ful explanations.

In this work we propose to use PHQ-9 cate-
gories as an auxiliary task to explaining a social
media based model of depression. We develop
a multi-task learning framework that predicts
both depression and PHQ-9 categories as aux-
iliary tasks. We compare the quality of expla-
nations generated based on the depression task
only, versus those that use the predicted PHQ-9
categories. We find that by relying on clinically
meaningful auxiliary tasks, we produce more
meaningful explanations.

1 Introduction

Mental illness has a huge impact on the health and
well-being of the United States and world popula-
tions. In the US, 25% of the population suffered at
some point from mental illness 1. The urgency to
address the mental health crisis became even more
critical with the COVID-19 pandemic and its nega-
tive impact on mental health, burdening kids and
seniors especially (Loades et al., 2020). Depres-
sion is among the most prevalent mental disorders.
In the United States alone, 21 million adults had at
least one major depressive episode 2.

Computational linguistics and natural language
processing (NLP) research on mental health has

1https://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/statistics/mental-
illness

2https://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/statistics/major-
depression

received increased attention in the last decade, with
work on suicide risk assessment (Zirikly et al.,
2019; Shing et al., 2018; De Choudhury et al.,
2016; Coppersmith et al., 2018), anxiety prediction
and classification (Osadchiy et al., 2020), and de-
pression prediction and classification (Coley et al.,
2021; De Choudhury et al., 2013), among many
other tasks. Although clinical data was used for
some models (Penfold et al., 2021), prior work also
utilized other sources of data, such as social me-
dia to overcome challenges in data access and to
better understand what influences mental health on
a daily basis. The majority of the NLP research
on depression classification is focused on improv-
ing performance to achieve state-of-the-art models.
Such models typically act like a black box, and pre-
dictions are therefore not explainable. This results
in poor integration of these models into clinical
settings, given that clinicians need to understand
why a patient is identified as depressed, so that they
can make informed decisions in regards to diag-
nosis and evidence-based treatment (Zhou et al.,
2015). Additionally, it has been shown that black-
box models are not generalizable across different
data genres or domains (Harrigian et al., 2020).
This accentuates the need for explainable models,
as they could help to troubleshoot and understand
the transfer between datasets – e.g. within social
media or from social media to electronic health
records (EHR).

Recently, and with the proliferation of deep
learning in particular, explainable AI (XAI) has
attracted significant attention, with the field pub-
lishing multiple techniques that provide explana-
tions for machine learning models. Techniques
like LIME (Ribeiro et al., 2016) and SHAP (Lund-
berg and Lee, 2017) have been widely adopted and
proven to work in different domains, mental health
being one of them (Hu and Sokolova, 2021; Spruit
et al., 2022; Uddin et al., 2022).

Clinicians rely on ongoing assessment of pa-
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tient progress and well-being for therapeutic de-
cisions. Many assessment instruments exist, in-
cluding questionnaires such as the Patient Health
Questionnaire (PHQ-9) for depression and the Gen-
eral Anxiety Disorder (GAD-7) screener for anx-
iety. PHQ-9 (Kroenke et al., 2001) is one of the
most commonly used and validated depression as-
sessment tools that mental health clinicians and
primary care physicians use. The questionnaire ad-
dresses the presence and severity of nine symptoms
or categories such as problems with sleep, eating,
and self-harm to assess and monitor a patient’s de-
pression severity.

In this work, we leverage the availability of PHQ-
9, a clinically accepted and interpretable tool to
measure depression severity, and integrate its items
into depression classification models as auxiliary
classification tasks. We claim and prove that LIME
explanations generated for models that use such
clinically grounded auxiliary tasks are better and
more informative than explanations on other black-
box models that do not use these auxiliary models
in the decision process.

We summarize our contributions as follows:

• We created a manually labeled dataset that
highlights the most prominent terms in a tweet
as the explanation for depression,

• designed a multi-task learning framework that
uses PHQ-9 categories for depression classifi-
cation, and

• showed that using auxiliary models (PHQ-9)
improves the explainability of depression de-
tection models, regardless of the complexity
of the underlying model.

2 Related work

Depression classification has been an important
area of focus in mental health NLP in social me-
dia data and electronic health records (EHR). To
overcome the challenges of data access and to
create community-based datasets, many initiatives
started using Twitter and Reddit platforms to cre-
ate depression annotated datasets. These datasets
were collected using self-reported terms and reg-
ular expressions such as I was diagnosed with
depression (Coppersmith et al., 2015), or in the
case of Reddit, using mental health related sub-
reddits (e.g. r/ADHD) as a proxy to retrieve rel-
evant posts (Pirina and Çöltekin, 2018; Cohan

et al., 2018; Yates et al., 2017). Many common
techniques related to linguistic features are used
to perform the classification task such as using
LIWC in social media (Morales et al., 2017; Loveys
et al., 2018) and EHR (Bittar et al., 2021). Re-
searchers used a variety of machine learning tech-
niques that range from conventional methods such
as SVM (Tadesse et al., 2019; Yazdavar et al.,
2017) and LR (Yazdavar et al., 2017; Karmen et al.,
2015), to deep learning techniques such as feed-
forward networks (Geraci et al., 2017), CNN and
LSTM (Mumtaz and Qayyum, 2019; Kour and
Gupta, 2022). Many recent work also explored
the use of recent pre-trained language models to
improve the depression classification task perfor-
mance, such as BERT-CNN in (Rodrigues Maki-
uchi et al., 2019) and ALBERT (Owen et al., 2020).
There has been a line of research that focused on
predicting the symptoms (PHQ categories). (De-
lahunty et al., 2019) introduced a deep neural net-
work model to predict PHQ-4 scores in Reddit
depression dataset (Losada and Crestani, 2016)
and DAIC-WOZ transcribed clinical interviews
(Gratch et al., 2014). (Yadav et al., 2020) proposed
identifying the presence of the depressive symp-
toms using the auxiliary task of figurative usage
detection.

In the area of explainable AI (XAI), most the
work that has been done focused on using explain-
able techniques to highlight the most important
features in depression prediction. (Nemesure et al.,
2021) used SHAP values (Lundberg and Lee, 2017)
to highlight which features were most salient in
the depression classification model. (Choi et al.,
2020) used LIME to understand which features
weighed the most in identifying college students at
high risk of depressive disorder. In a recent work
by (Nguyen et al., 2022), the authors showed the
positive impact of using depression classifiers that
are constrained by PHQ-9 symptoms, on their gen-
eralizability across different datasets.

3 Data

In this work, we focus on social media data be-
cause public access to clinical datasets is limited.
The publicly available social media datasets that ad-
dress depression classification only contain labels
for depression (Coppersmith et al., 2015; Cohan
et al., 2018), and it is challenging to find publicly
available data that has annotations for both depres-
sion and PHQ-9 categories.
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For our experiments, we use the Depression to
(2) Symptoms (D2S) dataset (Yadav et al., 2020).
It is a collection of English only tweets that was
crawled using depression-related terms that can
be categorized into one of the PHQ-9 categories
(symptoms): (S1) lack of interest, (S2) feeling
down or depressed, (S3) trouble with sleeping,
(S4) lack of energy, (S5) eating disorder, (S6) low
self-esteem, (S7) concentration problems, (S8) hy-
per/lower activity, and (S9) self-harm.

The dataset contains the list of annotated tweet
IDs, and a total of 3738 tweets labeled as depressive
and 8417 as not depressive (control). The depres-
sive tweets are further annotated with symptoms,
where a label of 1 is assigned for S9 if the tweet
has mentions of self-harm thoughts, 0 otherwise,
and so forth for all 9 categories, where multiple cat-
egories can receive a 1 annotation. It is worth men-
tioning that the data, unlike PHQ-9 questionnaire,
does not have scores for each category, but only a
binary label. Additionally, the original dataset has
annotations for sarcasm and metaphor labels for
the depressive tweets, since Yadav et al. (2020) fo-
cused on the task of understanding how to classify
PHQ-9 categories using the sarcasm and metaphor
language labels. However, in our work we focus on
the depressive and PHQ-9 symptoms annotations,
with all annotations scoped at the tweet level, not at
the user level as is the case in some other datasets.

We collected the tweets corresponding to the
tweet IDs described in D2S using the Twitter API.
Some tweets had become unavailable since the pub-
lication of D2S, resulting in a reduced dataset with
2132 depressive tweets and 5698 control tweets.
Notwithstanding the change in dataset size, we
adopt the train, dev, and test splits of D2S to main-
tain consistency. Table 1 shows the characteristics
of the dataset splits, and the distribution of PHQ-9
annotations.

4 Depression classification models

Understanding the domain and the task should be
the foundation in designing an NLP model, as op-
posed to simply applying NLP state-of-the-art mod-
els that are hard to interpret. This is especially true
for clinical and mental health NLP, where a lack
of explainability would result in poor integration
in clinical settings. In our work, we aim to build
models that mimic a clinical setting, where the clin-
ician uses the scores from PHQ-9 questionnaires to
screen if a patient is suffering from depression and

to assess its severity.
In this section we discuss the approaches we

used to build models that predict if a tweet is de-
pressive or not. We propose three models; the first
two, similarly to previous literature, focus on the
depression classification task as a standalone prob-
lem, without considering how symptoms, in our
case the PHQ-9 categories, can help interpret and
influence the model’s performance. The last model
aims to study how predicting symptoms can help
in classifying depressive tweets.

In the following subsections, we will describe
our models and the balancing techniques we used to
address the skewed distributions for the depressive
and symptom labels.

4.1 Single task classification models

The task formulation for these models is as fol-
lows: given tweet t, classify if t is depressive (dep)
or has any of the symptoms (PHQ-9 categories)
enabled. For this task, we propose two simple
models: logistic regression (LR) and multilayer
perceptron (MLP). Both of these models take as
input the pre-processed tweet. The preprocessing
steps we have used include: lowercasing, tokeniz-
ing the tweet, normalizing the numbers (e.g. 123
-> 000), and removing tokens that occur less than
3 times in the training set. The preprocessed tweet
text was then vectorized using a term frequency-
inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) vectorizer
with L2 regularization. We are aware of more so-
phisticated methods to build representations of the
input text, such as applying and fine-tuning BERT
contextual embeddings (Devlin et al., 2018; Brown
et al., 2020), that could improve results. However,
the focus of this paper is not to provide the best per-
formance, but rather to show how using auxiliary
models can help in providing better explanations
for the depression classification models. Addition-
ally, we believe simpler input forms can make the
explainability process cleaner.

For each of the single task approaches, we build
10 different models that can address the classifica-
tion tasks separately (dep + 9 symptoms).

Logistic Regression In this model we use logis-
tic regression with a maximum of 50 iterations and
L2 regularizer. For balancing the data, we apply a
higher weight class for the 1:enabled class for each
of the depressive and symptom classes.

Table 2 shows the results of this model on the
test data, where the symptoms models are trained
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split control dep S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9
train 3989 1615 237 235 97 140 173 426 69 51 468
dev 570 140 16 19 5 5 26 53 6 4 28
test 1139 377 32 110 35 29 51 89 6 6 113
all 5698 2132 285 364 137 174 250 568 81 61 609

Table 1: Data statistics

dep S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9
Precision 0.725 0.214 0.353 0.923 0.8 0.677 0.324 0 0 0.513
Recall 0.629 0.188 0.109 0.343 0.414 0.412 0.528 0 0 0.513
F1 0.673 0.2 0.167 0.5 0.546 0.512 0.402 0 0 0.513

Table 2: Logistic regression results for the single classification task

dep S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9
Precision 0.249 0.093 0.081 0.308 0.186 0.16 0.14 0.008 0.007 0.25
Recall 1 0.625 0.518 0.571 0.552 0.726 0.652 0.167 0.167 0.558
F1 0.398 0.161 0.139 0.4 0.278 0.262 0.231 0.015 0.013 0.345

Table 3: MLP results for the single-task classification

dep S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9
Precision 0.765 0.761 0.764 0.768 0.765 0.767 0.766 0.77 0.767 0.767
Recall 0.508 0.489 0.487 0.503 0.487 0.517 0.512 0.49 0.502 0.503
F1 0.611 0.595 0.595 0.608 0.595 0.618 0.614 0.595 0.607 0.608

Table 4: MTL results for the multitask classification

on the depressive only tweets and tested on all the
test data (dep + control). We do not report accuracy
given how skewed the dataset is.

Multilayer Perceptron Our multilayer percep-
tron model (MLP) is a three-layer fully connected
feedforward network with a hidden layer of size
256. The best parameters obtained for this model
on the dev data are: learning rate of 1e-3, a batch
size of 32, dropout probability of 0.5, Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014), and cross-entropy
as the loss function. We minimize the impact of im-
balanced data by balancing each batch separately
for the 0/1 classes. Similarly to our LR model, the
symptoms classifiers use only the depressive tweets
for the training and development sets to minimize
the imbalance, and because the non-depressive
tweets are automatically given label 0 for each of
the symptoms. However, for testing we use both
depressive and control tweets to mimic the real-life
scenario where we don’t know the depression sta-
tus of a patient. The results of our MLP model are
depicted in table 3.

4.2 Multitask classification model

Our research question is based on studying the
impact of using auxiliary models (symptoms) to
generate better explanations for the depression clas-
sification model. Given that, we adopt a multi-
task learning (MTL) framework that classifies each
tweet as depressive or not, in addition to each of the
9 PHQ-9 categories (symptoms), simultaneously.
For comparability with our MLP model, we adopt
the same neural network design choices. the MTL
framework consists of multiple MLP networks, one
for each of the tasks, with the same parameters in
terms of dropout, learning rate, number of hidden
layers, optimizer, and loss function. Table 4 shows
the results of our MTL proposed model. Similarly
to LR and MLP, the symptoms classification task
uses only depressive tweets from the training and
development sets.

5 Depression model explanations

It has been argued that depression classification
models that use machine learning, and deep learn-
ing techniques in particular, have been hard to inte-
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grate into clinical settings due to the difficulty of
interpreting and explaining their results (Sendak
et al., 2019). In the literature, there are many
initiatives to generate explanations for blackbox
models such as LIME (Ribeiro et al., 2016) and
SHAP (Lundberg and Lee, 2017), which are highly
adopted and used. In our work, to test our hypoth-
esis, we compare the explanations generated by
LIME for each of the models listed in section 4 with
our in-house gold annotated explanations dataset.

5.1 Explanations dataset

We randomly sampled 105 tweets from the test
dataset that are depressive (D2S-explain), and man-
ually annotated them. We had one annotator that
is experienced in mental health research and its in-
tersection with computational linguistics that read
the tweets, and for each tweet identified the tokens
that signal depression or that are most relevant to
it. To evaluate the quality of the annotation, 25
randomly selected tweets from D2S-explain were
checked by another annotator that is also an expert
in mental health research with a degree in psychol-
ogy. The first annotator is not a native English
speaker, but has full professional proficiency in En-
glish, while the second annotator is a native English
speaker. The second annotator had three options:
accept, modify, or reject an explanation. This pro-
cess was repeated until we reached 85% agreement
for accept on the 25 tweets, after which the rest of
D2S-explain was re-annotated by the first annotator.

Figure 1 shows an example tweet and its corre-

I feel that existence is
pointless and everything is
hurting me to a point that I
can’t sleep anymore. My stomach
hurts every time I eat and I
feel that I need to throw up.

existence is pointless |
everything is hurting me

Figure 1: Example of manually labeling explanation
terms in a tweet

sponding manual annotations 3. Table 5 shows the
details of the number of tweets that have any of the
9 symptoms enabled. Upon acceptance we plan to
make the dataset publicly available under a DUA
as discussed in 7.

3All example tweets are paraphrased for privacy.

5.2 Explanations evaluation
For each of the three models we developed, we em-
ploy LIME to generate explanations for the D2S-
explain dataset. LIME is able to generate explana-
tions by creating an interpretable model that is an
approximation of the original model for each data
point (tweet) from the dataset. The LIME explana-
tions look like probability scores for all inputs (in
our case, tokens) that indicate how much they are
expected to have contributed to the output classifi-
cation. By looking at the highest-probability tokens
of a tweet, we can get a sense of what information
the model has used to make its prediction for that
tweet.

We identify the following three scenarios for
generating and evaluating the explanations:

• (D) We generate explanations for each of the
three models (LR, MLP, and MTL) for the
depressive classification task. We rank the ex-
planations (tokens) generated by LIME based
on their top relevance probabilities and use
the first ten tokens.

• (S/S-comb) In this scenario we generate the
explanations for the symptoms prediction task
for only the tweets that were predicted to have
the corresponding symptom (S) enabled and
that are correctly predicted by the model as
depressive. Additionally, we combine all the
explanations from the 9 symptoms models and
rank the relevance/contributing probabilities
of the tokens then pick the top ten tokens (S-
comb).

• (D+S) In this scenario, we combine the expla-
nations from the 9 symptoms models – same
criteria as scenario S, with the explanations
from scenario (D). Similarly to S-comb, we
rank the relevance probabilities for all the ex-
planations and pick the top ten.

The reason behind structuring the scenarios as pro-
posed is to reflect the research question we for-
mulated earlier and study the impact of using the
explanations generated from the auxiliary tasks to
help explain and interpret the depression models’
outputs, as opposed to using the depression classi-
fication models alone.

For evaluation, we use the recall metric since we
are mainly interested whether the models were able
to generate explanation tokens that match the ones
in the gold explanations. A prediction is considered
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S1(1) S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9
9 31 8 1 6 16 1 1 46

Table 5: Annotated test data sample stats

a true positive if the predicted explanation is fully
or partially in the gold explanation. For instance,
if the generated explanation is lost hope and the
gold explanation is lost hope in life, the explana-
tion is considered to be correct and the number of
true positives increases by 1. However, this partial
matching strategy only applies if the generated ex-
planation contains more than only function words,
stop words or pronouns; no credit is given for par-
tial matches of that type. The reason behind the
choice for a partial match evaluation is that it is
sufficient for a clinician or mental health expert to
see part of the term highlighted to understand why
a model signaled depression.

D Recall
LR 0.61
MLP 0.267
MTL 0.524

Table 6: Recall explanation results for scenario (D)

Tables 6, 7, and 8 show the recall performance
for each of the scenarios listed above, which will
be discussed in the next section.

6 Discussion

When we look at the results of the depression and
symptoms classification task in tables 2, 3, and 4,
we note that MLP yields the worst results across
almost all the labels (dep and symptoms), whereas
LR provides the best results for dep. However, its
performance on the symptoms is poor, especially
for concentration (S7) and activity (S8), where the
number of positive instances is very limited. The
MTL model, meanwhile, performs slightly worse
than LR for the dep class, but is able to perform
much better for all the symptoms and is not sus-
ceptible to the imbalanced nature of the data. For
instance, the F1-scores for S7 and S8 in the MTL
setting improve drastically. This observation sup-
ports the claim that using the symptoms with the
depression labels can provide more reliable per-
formance where we can think of the symptoms
predictions as the first layer of explanations we can
provide to the clinicians.

After applying LIME on each of the models, we

At certain times and without any
trigger, I think I am probably
not even mentally ill, but
rather just an attention seeking
sh**
mentally ill | attention seeking
sh** [gold annotation]
even, mentally, ..., seeking,
ill, attention [LR]
even, time, trigger, ...,
mentally, ill [MLP]
mentally, seeking, sh**,
trigger, mentally,..., ill,
attention [MTL]

Figure 2: Example of the explanations from LR and
MTL

note that the recall of the LR explanations is the
highest among the three models at 0.61 (table 6).
This is expected, given that LR performance on
the dep class is the highest. When we qualitatively
examined the explanations’ output and compare
the results between LR, MLP and MTL, we note
that both LR and MTL explanations contain more
relevant terms. Additionally, the fact that MLP per-
forms much worse on correctly predicting the dep
label affects the performance of the explanations
recall. Figure 2 shows a paraphrased tweet exam-
ple with the explanations generated from the three
models.

The main research question we aimed to address
is: does augmenting the explanations for depres-
sion models with those for PHQ-9 models provide
more meaningful explanation to clinicians than
those for depression models alone? To answer this,
we need to check the recall performance for each
of the three models for the D+S scenario in ta-
ble 8. For the LR model, although the performance
was poor for symptoms, the explanation recall in-
creased 1.9% when augmenting with the symptoms’
explanations. For MLP and MTL, the increase in
recall performance is smaller with almost 1%. In
MTL, we reason the smaller increase is caused by
the fact that the MTL model already utilizes the
symptoms to optimize the depression classification
performance in its network design, thus MTL ex-
planations produced for (D) reflects, to some extent,
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S/S-avg S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S-comb
LR 0.057 0 0.01 0 0.019 0.076 0 0 0.152 0.152
MLP 0.267 0.267 0.267 0.267 0.267 0.267 0.267 0.267 0.267 0.267
MTL 0.533 0.533 0.495 0.524 0.533 0.524 0.514 0.533 0.533 0.533

Table 7: Recall explanation results for scenario (S/S-comb)

D+S dep
LR 0.629
MLP 0.276
MTL 0.533

Table 8: Recall explanation results for scenario (D+S)

augmenting with the symptoms. We note that in
the case of LR and MPL, the symptom models are
independent from the depression model, so LIME
explanations generated for those symptoms can-
not technically be interpreted as having explained
the depression model outputs. However, our results
show that augmenting with explanations from these
disjoint models improves recall of input tokens that
would aid a clinician in evaluating tweets that get
flagged as depressive, by focusing their attention
on clinically relevant information.

To further support our claim and to make sure
that ensembling multiple models will not also pro-
duce better results than D, we implement bagging
techniques. We create 9 random samples to mimic
the 9 symptoms sample size. For instance, sample
1 will randomly select 237 depressive and 1378
control tweets to mimic the size of the S1 dataset;
the same technique would apply for each of the
samples. We report the F1-score, in table 9, for
the worst and best model based on which sample
it has used. The results show a variance in per-
formance which made us further investigate the
recall performance of the explanations if we com-
bined the explanations from (D) with the random
9 models explanations. The results are depicted
in table 10 and show that (9samples+D) generates
worse results than (D) and (D+S).

Limitations We understand that our work and
results are limited in a number of ways. First, the
D2S dataset is a Twitter dataset, which by itself can
raise some questions about its reliability, however,
we justify our decision due to the lack of clinical
data access and this can be a proxy to prove our
hypothesis using the symptoms models. We are
also aware that the dataset is small and its distri-
butions are skewed. In future work, we hope that

we or other researchers can generate a large scale
dataset for depression with PHQ-9 score annota-
tions. Additionally, describing symptoms in tweets
can be challenging due to the short text that can-
not provide enough information about symptoms
and/or depression. Another limitation is that the
PHQ-9 annotations in D2S are binary, unlike the
4-point scale that is used in the PHQ-9 question-
naire, which allows to capture severity of symp-
toms. Choosing between 0 and 1 can be difficult
in gray area cases, and degrades annotation qual-
ity. Finally, the manually annotated explanations in
D2S-explain are only a proxy for what a clinician
might find most informative in assessing tweets
that are automatically flagged as depressive. Evalu-
ating the informativeness of explanations in a true
clinical setting would shed more light on this, but
is beyond the scope of this paper.

7 Ethics statement

Although Tweets are publicly available, given the
sensitivity of the task, we took the following extra
measures, in light of what has been previously pub-
lished by (Benton et al., 2017) and (Šuster et al.,
2017).

• We obtained access to the D2S dataset after
signing a data use agreement (DUA), and we
followed all the agreements and instructions
stated in the DUA. The dataset is stored on
a secure server and not published with other
researchers but those mentioned in the DUA
and got approval.

• We did not obtain institutional review board
(IRB) approval, since the dataset falls under
exempt determination and not IRB approval,
as stated in the code of federal regulations
CFR 46.101(b)(4)4 published by the United
States Department of Health and Human Ser-
vices (HHS).

• Our publicly available annotated explanations
dataset will enforce a DUA that will respect

4
https://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/sites/default/files/ohrp/policy/ohrpregulations.pdf
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worst model best model reported model
LR 0.645 0.684 0.692
MLP 0.384 0.42 0.398
MTL 0.668 0.692 0.611

Table 9: F1 performance results with bagging

original model 9samples 9samples+D
LR 0.629 0.5 0.6
MLP 0.276 0.21 0.24
MTL 0.533 0.472 0.51

Table 10: Explanations recall performance with bagging

all the requirements of the D2S dataset DUA,
in addition to any extra needed regulations
and instructions.

8 Conclusion

Providing models that are explainable and adopt
clinically grounded questionnaires is critical in
building NLP solutions that can be integrated in
clinical settings. In this work, we show that us-
ing auxiliary models, namely for PHQ-9 cate-
gories/symptoms, in combination with the depres-
sion classification models, allows us to generate
explanations that are more meaningful and have
higher recall when evaluated against a gold stan-
dard dataset of manually annotated explanations.
This implies that we need to conduct more studies
that can benefit from clinical practices and mea-
sures, and integrate it into the modeling design
choices. To the best of our knowledge, we are the
first to produce gold annotations of explanations
for the depression classification task, and conduct
a thorough analysis on how augmenting with the
symptoms can improve the quality of the explana-
tions.
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Abstract
This study examined differences in linguistic
features produced by autistic and neurotypical
(NT) children during brief picture descriptions,
and assessed feature stability over time. Weekly
speech samples from well-characterized partic-
ipants were collected using a telephony system
designed to improve access for geographically
isolated and historically marginalized commu-
nities. Results showed stable group differences
in certain acoustic features, some of which may
potentially serve as key outcome measures in
future treatment studies. These results high-
light the importance of eliciting semi-structured
speech samples in a variety of contexts over
time, and adds to a growing body of research
showing that fine-grained naturalistic commu-
nication features hold promise for intervention
research.

1 Introduction

Natural sampling is a rich approach to investigat-
ing speech and language in autistic children. Pre-
vious studies have shown that language behavior
in autism differs from neurotypical (NT) patterns
in a number of ways. For example, autistic chil-
dren who are more severely impacted have been
shown to produce less speech (Bone et al., 2014),
slower speech (Parish-Morris et al., 2016; Bon-
neh et al., 2011), and speech with atypical voice
quality compared to NT peers (Paul et al., 2005;
Shriberg et al., 2001), including heightened jitter,
increased jitter variability, but reduced harmonic-to-
noise ratio (Bone et al., 2014). It has also been ob-
served that autistic children’s prosody differs from
NT children, with qualitative observations ranging
from “sing-songy” and exaggerated to monotonous,
machine-like, or hollow (Bonneh et al., 2011;De-
Pape et al., 2012; Lord et al., 1994; Wehrle et al.,
2020; Fusaroli2017; Fusaroli2021). In the lexi-
cal domain, prior research has shown that autistic
children use more nouns than NT peers when nar-
rating a story from a picture, suggesting that the

storytelling of children with autism is more object-
focused (Boorse et al., 2019). Also, children with
autism use fewer filler words during clinical as-
sessments than NT children (Parish-Morris et al.,
2017), and they talk less about social topics during
get-to-know-you conversations compared to NT
children (Song et al., 2021). It is also observed
that children with autism have difficulties in us-
ing words in non-literal ways (Bara et al., 1999;
Rutherford et al., 2012). Research in this domain
continues to emerge, but samples remain small and
results occasionally conflict, as in the description of
prosody being either “sing-songy” or monotonous,
or fail to replicate (See Fusaroli et al., 2017 for a
meta-analysis of previous findings).

Prior studies of natural language in autism used
a variety of data collection and analysis methods
that could critically affect results and may have led
to conflicting findings. For example, the presence
of an unfamiliar adult during in-person or remote
elicitations could adversely impact the behavior of
autistic children, thus reducing the quality and in-
formativeness of their language samples (Barokova
and Tager-Flusberg, 2020). Also, children’s linguis-
tic behavior might differ depending on the specifics
of the elicitation task in a given study, i.e., whether
natural conversations or semi-structured speech
tasks are used, and the characteristics of certain
elicitation stimuli.

In order to develop scalable, cost-effective, reli-
able intervention progress monitoring systems of
autistic symptoms using speech as a primary target,
it is necessary to understand how contextual and
testing factors affect children’s behavior. Then, it
will be possible to identify robust features that reli-
ably index autism symptoms across heterogeneous
testing conditions. Toward this goal, we devel-
oped a telephony protocol to examine how various
factors affect speech performance in autistic chil-
dren and adolescents. Telephony has particular po-
tential to address service and monitoring gaps for
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autistic and NT children from historically marginal-
ized and/or low-resource communities(Omer et al.,
2022), and is a useful alternative to in-person data
collection during the COVID-19 pandemic. The
final battery of our protocol consisted of seven ver-
sions of seven tasks that a parent or legal guardian
could independently facilitate. In this preliminary
report from an on-going study, we assessed chil-
dren’s speech and language features during one of
the seven tasks (picture descriptions) collected in
the first and second phone sessions. Our goals were
to (1) identify diagnostic group differences in auto-
mated speech and language features that are stable
over time, and (2) examine potential effects of staff
vs. parent administration in each diagnostic group.

2 Methods

2.1 Participants

Study inclusion and exclusion criteria are included
in the Appendix. In this report, we analyzed data
from 29 children who successfully completed two
sessions. Participant groups were matched on age,
full-scale IQ, and self-reported race. Groups were
not matched on sex (p=0.015), which is expected
due to the prevalence of ASD in boys (Baio et al.,
2018), and we are currently addressing with tar-
geted recruitment. One autistic participant identi-
fied as non-binary. Autism and NT groups differed
in several clinical ratings (Table 1).

2.2 Data collection and annotation

We developed a telephony platform to support sin-
gle and dual speaker modes. This platform con-
sisted of a high-availability server, voice over inter-
net protocol (VoIP) service by Vonage, telephony
software framework (Asterisk 13.18.3), a relational
database, and telephony applications.

The seven sessions included seven age-
appropriate tasks, and the picture description task
was included in all sessions. Children described
different pictures in all seven sessions, and four
sessions were administered by study staff and the
other three sessions were proctored by children’s
caregivers. The data collection is on-going, and we
only analyzed the first and second sessions in this
study. Prior to the first official data collection call,
study staff held an “informational call” with the
participating parent to review standard elicitation
methods to be utilized across sessions. During the
first session with the child, study staff remained on
the line and facilitated tasks with the parent and

Autism NT p-
(n=13) (n=16) value

Age (years) 9.8 (2.5) 9.6 (2.6) 0.767
Sex (%) 10 boys 6 boys 0.015

(76.9%) (37.5%)
Full scale 115.1 119.1 0.469
IQ (15.4) (13.7)
Race 4 non- 5 non- 0.69

whites whites
SCQ (total) 17 (6.6) 1.2 (1.1) <0.001
SRS-2 (total) 70.5 (7) 42.1 (3.5) <0.001
CCC-2 9.2 (2.5) 11.8 (0.8) <0.001
(speech)
CCC-2 5.5 (2.2) 11.8 (1.3) <0.001
(non-speech)

Table 1: Demographic and clinical characteristics of the
participants. Groups were compared with t-tests, except
the sex ratio, where a chi-square test was used. SCQ: So-
cial communication questionnaire (Rutter et al., 2003),
SRS: Social responsiveness scale (Constantino, 2011),
CCC: Children’s communication checklist (Bishop,
2006).

child. During the second session, children and par-
ents independently completed all seven tasks on
their own. The second session was collected ap-
proximately one week after the first session was
completed. The study was reviewed by the insti-
tutional review board at the Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia. Written informed consent was ob-
tained from parents and children provided a verbal
assent before study enrollment.

Recordings were transcribed by trained annota-
tors using a web-based transcription tool with a
built-in speech activity detector (SAD) function.
Data were stored in secured HIPAA-compliant
servers, and all annotators were trained to pro-
tect patients’ identities and identifiable information.
For dual speaker mode recordings, SAD ran on
each channel separately. Annotators also corrected
speech segment boundary errors.

2.3 Acoustic and text features

Words were automatically tagged for part-of-
speech (POS) categories using spaCy (Honnibal
and Johnson, 2015). POS categories, fillers, partial
words, repetitions, and “hm” were counted sepa-
rately and converted to counts per 100 words. Con-
tent words were rated for word frequency (Brys-
baert and New, 2009), concreteness (Brysbaert
et al., 2014), ambiguity (Hoffman et al., 2013), age
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of acquisition (AoA) (Brysbaert et al., 2018), and
familiarity (Brysbaert et al., 2018). We also ran
the Language Inquiry and Word Count program
(Pennebaker et al., 2015) to calculate additional
word-level measures found to be useful in clinical
population.

For acoustic processing, stereo recordings were
split into single channels for precise audio process-
ing. We extracted low-level descriptors of pitch, jit-
ter, shimmer, harmonic-to-noise ratio (HNR), and
four spectral moments (1st order: centroid, 2nd
order: standard deviation, 3rd order: skewness,
4th order: kurtosis) from participants’ picture de-
scriptions per 10 ms using openSMILE with the
ComParE13 configuration file (Eyben et al., 2013).
Pitch values in hertz were converted to semitones
(st) using individuals’ 10th percentiles to normal-
ize physiological differences among participants
(St = log2( f0 / 10th percentile) x 12). Since this
method used each speaker’s baseline (i.e., the 10th
percentile of individual’s pitch range) to convert
raw hertz values to semitones, it allowed us to com-
pare the groups directly despite the significant dif-
ference in sex ratio and the wide age range. Sev-
eral durational measures were computed from SAD
timestamps.

2.4 Statistical considerations

Preliminary analyses revealed that our variable
residuals met the assumptions of parametric tests,
so we employed analysis of covariance (ANCOVA)
models. Speech/language features were included
as dependent variables, with group, session, and
the interaction of group and session as independent
variables. Sex was covaried in all models. Since
this was a first exploratory analysis, with findings
that would be considered reliable only once the
data collection is over, we did not currently correct
p-values for multiple comparisons.

3 Results

3.1 Acoustic measures

Median shimmer and jitter values were higher
for autistic children than NT children (shim-
mer: F(1,52)=4.17, p=0.046; jitter: F(1,52)=3.96,
p=0.052, Figure 1A-B). Mean, standard devia-
tion (SD), and interquartile range (IQR) of jit-
ter and shimmer did not differ by group. Autis-
tic children also had higher mean (skewness:
F(1,52)=13.46, p<0.001; kurtosis: F(1,52)=12.98,
p<0.001), median (skewness: F(1,52) =6.17,

Figure 1: Acoustic features during picture description
tasks. Shimmer refers to variability in signal amplitude,
whereas jitter represents variability in signal frequency
(A, B). Spectral skewness and kurtosis refers to the third
and fourth order of spectral moments, which are known
to characterize voice timber (C, D). Only median values
are plotted for an illustration purpose.

p=0.016; kurtosis: F(1,52)=4.7, p=0.035, Figure
1C-D), SD (skewness: F(1,52)=9.89, p=0.003;
kurtosis: F(1,52)=13.86, p<0.001), and IQR val-
ues (skewness: F(1,52)=7, p=0.011; kurtosis:
F(1,52)=8.26, p=0.006) of spectral skewness and
kurtosis than NT children. Groups did not differ
in pitch and HNR, and Session had no significant
effect on any acoustic variables.

3.2 Durational measures

Autistic children produced longer (F(1,52)=7.79,
p=0.007) and more variable (F(1,52)=8.49,
p=0.005) speech segment durations than NT chil-
dren (Figure 2A-B). The difference in total speech
duration between the first and second sessions
was larger for autistic children than NT children
(F(1,52)=4.34, p=0.042). Total pause duration was
shorter in autistic participants than NT children
(F(1,52)=5.14, p=0.028, Figure 2C-D), and chil-
dren paused longer during the first session com-
pared to the second (F(1,52)=4.82, p=0.033). Autis-
tic children paused less frequently than NT children
(F(1,52)=6.33, p=0.015).

3.3 Textual measures

Autistic participants produced fewer conjunctions
(F(1,52)=5.06, p=0.029) and pronouns (F(1,52)=
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Figure 2: Durational measures during picture descrip-
tions. The units of the y-axis are seconds, except the
pause rate, where pause rate per minute was plotted.

Figure 3: Lexical measures during picture description
tasks. All POS counts are per 100 words, and the age
of acquisition was averaged across all content words
produced by each child. The counts of LIWC categories
were also normalized.

4.75, p=0.034) than NT children, and their content
words had a higher AoA than those of NT chil-
dren (F(1,52)=6.35, p=0.015, Figure 3A-C). Also,
autistic children produced fewer perception (F(1,
52)=9.17, p=0.004) and see-related words (F(1,52)
=7.1, p=0.01) and more time-related words (F(1,
52)=4.79, p=0.033) than NT children (Figure 3).

Regardless of diagnostic status, children pro-
duced more adverbs (F(1,52)=9.08, p=0.003) and
prepositions (F(1,52)=6.47, p=0.014) during the
second session than the first (not shown in the fig-
ure). Children also produced content words that
were more ambiguous (F(1,52)=10.82, p=0.002),
later acquired (F(1,52)=54.9, p<0.001), and fa-
miliar (F(1,52)=14.85, p<0.001) during the sec-
ond session than the first session. Finally, several
LIWC categories, including anger (F(1,52) =4.69,
p=0.035), difference (F(1,52)=5.55, p=0.023), feel-
ing (F(1,52)=4.06, p=0.049), bio (F(1, 52)=4.99,
p=0.03), and ingestion (F(1,52)=19, p<0.001),
showed significant effects of Session.

4 Discussion

In this study, we elicited picture descriptions from
autistic and NT children using a telephony platform,
and tested for the presence of diagnostic group dif-
ferences in a variety of acoustic and lexical features
over two sessions. Results showed that autistic chil-
dren produced greater local jitter, shimmer and the
third and fourth orders of spectral moments, as well
as shorter and less frequent pauses compared to NT
children, across two sessions and with different
stimuli. Autistic children produced more speech
during the second session when parents adminis-
tered the task without study staff, compared to the
first session. In contrast, NT children’s speech
duration did not differ by session. Lexically, autis-
tic children produced fewer conjunctions and pro-
nouns than NT children, and used later-acquired
content words compared to NT peers. Our results
also showed that autistic children used fewer see-
or perception-related words and more time-related
words than NT children. However, many other lex-
ical features differed by session without significant
group differences, suggesting that the picture stim-
uli may have had more influence than diagnostic
group on lexical production.

Given that the acoustic features described here
remained stable from the first to the second tele-
phony session, and also distinguished diagnostic
groups, they might hold potential as reliable speech
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markers of autism. Higher jitter (variability in fre-
quency) and shimmer (variability in amplitude)
are perceived as harsh, hoarse, or breathy voice
(Tsanas et al., 2011). The observation that autistic
children’s jitter and jitter variability were higher
than NT peers is consistent with a previous study
that also showed positive correlations between jitter
and autism symptomology (ADOS scores; Bone
et al., 2014). Yet, a recent meta-analysis study
found that jitter was lower in autistic children than
NT children in US and it did not differ in Denmark,
so future study is needed to resolve this mixed find-
ing (Fusaroli et al., 2022). Also, previous studies
showed consistently lower HNR values for autis-
tic children compared to NT peers, with mixed
findings in shimmer (Fusaroli et al., 2022); this
differs from our pattern of results, where we found
no difference in HNR but higher shimmer in chil-
dren with autism. Spectral moments in autism have
rarely been studied, even though these measures
are known to characterize individuals’ voice tim-
bre (Lerch, 2012). We plan to study these features
further in a larger sample after completing the data
collection, to explore whether they could serve as
validated speech markers of autism.

Children on the autism spectrum spoke longer
and paused less frequently during the second ses-
sion than the first session, whereas TD children’s
duration measures did not differ by session. This
finding is in line with prior research where fewer
pauses were consistently observed in children with
autism (Fusaroli et al., 2022). This finding has
at least two potential explanations: First, autistic
individuals experience social-communicative chal-
lenges which might have hindered their willingness
to speak freely in the presence of unfamiliar study
staff. In this case, they may have spoken longer
in the second session because their parent admin-
istered the task. Thus, it is important to consider
the presence or absence of study staff when inter-
preting studies of speech and language in autism.
Alternatively, children’s greater speaking duration
in the second session could simply be due to task fa-
miliarity; by week 2, children knew what to expect
and had already completed the picture description
once.

Finally, our study also found that autistic chil-
dren produced fewer conjunctions, pronouns, see-
and perception-related words with high AoA than
NT children. We also observed that many word-
level features differed by session in both the autistic

and NT groups, suggesting that picture selection
has an outsized effect on lexical features. In this
study, we selected seven different pictures to pre-
vent boredom and practice effects across multiple
sessions. However, since different pictures include
unique objects that children are likely to list in their
descriptions, this will result in significant session-
based differences in word-level features. Picture se-
lection and objects in pictures need to be carefully
designed in future research, potentially with less
weight placed on specific content words as stable
outcome measures. As data collection continues
in the current study, we will investigate whether
group differences in more abstract lexical features
(e.g., pronoun use) might remain stable over all
seven sessions.

5 Conclusion

Telephony carries great potential as a low-cost and
scalable platform for monitoring intervention re-
sponses from afar, as well as measuring longitudi-
nal developmental changes in individual children.
Acoustic features extracted from data collected us-
ing a telephony system, which delivered consistent,
high-quality recordings, could be important tools
for identifying speech markers of autism.
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A Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Inclusion criteria for participants were the follow-
ing:

• Subjects age 6 – 17.99

• English is participant’s first language

• Verbally fluent – language on grade
level/consistent with chronological age

• Strongly suspected/confirmed diagnosis of
autism or typical development

• Full-scale and verbal IQ > 75

• For autistic children, current SCQ score >=
11

• For the NT group, current SCQ scores < 11

Exclusion criteria for participants were the fol-
lowing:

• Known genetic condition that impacts neu-
rodevelopment or vocal production/language

• History of persistent language deficits that are
currently affecting child’s language abilities
such that it impacts their ability to have a con-
versation

• Extreme prematurity (<32 weeks)

• History of severe neurological injury likely to
affect expressive language and communica-
tion behavior

• If NT, no first-degree family members with
autism

• Plan to begin or change medication during
study duration

• Plan to begin or change an intervention during
study duration

• Diagnosis of hearing impairment or cochlear
implant
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Abstract

There are many different forms of psychother-
apy. Itemized inventories of psychotherapeutic
interventions provide a mechanism for evaluat-
ing the quality of care received by clients and
for conducting research on how psychotherapy
helps. However, evaluations such as these are
slow, expensive, and are rarely used outside
of well-funded research studies. Natural lan-
guage processing research has progressed to
allow automating such tasks. Yet, NLP work
in this area has been restricted to evaluating
a single approach to treatment, when prior re-
search indicates therapists used a wide variety
of interventions with their clients, often in the
same session. In this paper, we frame this sce-
nario as a multi-label classification task, and
develop a group of models aimed at predict-
ing a wide variety of therapist talk-turn level
orientations. Our models achieve F1 macro
scores of 0.5, with the class F1 ranging from
0.36 to 0.67. We present analyses which offer
insights into the capability of such models to
capture psychotherapy approaches, and which
may complement human judgment.

1 Introduction

A typical psychotherapy session involves a client–
therapist dialog with the aim of diagnosing and
assuaging a client’s mental health condition. Psy-
chotherapists, generally, rely on certain approaches
(e.g., Cognitive Behavioral or Interpersonal Ther-
apy) and interventions differ across these ap-
proaches.1. For example, a therapist might fo-
cus on a client’s interpersonal relationships, their
emotions, or help develop behavioral activities de-
signed to reduce symptoms (or all of the above).
A key goal of psychotherapy research is to catego-
rize such approaches and study them to determine
the effectiveness of each approach in any given

1We use the words ‘approach’ and ‘orientation’ inter-
changeably. Later in this paper, we use ‘subscales’ to align
with practical usage.

scenario. We refer to this process of categorizing
and detecting approaches based on an overarching
theory as ‘evaluation’.

In this paper, we study an application of Natu-
ral Language Processing (NLP) to mental health,
and focus on therapists’ approach to psychother-
apy (Imel et al., 2015). Past NLP research has
developed tools for evaluating specific types of
interventions like Motivational Interviewing (Cao
et al., 2019) or Cognitive Behavioral therapy (Fle-
motomos et al., 2021). However, psychotherapists
differ from each other in the approaches they take.
Furthermore, they can also vary in the interventions
they use within and between sessions. The lines
of work mentioned before assume that a session
is comprised of exactly one approach, and conse-
quently do not attempt to automatically evaluate
different psychotherapy approaches that may co-
exist in the same session.

McCarthy and Barber (2009) proposed one
multiple-approach evaluation methodology—the
Multitheoretical List of Therapeutic Interventions
(MULTI), which is a list of 60 interventions (or,
items) against which a psychotherapy session as
a whole is evaluated post-session. The MULTI
items are grouped into eight approaches. Note the
MULTI is a session-level measure and thereby lim-
ited in specificity because it does not record thera-
pist language that informs a given item’s presence.
Caperton (2021) extend the scheme to the evalua-
tion of therapist monologues, talk-turn by talk-turn,
in addition to the session-level evaluation. Such
a scheme provides additional detail over time in a
session.

Evaluating sessions with the MULTI requires
a certain amount of time to be set aside post-
session. Evaluating talk-turns manually for every
session would be even more onerous and inefficient.
This calls for a better automatic/semi-automatic
method(s) to evaluate talk-turns. These methods
serve two advantages: i) reducing the amount of
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effort required in manual classification for research
and quality assurance, and ii) creating applications
to analyze approaches deemed helpful on out-of-
session platforms (e.g., social media).

To that end, we present a neural machine learn-
ing model which aims to automate talk-turn level
approach annotation. The task is set up in the fol-
lowing fashion: Given a therapist input talk-turn,
does the input (or part of the input) correspond to
one or more approaches. A talk-turn might only
represent one approach, or might have different
parts that correspond to different approaches. It
is also possible that a therapist talk-turn does not
fall within a specific therapeutic approach (e.g.,
minimal encouragers, small talk, etc.). Examples
are shown in Table 1. This problem posits itself
perfectly as a multi-label classification task.

The state-of-the-art in natural language process-
ing (NLP) has seen significant improvements with
the advent of transformer-based models (Vaswani
et al., 2017; Devlin et al., 2019). In this paper, we
show the performance of one such pre-trained trans-
former based language model on three paradigms,
and experiment with changing context windows.
Our models achieve around 0.5 F1 macro scores
with the class F1 ranging from 0.36 to 0.67. Our
analyses reveal that while our models mispredict
on certain talk-turns during a session, they cap-
ture the dominant approaches when viewed from
a session-level perspective. Furthermore, we show
that certain decisions rely on inter-session context,
and even common-sense knowledge which sets up
a challenge for current models.

2 Talk-turn Level MULTI-30 Coding

MULTI-60 and MULTI-30. The Multitheoret-
ical List of Therapeutic Interventions (MULTI)
was originally developed as a list of 60 interven-
tions (McCarthy and Barber, 2009). The 60-items
belonged to eight different coarse-grained sub-
scales, each representing a therapeutic approach.
Each item was rated on a 5-point Likert scale for
how prevalent the intervention was over the course
of a psychotherapy session. The MULTI-60 was
later re-evaluated through an item reduction pro-
cedure to create the more parsimonious MULTI-
30 (Solomonov et al., 2019), comprised of the same
eight subscales. In this work, we use focus on the
eight coarse-grained approaches.

Each subscale was defined by a psychothera-
peutic theoretical orientation. We describe each

subscale briefly here.

1. Psychodynamic (PD) items focus on address-
ing nonconscious content from the client’s
psyche to alleviate distress.

2. Process-experiential (PE) items emphasize
what is happening in the moment during a
therapy session with the understanding that
what happens in-session mirrors processes in
the client’s life outside of session.

3. Interpersonal (IP) items focus on relationship
issues with other people in the client’s life.

4. Person-centered (PC) interventions focus on
elucidating client experiences and opinions to
gain clarity on distress.

5. Behavioral (BT) items encourage adaptive be-
havioral activation strategies, assuming that
productive actions will produce changes in
mental wellbeing.

6. Cognitive (CT) items address possible distor-
tions or unhelpful patterns in client thinking.

7. Dialectical-behavioral (DBT) interventions
emphasize the client’s non-judgment of
present experience and the balance between
accepting themselves as they are while believ-
ing they can be better.

8. Common factors (CF) items are purport-
edly transtheoretical and include interventions
where the therapist demonstrates encouraging,
sympathetic, and attentive listening behaviors.

Data Source. Psychotherapy audio data was col-
lected from a university counseling center at large
public school in the western United States. There
were 243 unique sessions transcribed, some of
which were annotated more than once, totaling to
473 sessions. These sessions were annotated using
a talk-turn level version of the MULTI-30 (Caper-
ton, 2021).

Coding Procedure and Reliability. Seven grad-
uate students in mental health fields annotated ses-
sion content for their varying use of theoretical in-
terventions. Each coder received approximately
18 hours of training during in-person meetings
and practiced coding sessions for an additional
36 hours before annotating session data used in
this study. To minimize coder drift over time,
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Case Example Talk-turns Approach(es)

Okay let’s set you up with an appointment. No Code

Non-Approach So, All of us trainees get to have
a break as well.

No Code

You’re scared. Process-Experiential
Single Approach

I definitely notice a lot of progress that you’ve made. Common Factors

Unfortunately, it’s very normal. But I want you
to continue practicing that exercise.

Common Factors
BehavioralMultiple Approaches

When you say that he’s better off without you, what
do you mean by that? It seems like he still has you.

Person-Centered,
Cognitive

Table 1: Examples of talk-turns which have a single, multiple or no approach categories assigned. In the Multiple
Approaches examples, colored text snippets correspond to their respective approach categories with the same color.

coders met together with their team leader every
two weeks to discuss difficult talk-turns, items, and
areas of disagreement.

Coders were tasked with identifying the pres-
ence or absence of theory-derived content in ther-
apists’ language at every therapist talk-turn (i.e.,
a string of words or statements uninterrupted by
client speech). A given talk-turn could be identified
with one, multiple, or no interventions.

Of the 243 unique sessions, 102 were annotated
by multiple coders, resulting in 270 codings for
interrater analysis. The statement-level interrater
reliability of the eight theoretical orientations (sub-
scales) was calculated using Cohen’s kappa. Kappa
was calculated for every possible coder pair who
rated the same session and weighted according to
the number of comparisons. Subscale kappa scores
ranged from .37 (’fair’ reliability; Landis and Koch
(1977)) to .63 (’substantial’).

The dataset was split by client randomly into
train/dev/test sets containing 70%, 15% and 15%
of the clients respectively. The splits contain 338,
66, and 76 sessions respectively containing 74k,
14k, and 17k talk-turns in total. Dataset statistics
for the training split are presented in Table 2.

3 Models

While we want to model the eight subscales (plus
the ‘No Code’ class) conventionally used in liter-
ature, we deviate from these eight classes for the
implementation. The Behavioral, Cognitive, and
Dialectical-Behavioral subscales contain overlap-
ping items (e.g., items 1 and 10 are shared by all
three subscales). We break these subscales into four

Class Name Counts

No Code 58584
Psychodynamic 1024
Process-Experiential 3865
Interpersonal 1446
Person-centered 4810
Common Factors 5931
Behavioral 1531
Cognitive 1940
Dialectical-Behavioral 1765

Table 2: Training Data Statistics

categories such that each of these categories con-
tains mutually exclusive items. Note that the other
subscales(Psychodynamic, Interpersonal, etc.) re-
main the same. Hence, in total, we obtain ten
modified model classes (including the ‘No Code’
class). We refer the reader to Tables 7 and 8 in Ap-
pendix A for further details on the breakdown. This
method can aid downstream analysis by allowing
credit/blame assessment on a smaller set of items.

In our setup, each therapist talk-turn ui has a cor-
responding binary label vector yi. The binary label
vector is ten dimensional, one decision each for the
nine model classes (i.e., modified subscales) and
one additional class indicating the absence of any
code (NC). For all our experiments, we consider
the RoBERTa-base (Liu et al., 2019b) model as the
language model of choice. This model takes in a
talk-turn ui as input to produce contextual repre-
sentations for its words. We take the pooler output
of these contextual representations which gives us
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a vector representation hi for the talk-turn.

hi = Pooler(RoBERTa(ui)) (1)

We consider three modeling paradigms for our
experiments.

Stand-Alone (SA) Model. This model is the
vanilla multi-label classifier. Talk-turn represen-
tations are passed through a linear layer with the
number of output nodes equal to the model classes.
The result is passed through a sigmoid layer result-
ing in a vector of presence probabilities for each
label ŷi. That is

ŷi = σ(wThi + b) (2)

where w and b are the weights of the linear layer.
For inference, a probability of 0.5 or above indi-
cates label presence for a particular class.

Pipeline Model. A heavily imbalanced dataset
can hinder model performance for the under-
represented categories. As seen in Table 2, the
number of examples with a “No Code" class highly
skews the dataset, potentially leading to perfor-
mance bias towards the class. To alleviate this
problem, we define a pipeline model that uses a
separate binary classifier to determine whether a
talk-turn deserves an orientation category or not.
If this binary classifier predicts that the talk-turn
supports at least one orientation, then the talk-turn
is given to a multi-label model to predict over the
nine model classes. The multi-label model will be
similar to the one mentioned in the Stand-Alone
Model, except nine classes are considered since
predicting a “No Code" would be redundant. The
multi-label model has the flexibility, nonetheless,
to predict an absence of orientation by predicting
that none of the codes are present (i.e., a zero vec-
tor). Note that two separate RoBERTa models are
used for the binary and the multi-label classifiers.

Multi-Task Model. The Pipeline Model trains
two separate RoBERTa models — one for the bi-
nary classifer and one for the multi-label model.
A major drawback of this system is that training
two RoBERTa models is computationally expen-
sive and memory-intensive. An alternative method
is to share the RoBERTa layer between the two
tasks and have two separate linear layers for the re-
spective binary and multi-label classification. This
strategy of multi-task or joint learning has shown
to be of promise in literature (Liu et al., 2019a;

Stickland and Murray, 2019) and allows for bet-
ter shared representation. The losses for both the
tasks are combined as a weighted sum for learning.
We consider two variants of the model based on
the number of output classes for the multi-label
classifier. The MultiTask10 variant considers all
the classes including “No Code" while MultiTask9

excludes the “No Code" class. The inference is
identical to the Pipeline Model. The Multi-Task
and Stand-Alone model paradigm can be thought
of as fairly similar architectures. However, the
Multi-Task model assigns a higher loss weight to
the binary classifier, uses a different optimization
metric and utilizes a pipelined inference approach
as opposed to the one-shot prediction by the Stand-
Alone model.

So far, we explained that we break the conven-
tional eight subscales into nine which have mu-
tually exclusive items. While this approach al-
lows us for better analysis, it is essential to present
performance on the original theoretical subscales.
To that end, we aggregate binary vector model
predictions to the conventional eight MULTI sub-
scales during evaluation. The output of the model,
a ten-dimensional vector, will be mapped to a
nine-dimensional vector(eight subscales plus ‘No
Code’). We use these nine-dimensional vectors to
perform model evaluation. Table 8 is a guide for
mapping model classes to the MULTI subscales.

4 Results

4.1 Experimental Setup

All the models use the RoBERTa-base implementa-
tion in HuggingFace’s Transformers library (Wolf
et al., 2020) for obtaining contextual representa-
tions. We utilize the pooler output as defined by
the library which uses the embedding of the clas-
sification token passed through a pre-trained lin-
ear layer followed by a tanh activation. We use
weighted losses to account for class-imbalance in
all cases. The loss weight for a label i is determined
by 1 − ni

n , where ni are the number of talk-turns
where label i is coded, and n is the total number
of talk-turns in the training data. This choice en-
sures that rarer classes are given greater importance
during learning.

Hyperparameters. All the models use a learning
rate of 10−5 and the RoBERTa layer is fine-tuned
is each case. We use the early stopping mechanism
set at 5 epochs to avoid overfitting. The macro-
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averaged F1 score on a held-out validation is used
to choose the best multi-label classification model.
We use macro-averaged F2 score, instead, for the
binary classification models since it favors recall
on the positive label. This metric is ideal since the
multi-label classifier would have the opportunity
to correct false positives leaking from the binary
classifier. Hyperparameters are tuned based on ex-
perimental results on a smaller dataset. All results
are averages across three random seeds.

4.2 Results and Discussion

How do our models perform on the dataset?
The comparative performance of our models are
shown in Table 3. We report the model perfor-
mance in terms of exact accuracy, micro and macro-
averaged F1 scores across the label set, including
the No Code (NC) label, and excluding it. We see
that all the modeling paradigms perform almost
similarly and to our surprise, the Pipeline or the
MultiTask models do not produce substantial gains.
Furthermore, we investigate the performance of
the models on individual approach categories to
understand the results further. These are reported
in Table 4. We observe that model performances
for categories do not deviate substantially between
paradigms. By comparing to the number of train-
ing examples per label in Table 2, we observe that
the performance closely correlates to the amount
of data seen by the model.

Does added context help? For the results in Ta-
ble 3, we consider just the therapist talk-turn and
not the context surrounding it, i.e., the client and
therapist talk-turns before or after it. We investi-
gate whether adding additional context helps. We
consider the following two approaches in addition
to the previously shown approach:

1. Client talk-turn immediately preceding the
therapist talk-turn in question can help deter-
mine the subscale. Take, for example, the
Person-Centered subscale items. In these in-
terventions, therapists often paraphrase state-
ments which clients had just made. Hence,
we concatenate the previous client (PrevC)
talk-turn to the therapist talk-turn.

2. We observe from the training data that sub-
scales tend to occur in chunks with the ther-
apist opting for a certain orientation for a pe-
riod of the session. We experiment with added
therapist talk-turn context (TC) preceding and
following the talk-turn in question.

We choose the MultiTask9 model for this com-
parison which achieves the best performance. The
results are in Table 5. We see that there is a small in-
crease observed when therapist contexts are added.
However, these gains are not substantial (< 2%).
Client context does not help the performance.
We also show some example predictions of a ses-
sion snapshot in Table 6.

5 Analysis

In this section, we present analyses on the devel-
opment set. We choose the best performing Multi-
Task9 model for our analysis.

Do our models capture the global prevalence
of approaches? The MULTI, to begin with, was
intended to capture approaches at the session level.
We investigate whether our models replicate the
trends at a session-level. The comparative analysis
for a randomly chosen session is shown in Figure 1.
We see that despite making mistakes locally, the
model captures approaches over therapist talk-turns.
In this case, we see that the therapist scarcely uses
a Psychodynamic or Interpersonal intervention and
the model prediction shows similar behavior. On
the other hand, the other subscale interventions
are used almost uniformly over the length of the
session. The model again captures this pattern.

Which categories are confused with each other?
Figure 2a presents which categories tend to co-
occur with each other. We observe a category
Process-Experiential (PE) co-occurs with Person-
Centered (PC) almost every third instance. Simi-
larly, Psychodynamic (PD) approach almost always
co-occurs with Process-Experiential (PE). Note
that this is not commutative, i.e., PE co-occurs
with PD about every fourth instance. Figure 2b
shows the same, however, between gold labels and
model prediction. Here we ask the question: for a
certain category that exists in the gold data, what
are the categories predicted by the model? Fig-
ures 2a and 2b should be identical if our model is
ideal. Studying these figures in conjunction, gives
us an idea of where the model confuses predictions
the most. For example, a lot of Cognitive (CT) in-
stances get misclassified as Person-Centered (PC),
a trend which is not reflected in Figure 2a. We also
observe that Psychodynamic (PD) items get signifi-
cantly mispredicted as Process-Experiential (PE).
A large number of approach-labeled instances get
classified as ‘No Code’. We expected this observa-
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Test Labels Metrics (in %) SA Pipeline MultiTask9 MultiTask10

All
Exact Accuracy 76.84 74.63 78.14 75.86
F1Macro 48.24 48.52 49.35 47.79
F1Micro 79.06 75.43 78.63 78.17

Non-NC
F1Macro 42.79 43.32 44.06 42.32
F1Micro 47.03 46.90 47.64 46.26

Table 3: Experimental results for all the classes (top half) and the eight subscales excluding ‘No Code’ (bottom-half)

Class Class Abbrv. SA Pipeline MultiTask9 MultiTask10

No Code NC 91.88 90.07 91.65 91.55
Psychodynamic PD 32.11 32.64 30.65 32.97
Process-Experiential PE 67.20 65.30 67.53 67.32
Interpersonal IP 33.25 35.21 38.16 34.34
Person-centered PC 43.95 44.86 43.13 43.77
Common Factors CF 48.99 48.87 48.06 47.30
Behavioral BT 41.25 43.00 43.90 38.96
Cognitive CT 33.95 33.12 36.41 34.26
Dialectical-Behavioral DBT 41.62 43.60 44.65 39.67

Table 4: Class-wise F1 Results (in %)

Labels Metrics Va PrevC TC

All
Acc 78.14 78.34 78.69
F1Macro 49.35 49.12 50.17
F1Micro 78.63 78.67 79.00

Non-NC
F1Macro 44.06 43.80 44.96
F1Micro 47.64 47.25 48.00

Table 5: Comparison of model performance(in %) with
added contexts as compared to the MultiTask9 model
with just the therapist talk-turn (Va). This table shows
results for all labels (top half) and the eight subscales
excluding ‘No Code’ (bottom half)

tion given the skew in the training data.

6 Qualitative Analysis

F1 scores and Cohen’s kappa scores cannot be com-
pared directly. We analyze some model error ex-
amples to assess examples in a fair manner. We
selected 22 examples at random with the constraint
of selecting different combinations of labels. Out
of the 22 examples chosen, five were ones which
had an ‘NC’ gold label and a non-‘NC’ model pre-
diction, while five had the opposite. The remaining
twelve examples were mis-predictions between ap-
proach classes. Of the twelve, four were cases

in which the talk-turn had a single gold approach
and a single model prediction which did not match,
while four each were cases in which there were
multiple gold approaches but a single model pre-
dicted approach, and vice-versa. We made sure that
the cases were diverse. We present five of these
examples. We consider the best MutliTask9 model
which is trained on just the therapist talk-turn (Va)
for this analysis.
Example 1
“Interaction with your ex, like that’s better for you"
Human Annotation: NC
Model Prediction: IP
Here the human assessed that the talk-turn was not
structured or specific enough to earn a code, despite
the presence of interpersonal content. However, the
model identified interpersonal language which may
or may not be linked to client distress. In this case,
the human seems to have been more conservative
than the model in applying a code.
Example 2
“And did you journal? Or keep a log?"
Human Annotation: BT, CT, DBT
Model Prediction: NC
Here, journaling and log-keeping likely refers to
reviewing homework, so the annotator marked an
Item 10. This item, subsequently, maps onto three
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Speaker Talk-turn Gold SA Pipeline MultiTask9

Client Okay, sounds good, thank you. - - - -

Therapist
Yeah, so I just want to check in again,
see how you’re feeling in the room.

PD,PEI PEI PEI PEI,PC

Client
Um I still feel fine, um, yeah I feel
pretty good I guess.

- - - -

Therapist

Okay, and that’s also okay if you don’t
feel good, if you feel anxious. I still
feel a little anxious as we’re getting
to know each other.

PEI, PC, CF PEI, CF PEI, CF PEI

Client Yeah. - - - -

Therapist

I just want to acknowledge that we
have about twenty minutes left
in our session. I’m curious is there
anything you want to bring up,
anywhere you want to start exploring?

CF CF CF CF

Table 6: Example model predictions

subscales (BT, CT, and DBT). The model, in con-
trast, would not have known the homework context
from this statement alone, resembling a case of
atheoretical information gathering, hence an NC.
Example 3
“Yeah and it sound sounds to me like you’ve already
been incredibly patient with him, waiting for him to
do those things, and recently he’s just been letting
you down over and over."
Human Annotation: IP
Model Prediction: IP, PC, CF
Both human and model identify clear evidence of
client distress linked to an inter-personal relation-
ship. However, the model detects justifiable PC
and CF codes, explained by the emotion-added
paraphrase and support for the client.
Example 4
“I would guess that, I mean, that that’s a really hard
place for her to figure out."
Human Annotation: PE, PC
Model Prediction: CF
There is no clear argument for PE with only the
context from this talk-turn. The human coder likely
saw that the therapist made a paraphrase to justify
the PC code. The model’s CF coding is likely
linked to the phrase ‘really hard’, which often
arises from therapists providing empathic support
for their client.
Example 5
“So how was that experience, this last week of pay-
ing attention to your thoughts?"

Human Annotation: PC, BT, CT, DBT
Model Prediction: PC
The therapist clearly asks about the client’s experi-
ence, justifying a PC label. The phrase "last week
of paying attention to your thoughts", however,
sounds like a homework check-in (Item 10). Simi-
lar to example 2, Item 10 triggers three subscales
and the human annotation of BT, CT, and DBT
subscales seems appropriate and highlights a case
which the model does not capture. This is an inter-
esting case of annotation based on common-sense
knowledge with which NLP models still struggle.

We should emphasize again that the humans do
not annotate eight subscales directly; rather, they
annotate based on the 30-item inventory. For in-
stance, in example 2, the human annotator does
not annotate the BT, CT, and DBT categories indi-
vidually. They, instead, might have just annotated
a single item (item 10) which maps to the three
subscales. Hence, it should not be misconstrued
that the human has over-labeled in that scenario.

In general, after analyzing the 22 examples, we
find that in many such erroneous cases, prior intra-
session (short or long range) and even inter-session
contextual information might be relevant to deter-
mine the correct context. We leave this as a possible
direction for future research.

7 Related Work

Artificial Intelligence and its sub-domains are be-
ing increasingly discussed as possible sources of
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Figure 1: Predictions over a therapy session. Session
proceeds left to right with a colored bar indicating the
presence of an approach (or lack thereof) for the respec-
tive category. Plot (a) shows the approaches in gold
annotations, (b) shows the same for model predictions.

improvements in mental health conversations (Lee
et al., 2021; Aafjes-van Doorn et al., 2021). More-
over, transcribed therapy data from counselling cen-
tres, and public mental health forums have encour-
aged interest in the NLP community (Goharian
et al., 2021; Le Glaz et al., 2021). NLP tools have
since been used to help automate Motivational In-
terviewing (Tanana et al., 2016; Pérez-Rosas et al.,
2017), suicide ideation detection (Huang et al.,
2014; Sawhney et al., 2018), etc. to name a few.
More recently, pre-trained language models have
been increasing finding use in various facets like
qualitative session content analysis (Grandeit et al.,
2020), detecting (Wu et al., 2021) and determining
the direction of empathy (Hosseini and Caragea,
2021b,a). Li et al. (2022) use transformer-based
pre-trained language models to evaluate interven-
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Figure 2: Co-occurrence Statistics. Figure (a) describes
co-occurrence between approaches in therapist talk-
turns in the human-annotated gold data. E.g., out of 227
talk-turns where PD is annotated, 173 talk-turns also
had PE annotation. Figure (b) describes co-occurrence
between approaches in the gold data and the model
predictions. E.g., out of 227 talk-turns where PD is an-
notated as mentioned in (a), only 51 talk-turns had a PD
model prediction. The color gradients are normalized
on rows.

tions from a client perspective. Client talk-turn
responses to therapist interventions are evaluated
based on 3-class response type and a 5-class experi-
ence type adapted from TCCS (Ribeiro et al., 2013).
To the best of our knowledge, this will be the first
work to automate the MULTI subscale assignment
of therapist talk-turns.

8 Conclusion

The expanding awareness and need for mental
health improvement demands the ubiquity of such
resources. Therapeutic evaluation becomes increas-
ingly important as more people leverage mental
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health resources. We consider one such evalua-
tion strategy — a talk-turn level adaptation of the
MULTI — which evaluates therapist orientations.
A major downside of such strategies remains their
time-intensive nature. In this paper, we propose
using pre-trained language models, which have
proven to be high performance systems, to auto-
mate this evaluation. We experiment across three
modeling paradigms using a pre-trained language
model — RoBERTa. In addition, we show substan-
tial analyses to understand the results. Our exper-
iments are encouraging, however, we stress that
substantial gaps in performance remain. We see
this work as a significant stepping stone towards
improving therapeutic feedback using NLP tools.

9 Ethics Statement

We note that the gold data used for this project was
collected at a university counseling center at a uni-
versity in the western United States. This induces a
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A Subscales, Items and Model Classes

MULTI-30 Items Model Classes

ϕ No Code
2,6,12,14,15 Psychodynamic
5,7,18,23 Process-Experiential
25,26,27,30 Interpersonal
4,21,22 Person-Centered
3,11,16,17 Common Factors
8,9,19 Behavioralonly
13,20,24 Cognitiveonly
28,29 Dialectical-Behavioralonly
1,10 Cognitive-Behavioralshared

Table 7: Mapping between model classes and the
MULTI-30 item codes (Solomonov et al., 2019). We use
these classes for model training to facilitate flexibility in
at a finer level. The author-defined model classes which
are not part of the conventional MULTI subscale are
highlighted.
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MULTI Subscales MULTI-30 Items Constituent Model Classes

No Code ϕ No Code
Psychodynamic 2,6,12,14,15 Psychodynamic
Process-Experiential 5,7,18,23 Process-Experiential
Interpersonal 25,26,27,30 Interpersonal
Person-Centered 4,21,22 Person-Centered
Common Factors 3,11,16,17 Common Factors
Behavioral 8,9,19,1,10 Behavioralonly,Cognitive-Behavioralshared
Cognitive 13,20,24,1,10 Cognitiveonly,Cognitive-Behavioralshared
Dialectical-Behavioral 28,29,1,10,8,9,19 Dialectical-Beh.only ,Cognitive-Beh.shared,Beh.only

Table 8: The conventional subscales and their constituent MULTI-30 items are shown here. Note that the Behavioral,
Cognitive and Dialectical-Behavioral subscales (highlighted) have overlapping items. The constituent model classes
from Table 7 are shown. Note that all our evaluations are presented on the conventional MULTI sub-scales by
aggregating performance on their constituent model classes.
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Abstract

Self-disclosed mental health diagnoses, which
serve as ground truth annotations of mental
health status in the absence of clinical measures,
underpin the conclusions behind most compu-
tational studies of mental health language from
the last decade. However, psychiatric condi-
tions are dynamic; a prior depression diagnosis
may no longer be indicative of an individual’s
mental health, either due to treatment or other
mitigating factors. We ask: to what extent are
self-disclosures of mental health diagnoses ac-
tually relevant over time? We analyze recent ac-
tivity from individuals who disclosed a depres-
sion diagnosis on social media over five years
ago and, in turn, acquire a new understanding
of how presentations of mental health status on
social media manifest longitudinally. We also
provide expanded evidence for the presence of
personality-related biases in datasets curated
using self-disclosed diagnoses. Our findings
motivate three practical recommendations for
improving mental health datasets curated using
self-disclosed diagnoses:

1. Annotate diagnosis dates and psychiatric
comorbidities

2. Sample control groups using propensity
score matching

3. Identify and remove spurious correlations
introduced by selection bias

1 Introduction

The ability to provide equitable access to psychi-
atric healthcare has become more difficult than ever,
inhibited by an entanglement of lingering public
policy effects (Miranda et al., 2020), heightened
levels of physician burnout (Johnson et al., 2018),
and infrastructural challenges arising from global
crisis (Davis et al., 2021). Meanwhile, social media
platforms have become the predominant means of
communication for much of the population, provid-
ing the opportunity to share personal experiences
and seek support from others (Mueller et al., 2021).

Noting these parallel timelines, computational sci-
entists have devoted substantial effort to engineer-
ing statistical models capable of translating social
media data into reliable insights regarding men-
tal health. Core objectives of this work include
optimizing psychiatric treatment, identifying early
stages of mental illness, and measuring the effect of
public policy on a population’s well-being (Losada
et al., 2017; Fine et al., 2020).

The most significant advances in computational
mental health research have not come from im-
proved modeling architectures (Benton et al.,
2017b), but from methods for curating large-
scale datasets which contain robust and clinically-
relevant ground truth annotations of mental health
status (Coppersmith et al., 2014). Use of regular
expressions to identify genuine self-disclosures of
a psychiatric diagnosis remains one of the most
widely adopted annotation mechanisms by the re-
search community (Chancellor and De Choudhury,
2020; Harrigian et al., 2021), offering a relatively
reliable proxy in place of clinical measures which
are not only costly to collect, but also often un-
able to be shared beyond a single institution due to
patient privacy policies (Macavaney et al., 2021).
Datasets leveraging self-disclosed diagnoses as an-
notations of mental health status have yielded a va-
riety of insights that align with clinical knowledge
and psychological theory (Mowery et al., 2017; Lee
et al., 2021). However, a growing body of work
has raised questions about whether such datasets
provide sufficient information to train statistical
models that generalize to new populations (Harri-
gian et al., 2020; Aguirre et al., 2021).

Despite the prevalence of datasets dependent on
self-disclosure, no analyses have considered how
associating a single self-disclosed diagnosis label
with data from a variable-length period of time
may inhibit the learning of robust statistical rela-
tionships. If a user tweets a depression diagnosis
in 2015, is their data from 2018 still representative
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of the condition? Presentation of several mental
health conditions change dynamically and (some-
times) precipitously over time (Collishaw et al.,
2004). Yet, it remains common in the computa-
tional research community to treat mental health
conditions as a static attribute with equal relevance
at multiple time points (MacAvaney et al., 2018).
In reality, it is likely that only a small fraction of an
individual’s social media activity is appropriate for
training optimal classifiers. Moreover, that a men-
tal health status label may be appropriate for only a
subset of time suggests that evaluations of longitu-
dinal model generalization as they are traditionally
structured in the community may be insufficient
(Sadeque et al., 2018).

We ask: to what extent do mental health diag-
nosis self-disclosures remain valid over time? We
focus specifically on extended durations (i.e., mul-
tiple years), a setting which has particular rele-
vance to those who wish to estimate generalization
strength of their statistical classifiers for use in lon-
gitudinal monitoring applications, as well as those
interested in updating existing models with new
data to mitigate the effects covariate shift (Agarwal
and Nenkova, 2021). In reviewing recent online ac-
tivity from individuals in the 2015 CLPsych Shared
Task dataset who disclosed a depression diagnosis
on Twitter over five years ago (Coppersmith et al.,
2015), we not only acquire a new understanding of
how presentations of mental health status on social
media present over time, but also find new evidence
to support prior claims regarding the presence of
personality-related confounds in datasets curated
using self-disclosures (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2015;
Vukojevic and Šnajder, 2021). Our analysis pro-
vides critical guidance to practitioners as they cu-
rate mental health social media datasets, while also
elucidating factors which inhibit robustness in a
dataset that remains one of the most widely adopted
by the research community.

2 Background

The majority of mental health research based
on social media leverages the same experimental
design—assume individuals have a fixed mental
health status and attempt to infer this latent at-
tribute using historical online activity traces (e.g.,
posts, follower network dynamics) (Guntuku et al.,
2017; Chancellor and De Choudhury, 2020). This
training setting is convenient given the inherent
complexities of acquiring temporally-granular psy-

Dataset Dates # Users # Posts

Original 2012 – 2015
D: 477
C: 872

D: 1,121,388
C: 1,907,508

Updated 2012 – 2021
D: 444
C: 172

D: 1,372,868
C: 546,826

Table 1: Summary statistics for the original and updated
versions of the 2015 CLPsych Shared Task dataset, fur-
ther stratified by [C]ontrol and [D]epression groups.

chiatric measures at scale (Canzian and Musolesi,
2015). However, the setting implicitly relies on as-
sumptions that are not supported by clinical knowl-
edge regarding psychiatric dynamics (Johnson and
Nowak, 2002; Schoevers et al., 2005). Some work
has been done to incorporate time-based priors into
mental health models, which allow practitioners to
train statistical classifiers using a static label while
also explicitly accounting for longitudinal variation
in label relevance (Wongkoblap et al., 2019; Uban
et al., 2021). Others have eschewed the use of a
static label altogether and instead curated datasets
that contain multiple points of ground truth mental
health status, albeit still with some element of his-
torical data aggregation (Chancellor et al., 2016).

Temporally-aware classifiers have achieved bet-
ter performance benchmarks than their static coun-
terparts in some cases (Rao et al., 2020), though
these evaluations remain limited by the dearth of
data with mental health status annotations at mul-
tiple time points. Meanwhile, datasets which do
support dynamic evaluation are curated almost ex-
clusively using protected clinical measures (Reece
et al., 2017), cost-intensive interviews (Nobles
et al., 2018), or non-trivial shifts in non-language-
based online behavior (De Choudhury et al., 2016).

Computational studies that have focused on self-
disclosed diagnoses have not comprehensively re-
viewed how individual activity evolves over long
periods of time (Saha et al., 2021). Our study thus
fulfills an important void in the research space by
providing a new understanding of long term mental
health dynamics in social media, and more partic-
ularly, within convenience samples curated using
self-disclosed diagnoses.

3 Data

We support our study using a newly updated ver-
sion of the 2015 CLPsych Shared Task dataset
(Coppersmith et al., 2015). The original Twit-
ter dataset was constructed in a two-stage process,
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with regular-expressions first being used to identify
candidate self-disclosures of a depression diagno-
sis and experts manually verifying the authenticity
of the match thereafter. Individuals in the control
group were sampled randomly from the 1% public
Twitter stream such that the joint distribution of
inferred age and gender attributes (Sap et al., 2014)
was in alignment with the depression group. Up
to 3,000 tweets were acquired for each individual
in the resulting sample using Twitter’s public API.
The dataset has not only become one of the most
widely adopted social media datasets for mental
health (Harrigian et al., 2021), but also inspired
the annotation procedures for numerous succes-
sors across various platforms and languages (Co-
han et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2018).

In line with guidance from Benton et al. (2017a),
individual identifiers in the official version of the
CLPsych dataset have been anonymized, with
linkages between anonymized and de-anonymized
identifiers erased in entirety. However, the origi-
nal de-anonymized identifiers remain available un-
der explicit permission from Coppersmith et al.
(2015), who provided this information to reverse
engineer the original anonymization mapping. To
do so, we first query up to 3,200 of the most recent
tweets from each de-anonymized user identifier
using Twitter’s public API and further isolate all
relevant tweets found in our institution’s cache of
Twitter’s 1% data stream. We identify candidate
pairs of anonymized and de-anonymized accounts
based on overlap of raw timestamps within the
original dataset’s collection window. Normalized
text (i.e., punctuation removal, case standardiza-
tion) from candidate pairs is compared using exact
matching to verify final linkages.

Statistics for the original dataset and its updated
counterpart are provided in Table 1. We find that
a majority of accounts which were unable to be
linked had significantly smaller activity traces in
the original dataset. These accounts are likely
to either have been deleted in entirety or to have
tweeted with a small enough frequency such that
the 1% stream does not contain any samples. The
discrepancy in match rates between individuals in
the depression and control groups is unfortunately
not fully-understood, though discussions with the
dataset’s authors suggest this may just be an artifact
of the original archival process.

Preprocessing. Twitter’s language tags and au-
tomatic language identification (Lui and Baldwin,

2012) are used to isolate English text. Retweets are
excluded to most acutely highlight personal experi-
ences with depression over time. Unless specified
otherwise, keyword-based tweet filtering is applied
to preemptively mitigate sampling-induced biases
which can artificially inflate estimates of predic-
tive performance. Some of these biases have been
recognized and addressed by the research commu-
nity (e.g., filtering tweets which include diagno-
sis disclosures and/or mental health related key-
words/hashtags) (De Choudhury and De, 2014),
while others have been traditionally overlooked.

A preliminary qualitative analysis of influential
n-grams and their source tweets reveals a previ-
ously unrecognized surplus of “fan accounts” (e.g.,
supporters of Harry Styles and Demi Lovato) and
tweets containing account statistics (e.g., new fol-
lowers) within the depression cohort. Meanwhile,
daily horoscope tweets were identified with an
anomalous frequency within the control group. The
latter two sources of noise do not have a clear
clinical explanation, while the former (i.e., fan ac-
counts) arises in the context of discussion regarding
the mental health of young celebrities. Although
some of these motifs represent genuine behavioral
correlates of depression, their importance in pre-
diction tends to be inflated due to context of the
original collection time period.

4 Inference Under Latent Dynamics

Enabling reliable use of statistical models to evalu-
ate change in mental health status remains a core
objective for computational researchers (Choi et al.,
2020; Fine et al., 2020). Our success in this task
domain critically depends on access to ground truth
at multiple time points, not only for evaluating gen-
eralization error (DeMasi et al., 2017; Tsakalidis
et al., 2018), but also for mitigating the effects of
covariate shift (Sugiyama and Kawanabe, 2012).
As discussed above, it is often trivial to update
activity traces for individuals with a prior mental
health diagnosis disclosure. Nonetheless, clinical
knowledge suggests original disclosure-based la-
bels may not be relevant over the course of time,
either due to a condition’s episodic presentations
(Angst et al., 2009) or the effects of psychiatric
treatment (Saha et al., 2021). We ask whether the
CLPsych Shared Task dataset supports this theory.

Methods. A natural framework for answering
this inquiry emerges from computational research
regarding label noise (Frénay and Verleysen, 2013).
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Under such a perspective, we can view changes in
mental health status as a stochastic process which
blindly alters the correctness of class labels over
time. The implications of this mechanism allow us
to reason about predictive performance of a statisti-
cal classifier within and outside of the time period
in which it is trained. Differences in within-time-
period performance for two different time periods
may be caused by two factors—different levels
of label noise and/or different signal-to-noise ra-
tios. Meanwhile, degradation in performance when
transferring a classifier from one time period to
another may be caused by three possible factors—
label noise in the source time period, label noise
in the target time period, or distributional shift be-
tween the time periods. Although isolated differ-
ences in predictive performance in a longitudinal
setting do not implicate a single causal factor, mul-
tiple comparisons taken together may allow us to
reason about underlying changes in the data.

This logic guides our search for evidence in
support of the hypothesis that mental health anno-
tations cannot be treated as fixed attributes. We
consider a standard longitudinal domain trans-
fer setup (Huang and Paul, 2019), chunking the
CLPsych dataset into three discrete three-year pe-
riods1 (2012–2015, 2015–2018, 2018–2021) and
evaluating within- and between-time-period pre-
dictive performance for all available pairs. We
use Monte Carlo Cross Validation (Xu and Liang,
2001) to obtain estimates of predictive generaliza-
tion, chosen over alternative protocols that would
be unreliable given the limited sample size of the
updated CLPsych dataset (Varoquaux, 2018).

Each iteration of the cross validation procedure
(1,000 total) begins by randomly splitting individ-
uals into a 60/40 train/test split, with control and
depression groups demographically aligned2 using
propensity scores (Imbens and Rubin, 2015). To
control for differences in data availability between
time periods, we not only constrain the sampling
process such that splits have an equal class bal-
ance, but also that individual-level representations
are constructed using an equal document history
size (250 randomly-sampled posts from each time
period). A single binary logistic regression classi-
fier provided with document-term TF-IDF repre-
sentations (Baeza-Yates et al., 1999) is fit for each

1Time periods were chosen to maximize the number of
discrete windows while ensuring enough posts were available
to construct informative individual-level representations.

2Aligned on gender and age dimensions.

Test
Train 2012-2015 2015-2018 2018-2021

2012-2015 .71(.70,.72) .66(.65,.66) .69(.68,.70)
2015-2018 .66(.65,.67) .66(.65,.66) .68(.67,.69)
2018-2021 .65(.65,.66) .67(.66,.68) .68(.67,.69)

Table 2: Average test-set area under the curve (AUC)
and 95% confidence intervals across 1,000 Monte Carlo
Cross Validation iterations. Within-time-period perfor-
mance is significantly higher around the original disclo-
sure window than in subsequent time periods.

time period using data from individuals in the train-
ing set. Each classifier is applied to all three time
periods, evaluating performance using individuals
in the sampled test set.

Results. We report the average test set area un-
der the curve (AUC) and 95% confidence intervals
for each discrete time period pairing in Table 2. Fo-
cusing first on within-time-period performance (top
left to bottom right diagonal), we find that within-
time-period performance is significantly higher in
the dataset’s original time period (2012-2015) than
within subsequent time periods. This holds true
even when running experiments only with individu-
als that have sufficiently-sized post histories in the
new time periods, demonstrating that the outcome
is not an artifact of survivor bias. At a high level,
the differences in within-time-period performance
suggest that either label noise has increased or that
the signal-to-noise ratio has decreased over time.

Unfortunately, examination of between-time-
period generalization does not conclusively resolve
which of these two factors are responsible for the
variation. Focusing first on models trained using
data from older time periods (top right triangle),
we do not observe any significant difference in pre-
dictive performance compared to the benchmarks
established by models trained and deployed during
the same time period. This serves as a contrast
to models deployed on older data (bottom left tri-
angle), where we note that classifiers trained on
both of the new time periods incur a loss when be-
ing applied to the original CLPsych dataset time
period. Interestingly, the absolute differences in
performance are minimal. We note that the coef-
ficients of the logistic regression classifiers from
each independent time period exhibit significantly
positive Pearson correlations, ranging from 0.47 to
0.52, and in turn promote stable performance.

Discussion. Although these experiments have
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not conclusively answered our primary research
question regarding longitudinal label validity, they
have provided evidence that not all time periods of
data are equally informative for training a robust
depression classifier. Critically, these results sug-
gest that practitioners cannot assume it better to
train a depression classifier using new data, which
may be more relevant to their deployment scenario,
if it means potentially compromising the temporal
relevance of the original ground truth annotations.

What remains to be understood is why the pre-
dictive task appears to become more difficult in the
updated time periods at a statistically significant
level, but not one that would necessarily raise im-
mediate concerns to a practitioner. Had underlying
dynamics significantly changed since the original
data collection period, we would have expected to
see a more dramatic loss in predictive performance.
Has the mental health status for these individuals
genuinely remained static, or is there a spurious
confound in the data inflating our performance es-
timates?

5 Interpreting Model Performance

We attempt to better understand the variation in
predictive performance estimated above by com-
paring language within the updated dataset to the
original CLPsych sample. In particular, we adopt
a mixed methods approach that allows us to esti-
mate changes in the proportion of depression la-
bels which remain relevant in the updated dataset,
and to qualitatively summarize drivers of model
decision-making across time periods. We support
our analysis by manually coding content-related
motifs within a large sample of document histories
in the updated dataset, focusing primarily on crite-
ria for diagnosing depression as defined within the
DSM-5 (APA, 2013). We draw inspiration from the
growing literature on “train-set debugging” (Koh
and Liang, 2017; Han et al., 2020), which leverages
instance attribution and other diagnostics to suc-
cinctly interpret the relationship between training
data, learned model parameters, and downstream
predictions.

Methods. An annotator is presented with up to
30 anonymized tweets made by a single individ-
ual during one of the time periods and asked to
indicate whether the individual exhibits evidence
of depression. The annotator must mark one of
four options — Uncertain, No Evidence, Some Ev-
idence (Moderate Confidence), Strong Evidence

(High Confidence). Explicit disclosures of a de-
pression diagnosis and references to living with
depression are automatically assigned to the Strong
Evidence category. Otherwise, the annotator is
instructed to indicate their confidence based on
the nine DSM-5 criteria for diagnosing depression
(APA, 2013) and their prior knowledge regarding
the presentation of mental health conditions within
social media. If at least some evidence of a depres-
sion diagnosis is indicated, the annotator is asked
to identify whether the depression appears to be
in remission (e.g., discussion of overcoming de-
pression). They are also asked to indicate which
DSM-5 criteria and/or prior knowledge was used to
inform their decision, along with any other notable
thematic content.

Our goal of this analysis is not to make diag-
nostic claims regarding the mental health status of
individuals in our dataset, but rather to broadly un-
derstand what the statistical classifiers are learning.
Accordingly, tweets presented to the annotator are
those which had the largest positive effect on the
classifier’s estimated probability of depression, as
measured by their influence on user-level predic-
tions within a given time period τ . Formally, we
define the influence of a tweet I(x) amongst a set
of tweets x ∈ Xτ as follows:

I(x) =
K∑

k=1

Pk,τ (y = 1|Xτ )− Pk,τ (y = 1|X¬x
τ )

where Pk,τ (·) is the probability of depression es-
timated by a classifier trained on the k-th random
sample of data from time period τ , out of K total
samples. As was the case in the classification exper-
iments above, each training sample contains 60%
of the available data, with the learned classifiers
only being applied to the remaining 40% of indi-
viduals at each iteration. We refrain from filtering
mental health related tweets and those containing
explicit diagnosis disclosures, as the goal in this
experiment is not to quantify predictive ability, but
rather to identify evidence of depression over time.
Note that we control for distributional shift over
time by estimating influence using a model trained
during the time period in which a tweet was posted.

Data. A total of 300 individuals (574 total in-
stances) were selected randomly for annotation.
One author, a doctoral student in computer science
with multiple years experience working with the
CLPsych dataset, was responsible for all coding.
They consulted one additional co-author, an expert
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in computational modeling of social media and
mental health, to develop a common mental model
for identifying DSM-5 criteria and other common
linguistic motifs in the text. During a pilot round of
coding, 16 thematic patterns were identified within
the annotated instances to complement the original
DSM-5 criteria. Exemplary tweets (paraphrased
non-trivially to preserve anonymity (Ayers et al.,
2018)) for each of the DSM-5 criteria and alterna-
tive thematic categories are provided in Appendix
A.3. A breakdown of annotation results is pre-
sented in the Table 3. We provide a distribution
of the top 20 most common evidence categories
amongst individuals who displayed at least some
evidence of a depression diagnosis in Appendix
A.3.

Reliability. Two non-authors with a background
in computational psychology independently anno-
tated a subsample of the coded instances to as-
sess the primary coder’s reliability. Agreement
regarding whether an individual exhibits evidence
of depression was fair to moderate; we observe
Krippendorff’s α measures of 0.438 and 0.499 for
the four-class (Uncertain, No Evidence, Some Evi-
dence, Strong Evidence) and three-class (Uncertain,
No Evidence, Some or Strong Evidence) scenar-
ios, respectively (Krippendorff, 2011). Agreement
regarding remission status varied significantly be-
tween pairs of annotators and was generally weaker
than agreement regarding evidence of depression
(α = 0.356). We include an analysis of the dis-
agreements in Appendix A.2 to better contextualize
observations from the primary coder’s annotations.
Succinctly, we identify two reasons for the varia-
tion: 1) each annotator’s propensity to select the
“Uncertain” category, and 2) each annotator’s sen-
sitivity to displays of emotion as an indicator of
depression.

5.1 What proportion of labels in the updated
sample remain relevant?

In line with underlying clinical knowledge regard-
ing the dynamic nature of depression, we observe
a significant decrease in linguistic evidence of de-
pression over the course of time. Roughly 76%
of individuals in the original depression group dis-
played at least some clear evidence of a depression
diagnosis during the first time period (2012-2015),
in comparison to 45% and 39% of individuals in
the 2015-2018 and 2018-2021 time periods, respec-
tively. Across all time periods, only a small number

Dates Total Some
Evi.

Strong
Evi.

Not
Active

C
on

. 2012-2015 83 15 3 1
2015-2018 50 10 2 0
2018-2021 40 5 0 0

D
ep

. 2012-2015 215 164 136 10
2015-2018 107 49 28 2
2018-2021 79 31 16 1

Table 3: Breakdown of coding labels as a function
of time period and labels from the original CLPsych
dataset. Clinically aligned evidence of a depression
diagnosis becomes less prevalent over time.

of affirmative instances of depression appear to be
in remission. That said, the non-zero level of in-
active depression annotations in the original time
period highlights an important consideration for
practitioners who would like to leverage disclosure-
based mechanisms to annotate mental health data
moving forward.

The presence of evidence for a depression diag-
nosis in a subset of the original control group is
quite striking. Other studies have raised questions
regarding the possible risk of introducing such la-
bel noise when curating a control group using a
random sampling protocol (Wolohan et al., 2018),
though none have provided tangible evidence of
this contamination to the best of our knowledge.
We see that approximately 4% of individuals in the
control group display strong evidence of a depres-
sion diagnosis within the original time period. Al-
though relatively small, it is an important reminder
of the pitfalls of random control group sampling
for health-related social media modeling tasks.

Discussion. The decrease in evidence of a de-
pression diagnosis over time lends support to the
introduction of label noise in the updated dataset.
Furthermore, it would explain the decrease in pre-
dictive performance observed in our previous clas-
sification experiments. However, the proportional
drop in evidence of a depression diagnosis over
time appears too large given the relatively minor
reduction in classification accuracy.

We identify two possible explanations for this
inconsistency. First, we recognize the possibility
that our annotation procedure is insufficient to pro-
vide an annotator with appropriate information and
comprehensive criteria for indicating evidence of
a depression diagnosis. Only a small subset of an
individual’s entire post history is displayed to the
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annotator, a subset chosen using an inherently error-
prone statistical ranking method. It is possible that
stronger indicators of a depression diagnosis lie
outside the 30-tweet sample size window for some
individuals. Moreover, the annotator was instructed
to rely predominantly on DSM-5 criteria to inform
their decision, though several prior computational
studies have shown language informative of depres-
sion may stray from explicit diagnostic criteria and
be difficult for humans to recognize altogether (e.g.,
increased personal pronoun usage (Holtzman et al.,
2017)).

More concerning is the possible presence of
non-trivial confounds introduced by the original
dataset’s sampling/annotation procedure which
may artificially inflate predictive performance esti-
mates. Similar types of bias have been identified in
prior work when attempting to transfer statistical
mental health models trained using proxy-based
annotations to new populations of individuals (e.g.,
demographics, patient populations) (Ernala et al.,
2019; Aguirre et al., 2021). Although sampling-
based artifacts may be causally-related to the origi-
nal diagnosis disclosure (e.g., a coping mechanism
that becomes a hobby, heightened levels of neuroti-
cism), they may be serve as a red herring in place
of primary indicators of depression.

5.2 Do presentations of depression provide
evidence of sampling-related confounds?

Personality-related attributes are prominent fea-
tures in all periods of the updated dataset. For
example, indications of a depressed and/or irritable
mood were the most common form of evidence
in support of an individual having a depression di-
agnosis. In many cases, anger and irritation were
displayed in the form of interpersonal confronta-
tion (passively and actively) with other Twitter pro-
files. Negative emotions such as loneliness, fear,
and existential dread were also displayed readily
amongst those showing signs of a depression diag-
nosis. This result aligns with knowledge regarding
the relationship between personality and depres-
sion, with elevated levels of neuroticism (negative
affectivity and vulnerability to stress) being com-
mon in those living with depression (Bagby et al.,
2008; Lahey, 2009; Bondy et al., 2021). Although
etiologically relevant, this heightened level of emo-
tional affect emerges as one possible artifact which
may confound displays of depression and serve
as a nuisance variable in linguistic models of the

condition (Tackman et al., 2019).

We also found it common for individuals to
mention comorbid psychiatric conditions—such
as obsessive compulsive disorder, bipolar disor-
der, and general anxiety. Many of these conditions
share similar underlying symptoms and causes with
depressive disorders (Franklin and Zimmerman,
2001; Goodwin, 2015), but tend to assume a dif-
ferent temporal profile (Schoevers et al., 2005).
The significant overlap often makes it difficult for
trained physicians to properly diagnose individuals
(Bowden, 2001) and for language-based algorithms
to achieve appropriate discriminative sensitivity
(Ive et al., 2018). We recognize the possibility that
these comorbid conditions are active during the up-
dated time periods for some individuals and may
assume a proxy role in place of depression.

Although not captured by any single evidence
category in isolation, there emerged a distinct
propensity for “oversharing” amongst individuals
from the original dataset’s depression group. More
specifically, we identified ample discussion of top-
ics that are typically considered socially inappropri-
ate in public discourse spaces (e.g., sexual activity,
familial conflict, use of controlled substances). On
one hand, this is an interesting finding given that in-
dividuals living depression often demonstrate lower
levels of emotional self-disclosure (Wei et al., 2005;
Kahn and Garrison, 2009). On the other hand, we
note that prior work in clinical psychology has rec-
ognized a similar propensity for depressed and anx-
ious individuals to engage in oversharing within so-
cial media (Radovic et al., 2017; Law et al., 2020).

The theory behind that latter is that social media
offers an opportunity to discuss the oft stigmatized
challenges of mental health (Betton et al., 2015)
and increase feelings of connectedness in a less per-
sonal environment (Luo and Hancock, 2020). With
this in mind, perhaps it is not surprising that those
who have openly disclosed their experience with de-
pression also feel comfortable discussing the afore-
mentioned “taboo” topics. Nonetheless, this per-
sonal comfort remains relatively unique amongst
the larger social media population. The unfortu-
nate effect of this nuance is that it transforms the
primary depression inference task into, essentially,
a topic-classification task.

Discussion. Our analysis affirms what other re-
cent studies on proxy-based mental health annota-
tions have claimed — individuals who disclose a
mental health condition systematically differ from
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the larger population of individuals living with that
condition (Ernala et al., 2019; Saha et al., 2021). As
a research community, we must be careful to disam-
biguate 1) training a language classifier to identify
individuals who live with a mental health condition,
and 2) training a language classifier to identify indi-
viduals who live with a mental health condition and
disclose their diagnosis. Inappropriately equating
the two creates an opportunity to erroneously esti-
mate population-level dynamics (Amir et al., 2019)
and ignore underrepresented voices from communi-
ties who tend to possess conservative ideologies re-
garding mental health (Loveys et al., 2018; Aguirre
et al., 2021).

6 Discussion

Demand for computational methods to quantify
mental health dynamics within social media data
is at an all time high (Galea et al., 2020). How-
ever, the potential impact of these methods remains
bounded by the robustness of datasets used for
their development. Spanning nearly a decade of
online activity, our study uniquely identifies evi-
dence of these limitations as they currently mani-
fest in non-clinically derived mental health social
media datasets. This evidence leads us to offer
three recommendations for enhancing data cura-
tion and model evaluation.

Annotate Diagnosis Date & Comorbidities.
We identified several instances within our dataset
where a diagnosis disclosure was made in refer-
ence to a condition that had since entered remis-
sion. In other cases, depression diagnoses were
either supplanted by or augmented with alterna-
tive psychiatric diagnoses. Indicators regarding the
time a diagnosis was made, many of which can
be identified using inexpensive algorithms (MacA-
vaney et al., 2018), can provide important signal
regarding the temporal relevance of a psychiatric
diagnosis. Meanwhile, inclusion of comorbidities
may provide researchers an opportunity to model
psychiatric heterogeneity (Arseniev-Koehler et al.,
2018) and interpret longitudinal generalization.

Sample Control Groups using Propensity
Matching. Control group selection is influential in
both training and evaluation of statistical models
of mental health (Pirina and Çöltekin, 2018). Prior
work has leveraged a myriad of criteria to match
individuals who have disclosed a psychiatric di-
agnosis with suitable counterparts—demographics
(Coppersmith et al., 2014), online behavior (Co-

han et al., 2018), and language (De Choudhury
et al., 2016). Though use of inconsistent matching
criteria is less than ideal, the absence of any pro-
tocol is potentially more problematic (Shen et al.,
2018; Wolohan et al., 2018). We recommend prac-
titioners leverage propensity-based matching (Im-
bens and Rubin, 2015) to reduce the effect of self-
disclosure biases (e.g., personality, interests, de-
mographics). In addition to the aforementioned
dimensions, researchers may augment their criteria
using classifiers to infer relevant latent attributes
(Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2015) or neural models to
derive user-level embeddings (Amir et al., 2017).

Identify and Filter Sampling Biases. Our anal-
ysis benefited from context that emerged when at-
tempting to train classifiers that generalize over
long time periods. However, access to supplemen-
tary data is not necessary to understand whether
artifacts may exist in a dataset. Algorithmic ap-
proaches, such as those from Le Bras et al. (2020),
may be used to identify instances containing spu-
rious correlations. These approaches should be
used to augment insights derived from manual
annotation and review. We found our technique
for ranking the influence of individual posts on
user-level predictions began yielding insights af-
ter only a few dozen examples, though alternative
ranking methodologies are available (Uban et al.,
2021). Outcomes should be used to inform prepro-
cessing decisions, construct fair evaluations (Po-
liak et al., 2018), and inform the description of
a dataset within documentation/datasheets (Gebru
et al., 2021).

6.1 Limitations and Qualifiers

Though our analysis identified data attributes that
may inhibit statistical generalization, we also found
evidence in support of the validity of self-disclosed
diagnoses for annotating mental health status.
The majority of individuals within the CLPsych
dataset’s original time window showed clear evi-
dence of depression that aligns with clinical criteria.
Many of these indicators remained stable over the
course of time. Moreoever, the 2015 CLPsych
Shared Task dataset is just one of many resources
in this research community, all of which are likely
to exhibit varying degrees of noise depending on
their respective sampling protocols. Conclusive
statements regarding the validity of self-disclosed
diagnoses require evidence from multiple social
media platforms, cultural groups, and time periods.
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7 Ethical Considerations

Ethical challenges emerging from use of public so-
cial media data to analyze an individual’s mental
health have been examined extensively by members
of both computational and clinical/public health
communities (Conway and O’Connor, 2016; Chan-
cellor et al., 2019). Privacy-related concerns are the
most poignant for our study, which relies both on
de-anonymizing records from a vulnerable popula-
tion and manually reviewing/analyzing individual
posts.

Indeed, many individuals who publicly discuss
their mental health or disclose a psychiatric con-
dition within social media admit that they worry
about harmful repercussions of sharing such sensi-
tive information with the public (Ford et al., 2019;
Naslund and Aschbrenner, 2019). Primary fears
include risking occupational stability, damaging
interpersonal relationships, and being subjected to
hostile communications. Whether potential posi-
tive outcomes (e.g., development of systems for
recommending mental health care, fiduciary aid to
address population-level crises) offset these threats
remains largely dependent on an individual’s per-
sonal life experience. For example, psychiatric
patients have expressed stronger approval toward
analysis of their social media than members of the
general public (Mikal et al., 2017). The same holds
true amongst younger individuals (Naslund and
Aschbrenner, 2019).

Recognizing these viewpoints, we are careful to
mitigate privacy-related risks to the greatest extent
possible given our primary research aim. For exam-
ple, account identifiers distributed within the 2015
CLPsych Shared Task dataset are de-anonymized
only temporarily to link updated records with exist-
ing post histories. We also redact account handles
and URLs from the text analyzed during our man-
ual coding procedure (§5). In line with protocols
enumerated by Benton et al. (2017a), all data is
stored on a remote server and secured using OS-
level group permissions. We perform our analysis
under the external guidance of clinical psycholo-
gists and psychiatrists. Our study is also reviewed
by our Institutional Review Board (IRB), obtaining
exempt status under 45 CFR §46.104.

Critically, our intention is not to develop a public-
facing system for algorithmic analysis of mental
health. Rather, our goal is to evaluate the valid-
ity of an existing and widely-adopted data curation
practice (Chancellor and De Choudhury, 2020; Har-

rigian et al., 2021). Failure to comprehensively un-
derstand biases that arise under this methodology
can have severe detrimental effects in downstream
systems. In the case of estimating population-
level health trends, for instance, we have already
seen machine learning classifiers produce outcomes
that are inconsistent across computational studies
(Wolohan, 2020; Biester et al., 2021; Harrigian
and Dredze, 2022) and in conflict with traditional
measurement techniques (Amir et al., 2019). Con-
tinuing to pursue this line of research without ques-
tioning the validity of its underlying data has the
potential to irreparably damage the public’s trust in
this domain, and worse, enable ill-informed deci-
sion making in highly-sensitive circumstances.
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A Interpreting Model Performance

A.1 Data
Three individuals (one author A1, two non-authors
B1, B2) independently generated the annotations
used to facilitate the analysis presented in §5.
Statistics presented in the analysis are computed us-
ing the author’s annotations, while reliability mea-
sures are computed using additional annotations
from the non-authors. All annotators have sev-
eral years of experience modeling language within
social media to assess mental health, but do not
claim to be experts in clinical psychology. Addi-
tionally, all annotators have prior experience with
the CLPsych 2015 Shared Task data (Coppersmith
et al., 2015) — e.g., A1 and B1 have worked with
the original CLPsych dataset extensively over the
prior three years. We include the distribution of
instances reviewed by each of our annotators in
Table 4.

Time Period

2012-2015 2015-2018 2018-2021 Total
A1 298 157 119 574
B1 103 62 40 205
B2 26 15 12 53

Table 4: Distribution of instances coded by each an-
notator across the three time periods. Note that the
set of instances annotated follows the relationship:
B2 ⊆ B1 ⊆ A1.

A.2 Inter-rater Reliability
As a first look into inter-rater reliability, we con-
sider three dimensions of agreement — evidence
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of depression (four-class and three-class)3 and re-
mission status (four-class). We present pairwise
annotator agreement matrices for each of these di-
mensions in Figure 1. We use Cohen’s kappa κ
to evaluate pairwise annotator agreement (Cohen,
1960) and Krippendorff’s alpha α to evaluate multi-
annotator agreement (Krippendorff, 2011).

We observe fair to moderate agreement for the
evidence-of-depression task: α = 0.4376 and α =
0.4988 for the four-class and three-class versions,
respectively. Meanwhile, agreement on remission
status is poor, reflected by a Krippendorff’s α of
0.3561. In isolation, these agreement measures
would suggest the results of our analysis should be
accepted tentatively at best (Krippendorff, 2004).
However, we argue these statistics are perhaps a bit
conservative and skewed by the small sample size
of annotations generated by B2. A review of the
underlying distributions provides us an opportunity
to understand axes of disagreement and, in turn,
contextualize the results presented in §5.

As shown in Figure 1, annotator B2 exhibits
a higher propensity to use the “Uncertain” label
in the evidence-of-depression tasks compared to
annotators A1 and B1. At the same time, while
annotator B2 is more inclined to indicate they are
uncertain about an example than annotator A1, we
note that annotator B1 appears to have a higher
baseline threshold of what constitutes evidence of
depression than annotator A1. The latter is demon-
strated by the fact that nearly all examples marked
in the affirmative by B1 were also marked as such
by A1, but a large number of examples marked in
the affirmative by A1 were marked as not contain-
ing evidence of depression by B1.

With respect to the remission status task (bot-
tom subplot of Figure 1), we note that annotator
B1 is more likely to mark an example as uncertain
and more likely to mark an example as being in-
remission than annotators A1 and B2. Broadly, this
distribution highlights the difficulty of distinguish-
ing active cases of clinical depression from prior
experiences and lingering effects. It also serves
as support for our recommendation in §6 that re-
searchers should attempt to include the time a diag-
nosis was received by an individual when curating
new datasets.

We acquire additional context for our results by
examining the distribution of annotations as a func-

3Note that the three-class evidence-of-depression group-
ing simply merges the Some Evidence and Strong Evidence
categories of the four-class version.
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Figure 1: Pairwise agreement matrices for the anno-
tation tasks. Underlying relationships reveal cognitive
biases from annotator A1 that may affect the outcomes
presented in §5.

tion of the original CLPsych labels. Examining
the results visualized in Figure 2, we first note
that annotator A1 classifies instances most accu-
rately (under the assumption that ground truth is
fixed over time). We believe this outcome to be
a result of exposure bias; the annotation task was
conducted after the completion of several model-
ing experiments, through which annotator A1 was
uniquely provided an opportunity to learn more
about the presentation of depression by individuals
in the 2015 CLPsych Shared Task dataset. We also
note the distribution of “Uncertain” decisions from
annotator B2 concentrating within the original de-
pression group. This seems to suggest annotator
B2 adopted a conservative coding approach when
presented with instances that contained smaller de-
grees of evidence, whereas annotators A1 and B1

required a lower threshold of evidence to make a
decision.

To conclude our reliability analysis, we exam-
ine agreement regarding the manner in which each
annotator made their decision (i.e., evidence identi-
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Figure 2: Distribution of annotations for the evidence
of depression task (three-class) as a function of the orig-
inal CLPsych labels. Affirmative evidence becomes less
prevalent in the new time periods compared to the origi-
nal time period for each annotator.

fication). We find that annotators A1 and B1 gener-
ally identify diagnosis disclosures within the same
instances. Annotator B2 often abstained from mak-
ing a decision when presented with a disclosure
due to uncertainty regarding the subject of the diag-
nosis. Annotator A1 also indicated the presence of
a depressed and/or irritable mood at a significantly
higher rate than the other annotators, seemingly
more sensitive to extreme negative emotions than
the other annotators.

Discussion. Considering the difficulty of the an-
notation task, it is perhaps not surprising to have ob-
served less than perfect annotator agreement. Ma-
chine learning classifiers often require hundreds
of posts to make an accurate estimate of an indi-
vidual’s mental health status, while our annotators
were only provided at maximum of 30 posts and
encouraged to rely on varying levels of prior knowl-
edge regarding the presentation of depression in
social media. Critically, we emphasize that the
goal of the analysis presented in §5 is not to curate
ground truth labels of mental health status or act
as clinical experts, but rather to understand biases
that may exist in a depression dataset generated
using self-disclosed diagnoses. The analysis of
inter-rater reliability presented above provides an
opportunity to further ground the results discussed
in §5 and highlight areas that may benefit from
future research.

A.3 Evidence Distribution

We include a breakdown of evidence annotations
for individuals displaying some evidence of depres-
sion (§5) in Figure 3. Exemplary tweets for each of

the evidence categories (paraphrased to maintain
anonymity) are provided in Table 5. Both can be
found on the following pages.
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Figure 3: Distribution of evidence amongst individuals indicated as displaying at least some evidence of a depression
diagnosis. Depressed and/or irritable mood is consistently the most common type of evidence within each of the
three time periods.
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Evidence Exemplary Tweets
Diagnosis Disclosure “Bipolar disorder and depression. My doctor finally agrees.”

“I have suffered from depression for several years now”

Depressed & Irritable Mood “No one ever asks if I’m doing fine.”
“You don’t understand what I’m dealing with. Get fucked.”

Loss of Interest/Pleasure/Motivation “...realizing you don’t care about the things you used to enjoy”
“cant get out of bed today”

Weight, Body Image, & Nutrition “Not that anyone cares, but I’m almost at my goal weight.”
“I bought the dress I’ve always wanted, but still don’t feel pretty.”

Sleep Disturbance “I CANT SLEEP. PAIN. JUST LIKE ALWAYS.”
“Shit! Surviving on only a couple of hours of sleep again :/”

Fatigue “mentally drained from this pandemic”
“This should be effortless but I can’t work any harder”

Sense of Worthlessness & Guilt “when you let someone do anything to you...”
“It truly is always my fault. I probably suck.”

Impaired Thought “I’m failing my classes because I’m depressed.”
“at work. cant focus doe”

Death & Self Harm “My scars are faded...unless you care to look close”
“I wish you all never see a loved one fade away.”

Cognitive Distortions “Going to fail this exam. SCREWED.”
“I always think my bf is going to leave me”

Treatment “Scared to tell a women that I’m in therapy”
“Slowly weaning of the prozac.”

Gatekeeping “depression isn’t just a bad day. fuck you all.”
“LET ME SHOW YOU WANT DEPRESSION IS”

Sexuality and Intimacy “Who wants to come take some pics of me for only fans? ;)”
“Every girl should watch porn with their bf”

Negative Emotions “hi sunshine! Too bad no one to spend today with.”
“I feel like no one cares even though I know they do”

Coping Strategies “Have you talked to anyone about it yet?”
“Art is always the easiest way to distract me from my anxiety”

Psychiatric Comorbidity & State “Really stressing today. Lots of built up anger”
“I am anorexic and cut myself.”

Non-psychiatric Comorbidity “Could use a little bit of aid #DisabilityAid”
“Lots of back pain ruining what should be a beautiful day.”

Substance Use “I really shouldn’t be drunk this early.”
“Weed makes the dreams go away and thats a good thing.”

Support & Advocacy “If I can manage a smile, I believe you can too one day!”
“RIP Chester. If you’re going through pain, reach out to me.”

Personality and Identity “Girls say they love a man in uniform until they do their job”
“Lol grandma still think I’m bringing a boy home”

Music Culture & Lyrics “#FallingInReverse :D”
“Scene doesn’t mean emo idiots. I dont want to kill myself.”

Familial/Romantic Relationships “when bae dont answer the phone xx”
“Mom: You’ll never lose weight. Me: Is that why dad left?”

Political & Moral Beliefs “look in the mirror if you’re not upset a cop can murder”
“Trump will kill us all”

Hobbies “Missin the old days when eveyone played Pokemon yellow”
“Boys that watch the Kardashians. Love.”

Non-personal Accounts “My life was about to fall apart until I found the Calm app...”
“Breaking News: 5-alarm fire just outside Tulsa...”

Table 5: Exemplary tweets and phrases (modified to preserve anonymity) for each of the 25 evidence categories.
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Abstract

The mental health risks of the COVID-19 pan-
demic are magnified for medical profession-
als, such as doctors and nurses. To track con-
versational markers of psychological distress
and coping strategies, we analyzed 67.25 mil-
lion words written by self-identified health-
care workers (N = 5,409; 60.5% nurses, 39.5%
physicians) on Reddit beginning in June 2019.
Dictionary-based measures revealed increas-
ing emotionality (including more positive and
negative emotion and more swearing), social
withdrawal (less affiliation and empathy, more
"they" pronouns), and self-distancing (fewer
"I" pronouns) over time. Several effects were
strongest for conversations that were least
health-focused and self-relevant, suggesting
that long-term changes in social and emotional
behavior are general and not limited to personal
or work-related experiences. Understanding
protective and risky coping strategies used by
healthcare workers during the pandemic is fun-
damental for maintaining mental health among
front-line workers during periods of chronic
stress, such as the COVID-19 pandemic.

1 Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has magnified existing
mental health disparities globally. Relative to peo-
ple working in other fields, healthcare workers have
experienced greater exposure to COVID-19 and,
consequently, higher risk of death and illness as
well as more time spent apart from loved ones
during quarantine (Walton et al., 2020). An es-
timated 150,000-200,0000 healthcare workers have
died globally from COVID-19 since the start of
the pandemic, with higher rates of infection for
nurses, women, and workers involved in COVID-
19 screening, and higher mortality rates among doc-
tors (Chutiyami et al., 2021; WHO, 2022). Deaths
and illnesses among healthcare workers have led
to severe understaffing in the hardest-hit areas,
causing widespread overwork and burnout in the

healthcare field (Andel et al., 2022). Healthcare
workers experienced higher rates of depression
and suicide than many other professions before
the pandemic (Kalmoe et al., 2019), and suici-
dality, depression, and anxiety disorders have in-
creased among healthcare workers in the last 2
years (Spoorthy et al., 2020; Young et al., 2021).

Beyond pandemic-related social isolation, per-
sonal health risks, and overwork, healthcare work-
ers additionally cope with feeling responsible for
the deaths and symptoms they witness firsthand in
their patients (Zhang et al., 2020)—experiences ex-
acerbated early in the pandemic by the fact that
healthcare workers were often the only people
permitted to be physically present in patients’ fi-
nal hours (Rabow et al., 2021). For many, the
stress of the pandemic has been aggravated by
widespread skepticism of vaccines and the med-
ical system (Schneider et al., 2021). Others have
reported survivors’ guilt related to having early vac-
cine access, feelings of powerlessness with respect
to limited COVID-19 patient treatment options, and
the chronic stress of having insufficient personal
protective equipment while working, particularly
early in the pandemic (Rabow et al., 2021).

Dealing with chronic stress at the front line of an
epidemic or pandemic requires extraordinary cop-
ing and emotion regulation skills—and, at the same
time, likely compromises the mental health of even
the most resilient nurses and doctors. In this project,
we followed the linguistic trajectories of healthcare
workers’ risky and protective coping strategies over
the course of the pandemic. The following sec-
tions first review past research on risk factors and
resilience evident in language use following com-
munity traumas. We then describe a longitudinal
study tracking social and emotional language used
by several thousand self-labeled nurses and doctors
on Reddit, a popular online social discussion plat-
form, over a baseline period followed by roughly 2
years of the pandemic. Analyses focused on main
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effects over time and moderator models exploring
how language trajectories varied as a function of
health-relevance, self-relevance, and role (nurse or
physician). Finally, we explore the ethical, theoret-
ical, and practical implications of the findings for
clinical psychology and mental health technology.

1.1 Coping with Shared Trauma over Time

Tracking naturalistic language use on the inter-
net is an effective method of measuring how peo-
ple cope with trauma and experience emotions
over time (Vine et al., 2020). Research has, for
example, used both dictionary-based and open-
vocabulary analyses of online language use (includ-
ing social media, online forums, and search engine
activity) to understand how individuals anticipate
and then cope with traumatic events such as sui-
cide attempts (De Choudhury et al., 2016; Ophir
et al., 2020; Roy et al., 2020), relationship disso-
lution (Seraj et al., 2021), illnesses such as breast
cancer (Verberne et al., 2019) and autoimmune dis-
ease (Jordan et al., 2019), and mental health condi-
tions such as anxiety (Ireland and Iserman, 2018)
and depression (Eichstaedt et al., 2018).

Several studies of community coping with
shared traumas—such as the September 11th at-
tacks and natural disasters—have found evidence
of both distress and coping in naturalistic conver-
sational language. Results show a common pat-
tern of increasing affiliative and emotional lan-
guage in the immediate 1-2 weeks after a trau-
matic event followed by a refractory period dur-
ing which such communal coping indicators drop
below baseline, theoretically reflecting social with-
drawal (Cohn et al., 2004; Pennebaker and Harber,
1993; Stone and Pennebaker, 2002). For acute trau-
mas, language typically returns to baseline after
4-6 weeks (Pennebaker and Chung, 2005).

Analyses of social media language use surround-
ing epidemics (e.g., Zika, Ebola) and sociopolitical
movements (e.g., the Arab Spring) have focused
primarily on the transmission of information about
symptoms or events rather than psychological di-
mensions of messages (Hassan Zadeh et al., 2019;
Howard et al., 2011). Previous analyses of psycho-
logical language use during epidemics or disease
outbreaks have typically focused on tracking mark-
ers of distress over short spans of time. For exam-
ple, Tausczik et al. (2012) tracked anxiety language
in tweets about the H1N1 epidemic, revealing that
fears about H1N1 were intense but short-lived, de-

clining within weeks of the initial news about the
disease.

At least one study has used dictionary-based
measures to track coping across the first months of
the COVID-19 pandemic. Based on a large Reddit
sample of people posting in major U. S. city forums,
Ashokkumar and Pennebaker (2021) found that
anxious language spiked and positive emotional,
angry, and analytic language dropped in March
2020. People also referred less to friends and more
to family early in the pandemic. After roughly 6
weeks, these language categories plateaued but re-
mained distinct from pre-pandemic levels in the
previous year. It is unclear whether these patterns
vary as a function of individuals’ life stressors or
will continue to shift over time.

1.2 Linguistic Markers of Distress
Overwork compromises mental health and has
downstream consequences for the quality of in-
dividuals’ close relationships and job performance.
There are several potential indicators of burnout
and work stress that may carry over from the work-
place to online conversations. The clearest linguis-
tic markers of distress and vulnerability to mental
health conditions tend to be self-references (I, me,
my) and negative emotional language, alone and
particularly in combination (Baddeley et al., 2013;
Coppersmith et al., 2015a; Tackman et al., 2019).

Work-related stress has disrupted healthcare
workers’ relationships throughout the COVID-19
pandemic. Long-term quarantining away from
romantic partners and family members due to
frequent exposure to the disease increases lone-
liness and relationship conflict (Murata et al.,
2021). Relationship problems are closely linked
with mental health; for example, breakups and
relationship conflict are common triggers of sui-
cide attempts (Bagge et al., 2013) and depressive
episodes (Monroe et al., 1999). Thus, in tracking
healthcare workers’ conversational language use
over the pandemic, it is critical to target linguistic
markers of affiliation and social behavior.

1.3 Linguistic Markers of Coping
Just as self-directed negativity is a common indica-
tor of psychological distress, the opposite pattern
tends to reflect efforts to gain emotional distance
from personal problems—a tactic that provides re-
lief in the moment but may be risky long term. Re-
search on self-talk and expressive writing has found
that people tend to naturally self-distance, using
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less “I” and more “you,” when recalling negative
events or while discussing stressful events, with
stronger effects for more distressing topics (Dol-
cos and Albarracin, 2014; Kross and Ayduk, 2017).
The same strategy is effective experimentally as
well, with people experiencing less distress when
asked to write about negative life experiences or
personal concerns using self-distancing (e.g., writ-
ing you instead of I). Psychological distance the-
oretically provides an emotional buffer, allowing
people to consider the events that are causing them
distress from the more objective perspective of an
outside observer or friend. Thus, lower first-person
singular pronoun usage may be a healthy emotion
regulation strategy, especially when experiencing
acute distress.

Despite the well-established body of work show-
ing that self-distancing can help with emotional
control and distress, decreased first-person singu-
lar pronoun is not an unambiguous sign of effec-
tive coping. In contexts where self-references indi-
cate self-disclosure or self-reflection, using more
“I”—or alternating between “I” and other personal
pronouns—may be healthier. For example, people
with ambiguous sexual self-concepts who used less
first-person singular when discussing their sexu-
ality were more likely to report drinking alcohol
to cope with personal problems (Hancock et al.,
2018). In expressive writing, where people repeat-
edly privately write about their deepest thoughts
and feelings on a distressing topic, individuals tend
to have better long-term mental and physical health
after the writing intervention if their language indi-
cates a perspective shift (moving from high to low
self-references, or vice versa) across sessions (Pen-
nebaker and Chung, 2007; Seih et al., 2008).

Separate research on compassion has found that
discussing others’ suffering in a less emotional,
more socially distant way is associated with bet-
ter mental health and greater likelihood of taking
proactive steps to help the people who are suffering
or need assistance (Buechel et al., 2018; Minis-
tero et al., 2018). That is, people may be better
able to provide assistance if they feel others’ pain
less acutely. These findings dovetail with research
and practice regarding healthcare workers’ bed-
side manner, where the goal is to show humanistic
compassion for patients while maintaining enough
distance to carry out complex and often risky and
painful tasks (Weissmann et al., 2006).

Word category Examples
Function Words

First-person singular ("I") I, me, my
Third-person plural ("they") they, them, their
Negations no, not, never

Affect
Positive emotion lucky, love, happy
Amusement haha, lol, funny
Admiration cool, amazing, best
Negative emotion hate, worry, sad
Disgust creepy, vomit, ugh

Social
Affiliation call, party, together
High empathy ally, rescue, we
Low empathy yourself, asshat, waste
Prosocial help, support, thanks
Swear words dang, fuck, douche

Table 1: Social and emotional language categories
showing significant linear or curvilinear effects over
time. Linguistic categories, affiliation, swear words,
and prosocial are from LIWC-22 (Pennebaker et al.,
2022). Affect categories are from SALLEE (Adams,
2022). High and low empathy are novel lexica adapted
from Sedoc et al. (2020).

1.4 Hypotheses & Analytic Strategy

The current project took a quasi-exploratory ap-
proach, modeling the trajectories of a wide range
of language variables that are theoretically rele-
vant to risky and protective emotions and social
behaviors (see Table 1). The main predictions were
that healthcare workers would show signs of in-
creasing distress (more negativity, less positivity),
social detachment or isolation (more I and they,
fewer social references, less empathetic language),
and social problems (increased conflict and swear-
ing, and decreased prosocial and polite language)
over time. Linear, quadratic, and cubic associa-
tions were tested for all models. Finally, we tested
three moderators for each model: professional role
(nurse or doctor) and two aspects of linguistic con-
text (first-person singular pronouns and references
to health, e.g., medicine, symptom, vaccine).

2 Method

To obtain the initial sample, we first scraped
a large sample of comments and submissions
from medical-themed forums, or subreddits
(r/medicine, 312,357 posts; r/nurses, 14,927 posts;
r/emergencymedicine, 46,019 posts; r/AskDocs,
1,617,327 posts; r/StudentNurse, 191,525 posts),
that appeared to be moderated by healthcare pro-
fessionals and included "flair" indicating users’
real-life qualifications or specializations. Initially,
2,182,155 messages posted between October 2018
and January 2021 were scraped using the Pushshift
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Rank Content M (SD) Function M (SD)
High Empathy
1 love 0.13 (0.98) and 2.03 (1.78)
2 great 0.1 (0.68) are 0.57 (1.14)
3 feel 0.1 (0.45) your 0.4 (1.02)
4 thank 0.09 (0.91) we 0.33 (0.84)
5 help 0.09 (0.67) how 0.26 (0.88)
6 patients 0.08 (0.36) her 0.15 (0.63)
7 hospital 0.07 (0.41) our 0.13 (0.56)
8 home 0.07 (0.4) us 0.1 (0.51)
9 patient 0.07 (0.37) through 0.07 (0.34)
10 life 0.06 (0.49) omg 0.01 (0.62)
Low Empathy
1 time 0.22 (0.69) the 3.29 (2.77)
2 think 0.18 (0.56) in 1.31 (1.7)
3 new 0.14 (0.8) that 0.97 (1.35)
4 going 0.12 (0.46) but 0.62 (0.93)
5 same 0.11 (0.95) be 0.54 (0.97)
6 better 0.09 (0.53) not 0.53 (1.08)
7 thing 0.08 (0.41) if 0.45 (0.78)
8 say 0.08 (0.39) like 0.41 (1.06)
9 lol 0.07 (0.87) one 0.29 (0.97)
10 long 0.07 (0.47) up 0.27 (0.77)

Table 2: Frequency ranks and descriptive statistics for
content and function words in the high and low empathy
lexica. All numbers are % of total words per document
(concatenated messages per user per month).

API (https://github.com/pushshift/api). Doctors
and nurses were categorized via regular expres-
sion searches over the flair text of these mes-
sages, searching for commonly used phrases and
acronyms used by medical professions (e.g., MD,
M.D., MBBS for doctors; Nurse, PCCN, Nursing,
NP, LPN, CAN, RN, R.N., BSN for nurses). A
total of 2,585 doctors and 4,138 nurses were identi-
fied. Next, we downloaded all available comments
and posts from the 6,723 self-labeled doctors or
nurses on Reddit, totaling over 1.25 million texts,
beginning in June 2019. The start date was selected
in order to establish baseline norms for the sample,
providing roughly 6 months of data from before
the virus began spreading globally and 9 months
before the WHO declared a pandemic.

Texts were concatenated by user and then by
month, excluding months containing fewer than
100 words. We also excluded months for which
fewer than 50% of the words were recognized by
our dictionaries; given that over half of conversa-
tional language typically consists of function words
(“stop words” such as pronouns and articles), texts
containing half or more words that were not cap-
tured by our lexica are unlikely to be conversational
English. Finally, we excluded months in which all
punctuation made up 50% or more of the text (indi-
cating, e.g., ASCII art). The final dataset included
5,409 unique users (n = 3,271 or 60.5% nurses; n

= 2,138 or 39.5% medical doctors) and 67,247,147
words (M = 1,090, SD = 2,355, median = 434 words
per user per month).

For mixed-effects regression modeling, we
regressed language markers on time (linear,
quadratic, and cubic effects), including random
slopes for time, nested within authors, and specify-
ing an autocorrelation structure of order 1 (corAR1)
to account for the non-independence of adjacent
(lag-1) months; all models used the nlme pack-
age (Pinheiro et al., 2021) and were plotted with
splot (Iserman, 2022) in R version 4.2.0 (R Core
Team, 2022). To simplify the time variable and
make the regression coefficients more interpretable,
we transformed months into quarters and then as-
signed each quarter a sequential number, starting
with Q3 2019 as sequence 0 and ending with Q1
2022 as sequence 11. We then squared and cubed
the sequence variable to create the polynomial pre-
dictors.

All references to statistical significance below
use an adjusted p-value threshold rather than the
traditional .05 in order to partly account for inflated
false discovery rates, or Type I errors, due to multi-
ple comparisons. Mixed-effects regression models
tested effects for 30 language variables, each of
which were explored in mixed-effects regression
models including six tests (three linear and poly-
nomial effects and three moderators). Thus, the
corrected α level is .00028 using the Bonferroni
method, a conservative but intuitive correction that
is suitable for exploratory analyses in large sam-
ples (VanderWeele and Mathur, 2019).

Data collection methods and analytic strategies
were approved by internal ethical review at Recep-
tiviti, Inc. and meet federal guidelines for exempt
research under the U. S. Department of Health and
Human Services’ (2017) revised Common Rule.
Consistent with the Reddit API’s User Agreement,
all quantitative data are available online, and we
will not profit from the use of these data.

Deidentified data, the high and low empathy lex-
ica we developed, and R code for downloading indi-
viduals’ messages can be accessed via the project’s
Open Science Framework (OSF) page.1

2.1 Language Measures

LIWC and SALLEE. Texts were analyzed us-
ing the latest version of the Linguistic Inquiry and

1https://osf.io/scmb7/?view_only=
53e8bd3359b3460a907d19f5cb5a0ef6
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Word category Linear β Quadratic β Cubic β
Function Words

I -0.09 -0.18 0.18
They -0.03 0.42 -0.30
Negations 0.01 0.25 -0.20

Affect
Emotionality -0.1 0.55 -0.39
Positive emo. -0.12 0.58 -0.42
Amusement -0.05 0.41 -0.28
Admiration -0.14 0.59 -0.43
Negative emo. 0.01 0.13 -0.09
Disgust -0.09 0.41 -0.27

Social
Affiliation 0.18 -0.63 0.42
High empathy 0.22 -0.66 0.42
Low empathy -0.06 0.47 -0.34
Prosocial 0.15 -0.45 0.27
Swear words -0.07 0.47 -0.32
Question marks 0.01 -0.45 0.34

Table 3: Standardized β from the polynomial mixed-
effects regression model controlling for role (doctor or
nurse) and including linear, quadratic, and cubic se-
quence (time) effects, random slopes for time within au-
thors, and random intercepts for authors. I = first-person
singular pronouns, they = third-person plural pronouns,
emo. = emotion. Bold = two-tailed p ≤ .0003.

Word Count, LIWC-22 (Pennebaker et al., 2022;
Boyd et al., 2022) and a sentiment analysis frame-
work, SALLEE (Syntax-Aware LexicaL Emotion
Engine; Adams 2022). LIWC is a widely used
and well-validated dictionary-based text analysis
tool that outputs the percentage of words in a given
text that fall into one or more of several dozen
grammatical (e.g., pronouns, articles), psychologi-
cal (e.g., emotions, drives), and topical (e.g., work,
health) categories. SALLEE is dictionary-based
as well, providing fine-grained measures of spe-
cific emotions (e.g., curiosity, surprise, disgust)
and summary affective states (e.g., emotionality,
positive emotion) in addition to using syntax-based
logic allowing words adjacent to emotion terms
(e.g., swear words, negations, and intensifiers) to
influence category weights (Adams, 2022).

Empathy lexica. The high and low-empathy
lexica were both adapted from the data-driven em-
pathy dictionary developed by Sedoc et al. (2020),
which was initially trained on a gold-standard em-
pathic reaction corpus (Buechel et al., 2018). For
the revised dictionaries, we first took words in the
highest and lowest-weighted quartiles of Sedoc et
al.’s (2020) empathy dictionary. We then removed
person and place names (e.g., Abuja, Charles; ex-
cepting names used synonymously with low or high
empathy, such as Bundy and Gandhi, respectively),
low-frequency misspellings (e.g., entraprenerur-
ship), numerals, and other words that appeared

Figure 1: Low empathy language (% of total words) as
a function of first-person singular pronoun ("I") usage.
Error bars are standard errors.

to be highly contextual or time-specific. Removal
judgments were made by the authors, with disagree-
ments resolved through discussion. Wildcards were
added sparingly to capture additional word variants
where it was safe to do so (e.g., ambulance*), and
missing British English spellings (e.g., analyse)
were added. Finally, we separated content and
function words in order to explore whether effects
were robust across both types of words. The final
revised dictionaries included 4,059 words (2,105
low empathy, 1,954 high empathy).

Changes to the original empathy dictionary (Se-
doc et al., 2020) were not intended not to improve
measurement accuracy; rather, we aimed to in-
crease interpretability and generalizability, with
the long-term goal of making the lexica accessible
to clinicians and mental health care providers. As
in the original dictionary, high empathy words in
the revised lexica focused primarily on suffering
(e.g., ravaged, hurt, lost) using expressive (e.g.,
emotions, feel), prosocial language (e.g., provide,
reunite), whereas low empathy language included
unemotional or technical words (e.g., acknowledge,
result) and disagreeable or insensitive language
(e.g., idgaf, trashy). For examples used in the cur-
rent sample, see Table 2. The two dictionaries were
moderately negatively correlated, r = -.278.

3 Results

Regression results were consistent with our hy-
potheses with a few notable exceptions. Both effect
sizes and AIC comparisons indicated that cubic
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models were the best fits for the data, and quadratic
models were always a better fit than linear models,
based on the ∆AIC > 2 criterion. The standard
pattern was an approximately flat line at baseline
followed by relatively sharp changes over the first
year of the pandemic followed by another plateau
or period of more gradual change in the same di-
rection (see Table 3), similar to the overall patterns
found by Ashokkumar and Pennebaker (2021).

For the social language categories, doctors
and nurses both showed increasing rates of low-
empathy words (a pattern that was strongest for less
self-referential language; see Figure 1), swearing
(Figure 2), and social detachment (more "they" pro-
nouns, Figure 3) over the course of the pandemic.
In parallel, healthcare workers showed decreasing
rates of words reflecting or referring to social har-
mony and social engagement (high-empathy, proso-
cial, affiliation, and question marks) over time.2

Figure 2: LIWC social categories (affiliation, prosocial,
question marks, swear words) with significant polyno-
mial effects over time.

Contrary to our predictions, first-person singular
pronouns (e.g., I, me, my) decreased over the first
year of the pandemic and then plateaued at a rel-
atively low level (Figure 4). Nurses in particular
used markedly less “I” (5.2% to 4.2%) from base-
line to early 2022. Doctors’ first-person singular
usage was lower than nurses’ at baseline (3.9%),
perhaps reflecting physicians’ relatively higher sta-
tus (Kacewicz et al., 2014).

2For high empathy, effects were parallel and the conclu-
sions of hypothesis tests were identical when function words
were removed from the lexicon. For low empathy, results were
not significant after removing function words, all t < |2|.

Figure 3: Other-focused pronouns over time. We =
first-person plural, they = third-person plural, she/he =
third-person singular.

The emotional language results were partly con-
sistent with our predictions. As expected, emo-
tionality and some negative emotions (namely dis-
gust) increased over time. However, most nega-
tive emotion categories did not change significantly
over time (e.g., sadness, fear). More surprisingly,
overall positive emotional language increased over
time, with amusement and admiration showing the
strongest effects for specific emotions (Figure 5).
Amusement is a low-frequency category (M = 0.71,
SD = 1.62; 56.6% of months had 0% amusement)
but showed robust quadratic and cubic effects.

Results for words referring to politeness and con-
flict from LIWC-22 were nonsignificant, despite
showing the predicted trends (increasing conflict
and decreasing politeness over time), both ps > .10,
ts < |3|. Those categories’ low base rates (M =
0.32% and 0.24%, respectively) may have limited
our ability to detect subtle shifts over time.

3.1 Moderation by Health and Self-Relevance

For most variables, effects were not moderated
by whether the conversations focused on health.
There were a few exceptions: for swearing, posi-
tive emotions, and disgust, effects were strongest
for conversations that were not about health. That
is, changes in healthcare workers’ language over
time do not appear to be driven by online discus-
sions of COVID-19 or challenges in their jobs as
nurses and doctors; rather, linguistic changes were
most evident in casual conversations about inter-
ests or hobbies, suggesting that the coping strate-
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gies that people have developed in response to the
exigencies of the pandemic are carrying over into
everyday conversations.

Moderation by self-referential language (I, me
and my usage) was mixed. The overall pattern
was for effects to be stronger for negative cate-
gories (negations, negative emotions, low empathy)
when people were not talking about their own ex-
periences; conversely, effects were strongest for
positive or prosocial categories (affiliation, posi-
tive emotion, and high empathy) when people were
talking about themselves. Such patterns are consis-
tent with the self-protective tendency to distance
oneself from negativity (Ayduk and Kross, 2010).
People may feel more comfortable venting (e.g.,
expressing disgust) when not talking about them-
selves.

Figure 4: LIWC first-person singular pronoun usage (%
of total words) as a function of role.

3.2 Additional Analyses
Early Pandemic Spikes. Many of the plots show
deviations at the start of the pandemic followed by
linear or flat patterns. First-person singular pro-
nouns dipped sharply in March 2020 followed by a
return to near baseline and then a gradual decrease
over time. Affiliation language spiked in the first
month of the pandemic, followed by a slow linear
decline. Although there was no overall linear or
curvilinear effect for first-person plural pronouns,
there is a clear spike at the start of the pandemic
where "we" increases and other pronouns drop be-
fore quickly returning to near baseline (Figure 3).
Sadness and fear spiked in the same month, de-
clined, and then increased gradually in the follow-
ing months.

Word-Level Analyses. To better understand the
results from the most data-driven (and thus least im-
mediately intuitive) dictionaries, high and low em-
pathy, we examined word-level frequencies. Table
2 shows that the most frequently used low-empathy
content words are not rude or callous per se, but
seem to reflect a degree of detachment (e.g., lol,
things, week, think). Low empathy function words
had some overlap with LIWC’s composite analytic
language category, including an article (the), imper-
sonal pronouns (that, there), and prepositions (up,
in)—all of which reflect more formal, categorical
thinking—as well as negations (no, not, never).

New Case Rates. Monthly global new case
rates (cases per million; Hannah Ritchie and Roser
2020) were largely uncorrelated with the language
variables of interest in this study. In mixed-
effects models regressing new case rates onto lan-
guage variables, none met a p < .001 cut-off.
The strongest effect was for first-person singu-
lar pronouns, quadratic effect β = .013, 95% CI
[0.005,0.021], SE = .004, p = .002. However, con-
trolling for new case rates as a covariate did not
affect the conclusions for any models involving
changes in first-person singular over time.

Figure 5: SALLEE emotions (amusement, admiration,
disgust, and anger) that increased over time. All cubic
effects except for anger are significant, p < .001; anger
showed a nonsignificant but positive trend.

4 Discussion

The online conversational language of doctors and
nurses over the course of the pandemic shows a co-
herent picture of people coping with chronic stress
by self-distancing (fewer first-person singular pro-
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nouns) and adopting a more socially detached per-
spective (less empathic and affiliative language). At
the same time, healthcare workers did not seem to
be eschewing emotions; rather, emotional language
increased over time, including more references to
disgust and positive emotions in general.

The emotional effects should be qualified by the
standard caveats of any language-based sentiment
analysis: Affective words, when categorized cor-
rectly, indicate that a person is attending to and
talking about an emotion—which sometimes but
not always correlates with their emotional state at
the time of speaking or writing (Sun et al., 2020;
Eichstaedt et al., 2021). Thus, increases in positive
emotional language may reflect emotion regulation
attempts or coping strategies more than improve-
ments in well-being or mood. What is most striking
is not that positive emotional language increased
near the end of our sample—which could be ex-
plained by decreasing case rates and a slow return
of pre-pandemic freedom in much of the world—
but that positive emotionality only dropped notably
during the first month of the pandemic and did not
decrease again during later spikes in global case or
mortality rates (Figure 6). Indeed, post hoc anal-
yses show that positive emotional language corre-
lated weakly with global new case rates per million,
r = .015. That pattern may support the supposition
that positive language shifts reflected coping strate-
gies (such as positive reframing) rather than overall
well-being (Robbins et al., 2019).

Figure 6: SALLEE composite positive and negative
emotions. Only positive emotion showed significant
linear, quadratic, and cubic effects; negative emotion is
shown for context.

First-person singular pronouns (e.g., I, me, my)
decreased across the pandemic, a pattern that was
starker for nurses than for doctors. "I"-words typ-
ically indicate vulnerability to psychological dis-
tress (i.e., neuroticism or trait negative affectivity;
Tackman et al. 2019) and mental health concerns
related to affect dysregulation, including depres-
sion (Bucur et al., 2021; Holtzman et al., 2017),
anxiety (Brockmeyer et al., 2015; Shen and Rudz-
icz, 2017), eating disorders (Coppersmith et al.,
2015a), and suicidality (Coppersmith et al., 2015b;
Stirman and Pennebaker, 2001). Although the re-
sults were inconsistent with general psychologi-
cal distress, a pattern of decreasing first-person
singular pronoun usage is consistent with using
self-distancing as a self-regulation strategy during
periods of chronic stress. People tend to naturally
decrease "I" pronouns as a means of distancing
themselves from distress and downregulating neg-
ative emotions (Ayduk and Kross, 2010; Dolcos
and Albarracin, 2014). Coupled with less empa-
thetic language over time, however, decreased "I"
rates may represent an adaptation to chronic stress
that helps preserve mental stability in the moment
but leads to stress dysregulation and interpersonal
problems in the future, after the period of severe
stress has passed (Ellis et al., 2017).

4.1 Potential Applications

Occupational burnout has intensified throughout
the pandemic, particularly for jobs that entail regu-
lar risk of exposure to the virus that causes COVID-
19. The healthcare field has been among the most
affected (Alrawashdeh et al., 2021), with women in
particular experiencing more intense and debilitat-
ing burnout (Sriharan et al., 2021), as in other pro-
fessions, partly as a result of gender inequality in
the distribution of family responsibilities and house-
hold chores while working from home (Malisch
et al., 2020). Being able to unobtrusively profile
work-related stress or burnout in available texts
(e.g., internal chats, emails) could help employ-
ers direct mental health resources to employees at
risk of mental health crises before their symptoms
become severe or their work is affected.

Before translating our findings to clinical or in-
dustrial/organizational practice, it will be necessary
to disentangle which long-term or acute changes
in language use are helpful or harmful. Some of
healthcare workers’ linguistic changes over time
may be beneficial in the short-term but have long-
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term costs. For example, as already noted, self-
distancing decreases distress in the moment (Kross
and Ayduk, 2017) but may have long-term psy-
chological costs (Hancock et al., 2018), parallel
to the psychological and social toll of keeping ma-
jor life secrets (Tausczik et al., 2016), refusing to
discuss conflicts with romantic partners (Laursen
and Hafen, 2010), or avoiding thoughts about trau-
matic experiences (Pennebaker, 1989, 2018). In-
deed, people who use less authentic language (a
composite measure that includes "I" pronouns) tend
to be perceived as less likable and credible in so-
cial and entrepreneurial contexts, likely because
first-person singular pronouns are a necessary part
of self-disclosure and intimacy (Markowitz et al.,
2022). Therefore, increasing self-distancing over
time may lead to social and occupational fallout.
Further research should confirm which linguistic
markers of chronic stress may be harmful before
implementing any language-based intervention.

4.2 Limitations

As with many archival samples of naturalistic con-
versations online, the current sample is limited by
a lack of information about the users. It is not pos-
sible to verify each user’s healthcare work experi-
ence, nor can we conclusively assess demographic
characteristics or personality traits that may clarify
or qualify our findings. Reddit users are diverse and
global, but tend to skew American, young, and mas-
culine (Gjurković et al., 2021). Although language-
based models can estimate such individual differ-
ences (Eichstaedt et al., 2021), linguistic cues to
mental health such as negative self-focus (Badde-
ley et al., 2013) are often confounded with gender,
age, and culture. For example, younger people
and women tend to use "I" more (Pennebaker and
Stone, 2003; Tausczik and Pennebaker, 2010), and
negative affect is less stigmatized in East Asian
than in Western cultures (Park et al., 2020).

The results are also limited by the relatively
short baseline period. Using a longer 1 or 2-year
pre-pandemic sample would have more appropri-
ately accounted for seasonality, i.e., cyclical pat-
terns over time operating independently of but
sometimes confounded with the variables of in-
terest (Brendstrup et al., 2004).

Finally, our conclusions are limited by the rel-
atively narrow focus on doctors and nurses. Cop-
ing strategies and emotional experiences over the
course of the pandemic may differ for people in

other workplaces (e.g., restaurants, public tran-
sit) who share doctors’ and nurses’ experiences
with high-infectivity work environments and under-
staffing. However, we provisionally assume that
doctors’ and nurses’ language patterns represent a
microcosm of the global pandemic response, with
people in all professions potentially showing the
same linguistic changes over time to the degree that
their lives have been disrupted by COVID-19.

4.3 Ethics and Privacy
Research on social media language is fraught with
ethical ambiguity. All messages we analyzed are
public, and Reddit norms encourage anonymity.
Yet social media users often fail to realize the de-
gree to which others may be able to triangulate per-
sonal information from messages they have posted
online (Mneimneh et al., 2021). Furthermore, peo-
ple who are comfortable disclosing private thoughts
and feelings in a familiar online community may be
less sanguine about researchers reading and repub-
lishing their messages. That is, despite the public
nature of Reddit, users may have reasonably ex-
pected relative privacy (believing only fellow sub-
reddit subscribers would see their messages) while
writing.

To respect the individuals in this sample, texts
and usernames will only be shared pending ethi-
cal review of the proposed research (see Bender
et al. 2020). All deidentified, quantitative data are
available at the OSF link referenced above.

4.4 Conclusion
Dictionary-based analyses of a large naturalistic,
longitudinal sample of healthcare workers’ on-
line conversations revealed psychological strengths
and vulnerabilities among people working in high-
risk positions on the front lines of the COVID-
19 pandemic. Understanding how people cope—
adaptively and otherwise—with chronic stress can
help to calibrate mental health treatment for not
only doctors and nurses, but also other high-risk
professions (Aulisio and May, 2020). In the work-
place, such treatment improvements may decrease
burnout, mitigate staffing shortages, and improve
healthcare quality, thus lightening the global health-
care burden (Gandi et al., 2011). In terms of both
theory and practice in clinical psychology, gain-
ing a clearer picture of everyday coping strategies
offers an opportunity to check and in some cases
reject inaccurate assumptions about how chronic
stress affects social and emotional behavior.
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Abstract

Evidence has demonstrated the presence of
similarities in language use across people with
various mental health conditions. In this work
we investigate these relationships both as de-
scribed in literature and as a data analysis prob-
lem. We also introduce a novel transfer learn-
ing based approach that learns from linguis-
tic feature spaces of previous conditions and
predicts unknown ones. Our model achieves
strong performance, with F1 scores of 0.75,
0.80, and 0.76 at detecting depression, stress,
and suicidal ideation in a first-of-its-kind trans-
fer task and offering promising evidence that
language models can harness learned patterns
from known mental health conditions to aid in
their prediction of others that may lie latent.

1 Introduction

Mental health conditions are a pervasive but his-
torically often overlooked societal and individual
concern (Bertolote, 2008). In recent decades their
study has gained increasing priority, and within the
past decade this study has extended to techniques
for automated analysis and detection of mental
health conditions, including through patterns de-
tected in written and spoken language (Resnik et al.,
2014). Most work on automated assessment of
mental health seeks to identify and possibly allevi-
ate specific mental health conditions. Researchers
have focused on a myriad of target illnesses and di-
agnoses such as depression (Schwartz et al., 2014a),
schizophrenia (Gutiérrez et al., 2017), or even sui-
cideal ideation1 (Homan et al., 2014). However,
to date they have not yet examined the overlap or
interplay between these target illnesses. This over-
lap may present a valuable source of information,

1Presence of Suicidal Ideation (SI) is not an illness, but
a diagnosis which encompasses thoughts ranging from con-
templation to preoccupations with death via suicide (Harmer
et al., 2022).

particularly in the resource-poor settings common
in mental health and healthcare applications more
generally.

In this paper we ask three important research
questions centered on the interplay between the
linguistic footprints of known and latent mental
health conditions (MHCs),2 and present answers to
them with evidence.

• RQ1: How do features relate across multiple
MHCs?

• RQ2: Can we represent different MHCs un-
der the same feature spaces and find rela-
tions?

• RQ3: Can we identify underlying MHCs us-
ing the language of known ones?

Our first question relates to the linguistic mark-
ers of MHCs. We comprehensively examine ex-
isting psycholinguistic and mental health research
to search for common underlying threads (§3). To
answer our second question, we investigate the re-
lation between the identified features using well
defined and trusted NLP baselines (§4). Finally, we
answer our last question by experimentally deter-
mining the success with which we can use similar
and dissimilar linguistic feature spaces to predict
the presence of latent MHCs (§5). To do so, we
leverage transfer learning to achieve a strong bench-
mark accuracy of 85%.

2 Background

According to the National Institute of Mental
Health, 43.6 million adults (nearly 18.1% of the

2We define MHCs as any condition ranging along the spec-
trum from issues causing mental health concerns such as stress,
to actual defined illnesses such as depression, or diagnoses
such as SI.
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U.S. population) experience mental health condi-
tions in a given year.3 Oftentimes, symptoms may
be recognizable when interacting with close rela-
tions (Insel, 2008) or even on social media (Berry
et al., 2017). Berry et al. (2017) investigate the
popularity of social media as an outlet for men-
tal health discussion at length, finding reasons in-
cluding anonymity, sense of empowerment, sense
of community, and perceptions of the internet as
a safe space. A growing number of approaches
have sought to leverage social media data to aid
in the automated identification of specific MHCs,
with work to date including automated detection
of depression (Yasaswini et al., 2021; Schwartz
et al., 2014a; Tasnim and Stroulia, 2019; Rosen-
quist et al., 2010), post-traumatic stress disorder
(Li et al., 2010), anxiety (Shen and Rudzicz, 2017),
and stress (Naik et al., 2018). However, these ap-
proaches have lagged behind the state of the art in
more fundamental NLP tasks. In particular, work
harnessing high-powered transfer learning models
has remained either scarce or singularly focused
on one illness (Pegah et al., 2019; Howard et al.,
2019).

We aim to fill this translational gap by synthesiz-
ing fundamental progress with the applied problem
of detecting the presence of underlying MHCs. We
follow Blodgett et al. (2020)’s lead and model our
approach not only on existing NLP models, but on
findings from pyscholinguistic and other domain-
specific literature as well, including those correlat-
ing retention (Shen et al., 2009), cognitive attention
and complexity (Vuilleumier, 2006; Tausczik and
Pennebaker, 2010), reasoning (Jung et al., 2014),
and problem-solving skills (Isen et al., 1987) with
specific mental health conditions. Little has been
done towards this problem with RQs of multi-task
learning from social media being very recent (Ben-
ton et al., 2017b). This work, to the best of our
knowledge, is the first of its kind to study corre-
lation among diseases in both theory and practice.
We examine prior literature to identify correlat-
ing themes across illnesses, analyze language data
from individuals with different mental health con-
ditions to find practical correlations and trends, and
present transfer learning-based classification mod-
els to identify undiagnosed illnesses given known
features grounded in mental health and psycholin-
guistic theory and NLP practice.

3www.nimh.nih.gov/health/statistics/p
revalence/any-mental-illness-ami-among-u
s-adults.shtml

3 Feature Correlation Across Varying
Mental Health Conditions

A natural question that arises when using social me-
dia data is its reliability as an information source.
Social media is increasingly seen as a popular
choice and acceptable platform for healthcare in-
formation exchange (Gkotsis et al., 2016a), and
its use has been investigated in numerous pre-
dictive healthcare tasks. Classical models (e.g.,
support vector machines) trained on simple text-
based features have reliably predicted mental health
emergencies (Franco-Penya and Mamani Sanchez,
2016). Audio features have also been found to
be excellent markers of mood or other prosodic
signals, including for automated detection of de-
pression (Lamers et al., 2014). Language mod-
els have demonstrated an ability to learn powerful,
quantifiable signals from tweets to predict users’
mental states (Coppersmith et al., 2014), and more
clinically advanced mental health conditions such
as psychosis have also been detected using short
appraisals of social media posts (Birnbaum et al.,
2017). Predicting depression on social media is a
long standing research track (De Choudhury et al.,
2021), and social media has also shown that signals
to identify suicidal ideation can be traced with high
efficacy (Choudhury et al., 2016). Platforms like
Reddit4 can be instrumental in terms of support,
resources, and self-disclosure about mental health
(Choudhury and De, 2014; Valizadeh et al., 2021).

One of the first traceable thematic identifications
of correlated, quantifiable information regarding
mental state and wellbeing was by Fleming et al.
(1992), suggesting that a lack of social support
combined with social isolation was present in pa-
tients showing signs of depression or post-partum
depression. The same work also identified effects
of psychological stress on attitude, emotion, and
behavior. The relationship between social isolation,
loneliness, and clinical depression was later also
validated by MNSc et al. (1996), and the relation-
ship between latent stress and surface depression
has since persisted as a recurring theme across men-
tal health literature (Scott et al., 2000).

Homan et al. (2014) found that high levels of
stress or distress are related to higher levels of sui-
cidal ideation. Schwartz et al. (2014b) also pointed
to trepidation, frustration, annoyance, helplessness,
and again stress as major themes correlating with
expression of mental illness. Depression and stress

4reddit.com
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co-exist in latent forms for other surface illnesses
such as schizophrenia as well, as demonstrated
by Mitchell et al. (2015) who extracted LIWC
(Tausczik and Pennebaker, 2010) features from so-
cial media data to detect advanced psychosis and
schizophrenia in social media.

Perhaps one of the most interesting finds in trans-
lational mental health research is the direct rela-
tionship between depression, suicidal ideation, and
stress (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2015). Preoţiuc-Pietro
et al. (2015) provide evidence that depressive lan-
guage correlates with sustained periods of low sen-
timent and has similar topical themes to language
produced by suicidal or dysphoric individuals.

Although NLP researchers have experimented
with a wide range of linguistic features for men-
tal health assessment and analysis, several have
emerged as being particularly discriminating. Meta-
data such as hashtags or the name of a forum (Mills,
2017) can be powerful features to detect mental
health conditions such as suicidal ideation (Gkot-
sis et al., 2016b). Specific words or hashtags can
be used to identify personality profiles, as well
as stigma or awareness of mental health condi-
tions on social media (Hwang and Hollingshead,
2016). Degrading or negative n-grams (e.g., crazy,
mad, or nuts) can distinguish personality types and
mental health outlook (Hwang and Hollingshead,
2016), and part-of-speech (POS) tags can also be
informative in social media data (Gkotsis et al.,
2016b). Tausczik and Pennebaker (2010) charac-
terize speech at a granular level with social and
personal profiles, and present LIWC, a powerful
tool to extract such features (Malmasi et al., 2016).
N-grams have been powerful markers of depression
or PTSD (Pedersen, 2015), and can be valuable
tools for feature discovery (Tanana et al., 2016).
Lexicon-based features, word embedding features,
or annotated posts from social media are also infor-
mative (Shickel et al., 2016). Across this system-
atic review of mental health within NLP literature,
the following key relations become evident:

• Stressful and emotional events affect mea-
sured cognitive complexity (Shen et al., 2009;
Vuilleumier, 2006; Isen et al., 1987).

• Depression, stress, and suicide are related
with often overlapping diagnoses, and have
intersecting themes of general negativity and
hopelessness (Fleming et al., 1992; MNSc
et al., 1996; Scott et al., 2000; Schwartz et al.,
2014b; Homan et al., 2014).

• N-grams, lexicon-based features, word em-
beddings, and POS features are powerful tools
for social media analysis of mental health
problems (Gkotsis et al., 2016b; Hwang and
Hollingshead, 2016; Pedersen, 2015; Malmasi
et al., 2016).

We experiment further with these features in the
following subsections.

4 Feature Relationships in Mental
Health Data

4.1 Data Sourcing and Ethical Guidelines

To fully understand the relationships among linguis-
tic features in mental health contexts we explore
datasets associated with three different MHCs.
Gaining access to datasets in this area proved chal-
lenging, as also discussed by Harrigian et al. (2021),
for numerous reasons including IRB restrictions,
personal reluctance, or unresponsiveness to data
access requests. We ultimately acquired datasets
pertaining to suicide (Shing et al., 2018; Zirikly
et al., 2019), stress (Turcan and McKeown, 2019),
and depression (Losada and Crestani, 2016; Para-
par et al., 2021).

In conducting our exploration, we followed the
ethical and privacy guidelines defined by Benton
et al. (2017a). No identifiable information is col-
lected, and all data is stored on secured servers and
obtained via written agreements from the creators.
The institutional review board (IRB) at our institu-
tion declared our experiments on these datasets as
exempt from further review.

4.2 Data Description

We studied and analyzed each dataset. All datasets
were created with a mixed and randomized popu-
lation of social media users; thus, the selection of
participants was not constrained by gender, back-
ground, or other factors. Our suicide dataset is
sourced from Reddit (Shing et al., 2018; Zirikly
et al., 2019) and contains posts and labels for users
diagnosed as having suicidal ideation or matched
controls. Our stress dataset is the Dreaddit dataset
published by Turcan and McKeown (2019). It is
a publicly available dataset with binary labels in-
dicating the presence of stress5 (stressed and not

5The authors also ask annotators to indicate instances for
which the label is unclear; instances for which this is the
majority label are later dropped.
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Figure 1: Top four topics identified when applying LDA to depression.

stressed) in individuals posting on Reddit. Our de-
pression dataset is sourced from Twitter6 and has bi-
nary labels (depression and no depression/control)
and raw and pre-processed tweet text (Losada and
Crestani, 2016; Parapar et al., 2021).

Depression contains 531,453 posts from 892
users, and stress contains 187,444 posts. Our sui-
cide dataset samples 1097 users at random from
a pool of 11,129 initial users, and picks 934 from
among those to create a four-class dataset with risk
assessment classes: None, Low, Moderate, and Se-
vere. We aggregate these into binary labels of 0
(None, Low) and 1 (Moderate, Severe).

As per our agreements with the creators of these
datasets we are unable to share data directly, but
we provide a table in the Appendix to summarize
dataset statistics. We encourage researchers to ex-
amine the data and related private datasets, and
thank the respective authors as well as Harrigian
et al. (2021) for creating a curated repository of
mental health data and pointers facilitating data
discovery.

4.3 Data Analysis
As noted in §3, trauma, stress, depression, and men-
tal illness measurably impact reasoning, problem
solving, and overall cognitive complexity. Tausczik
and Pennebaker (2010) map these effects to psy-

6www.twitter.com

cholinguistic features including sentence complex-
ity, words per sentence, and average word length on
a scale of 0-100, where scores less than 50 denote
lower cognitive reasoning and analysis.

We perform Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
across the depression and stress data to identify top-
ical themes. We present a graph in Figure 1 show-
ing the four top themes identified for depression,
visualized with frequency counts for the thematic
terms (a similar graph for stress is provided in Fig-
ure 3 in the Appendix). To determine thematic
titles, we apply Ryan and Bernard (2003)’s Key-
words In Context (KWIC) approach, qualitatively
examining context and finding the words that ad-
here to it. We detail our outcomes in Tables 1 and 2,
considering the top words identified per theme us-
ing LDA and subsequently using KWIC to assign
theme names. We find that social support, con-
nections, and familial stress are common topical
themes across both illnesses, validating our find-
ings in §3 that similarities in language exist among
people suffering from different MHCs. This man-
ifests in our n-gram analyses as well (e.g., with
terms such as feel, don’t know, and life), further
highlighting the intersection of themes across dif-
ferent MHCs.

We further assess the cognitive complexities of
a random sample of 380 individuals from depres-
sion and suicide, measured as the average of (a)
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Identified
Theme Keywords in Context

Social Support
Life, Friend, Love, Happy,
Everyone, Reason

Feelings &
Connections

Feel, Good, Anyone, Never,
Find

Action Taken One, Someone, Might, Tell

Therapeutic
Anxiety, Mean, End, Talk,
Better

Table 1: Identified themes applying KWIC to LDA top-
ics for depression.

the ANALYTIC feature extracted by LIWC and (b)
the average number of short (length ≤ 6) words
per sentence, mapped to a 0-100 scale. We plot the
cognitive complexity scores (Y axis) in for each in-
dividual in the sample (X axis bars), and observe a
slightly lower cognitive complexity for individuals
in suicide (see Figures 4 and 5 in the Appendix).
This is in line with our first finding in §3, and the
complementary knowledge that suicidal ideation
is often a more extreme expression of depression
(Brådvik, 2018).

Finally, to examine the role of sentiment, nega-
tivity, and hopelessness (our second finding in §3),
we also quantitatively analyze the most frequent
trigrams associated with depression, suicide, and
stress (see Figures 6, 7, and 8 in the Appendix). We
similarly analyze bigrams and unigrams (see Fig-
ures 9 and 14 in the Appendix). We find that the top
n-grams for all three illnesses are evocative of emo-
tion, confirming substantial overlap across illnesses.
N-grams associated with depression place addi-
tional emphasis on memories (e.g., “campsite tent
fire”) and specific mental health diagnoses (e.g.,
“major depressive disorder”), whereas n-grams as-
sociated with suicide place greater emphasis on
confusion (e.g., “basically i’m wondering”) and
helplessness (e.g., “someone please help”). N-
grams associated with stress echo many of these
themes, with an additional emphasis on uncertainty
(e.g., “don’t really know”).

5 Classification and Transfer Learning

5.1 Task Outline

We model the primary task as a binary classifica-
tion problem to predict labels at the user level as
1 (Diagnosed) or 0 (Undiagnosed) for a mental

Identified
Theme Keywords in Context

Failed
Connections

Relationship, Didn’t, Work,
Someone, Need

Social and
Familial Stress

Doesn’t, Feel, Right, Dad,
Girl, Kid

Pessimism
Don’t, Can’t, Family, Know,
Good

Chronic Stress
Year, Still, Issue, Hard,
Without

Table 2: Identified themes applying KWIC to LDA top-
ics for stress.

illness or disease D. This can be formulated as:

Yd = M(D)

where Y is the label of a classification model M
on a domain D. This domain, D, can be defined
as:

D = {X,P(X)} (1)

where X is the feature space and P(X) is the
marginal probability distribution for:

X = {x1, x2, ..., xn}
For our MHC domain, we can define a task, T ,

as follows:

T = {Y, f(·)} (2)

Here, Y is the label space. This is obtained from a
classification function f(·), which learns from our
data having features X and labels Y as follows:

{(xi, yi)|i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, xi ∈ X, yi ∈ Y } (3)

In Equation 3, each data point in the task is rep-
resented by the subscript i, where (xi, yi) corre-
sponds to the feature vector and label for point i in
a dataset of length n. Represented mathematically,
our function predicts a label yi = f(xi) using the
conditional probability distribution of Y given X:

T = {Y, P (Y |X)} (4)

Thus, given a transfer learning task with source
(S) and target (T), there are four aspects of the task
which might differ:
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Figure 2: Model Architecture Flow. When Xs = Xt, both datasets use LIWC features. This keeps the feature
space the same, with differing marginal distributions owing to separate datasets. When Xs 6= Xt, datasets have
LIWC features in the source space and Word2Vec features in the target space.

• The feature space X of the source and target

• The marginal distribution P(X)

• The label space Y

• The conditional distribution P(Y|X)

We conduct our experiments under two variable
conditions. In the first, we keep the feature space
similar across transfer tasks, using LIWC (Tausczik
and Pennebaker, 2010) features for both the source
and target tasks. In the second we keep the fea-
ture space different between the two tasks, using
LIWC features for the source task and Word2Vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013) features for the target task.
The label spaces are also the same, with binary
classification labels across all tasks.

5.2 Feature Description

We extract both Word2Vec and LIWC features for
each dataset. Word2Vec is a popular vector repre-
sentation model that learns to predict words given
their contexts from millions of online resources
(Mikolov et al., 2013). Linguistic Inquiry and
Word Count (LIWC) features are common in men-
tal health tasks due to their demonstrated high per-
formance for a wide range of applications including
personality modeling, mental state assessment, af-
fective analysis, and language understanding (Lud-
wig et al., 2013; Park et al., 2014; Schwartz et al.,

2013; Pervin and Cervone, 2010; Coviello et al.,
2014; Tumasjan et al., 2010; Riffe et al., 2019).
They leverage syntactic patterns to provide feature
representations that correlate with psycholinguistic
characteristics (e.g., measuring cognitive complex-
ity based on word length and words per sentence).

The creators of the stress, depression, and sui-
cide datasets use a variety of features in their own
work. We choose Word2Vec features and LIWC
features since these exhibit the highest overlap
across tasks in prior task-specific work. For in-
stance, Losada and Crestani (2016) use TF-IDF
vectorized text, and vectorized embeddings and
LIWC features are also used by both Turcan and
McKeown (2019) and Shing et al. (2018). The
former use Word2Vec embeddings with BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019) along with several attributes
from LIWC including clout, tone, and pronoun fea-
tures. The latter use domain-specific word embed-
dings from a SkipGram model trained on Reddit
data, as well as bag-of-words features, topical fea-
tures, readability scores, and features induced from
LIWC, a mental health lexicon (Zirikly et al., 2016),
and NRCLex (Mohammad and Turney, 2013).

5.3 Model Architecture and Training

Each model trains on K tasks, where K ∈
{1, 2, .., N}, and is comprised of trainable and un-
trainable layers. Before all of our transfer tasks,
each training dataset is padded to the same size (the
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vocabulary size from the largest training dataset).
We consider a convolutional neural network (CNN),
as well as to a lesser extent other models such as
bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM),
LSTM, and RNN models.7

Each model in the input layer accepts the training
data, consisting of the distribution of the feature
space and labels to predict a classification label.
Accuracy and F1 scores are calculated for each
task, and during transfer the dense trainable layer
is frozen and the weights from the best perform-
ing epoch are loaded. Training then proceeds on
the next task. This loop continues until all tasks
have been learned and evaluation metrics have been
calculated. Figure 2 illustrates this process.

Our best performing model is a CNN fine-tuned
for transfer learning between datasets and a novel
stress→depression→suicide prediction task. This
model, as well as a BiLSTM alternative used in
preliminary experiments, uses a one-dimensional
max pooling layer with a poolsize of 2, flattening, a
dropout of 0.5, and a frozen dense layer. The output
layer has one node with a sigmoid activation.

6 Results and Discussion

Our experiments offer a first-of-its-kind examina-
tion of transfer learning across multiple MHCs.
Since there are no directly comparable transfer
learning models, we compare individual task per-
formance to the respective benchmarks established
by the dataset creators using task-specific models.
These models leverage many architectures and fea-
ture types, intersecting in their use of vector rep-
resentations and LIWC features. Specifically, we
compare to the following:

• Depression: Losada and Crestani (2016) use
TF-IDF vectorized embeddings with a logistic
regression classifier.

• Stress: Turcan and McKeown (2019) use
LIWC features and Word2Vec embeddings
with a logistic regression classifier.

• Suicide: Shing et al. (2018) use LIWC fea-
tures, Word2Vec embeddings, bag-of-words
features, LDA features, and NRCLex features
with a CNN classifier.

7Preliminary experiments using RNN and LSTM achieved
weaker performance than CNN and BiLSTM, so we did not
pursue further experimentation with those models.

Model Depression Stress Suicide

Losada and
Crestani
(2016)

0.66 — —

Turcan and
McKeown
(2019)

— 0.79 —

Shing et al.
(2018)

— — 0.42

Ours 0.75 0.80 0.76

Table 3: Performance comparison between existing
task-specific models (Losada and Crestani, 2016; Tur-
can and McKeown, 2019; Shing et al., 2018) and our
transfer learning model reported here. Performance is
measured using F1.

For our own transfer CNN model (our highest-
performing model), we train on: stress when using
a target task of depression; depression when using
a target task of stress; and stress and depression
when using a target task of suicide, based on pat-
terns of MHC expression identified in earlier re-
viewed literature. We report our findings in Table
3, using F1 to measure performance. As shown, our
model outperforms existing benchmarks with rela-
tive performance improvements of 13.64%, 1.27%,
and 80.95% for depression, stress, and suicide, re-
spectively and achieving a new state of the art with
F1 scores of 0.75, 0.80, and 0.76. We hope that
these results will motivate other researchers to ex-
periment with transfer learning across MHCs.

This answers one of our research questions: It
is indeed possible to predict MHCs given infor-
mation about existing ones, validating findings in
mental health literature (Saini and Mandeep, 2020).
However, the accuracy with which we can predict
unseen mental health conditions depends on the fea-
ture space we use. LIWC features, which explicitly
encode the psychological meaning of words, work
better than Word2Vec features which rely purely
on distributional semantics.

We also experiment with an alternative model
grounded in psychological evidence that suicide
may occur as a natural escalation from stress and
then depression. We train our same core CNN
model first on stress, then on depression, and
then on suicide and achieve an 85% accuracy at
the target task of suicide. Our BiLSTM model
achieves an accuracy of 75% on depression when
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first trained on stress, and then an accuracy of 76%
on suicide when subsequently trained on depres-
sion, echoing this trend albeit to a lesser degree.
The strong performance of this technique further
supports our finding that shared language charac-
teristics across MHCs make this a promising and
impactful sandbox for experiments with transfer
learning.

7 Research Answers

In §1, we asked three important research questions.
Following our analyses, we present concrete an-
swers to them in this section.

How do features relate across multiple MHCs?
Mental health conditions have similar manifesta-
tions in language, and correspondingly in their lin-
guistic signatures. We provide evidence for this
in our literature review (§3) and analyses (§4). Al-
though we cannot through linguistic analysis con-
clusively measure the similarity of two MHCs, we
can discern that the language usage and its features
have significant overlap across MHCs (see Figure
1 and Tables 1 and 2, and other figures and tables
in the Appendix).

Can we represent different MHCs under the
same feature spaces and find relations? Yes,
using semantically descriptive features such as
LIWC it is possible to find relations (§4). We
demonstrate that using standard NLP tools such
as LDA or n-gram language modeling it is possible
to see similar themes and topical relationships (§4).

Can we identify underlying MHCs using the
language of known ones? Yes and No! While
models trained on one task and transferred effi-
ciently can predict unseen MHCs with a higher
accuracy then when predicting them using only tar-
get domain data, these are linguistic classifications
only (§5). AI models are still far from being able
to conclusively identify MHCs, and should not be
considered as replacements for professional mental
health care.

Given these research answers, we close by dis-
cussing how we can carry this forward and what it
means for NLP in mental health.

8 Conclusion and Future Directions

In this work, we examine the utility of trans-
fer learning for the identification of three MHCs:
depression, stress, and suicidal ideation. These

MHCs vary in their clinical classification and sever-
ity. Depression is formally defined as a mental ill-
ness (Kanter et al., 2008), stress is a process which
may ultimately result in mental illness (Salleh,
2008), and suicidal ideation is classified as a dis-
order (Fehling and Selby, 2021). Although we
achieve promising performance in detecting these
conditions, nothing—not even actual diagnosis by a
human expert—can conclusively identify a mental
illness with 100% certainty (Allsopp et al., 2019).

We presented a qualitative exploration of the
overlap and interplay between language and men-
tal health across multiple MHCs, and also pre-
sented quantitative correlations among words, to-
kens, themes, topics, and large feature space rep-
resentations using well-known, established NLP
methods. Finally, we introduced a transfer learning
model to predict unseen mental health conditions
using similar and dissimilar feature spaces, the first
of its kind. Our model outperforms the baselines
established by benchmark models for detecting de-
pression, stress, and suicide with percent increases
in measured performance of 13.64%, 1.27%, and
80.95%, respectively. The model also achieved
an 85% accuracy at detecting suicidal ideation in
a psychologically informed model that trains on
datasets in an order established by clinical evidence,
with stress followed by depression8 and then ulti-
mately suicide (Orsolini et al., 2020).

Although this paper demonstrated preliminary
evidence that similarities in feature spaces can be
leveraged to better predict unknown MHCs, in the
future we wish to explore this further with a larger
variety of models. We also plan to further examine
the role that transfer learning order has in establish-
ing performance.9 Other work has found that social
media-based models do not always generalize and
may incur substantial performance losses (Harri-
gian et al., 2020), and other factors such as social
concerns, self-disclosure bias, and temporal arti-
facts may also influence model performance (Harri-
gian et al., 2020). We hope that researchers will use
our findings to explore new ways to increase the ef-
ficiency and usefulness of AI-supported treatment
and diagnosis of MHCs (Allsopp et al., 2019).

8www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/in-p
ractice/201303/why-stress-turns-depressi
on

9In some early experiments not reported here, reversing the
transfer learning order of our model resulted in performance
that peaked at an F1=0.48.
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A Dataset Descriptions

In Table 4, we present dataset statistics for depres-
sion, stress, and suicide. Further details regarding
these datasets can be found in the original papers
(Losada and Crestani, 2016; Turcan and McKeown,
2019; Shing et al., 2018). We deeply thank all the
authors and creators of these datasets.

B Analytical Figures

In this section we include additional figures pro-
duced during data analysis. Figures 4 and 5 show
cognitive complexity for individuals with depres-
sion and suicidal ideation, and Figure 3 shows
graphical representations of LDA analyses on peo-
ple with stress.

C Extended Qualitative Analysis of
N-Gram Frequency

In this section we include figures showing the most
frequent n-grams associated with depression, sui-
cide, and stress. Trigrams for depression, suicidal
ideation, and stress are shown in Figures 6, 7, and
8, respectively. Bigrams for depression, suicidal
ideation, and stress are shown in Figures 9, 10,
and 11, and unigrams for the same three MHCs are
shown in Figures 12, 13, and 14.
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Dataset Size Labeling Scheme Labels Used in
Our Experiments Baseline F1

Depression
531,453 posts from
892 users

Binary Binary 0.66

Stress 187,444 posts Binary Binary 0.79

Suicide
11,129 initial users,
downsampled to
934

Categorical (4 Categories) Aggregated Binary 0.42

Table 4: Additional descriptive statistics regarding depression (Losada and Crestani, 2016), stress (Turcan and
McKeown, 2019), and suicide (Shing et al., 2018).

Figure 3: Top four topics identified when applying LDA to stress.

Figure 4: Cognitive complexity of a random sub-
sample with depression.

Figure 5: Cognitive complexity of a random sub-
sample with suicidal ideation.
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Figure 6: Most frequent trigrams in a random subsam-
ple (depression).

Figure 7: Most frequent trigrams in a random subsam-
ple (suicide).

Figure 8: Most frequent trigrams in a random subsam-
ple (stress).

Figure 9: Most frequent bigrams in a random subsam-
ple (depression).

Figure 10: Most frequent bigrams in a random subsam-
ple (suicide).

Figure 11: Most frequent bigrams in a random subsam-
ple (stress).

Figure 12: Most frequent unigrams in a random sub-
sample (depression).
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Figure 13: Most frequent unigrams in a random sub-
sample (suicide).

Figure 14: Most frequent unigrams in a random sub-
sample (stress).
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Abstract

The increasing adoption of message-based be-
havioral therapy enables new approaches to
assessing mental health using linguistic anal-
ysis of patient-generated text. Word count-
ing approaches have demonstrated utility for
linguistic feature extraction, but deep learn-
ing methods hold additional promise given re-
cent advances in this area. We evaluated the
utility of emotion features extracted using a
BERT-based model in comparison to emotions
extracted using word counts as predictors of
symptom severity in a large set of messages
from text-based therapy sessions involving over
6,500 unique patients, accompanied by data
from repeatedly administered symptom scale
measurements. BERT-based emotion features
explained more variance in regression mod-
els of symptom severity, and improved predic-
tive modeling of scale-derived diagnostic cate-
gories. However, LIWC categories that are not
directly related to emotions provided valuable
and complementary information for modeling
of symptom severity, indicating a role for both
approaches in inferring the mental states under-
lying patient-generated language.

1 Introduction

Almost 10% of adults in the United States receive
mental health counseling (Zablotsky and Terlizzi,
2020). The principle of measurement-based care
dictates that medical treatments should be initiated
and evaluated over time based on repeated assess-
ments of patient symptoms and symptom trajectory
(Scott and Lewis, 2015). In the context of talk ther-
apy, mental health practitioners estimate treatment
progress based on patients’ current and historical
verbal communications. For evaluating depression
and anxiety severity, expressions of emotional state
are key aspects of such communications (Beck,
1967; Rottenberg, 2017; Amstadter, 2008).

While prior work predominantly focused on sen-
timent, i.e. positive/negative polarity, expression of

fine-grained emotions (Chancellor and De Choud-
hury, 2020; Guntuku et al., 2017) may give further
insights into depression and anxiety symptoma-
tology. For example, pride may be impacted by
depression in a unique way. Gruber et al. (2011)
showed that pride, a positive emotion relating to the
self, is inversely correlated with depression, which
is often associated with a poor self-image. At the
same time, they found a smaller effect on joy and
amusement, concluding that grouping these emo-
tions into “positive affect” may result in a loss of
nuance.

The increasing adoption of digital mental health
tools and services, particularly message-based ther-
apy, has afforded new opportunities to assist practi-
tioners in quantifying depression and anxiety sever-
ity by assessing emotion in patient-generated text.
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) (Pen-
nebaker et al., 2007; Tausczik and Pennebaker,
2010) is a software package designed to count
words belonging to pre-defined categories with
an extensive track record of validation for the
detection of linguistic indicators of mental state
(Tausczik and Pennebaker, 2010). It is commonly
used to measure positive and negative affect, a lim-
ited set of specific emotions (sadness, anxiety, and
anger), and other linguistic dimensions related to
style and topic. Several LIWC categories have
established relationships with depression, includ-
ing the affect category sadness (e.g. “sad”, “cry”,
“suffer“), the topic category health (e.g. “alcohol”,
“rash”, “self-care”), and the syntactic category first-
person pronouns (e.g. “I”, “me”, “my”). LIWC has
been used to measure depression levels in social
media posts (Coppersmith et al., 2014; De Choud-
hury et al., 2014, 2013a,b), therapy conversations
(Burkhardt et al., 2021; Sonnenschein et al., 2018),
and other written texts (Rude et al., 2004; Wiltsey
Stirman and Pennebaker, 2001). LIWC measure-
ments have also been shown to distinguish between
patients with depression and those with anxiety
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disorders (Sonnenschein et al., 2018), correlate
with self-reported measures of anxiety and worry
in written descriptions of emotional responses to
COVID-19 (Kleinberg et al., 2020), and predict
whether posts emanated from anxiety-related sub-
reddits (Shen and Rudzicz, 2017).

However, word counting methods cannot address
linguistic phenomena such as negation (“not bad”),
sarcasm, and context-dependence (for example, in
the case of polysemy, words have multiple mean-
ings that can only be disambiguated in context),
and manually defined dictionaries may omit syn-
onyms for terms they encode. Prior work suggests
that neural network (NN)-based natural language
processing (NLP) techniques can account for such
phenomena and may therefore improve upon this
straightforward word-counting method in their abil-
ity to identify concepts related to symptom severity.
Shen and Rudzicz found that the performance of
machine learning models identifying whether or
not Reddit posts were drawn from anxiety-related
subreddits improved when these models included
neural word embeddings rather than LIWC-derived
features (2017). However, the distributed repre-
sentations of posts used in this work do not re-
late directly to interpretable emotion features. Fur-
ther, contemporary transformer-based NN language
models offer advantages over neural word embed-
dings in their ability to leverage proximal cues
(such as "not") when interpreting the contextual
meaning of a word. As noted by the authors, this
work suggests a need for further research on auto-
mated assessments of linguistic indicators of anxi-
ety disorders, involving larger data sets and explicit
diagnostic assessments.

Therefore, using a large set of messages from
text-based therapy session, we investigated if emo-
tions extracted using a Bidirectional Encoder Rep-
resentations from Transformers (BERT) (Devlin
et al., 2019) based model trained on GoEmotions,
a large dataset of Reddit posts annotated with 27
fine-grained emotions (Demszky et al., 2020), are
stronger predictors of depression and anxiety sta-
tus than counts of emotion-related word categories
(LIWC). To this end, we first determined the associ-
ation of each feature with the outcomes of interest
in univariate regression analyses. Further, in or-
der to provide clinical decision support to mental
health practitioners, it is paramount to be able to
classify previously unseen messages as indicating
depression and/or anxiety. We therefore proceeded

slope R2
GoEmotions
sadness 18.84 (16.50 - 21.18)** 0.782
admiration -16.62 (-18.80 - -14.44)** 0.781
annoyance 12.61 (9.67 - 15.55)** 0.778
disappointment 19.01 (16.87 - 21.14)** 0.778
joy -16.40 (-19.33 - -13.48)** 0.778
pride -64.35 (-78.54 - -50.16)** 0.777
excitement -28.34 (-33.18 - -23.49)** 0.777
disapproval 16.11 (12.99 - 19.23)** 0.776
approval -7.81 (-9.27 - -6.36)** 0.776
confusion 9.65 (7.30 - 11.99)** 0.775
relief -24.19 (-30.79 - -17.59)** 0.774
neutral -0.83 (-1.60 - -0.06)* 0.774
anger 18.67 (14.38 - 22.97)** 0.774
disgust 29.79 (21.72 - 37.86)** 0.774
optimism -6.15 (-8.28 - -4.03)** 0.773
realization -1.08 (-2.74 - 0.59) 0.773
amusement -10.96 (-14.85 - -7.07)** 0.772
fear 10.75 (7.44 - 14.06)** 0.771
nervousness 3.44 (0.84 - 6.05)* 0.771
caring -2.77 (-6.03 - 0.49) 0.771
gratitude -2.87 (-9.79 - 4.05) 0.771
embarrassment 11.85 (4.25 - 19.45)* 0.771
curiosity 0.03 (-2.56 - 2.62) 0.771
desire 2.08 (-1.10 - 5.26) 0.771
love -1.96 (-5.22 - 1.31) 0.771
surprise -4.00 (-10.18 - 2.18) 0.771
grief 134.76 (104.49 - 165.03)** 0.770
GoEmotions Ekman
joy -9.31 (-10.21 - -8.41)** 0.788
anger 18.53 (16.46 - 20.61)** 0.783
sadness 15.81 (14.06 - 17.56)** 0.779
disgust 48.43 (37.93 - 58.93)** 0.778
neutral -0.11 (-1.17 - 0.96) 0.775
surprise 4.11 (2.47 - 5.75)** 0.774
fear 4.52 (2.25 - 6.80)** 0.772
LIWC
sad 1.21 (1.02 - 1.40)** 0.781
i 0.25 (0.21 - 0.29)** 0.777
anger 0.84 (0.65 - 1.02)** 0.776
health 0.66 (0.52 - 0.80)** 0.775
anx 0.19 (0.05 - 0.34)* 0.774
we -0.53 (-0.65 - -0.41)** 0.774
bio 0.41 (0.33 - 0.50)** 0.774

Table 1: PHQ-9 score univariate mixed-effects linear
regression models coefficients and variance explained.
* p<0.05. ** p<0.001
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to train and evaluate a machine learning classifier
using emotion features in conjunction with estab-
lished depression-related LIWC features to predict
depression and anxiety status in a held-out test set.

2 Methods

2.1 Data

We utilized a corpus of messaging therapy ses-
sions from over 6,500 unique patients previously
collected via the Talkspace platform (Hull et al.,
2020). Talkspace offers a paid service utilizing li-
censed and credentialed therapists to conduct asyn-
chronous, message-based therapy conversations.
All patients and clinicians give written consent
to the use of their data in a de-identified, aggre-
gate format as part of the user agreement before
they begin using the platform. Over the course
of 12 weeks, patients engaged in two-way mes-
saging therapy and completed depression ques-
tionnaires (9-item Patient Health Questionnaire,
PHQ-9 (Kroenke et al., 2001)) as well as anxi-
ety questionnaires (7-item General Anxiety Disor-
der questionnaire), every 3 weeks. For each avail-
able score, patient messages from the period in
question (“(o)ver the last two (2) weeks”) were
concatenated into a single unit of analysis (“doc-
ument”), resulting in up to 4 labeled data points
per patient (weeks 3, 6, 9, and 12). All messages
without a corresponding score were excluded from
analysis. Data from baseline assessments were
removed, as preliminary analysis suggested that
messages before the week 0 mark introduced spuri-
ous associations due to differences between typical
therapy dialog and the patient-therapist matching
process, combined with generally worse symptom
severity scores at the beginning of the study period.
Participants were young (79% were 35 years old
or younger), educated (75% had a Bachelor’s de-
gree or higher), and predominantly female (79%).
Race and ethnicity were not systematically col-
lected. There were over 13,000 text documents
with both PHQ-9 and GAD-7 scores, totaling over
24 million words from over 337,000 messages. The
original study was approved as exempt by the local
institutional review board. The current study con-
cerned secondary analysis of previously collected
de-identified data, which is not considered human
subjects research; nonetheless, data were stored
on a secure server with study team member access
only. All textual data were thoroughly de-identified
by an automated algorithm before leaving their

slope R2
GoEmotions
sadness 15.04 (12.96 - 17.12)** 0.728
admiration -15.02 (-16.97 - -13.07)** 0.727
neutral -1.00 (-1.72 - -0.29)* 0.725
joy -16.99 (-19.53 - -14.44)** 0.724
approval -6.80 (-8.14 - -5.47)** 0.724
fear 18.62 (15.32 - 21.93)** 0.724
annoyance 12.83 (10.20 - 15.46)** 0.724
excitement -22.74 (-26.98 - -18.49)** 0.723
pride -56.42 (-69.75 - -43.09)** 0.723
disappointment 14.05 (12.12 - 15.97)** 0.723
disapproval 12.97 (10.18 - 15.76)** 0.723
nervousness 11.91 (9.36 - 14.46)** 0.723
confusion 8.41 (6.33 - 10.48)** 0.721
anger 19.29 (15.38 - 23.19)** 0.721
relief -22.16 (-28.05 - -16.28)** 0.720
optimism -6.86 (-8.84 - -4.89)** 0.719
realization -1.48 (-2.99 - 0.02) 0.718
amusement -10.34 (-13.73 - -6.96)** 0.717
curiosity -0.00 (-2.44 - 2.43) 0.717
caring -1.94 (-5.11 - 1.24) 0.716
gratitude -3.54 (-7.67 - 0.59) 0.716
desire 1.25 (-1.55 - 4.06) 0.716
love -3.66 (-7.08 - -0.23)* 0.716
surprise -6.42 (-11.87 - -0.97)* 0.716
embarrassment 10.33 (3.08 - 17.58)* 0.716
grief 118.01 (90.79 - 145.22)** 0.716
disgust 25.72 (18.68 - 32.76)** 0.715
GoEmotions Ekman
joy -8.62 (-9.42 - -7.82)** 0.736
anger 15.92 (14.08 - 17.76)** 0.727
disgust 44.78 (35.38 - 54.18)** 0.726
sadness 12.38 (10.83 - 13.93)** 0.725
neutral -0.21 (-1.18 - 0.76) 0.722
fear 12.15 (9.97 - 14.33)** 0.722
surprise 3.27 (1.79 - 4.75)** 0.720
LIWC
anx 0.73 (0.59 - 0.86)** 0.729
i 0.17 (0.13 - 0.21)** 0.726
sad 0.89 (0.72 - 1.05)** 0.726
anger 0.93 (0.76 - 1.10)** 0.724
we -0.36 (-0.47 - -0.25)** 0.723
health 0.46 (0.33 - 0.59)** 0.717
bio 0.28 (0.21 - 0.36)** 0.716

Table 2: GAD-7 score univariate mixed-effects linear
regression models coefficients and variance explained.
* p<0.05. ** p<0.001
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source, with all names, places, contact information,
social media identifiers, and mentions of specific
events removed.

LIWC 2015 was used to obtain the following
word-count-based features: first-person singular
pronouns (“I”), first-person plural pronouns (“we”),
bio, health, sadness, anxiety, anger, positive emo-
tion, and negative emotion. These features were
selected on account of their track record of corre-
lation with indicators of depression and anxiety in
previous work (Tausczik and Pennebaker, 2010).

A BERT-based GoEmotions classifier pipeline
using fine-tuned models available from the Hug-
ging Face transformer library1 was used to extract
emotion features from each document. This model
has been shown to approximate published results
for performance in extracting emotions from the
GoEmotions dataset (macro-average F1 score of
≈0.5 to ≈0.7, depending on the granularity of the
emotions concerned). For further details of the
training corpus and procedures used, we refer the
reader to Demszky et al. (2020). After splitting
documents into sentences and extracting emotions
from the first 512 tokens of each sentence, scores
were averaged over all sentences in a document to
yield one set of emotion scores for the two-week
period concerned. Only 38 of ≈13,000 documents
contained sentences that were truncated due to be-
ing over 512 tokens long. The pipeline provides
several output settings, resulting in different sets
of emotions being extracted. Two sets of emo-
tions were extracted. First, we extracted the set
of 6 basic emotions proposed by Ekman (1992),
consisting of sadness, joy, surprise, disgust, anger,
fear, and a neutral category, which was assigned by
annotators when they felt that no particular emo-
tion was expressed. Second, we extracted the full
set of 28 categories that were used to annotate the
GoEmotions corpus, consisting of 27 fine-grained
emotions described by Cowen and Keltner (2017),
plus a neutral category. Finally, we calculated pos-
itive and negative emotion features by averaging
the scores belonging to positive and negative emo-
tions. The negative GoEmotions Ekman emotions
are anger, disgust, fear, and sadness; joy is the only
positive Ekman emotion. Negative fine-grained
GoEmotions (Cowen) emotions encompass anger,
annoyance, disappointment, disapproval, disgust,
embarrassment, fear, grief, nervousness, remorse,
and sadness. Admiration, amusement, approval,

1https://github.com/monologg/GoEmotions-pytorch

caring, desire, excitement, gratitude, joy, love, op-
timism, pride, and relief are the positive emotions
in the fine-grained GoEmotions set. The interested
reader is referred to Demszky et al. (2020) for fur-
ther details on these groupings.

2.2 Comparison of variables

A common approach to identifying associations of
individual variables with an outcome of interest is
to determine the statistical significance of the as-
sociation between each candidate variable and the
outcome by fitting univariate regressions. Linear
regression models, however, require observations
to be independent of each other. Because patients
contribute between 1 and 4 observations in our
dataset, this independence assumption is not met:
two observations from the same patient may be
expected to be more like each other than two obser-
vations from different patients. Mixed-effect linear
regressions can be used to account for this. In such
models, the within-patient and between-patient ef-
fects of the predictor variables on the outcome are
separately accounted for. In other words, in addi-
tion to the “fixed effect” of the predictor variables
on the outcome (the effect of interest), we model
a “random effect” that is different for each patient,
which is arbitrary but consistent across all observa-
tions for a given patient. In essence, the outcome
is the linear combination of an emotion’s global re-
lationship to PHQ-9/GAD-7 scores and the patient-
specific relationship of the emotion on scores (plus
an intercept term for each effect as well as a resid-
ual error term). The univariate mixed-effect linear
regression models for each emotion variable model
the patient identity as a random effect and are of
the following form:

Yij = β0 + β1Xij + γ0i + γ1iXij + ϵij

Where Yij is the ith outcome (PHQ-9 score,
GAD-7 score) for patient i, Xij is the level of emo-
tion in the jth document written by patient i, β0
and β1 are the fixed effect parameters (emotion),
and γ0i and γ1i are the random effect parameters
(patient ID), and ϵij is the residual error for patient
i’s jth document. Models were fitted via Maxi-
mum Likelihood Estimation using the Statsmodels
package for Python (Seabold and Perktold, 2010).
Statsmodels calculates p-values using t-tests. We
report the explanatory power of each feature as the
amount of variance explained (R2).

Following a similar process, we fitted bivariate
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mixed-effects models using the positive and nega-
tive emotion variables from each feature source.

2.3 Prediction

Next, using the Scikit-Learn package for Python
(Pedregosa et al., 2011), we trained random forest
classifiers to predict binary depression (MDD) and
anxiety (GAD) status from 49 features: 7 Ekman
emotion categories from GoEmotion, as well as
the positive and negative emotion variables cal-
culated from Ekman emotions; 27 fine-grained
emotions plus neutral, as well as the positive, and
negative emotion variables calculated from the 27
fine-grained emotions; 5 LIWC emotion variables
(positive emotion, negative emotion, anxiety, anger,
sadness); and 4 LIWC variables with an established
relationship to depression (I, we, biology, health)
(Rude et al., 2004; De Choudhury et al., 2013b;
Eichstaedt et al., 2018; Sonnenschein et al., 2018;
Burkhardt et al., 2021). We first trained random
forest classifiers using each individual feature set.
Then, we trained models using combinations of
these feature sets to evaluate their relative contri-
bution (LIWC non-emotion variables combined
with each set of emotion variables from the three
sources). Then, we trained another random forest
classifier on all available features. For this model,
relative feature importance was calculated using
SHAP (Lundberg and Lee, 2017).

To avoid information leakage due to within-
patient effects (Saeb et al., 2017), data were split
into training and test sets such that all observations
from an individual patient were kept within the
same fold. Patients were assigned to the training
(80%) and test (20%) populations, resulting in a
training set of 4,913 patients (with 10,006 observa-
tions) and a test set of 1,638 patients (with 3,321
observations). Average PHQ-9 across all observa-
tions did not significantly differ between training
and test observations.

Hyperparameters (number of estimators, max-
imum number of features, maximum tree depth,
minimum number of samples for splitting, mini-
mum number of samples per leaf, using or not using
bootstrap) were automatically selected (based only
on the training data) via 3-fold cross-validation,
a process where, for each hyperparameter combi-
nation, each of the three folds is held out in turn,
while a model is trained on the remaining 2 folds;
this way, 3 scores are produced per hyperparameter
combination, and their average represents the score

for that hyperparameter set. Finally, the hyperpa-
rameters that produced the best score are selected,
and a final model with those hyperparameters is
trained on all training data, then tested on the held-
out test set.

A binary prediction target was used to align pre-
dictions with the clinical task of classifying a diag-
nosis as present or absent. A cut-off between 8 and
11 was previously found to have a clinically accept-
able tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity
when dichotomizing PHQ-9 scores for diagnosis
of major depressive disorder (MDD) (Manea et al.,
2012). Therefore, we considered a PHQ-9 score
of 10 or more (depression severity of moderate,
moderately severe, or severe) as indicating MDD
for the purposes of this work. A PHQ-9 score of 9
or less (depression severity of mild or none) was
considered non-depressed. As the GAD-7 has been
found to have acceptable properties for identifica-
tion of generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) at a
cutoff of 7-10 (Plummer et al., 2016; Spitzer et al.,
2006), a GAD-7 score of 10 or more was consid-
ered an indicator of GAD, and a score of 9 or less
was considered an indicator of a negative diagnosis
for this condition.

3 Results

3.1 Comparison of variables

The variance in PHQ-9 and GAD-7 scores, respec-
tively, explained by each individual emotion vari-
able and by variable pairs is shown in Figure 1,
Table 1, and Table 2. Emotion variables that were
obtainable from all three feature sources were anger
and sadness as well as the summary dimensions of
positive and negative emotion. With BERT-based
models, these are composites of individual predic-
tions returned by the model, while LIWC returns
a summary value as an individual feature. The
variance in PHQ-9 scores explained by these di-
rectly comparable variables is shown in Figure 1,
along with the variance explained by the combi-
nation of positive and negative emotion features.
The three feature extraction approaches resulted
in features that explained similar portions of the
variance; LIWC explained slightly more, except
for anger and sadness, where the GoEmotions Ek-
man and GoEmotions Cowan variables explained
more, respectively. The GoEmotions Cowan vari-
able for sadness was more explanatory than the
GoEmotions Ekman variable, but the Ekman anger
variable outperformed the fine-grained anger vari-
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Figure 1: PHQ-9 and GAD-7 score variance explained by comparable features from LIWC, GoEmotions (Ekman
set), and GoEmotions (fine-grained set)

able. The combination of positive and negative
emotion explained more variance than either posi-
tive or negative emotion alone, except when LIWC
positive emotion was assessed for GAD-7. No-
tably, LIWC’s positive emotion variable appears to
be more explanatory than anger, sadness, and nega-
tive emotion for both PHQ-9 and GAD-7, and even
the combination of positive and negative emotion
for GAD-7.

All individual emotions, as quantified by each of
the three feature extraction approaches, are shown
in Table 1. Expressions of realization, caring, grat-
itude, curiosity and desire were not significantly
associated with either anxiety or depression. Love
and surprise were not predictive of depression,
but were associated with anxiety. Both were sig-
nificantly associated with sadness, fear, and ner-
vousness; however, sadness was more strongly re-
lated to depression, and fear and nervousness were
more strongly related to anxiety. Joy was roughly
equally associated with anxiety and depression,
across both GoEmotions feature sets. The emo-
tions with the largest differences between more
and less depressed individuals were grief, pride,
excitement, relief, and disgust. The emotions with
the largest differences with respect to anxiety were
grief, disapproval, approval, relief, and disgust.

3.2 Prediction

In contrast to the multivariate models, results from
predictive modeling experiments show a clear ad-
vantage for deep learning models, with the best
overall performance by ROC and F1 score achieved
using GoEmotions Cowen features for both MDD
and GAD. As shown in Table 3, the models includ-
ing only the non-emotion LIWC features achieved
an area under the receiver-operator characteristic
curve (AUROC) of 0.577 for MDD and 0.549 for
GAD. When using emotion features only, the fine-

grained GoEmotions set performed best. For both
MDD and GAD, adding LIWC emotion features
to LIWC non-emotion features improved predic-
tive performance less than adding GoEmotions Ek-
man features, which improved the model less than
adding the fine-grained GoEmotions set. Using all
emotion features concurrently (“all three”) slightly
improved performance for both GAD and MDD
(by F1 score but not ROC in the latter case).

The relative importance of all features for the
MDD and GAD models is shown in Table 4. Fear
was ranked higher for predicting GAD than for
predicting MDD. Sadness was ranked higher for
predicting MDD than for predicting GAD.

4 Discussion

In this work, we showed that neural network mod-
els such as the BERT-based GoEmotions classifier
can outperform LIWC, a straightforward, broadly
adopted word-counting method for extracting emo-
tion features from natural language. We further
confirmed that some emotions not traditionally as-
sociated with depression and anxiety can be predic-
tive of these diagnoses; specifically, pride. Finally,
we showed that using LIWC features together with
emotion features derived using GoEmotions predict
depression/anxiety status with reasonable accuracy.
This finding is important, in that further develop-
ment of such tools could lead to better detection of
emotional change during treatment in a way that
could be derived naturally in the client/clinician en-
counter. NLP applied to such naturalistic data has
been used for measuring clinician skills in deliver-
ing psychotherapy with some success (Flemotomos
et al., 2021); here, rather than using such tools for
quality measurement, linguistic analysis of affect
could be used to detect depression/anxiety severity
and client response to treatment.

Both LIWC variables and GoEmotions variables
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ROC F1 Pr Rc
MDD
LIWC non-emo 0.577 0.413 0.525 0.341
LIWC emo 0.621 0.471 0.561 0.405
GoEmo Ekman 0.643 0.493 0.583 0.427
GoEmo 0.662 0.522 0.613 0.455
LIWC non-emo +
LIWC emo 0.640 0.484 0.569 0.420
GoEmo Ekman 0.655 0.498 0.585 0.434
GoEmo 0.671 0.514 0.615 0.441
All three 0.671 0.520 0.612 0.453

GAD
LIWC non-emo 0.549 0.290 0.478 0.209
LIWC emo 0.613 0.405 0.541 0.324
GoEmo Ekman 0.643 0.443 0.550 0.371
GoEmo 0.652 0.444 0.565 0.366
LIWC non-emo +
LIWC emo 0.617 0.401 0.529 0.324
GoEmo Ekman 0.637 0.441 0.548 0.369
GoEmo 0.654 0.451 0.568 0.374
All three 0.657 0.456 0.567 0.382

Table 3: AUROCs, F1 score (positive class), preci-
sion, and recall of random forest model trained with just
the non-emotion LIWC features, and trained with the
non-emotion LIWC features plus LIWC emotion, GoE-
motion Ekman and the full GoEmotion feature sets, for
predicting MDD (PHQ-9 score ≥ 10) and GAD (GAD-
7 score ≥ 10).

explained a large portion of the variance in uni-
variate mixed-effect regressions: R2 values ranged
from 0.770 to 0.788 when modeling PHQ-9 scores
as outcome, and from 0.715 to 0.736 when model-
ing GAD-7 scores as outcome. Therefore, LIWC
and GoEmotions features both capture valuable in-
formation. GoEmotions features marginally outper-
formed 2 out of 4 of the equivalent LIWC features
for predicting GAD-7 and 3 ouf of 4 features for
predicting PHQ-9. For predicting binary depres-
sion (MDD) and anxiety (GAD) status, the emo-
tion set resulting in the best predictive performance
when combined with LIWC’s non-emotion features
was the full GoEmotions set.

However, despite the availability of pre-trained
models, neural networks can have high computa-
tional demands. Consequently, using BERT-based
models may not be justified if the cost of model
inference outweighs the potential benefits. There-
fore, the decision to include these features should
be evaluated for each individual predictive analyt-
ics project and dataset, weighing the added pre-

dictive performance observed at development time
with the costs to include the features in produc-
tion (e.g. a deployed clinical decision support
tool continuously evaluating patient-generated mes-
sages in real-time), given the available compute
resources. Similarly, on-device processing to pre-
serve data privacy can be accomplished with LIWC
(Liu et al., 2022), but doing this with a BERT-based
model would challenge some contemporary and
most legacy smartphone devices.

Depression affects individuals in many ways and
expresses itself in various behavioral and thought
patterns that may not be fully captured with the
high-level categories of positive and negative af-
fect. GoEmotions’ main strength therefore lies
in its ability to extract fine-grained features span-
ning the breadth of human emotion, capturing de-
pressed individuals’ emotional experiences com-
prehensively. The different emotion feature sets
appeared to be somewhat complementary, as evi-
denced by the additive performance metrics shown
in Table 3; however, when predicting depression,
the combination of non-emotion LIWC features
and fine-grained GoEmotions features was as pre-
dictive as all features combined, suggesting that
all signal is contained within this feature subset.
In this work, this breadth enabled us to delineate
differences in how different types of emotions are
associated with depression and anxiety.

Depression severity was associated with large
differences in grief, pride, excitement, relief, and
disgust. In agreement with generally lower re-
activity (Rottenberg, 2017), less excitement was
predictive of depression. Grief manifestations are
similar to depression symptoms; though grief in
itself is not pathological, it often co-occurs with
depression (Aoyama et al., 2018). Additionally, de-
pressed individuals expressing less pride than their
non-depressed counterparts might be expected on
account of lower self-image, and matches findings
presented by Gruber et al. (2011). Caused by a
perception of violations of moral and social norms,
internally directed disgust, also termed self-disgust
or self-loathing, has been reported to be associated
with both depression and anxiety symptoms (Ille
et al., 2014). We further found that increased disap-
proval - and conversely, decreased approval - were
associated with anxiety symptoms. This may be
explained by disturbances in interpersonal sensi-
tivity and an inclination to be self-critical, which
have been described as characteristic of anxiety
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MDD GAD
1 LIWC we GE negemo
2 GEE posemo GEE negemo
3 GEE joy GEE joy
4 GEE sadness GEE posemo
5 GE negemo GE posemo
6 LIWC bio LIWC bio
7 GE disappointment GE fear
8 GEE negemo GE sadness
9 LIWC sad LIWC health
10 LIWC i LIWC we
11 LIWC health LIWC posemo
12 GE posemo GE realization
13 GE excitement GEE sadness
14 GE admiration GE nervousness
15 GE sadness GEE fear
16 GEE anger LIWC negemo
17 GE confusion GE pride
18 GE pride LIWC anx
19 GE disapproval GE joy
20 GE joy LIWC i
21 GEE disgust GE disappointment
22 GE realization GE admiration
23 LIWC posemo GEE anger
24 GE relief GE excitement
25 GE approval GE disgust
26 GE disgust GE confusion
27 LIWC negemo GEE disgust
28 GE grief GE grief
29 GEE fear GE neutral
30 GEE neutral GE relief
31 GE fear GEE neutral
32 GE desire GEE surprise
33 GE remorse LIWC sad
34 GE curiosity GE desire
35 GE nervousness GE neutremo
36 GE embarrassment GE curiosity
37 LIWC anx GE gratitude
38 GE optimism GE disapproval
39 GE amusement GE love
40 GE neutremo GE embarrassment
41 GE neutral GE anger
42 GE gratitude GE approval
43 GE love GE annoyance
44 GE annoyance GE amusement
45 GE surprise GE remorse
46 GEE surprise GE caring
47 LIWC anger GE surprise
48 GE caring GE optimism
49 GE anger LIWC anger

Table 4: Random forest classifier features in order of
importance (most important first) for predicting MDD
and GAD, as calculated by SHAP (Lundberg and Lee,
2017). GE = GoEmotions. GEE = GoEmotions Ekman

(Ille et al., 2014).

Non-emotion LIWC features have established
utility for predicting depression and anxiety. These
features capture aspects of symptomatology out-
side emotion, such as increased self-focus, social
isolation, and usage of health-related words. Non-
emotion LIWC features would therefore be ex-
pected to be complementary to emotion features,
and our work confirms that and leveraging both
may achieve the best results. We trained a machine
learning model using these features in conjunction
with emotion features to predict depression (AU-
ROC 0.671) and anxiety (AUROC 0.657). That
these models show similar performance using the
same features to predict different outcomes may
be explained by the large overlap in symptoms
between anxiety and depression, e.g. both are char-
acterized by negative self-talk and hopelessness.
Additionally, depression and anxiety are often co-
morbid; indeed, in this dataset, 74.5% of assess-
ments with a GAD-7 score above the diagnosis
threshold also had a positive depression finding,
and 70.6% of positive anxiety questionnaires also
had a positive anxiety finding.

There are important ethical considerations when
analyzing patient-generated natural language to in-
fer mental state. Any passive monitoring of patient-
generated data may be considered invasive. Due to
the sensitive nature of personal health data, such
data are subject to protections that do not apply
to non-health data. When health-related insights
are derived from data that may be neither private
nor health-related (e.g. social media posts), obtain-
ing informed consent and handling inferences with
appropriate care is paramount. While academic
studies such as the current work are governed by
rigorous institutional ethics guidelines regarding
consent and data sharing, different rules apply to
healthcare organizations and commercial entities.
The use of technologies such as the ones presented
here may be acceptable if conducted by trusted
entities, such as healthcare providers, in order to
support care (Areán et al., 2021); on the other hand,
consumers may be wary of commercial entities con-
ducting such analyses. Further research, as well as
applications of the findings presented here, must
take such considerations into account.

This work has several limitations. The data used
here stem from predominantly female, young, and
well-educated participants, and results may there-
fore not generalize to populations with a differ-
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ent makeup. If predictive algorithms were to be
deployed in practice, fairness may be a concern
if predictive performance differs for underrepre-
sented groups. In addition, the GoEmotions dataset
used to train the BERT-based models is drawn from
Reddit, which has been shown to have a dispropor-
tionately high representation of young male users
(Duggan and Smith, 2013). Though it is encour-
aging that models trained on these data produce
features that correlate well with symptom severity
in the current study, the development of annotated
datasets drawn from a more diverse population may
lead to models that better address linguistic and cul-
tural differences in the ways in which emotions are
expressed.

Several features used in the random forest classi-
fication model are expected to be highly redundant
(e.g. GoEmotions Cower sadness, GoEmotions Ek-
man sadness, and LIWC sadness; calculated nega-
tive emotion variables which are calculated using
sadness). However, interdependent features should
not affect the random forest’s ability to leverage
all features optimally to optimize predictive perfor-
mance.

This work enables and informs future work. We
showed that BERT-based emotion features are asso-
ciated with depression and anxiety status; however,
this work did not assess longitudinally if changes
in emotion track with changes in depression and
anxiety. While existing work demonstrated this
relationship for depression-related LIWC features
(Burkhardt et al., 2021), future work may aim to
ascertain whether changes in emotion features over
time also predict longitudinal patient trajectories.
This work also informs feature selection for fu-
ture work in depression and anxiety prediction.
Emotion variables can be obtained with a range
of extraction approaches. Our results indicate the
GoEmotions variables may be a better choice than
LIWC for emotions. Nevertheless, LIWC features
have a place in future work. LIWC’s syntactic
and topic features were shown in prior work to
be associated with depression scores as well as
longitudinal patient trajectories and continued to
demonstrate utility in this work.

We determined that fine-grained emotions mea-
sured in the language of individuals are associated
with and predict anxiety and depression status. The
associations we found reflect previous findings.
This work thus contributes evidence of the reliabil-
ity of such measurement approaches, supporting

the use of these methods in future work investi-
gating the nature of depression and anxiety. For
example, these features could aid investigations
into depression phenotypes through cluster analy-
sis, as well as psychology research investigating
the differential expression of similarly-valenced
emotions in depression and anxiety, e.g. by aiding
data collection.

Additionally, this work has important clinical im-
plications. Measurement-based care is facilitated
by periodic progress assessments, but additional
data collection incurs additional workload. In text-
based therapy, depression and anxiety status may
instead be automatically determined from already-
available patient messages. In clinical settings, in-
terpretability is essential; thus, models based on
interpretable features such as emotions may be pre-
ferred over black-box models classifying raw text
directly. Future work may therefore investigate
opportunities to leverage emotion-based predictive
models for clinical decision support.

5 Conclusion

Extraction methods differ in the quality of emotion
features extracted. With the data and approaches
presented here, emotion features extracted by
the GoEmotions BERT-based model not only ex-
plained more variance in univariate mixed-effect re-
gressions, but also contributed significantly to pre-
dictions of depression and anxiety status by a ran-
dom forest classifier. Further, while non-emotion
variables obtained from LIWC remain valuable in
linguistic modeling tasks, GoEmotions’ level of
granularity offers clinically relevant nuance that
prevailing tools cannot capture.
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Abstract

Discovering individuals’ suicidality on so-
cial media has become increasingly important.
Many researchers have studied to detect sui-
cidality by using a suicide dictionary. How-
ever, while prior work focused on matching a
word in a post with a suicide dictionary with-
out considering contexts, little attention has
been paid to how the word can be associated
with the suicide-related context. To address
this problem, we propose a suicidality detec-
tion model based on a graph neural network to
grasp the dynamic semantic information of the
suicide vocabulary by learning the relations
between a given post and words. The exten-
sive evaluation demonstrates that the proposed
model achieves higher performance than the
state-of-the-art methods. We believe the pro-
posed model has great utility in identifying the
suicidality of individuals and hence preventing
individuals from potential suicide risks at an
early stage.

1 Introduction

Suicide has become a serious problem in society.
The OECD (Organization for Economic Cooper-
ation and Development) reported that the suicide
rate of South Korea and the USA was 23.0 and
14.5 deaths per 100,000 population in 2017, which
ranked 1st and 8th, respectively1.

The awareness of the severity of suicide has led
researchers to develop suicidality detection models
using a deluge of user activity data on social me-
dia, which can help capture latent warning signs of
suicide in an early stage (Sawhney et al., 2020; Lee
et al., 2020; Shing et al., 2020). For example, the
prior work showed that linguistic characteristics
revealed in social media posts could be linked to
suicide risks (De Choudhury et al., 2016; Shing

∗Corresponding author.
1https://data.oecd.org/healthstat/

suicide-rates.htm

… I have my hair cut …

Suicide Dictionary

Indicator Risk (1)Behavior Risk (3)

Posts

Cut

… I cut my wrist …

Figure 1: An example of how a word in a suicide dic-
tionary can be misleading in prior work.

et al., 2018). Specifically, applying the lexicon-
based methods using suicide dictionaries made by
domain experts has been reported as effective in
capturing linguistic characteristics to detect suici-
dality. (Gaur et al., 2019; Lv et al., 2015).

While applying the lexicon-based method has
been known to be explainable and easy to imple-
ment (Kotelnikova et al., 2021; Razova et al., 2021),
it may have a limitation: only focusing on whether
each word in a post is matched with the suicide lex-
icon, not considering the context. For example, as
illustrated in Figure 1, there are two sentences: “I
cut my wrist” and “I have my hair cut”. Assuming
that the word ‘cut’ belongs to the suicide dictio-
nary, only the former sentence should be evaluated
as having suicidality. However, the latter sentence
could also appear to have suicidality if the methods
of prior work (Lv et al., 2015; Gaur et al., 2019) are
applied. In other words, if the context is incorrectly
captured, a model using a suicide lexicon created
by experts may not be able to accurately assess
the risk of suicidality (Limsopatham and Collier,
2016).

To address this problem, we propose to model
the dynamic semantic knowledge between posts
and multiple suicide-related words in a suicide dic-
tionary. Capturing the posts’ document-word as-
sociation and word co-occurrence is crucial to un-
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derstanding the contextualized suicidality revealed
in social media posts. To this end, we apply a
graph neural network to jointly learn word and
document embeddings over a contextual graph rep-
resenting the relations between posts and multiple
suicide-related words in the dictionary. We build
a heterogeneous network describing the relations
(i) between social media posts and multiple words
in a suicide dictionary and (ii) between suicide
words based on the co-occurrence. As node infor-
mation in the given graph, a post node includes
the contextual representation obtained from pre-
trained BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), and a word
node contains the suicide risk level information
and contextual representation obtained from the
fine-tuned Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013). We
learn the proposed heterogeneous graph using the
modified GraphSAGE (Hamilton et al., 2017), Con-
textual GraphSAGE (C-GraphSAGE), to derive a
contextualized graph representation.

Instead of using existing suicide dictionaries, we
create a word-level suicide dictionary based on so-
cial media data using a computational method (Sec-
tion 3). Since the existing suicide-related lexicon
mostly consists of clinical terms (e.g., ‘Suicide by
self-administered drug’) validated by domain ex-
perts (Gaur et al., 2019), it may result in a discrep-
ancy with the language used in social media. The
created suicide dictionary consists of 279 words
and four categories of suicidality levels.

We summarize our contributions as follows.

• We propose a contextualized suicidality de-
tection model Contextual GraphSAGE (C-
GraphSAGE) using a graph neural network,
which can effectively utilize a suicide dictio-
nary. Our evaluation of the real-world dataset
demonstrates that the proposed model outper-
forms the state-of-the-art methods for detect-
ing suicide risk levels using a suicide dictio-
nary.

• We make a word-level English suicide dictio-
nary based on social media data publicly avail-
able 2. We believe the created dictionary can
be useful for researchers who want to assess
suicidal ideation on social media to prevent
potential suicide risks at an early stage.

2https://sites.google.com/view/
daeun-lee/dataset

2 Related Work

2.1 Suicidality Assessment with Suicide
Lexicon

Researchers have investigated that user activity
data on social media can provide a cue for ana-
lyzing individual suicidality (De Choudhury et al.,
2016; Shing et al., 2018). Specifically, prior re-
search showed that linguistic characteristics re-
vealed in social media posts (Sawhney et al., 2020,
2021a) could be linked to suicidal ideation. In
particular, utilizing suicide dictionaries made by
domain experts has been demonstrated as effec-
tive (Lv et al., 2015; Cao et al., 2019; Gaur et al.,
2019; Lee et al., 2020), and such lexicon-based
methods are known to be fast, explainable, and
easy to implement (Kotelnikova et al., 2021; Ra-
zova et al., 2021). For example, Lv et al. (2015)
developed and validated that a Chinese suicide dic-
tionary made by domain experts helps predict sui-
cidality. Similarly, Gaur et al. (2019) demonstrated
the predictive power of suicide dictionaries with
domain knowledge.

With the recent advancement of deep learning
technologies, high-performing deep learning mod-
els have been proposed for accurately assessing
suicidality (Sawhney et al., 2021a,b; Cao et al.,
2020). In this way, incorporating a suicide dictio-
nary into a deep learning model has received great
attention (Cao et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2020). For ex-
ample, Cao et al. (2019) built suicide-oriented word
embeddings to intensify the sensibility of suicide-
related lexicons and employed a two-layered at-
tention mechanism. Lee et al. (2020) proposed a
deep learning method to utilize existing suicide
dictionaries for the low-resource language where
a knowledge-based suicide dictionary has not yet
been developed. However, the prior work focused
on how each word in a post is associated with the
words/phrases in a suicide dictionary, e.g., via lexi-
cal matching (Lv et al., 2015; Gaur et al., 2019) or
fixed word embeddings (Cao et al., 2019; Lee et al.,
2020), which may fail to capture the semantic in-
formation of suicide lexicons in the suicide-related
context.

2.2 Suicidality Assessment with Graph
Neural Networks

Among the recent deep learning technologies,
graph neural networks (GNNs) have received grow-
ing attention in the suicidality assessment task. In
particular, GNNs were adopted to extract social
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information from a user’s neighborhood in a so-
cial network formed between different users post-
ing about suicidality (Sinha et al., 2019; Sawhney
et al., 2021b). Furthermore, Cao et al. (2020) built
personal knowledge graphs on Sina Weibo to uti-
lize rich social interaction data in suicidal ideation
detection. Since capturing the posts’ document-
word association and word co-occurrence is crucial
to understanding the contextualized suicide intent
revealed in social media posts using the suicide
dictionary, we apply a GNN to jointly learn word
and document embeddings over a textual graph
representing the relations between posts and mul-
tiple suicide-related words in the dictionary. Note
that GNN has been explored to be useful in jointly
learning word and document embeddings over a
textual graph representation from the perspective
of using lexicon for many NLP tasks (Yao et al.,
2019; Tang et al., 2020).

3 Suicide Dictionary

A suicide-related word list can help build a simple
detector that automatically responds with helpline
links to suicidal content. However, the existing
English suicide-related lexicon3 mainly was made
of clinical terms validated by domain experts (Gaur
et al., 2019), which results in the discrepancy with
the language used in social media. Hence, the
authors (Gaur et al., 2019) just used the suicide
lexicon as a criterion for checking the presence of
a concept in the user’s posts. Instead of using the
existing English suicide lexicon mostly consisting
of clinical terms, we propose to create a word-level
English suicide dictionary based on social media
data. The proposed computational method can be
easily applied to other languages that do not have
their own suicide lexicons.

Creating a Suicide Dictionary. We create a
word-level English suicide dictionary in a com-
putational way using the UMD Reddit Suicidality
Dataset (Shing et al., 2018; Zirikly et al., 2019).

The dataset contains 79,569 posts uploaded to
37,083 subreddits of 866 Reddit users posted on the
r/SuicideWatch subreddit from 2008 to 2015. In
addition, each post is labeled the suicidality sever-
ity conducted by crowdsourcing and domain ex-
perts (i.e., No risk, Low risk, Moderate risk, and
Severe risk). We only use the posts uploaded to
the r/SuicideWatch and 15 mental-health-related

3https://github.com/AmanuelF/
Suicide-Risk-Assessment-using-Reddit

Risk Level # of Words Examples

No Risk 55
mother, friend,
hope, hug, talk

Low Risk 48
emptiness, overthink,
stress, desperate

Moderate Risk 83
scared, lonely,
psychiatric, pain

Severe Risk 111
cutting, die,
hallucination, dread

Table 1: Example words of the generated suicide dic-
tionary.

subreddits (e.g., r/depression, r/anxiety, r/selfharm,
etc.) (Gaur et al., 2018) as a target group and use
the posts of users who had not posted on either
r/SuicideWatch or mental-health related subreddits
as a control group.

Before constructing a dictionary, we anonymize
the dataset by removing personally identifiable in-
formation such as names, email addresses, and
URLs. After removing stopwords and lemmatiz-
ing the text using spaCy (Honnibal and Montani,
2017), we extract keywords for each post using
KeyBERT (Grootendorst, 2020), and then apply the
sparse additive generative model (SAGE) (Eisen-
stein et al., 2011) to determine the words special-
ized for each label compared to the entire lexi-
con. Finally, the constructed dictionary includes
297 suicide-related words. Note that the words be-
longing to the control group are excluded from the
corpus set of each label.

Validation and Correction. We recruited two
clinical psychotherapists and a psychiatrist to val-
idate and correct the computationally generated
suicide dictionary. All annotators verify how well
each label of the suicide word complies with the
existing sharing task guideline (Shing et al., 2018;
Zirikly et al., 2019), and correct it if it does not
meet the criteria. Each annotator performs the vali-
dation process independently. The final risk label
of each suicide word is set to the label agreed by
more than or equal to two annotators. As a result
of removing 18 differently validated words from
all three annotators, there are 279 words in the final
dictionary. Table 1 describes the example of words
for each class in the generated suicide dictionary.

4 The Model

We propose a suicidality detection model C-
GraphSAGE that can capture the severity of sui-
cidality of a post on social media. Figure 2 il-
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Figure 2: The overall architecture of the model.

lustrates the overall architecture of the proposed
model. The model first takes a heterogeneous net-
work that includes posts and suicide words as input.
We then apply GraphSAGE (Hamilton et al., 2017)
to the given graph to learn the informative repre-
sentation of suicide-related context by capturing (i)
post-words associations and (ii) relations between
suicide-related words. Finally, the extracted node
presentation from the network is fed into the clas-
sification layer. The given post is classified into
one of five risk categories: Support (SU), Indicator
(IN), Ideation (ID), Behavior (BR), and Attempt
(AT).

4.1 Heterogeneous Network

We build a heterogeneous graph G = (VP ∪
VW , EPW ∪ EWW ) to represent the relations be-
tween social media posts {pi}mi=1 ∈ P and multi-
ple words in a suicide dictionary {wi}ni=1 ∈ W ,
where m and n indicate the number of posts and
suicide words, respectively. A graph G consists of
two types of nodes, post VP and suicide word VW
nodes, and two types of edges, post-word EPW

and word-word EWW edges. An edge in EPW is
linked between a post and its corresponding word
if a post contains a specific word in the dictionary.
Note that no weight is attached on EPW . An edge
in EWW is linked if two words in the suicide dic-
tionary occur together in a post in the UMD Reddit
Suicidality Dataset (Shing et al., 2018; Zirikly et al.,
2019), which is utilized in constructing a suicide
dictionary (in Section 3). A weight on an edge in
EWW can be computed by the positive Point-wise
Mutual Information (PMI) score that can capture
collocations and relations between two terms (Yao
et al., 2019; Tang et al., 2020) as follows:

PMI(wi, wj) = log
p(wi, wj)

p(wi)p(wj)
(1)

Note that we only attach the edge weight on a sui-
cide word pair with the positive PMI value, which
indicates a high semantic correlation of two words
in a document.

Contextualized Node Features. In order to gen-
erate node features of posts XP and suicide words
XW , we employ the pre-trained BERT for posts
and pre-trained Word2Vec for suicide words, re-
spectively, to capture the contextual representa-
tion of text features. Specifically, to obtain XP ,
a post p is fed into the BERT model and obtain the
[CLS] token as a sentence-level representation of
the claim as follows:

Xpi = BERT (pi) ∈ IR1×dcls (2)

where dcls is the dimension size of a contextual-
ized embedding of [CLS] and pi is ith post. For
representing each suicide word wi, we apply the
word-embedding from the pre-processed texts us-
ing the Word2Vec model, Gensim (Rehurek and
Sojka, 2010). The word vectors are pre-trained
with the Skip-Gram representation model using
the UMD Reddit Suicidality Dataset (Shing et al.,
2018; Zirikly et al., 2019), while the size of the
window and the dimension are set to 5 and 200, re-
spectively. Finally, XW is (i) the suicide risk level
(i.e., 0, 1, 2, 3) of each word RLW and (ii) word
embeddings WV W from pre-trained Word2Vec as
follows:

RLwi =





3, Severe Risk
2, Moderate Risk
1, Low Risk
0, No Risk

(3)
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WV wi = Word2V ec(wi) ∈ IR1×dwv (4)

Xwi = RLwi ⊕WV wi ∈ IR1×(dwv+1) (5)

where dwv is the dimension size of a Word2Vec
and wi is ith word in the suicide dictionary.

4.2 Contextualized Graph Convolutional
Encoder

To generate node embedding from the given het-
erogeneous graph model, we apply the Graph-
SAGE (Hamilton et al., 2017), a well-known model
for a graph neural network (GNN) that supports
batch-training without updating states over the
whole graph and has shown experimental success
compared to other graph representation learning
models (Tang et al., 2020). The model first recur-
sively updates embedding for each node v from VP
and VW by aggregating information from node v’s
immediate neighbors N(v), u ∈ N(v), through
the aggregation function at each search depth k.
After that, hkv , node v’s representation at step k, is
updated by combining hk−1v and the information
obtained from h

(k)
N (v), which is the representation

of v’s neighboring nodes at step k. As suggested in
Hamilton et al. (2017), the neighboring nodes are
uniformly sampled with a fixed-size set for each
search depth. The initial output is h0v = Xv. The
series of updating processes is defined as follows.

h
(k)
N (v) = aggregatek

(
{hk−1u , ∀u ∈ N (v)}

)
(6)

h(k)v = σ
(
W k · concat(hk−1v , hkN (v))

)
) (7)

As shown in Figure 3, we propose to use an
aggregation function (Eq. 6) based on a convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) instead of existing
aggregators such as pool, LSTM, and mean, used
in Hamilton et al. (2017). A CNN is proven to be
effective in detecting local patterns (Minaee et al.,
2021), hence it generates a feature map over the
neighbor node embeddings that can explicitly cap-
ture relations of words in the suicide dictionary.

Given the target node v’s neighbor-
ing nodes {ui}ji=1 ∈ N (v)’ embedding{
hk−1u1 , hk−1u2 , · · · , hk−1uj

}
∈ IRj×d, where d

is the dimension of node feature, a convolution
operation involving a filter q ∈ IRl∗d generates
a feature ci from a window of nodes ui:i+l−1 as
follows.

ci = σ(q · ui:i+l−1 + b) (8)

⋮h k−1
u1 h k−1

u2 h k−1
uj

h(k)
𝒩(v)

j × d

Convolutional
layer

Max-Pooling

FC layer

h k−1
u3

Figure 3: The example of aggregating information
from neighborhood of the target node by CNN.

where b is a bias term and ReLu (Nair and Hin-
ton, 2010) is adopted as the non-linear function
σ. The filter is employed to each possible window
of neighboring nodes to produce a feature map as
follows.

c = [c1, c2, · · · , cj−l+1] ∈ IRj−l+1 (9)

To capture the diverse local structure, we adopt
multiple filters with different sizes. For example,
the set of kernel sizes used in this paper is [1,2,3].
In this way, the filter can create up to 3 neighbor
nodes’ combinations. We then apply a max-pooling
operation (Collobert et al., 2011) over the feature
map and take the maximum value ĉ = max {c} as
the feature corresponding to the filter. Finally, we
derive a node v’s neighbor nodes’ representation as
follows.

h
(k)
N (v) = Fc (ĉ) ∈ IR1×d (10)

Note that, if node v has neighbors with different
node types, we sum representations of neighbor
nodes. Since we predict the suicidality level of the
post, we only consider the node Vp’s representation.

4.3 Suicidality Detection Decoder

To predict the suicidality level of a post, the pro-
posed decoder identifies suicidal severity for each
node by learning the graph representation as fol-
lows.

ŷ = Fc(h(k)v ) (11)
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Like Sawhney et al. (2021a), we adopt the ordi-
nal regression loss (Diaz and Marathe, 2019) as
an objective function. Instead of using an one-
hot vector representation of the true labels, they
used a soft encoded vector representation by con-
sidering the ordinal nature between suicidality lev-
els. While ground truth labels are denoted as Y =
{SU = 0, IN = 1, ID = 2, BR = 3, AT = 4} ={
ri

4
i=0

}
, soft labels as probability distributions

of ground truth labels is denoted by y =
[y0, y1, y2, y3, y4]. The probability yi of each risk-
level ri is

yi =
e−φ(rt,ri)

∑λ
k=1 e

−φ(rt,ri)
∀ri ∈ Y (12)

where e−φ(rt,ri) is a cost function that penalizes
how far the true risk-level rt is from a risk-level
ri ∈ Y , which is formulated as e−φ(rt,ri) =
α |rt − ri|, where α is a penalty parameter for in-
correct prediction.

Finally, the cross-entropy loss is calculated us-
ing the probability distribution y and classification
score ŷ obtained in Eq( 11) as follows:

L = − 1

n

n∑

j=1

λ∑

i=1

yij logŷij (13)

where n is the batch size and λ is the number of
risk-levels.

5 Experiments

We evaluate the our proposed model by answering
the following research questions:

• RQ1: Is the proposed suicide dictionary made
by a computational method effective in detecting
suicidality risk?
• RQ2: Can using the suicide dictionary help im-

prove the model performance?
• RQ3: Is the C-GraphSAGE efficient in utilizing

the suicide dictionary?

5.1 Dataset

To learn our proposed model, we utilize The
Golden Standard Dataset introduced by (Gaur
et al., 2019), which consists of Reddit posts col-
lected from the 9 suicide-related subreddits (e.g.,
r/SuicideWatch and r/depression). The dataset is
within the time frame from 2005 to 2016 and an-
notated with 5 suicidality levels (i.e., Supportive,

Indicator, Ideation, Behavior, and Attempt) by men-
tal health experts4. While the dataset contains both
user-level and post-level data, we utilize the post-
level data in this paper since our model aims to
detect suicidality levels for a given social media
post, and a post-level prediction can be useful for
immediate or early intervention on suicidality risks.
Finally, the dataset includes 1346, 420, 337, 77,
and 49 posts for the Supportive, Indicator, Ideation,
Behavior, and Attempt levels, respectively. In addi-
tion, we implement a stratified 60:20:20 split such
that the train, validation, and test sets consist of
1,427, 356, and 446 posts, respectively.

5.2 Evaluation Metrics
To consider the ordinal nature of suicidality risk
levels, we adopt the modified definitions of False
Positive (FP ), False Negative (FN ) (Gaur et al.,
2019) in our experiments as follows.

FP =
∑NT

i=1 I(ŷi>yi)
NT

(14)

FN =
∑NT

i=1 I(yi>ŷi)
NT

(15)

where ŷi is the predicted level, yi is the actual level
for ith test data, and NT is the size of the test data.
∆ (yi, ŷi) is the difference between yi and ŷi. The
evaluation metric terms for precision and recall
are renamed as graded precision and graded recall,
respectively.

5.3 Baselines and Experiment Settings
We compare the proposed model against the follow-
ing three types of models: (1) Lexicon-based ap-
proaches; Rule-based (Gaur et al., 2019), SVM (Lv
et al., 2015), and Random Forest (RF) (Amini
et al., 2016), (2) Deep learning approaches w/o
lexicon; Contextual CNN (Gaur et al., 2019),
SISMO (Sawhney et al., 2021a), and BERT (Devlin
et al., 2018), and (3) Lexicon + deep learning; Cao
et al. (2019) and Reformed BERT. Detailed experi-
mental settings for reproducibility are summarized
in the Appendix ??.

We tune hyperparameters based on the highest
FScore obtained from the validation set for all the
models. We use the grid search to explore (i) the
number of kernel output size in aggregate function
q̃, (ii) the number of post features in hidden state
H̃D, (iii) the initial learning rate lr, and (iv) the
dropout rate σ. The optimal hyperparameters were

4https://github.com/AmanuelF/
Suicide-Risk-Assessment-using-Reddit
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Type of Model Model Loss G-Precision G-Recall G-F1
Rule-based (Gaur et al., 2019) / 0.33 0.74 0.46

SVM (Lv et al., 2015) Hinge Loss 0.51 0.66 0.58Suicide lexicon only
RF (Amini et al., 2016) Gini Impurity 0.65 0.67 0.66

Contextual CNN (Gaur et al., 2019) Cross Entropy 0.78 0.57 0.66
SISMO (Sawhney et al., 2021a) Soft Label 0.77 0.77 0.77

SDM w/o Lexicon (Cao et al., 2019) Cross Entropy 0.73 0.75 0.74Deep learning only
BERT w/o Lexicon (Devlin et al., 2018) Soft Label 0.81 0.80 0.80

SDM w/ Lexicon (Cao et al., 2019) Cross Entropy 0.75 0.78 0.77
BERT w/ Lexicon (Devlin et al., 2018) Soft Label 0.82 0.79 0.81

Suicide lexicon
+ Deep learning

C-GraphSAGE (Ours) Soft Label 0.85 0.82 0.84

Table 2: Performance comparisons of the proposed model and baselines.

found to be: q̃ = 50, H̃D = 512, lr = 3e− 5, and
σ = 0.1.

6 Results

In this section, we present our experiment results
to answer the three above research questions. Ta-
ble 2 summarizes the overall performance results
of the proposed model (C-GraphSAGE) and the
baselines.

6.1 RQ1: Is the proposed suicide dictionary
made by a computational method
effective in detecting suicidality risks?

Model Lexicon Precision Recall FScore
Gaur et al. (2019) 0.26 0.70 0.38Rule-Based

(Gaur et al., 2019) Ours 0.33 0.74 0.46
Gaur et al. (2019) 0.51 0.65 0.57

RF Ours 0.65 0.67 0.66

Table 3: Performance Comparisons between the exist-
ing suicide dictionary made by domain experts and the
proposed computationally created dictionary (Ours).

To answer the first question, we evaluate the sui-
cidality detection models (Rule-based (Gaur et al.,
2019) and Random Forest (RF)) with two different
suicide dictionaries: (1) the domain knowledge-
based one made by experts (Gaur et al., 2019),
and (2) a computationally created one (Ours). As
shown in Table 3, the performance with the suicide
dictionary created by a computation method (Ours)
outperforms the domain knowledge-based lexicon.
Furthermore, it indicates that a word-level English
suicide dictionary based on social media data is
helpful to be mapped with social media posts for
detecting suicidality. In other words, the proposed
computational method to create a suicide dictionary
effectively detects suicidality.

6.2 RQ2: Can using the suicide dictionary
help improve the model performance?

Overall, deep learning models with a suicide dic-
tionary (i.e., C-GraphSAGE, ‘SDM w/ lexicon’,
and ‘BERT w/ lexicon’) perform better than the
models that use only text information such as C-
CNN, SISMO, ‘SDM w/o lexicon’, and ‘BERT w/o
lexicon’. This shows that a model using a suicide
dictionary can present the suicide-related context
of posts, resulting in high performance. Note that
‘SDM w/ lexicon’ uses the fine-tuned word em-
bedding model to capture domain knowledge from
a pre-built suicide dictionary (Cao et al., 2019),
whereas ‘SDM w/o lexicon’ adopts pre-trained
FastText embeddings (Bojanowski et al., 2017) for
encoding posts. Also, ‘the BERT w/ lexicon’ adds
the suicide words on the BERT-Tokenizer.

6.3 RQ3: Is the C-GraphSAGE efficient in
utilizing the suicide dictionary?

C-GraphSAGE outperforms the other model using
a suicide dictionary, the Reformed BERT, offering
an insight that capturing dynamic semantic infor-
mation from a suicide dictionary is beneficial rather
than considering only the presence of suicide words.
We attribute this to the strength of the graph neural
network model that can learn better representations
from the relations between posts and words in the
suicide dictionary and the associations between
suicide words in the suicide-related context. As a
result, C-GraphSAGE is helpful in accurately iden-
tifying suicidality levels, which shows outstanding
utility in preventing suicide risks.

6.4 Ablation Study

We perform an ablation study to examine the ef-
fectiveness of different aggregation functions over
the proposed C-GraphSAGE, as shown in Table 4.
We compare the proposed CNN-based aggregation
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Post 1

“I know the easiest way to   die.   To   die   of old age. Giving up is not what you really want to 

do. You came here for support because there is a part of you that doesn't want this. Think about 

that part and don't give in to the other side; the   suicidal.  side.”
Post 2

“ From the day I was born, it's been a problem. there's no break. My Schizophrenia.    , my   

mom   and I went from house to house, we ended up in the ghetto ... and now I don't remember 

past of my   life. I got through it, everything was ok, and now I can't do it all again. “

Post 1 Post 2
C-CNN BR (3) BR (3)
SISMO BR (3) ID (2)
BERT BR (3) ID (2)

R-BERT IN (1) IN (1)
C-GraphSAGE SU (0) IN (1)

True Risk SU (0) IN (1)

die

suicidal

schizophrenia

life
mom end

die

SU (0) IN (1) ID (2) BR (3) AT (4)

Figure 4: A qualitative analysis on the two cases shows the C-GraphSAGE can capture the risk levels accurately.

Aggregation Function G-Precision G-Recall G-F1
C-GraphSAGE + Pool 0.81 0.79 0.80

+ LSTM 0.81 0.79 0.80
+ MEAN 0.87 0.78 0.82

+ biLSTM 0.88 0.78 0.83
+ CNN (Ours) 0.85 0.82 0.84

Table 4: An ablation study on different aggregation
functions over C-GraphSAGE.

function with the three popular aggregation func-
tions ∈ {LSTM,Pool,Mean} (Hamilton et al.,
2017) as well as bi − LSTM (Tang et al., 2020).
As shown in Table 4, the model performance sig-
nificantly improves when we use the aggregation
function based on a CNN than other aggregators.
Notably, the CNN aggregator outperforms the biL-
STM (Tang et al., 2020). This is because an RNN
works well in capturing long-term dependencies,
whereas a CNN can effectively identify structural
patterns. In other words, it is crucial to capture
local relations between words than the order of
words in our case. We believe that the proposed ag-
gregator can effectively capture neighboring node
information, thereby enhancing the robustness of
the model for unseen data.

6.5 Qualitative Analysis

To provide detailed insight and interpretability,
we qualitatively analyze two cases where C-
GraphSAGE performs better than other models in
Figure 4. We compare how to predict suicidality by
each model given the input that contains the same
suicide words. Both posts contain high-level sui-
cide words, but the actual suicidality is relatively
low. The proposed model C-GraphSAGE predicts
the corresponding risk accurately, whereas other
models that assess risk only by the presence of sui-
cide words are likely to classify suicidality levels
more highly than actual levels.

7 Concluding Discussion

This paper proposed a suicidality detection model,
C-GraphSAGE, which can capture the context of
suicidality by learning the relations between so-
cial media posts and suicide-related words. Using
a word-level English suicide dictionary validated
by domain experts, the proposed model achieved
higher performance than the state-of-the-art meth-
ods in detecting suicidality levels. We believe the
proposed model has great utility in identifying po-
tential suicidality levels of individuals with social
media data, preventing individuals from potential
suicide risks at an early stage.

Ethical Concerns. This study is reviewed and
approved by the Institutional Review Board
(SKKU2020-10-021). All datasets are anonymized.
Hence no personal information can be identifiable.

Limitation. Assessing suicidality using social
media data is subjective (Keilp et al., 2012), and
the analysis of this paper can be interpreted in di-
verse ways across the researchers. The experiment
data may be sensitive to demographic, annotator,
and media-specific biases (Hovy and Spruit, 2016).
The analytical patterns learned by C-GraphSAGE
may fail to generalize to other social media due to
the relatively small data and/or short time window
appeared in Reddit. Nevertheless, an interpretable
model can help to follow and improve other targets
with different statistical patterns and biases (Jacob-
son et al., 2020).

There is an overlap in data collection periods
between the data used to create the suicide dictio-
nary (2008 – 2015) and the data used in the ex-
periment (2005 – 2016). Since all the datasets are
anonymized, a Jaccard similarity analysis (Jaccard,
1908) is performed in a grid manner to determine
a similarity between all post pairs in two datasets.
The result shows that the Jaccard coefficient is quite
low (max = 0.5 , mean = 0.1, std = 0.05), meaning
that both groups are unrelated.
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Practical Applicability. The proposed suicidal-
ity detection model can be used for screening or
identifying individuals at risk on social media to
prioritize early intervention for clinical support.
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Abstract

There is growing evidence that mobile text mes-
sage exchanges between patients and therapists
can augment traditional cognitive behavioral
therapy. The automatic characterization of pa-
tient thinking patterns in this asynchronous text
communication may guide treatment and assist
in therapist training. In this work, we automat-
ically identify distorted thinking in text-based
patient-therapist exchanges, investigating the
role of conversation history (context) in distor-
tion prediction. We identify six unique types
of cognitive distortions and utilize BERT-based
architectures to represent text messages within
the context of the conversation. We propose
two approaches for leveraging dynamic conver-
sation context in model training. By represent-
ing the text messages within the context of the
broader patient-therapist conversation, the mod-
els better emulate the therapist’s task of recog-
nizing distorted thoughts. This multi-turn clas-
sification approach also leverages the clustering
of distorted thinking in the conversation time-
line. We demonstrate that including conversa-
tion context, including the proposed dynamic
context methods, improves distortion predic-
tion performance. The proposed architectures
and conversation encoding approaches achieve
performance comparable to inter-rater agree-
ment. The presence of any distorted thinking
is identified with relatively high performance
at 0.73 F1, significantly outperforming the best
context-agnostic models (0.68 F1).

1 Introduction

Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is an evidence
based treatment applicable to a wide range of men-
tal health conditions including depression, anxi-
ety, addiction, bipolar disorder, and schizophrenia
spectrum disorders (Yurica and DiTomasso, 2005;
Hofmann et al., 2012). One primary clinical activ-
ity of CBT is the identification and re-framing of
systematic errors in thinking, termed cognitive dis-
tortions, that create a skewed perception of reality

(Beck, 1963). Cognitive distortions are known to
exacerbate psychiatric symptoms without interven-
tion (Dudley et al., 2016); however, there are many
types of cognitive distortions (e.g., overgeneraliza-
tion or catastrophizing), which can make identifi-
cation and appropriate intervention by clinicians
more complicated (Burns, 1980).

CBT has traditionally been administered through
in-person office visits; however, there is increas-
ing need for remote therapy options, to extend
provider reach and increase access (Lin and Espay,
2021). Remote therapy options include internet-
delivered therapy, application-based therapy, tele-
therapy, and text messaging (Lin and Espay, 2021;
D’Arcey et al., 2020). There is growing evidence
that asynchronous text-message-based exchanges
between patients and therapists can augment con-
ventional synchronous therapy and improve patient
outcomes (D’Arcey et al., 2020). The expansion
of text-message-based CBT provides an opportu-
nity to develop clinician supports via novel natural
language processing (NLP) methods that can guide
patient treatment and assist in therapist training.

In this work, we explore the automatic identifi-
cation and categorization of cognitive distortions
in a corpus of text-message conversations between
patients with serious mental illness and their thera-
pists. Prior work identifying cognitive distortions
in text treats each text sample (e.g. sentence or
message) as an independent event without con-
text. However, in this conversational paradigm,
the preceding turns in the conversation may pro-
vide important contextual cues for recognizing dis-
torted thinking. Here, we utilize state-of-the-art
deep learning NLP methods to explore the role of
conversation history in identifying cognitive distor-
tions in patient-therapist text message exchanges.
By identifying distorted thinking in text messages
within the broader context of the dialogue, the
dialogue-based prediction architectures emulate the
real-world process of mental health clinicians who
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account for conversation context when assessing
for distortions. The dialogue-based architectures
also mirror the cognitive distortion annotation pro-
cess associated with the data set used in this work.
We present multiple BERT-based architectures for
identifying distortions in multi-turn conversations
and propose methods for dynamically represent-
ing the conversation context. We demonstrate that
leveraging the dialogue context and incorporating
the proposed dynamic conversation context yields
statistically significant performance improvement,
reaching performance levels comparable to inter-
rater agreement. Distorted thinking is identified in
the text messages at 0.73 F1.

2 Related Work

There is a relatively small body of work explor-
ing the automatic identification and categoriza-
tion of cognitive distortions in user-generated text.
Wiemer-Hastings et al. (2004) explored the iden-
tification of dysfunctional thoughts in 188 text ex-
amples from the cognitive distortion literature. The
authors manually curated linguistic features that
were used in a decision tree. Simms et al. (2017)
annotated 459 Tumblr blogs for the presence of
cognitive distortions. Features were extracted us-
ing the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC)
tool (Tausczik and Pennebaker, 2010)1, and several
classifiers were explored with logistic regression
(LR) achieving the best performance. Shickel et al.
(2020) investigated the identification of cognitive
distortions in online journal entries from college
students and samples from crowdsourced partici-
pants prompted to give examples of defined distor-
tion types. The authors investigated many classi-
fication architectures, including LR, Support Vec-
tor Machines (SVM), recurrent neural networks
(RNN), convolutional neural networks (CNN), and
Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Trans-
formers (BERT) (Devlin et al., 2019). The authors
reported the highest performance using LR with
with term frequency-inverse document frequency
(TF-IDF) features. Shreevastava and Foltz (2021)
explored the classification of 10 distinct cognitive
distortions in 3,000 therapist question-answer sam-
ples. Several classifiers and feature encoding ap-
proaches were explored, and the best performance
was achieved by an SVM operating on the Sen-
tenceBERT encoding, without fine-tuning BERT.

We explored the identification of cognitive dis-
1https://www.liwc.app/

tortions in patient-therapist text message exchanges
and implemented the best performing models from
Shickel et al. (2020) (LR with TF-IDF) and Shree-
vastava and Foltz (2021) (SVM with Sentence-
BERT without fine-tuning) as baselines. We found
that fine-tuning BERT for multi-label classification
achieves state of the art performance in our cog-
nitive distortion prediction task, so we focus the
experimentation in this work on BERT architec-
tures. We are not aware of any cognitive distortion
prediction work that leverages conversation history
as context for identifying distorted thinking.

In this work, we identify cognitive distortions
in text-based conversations, exploring the role of
conversation history. This distortion prediction task
shares similarities with other multi-turn conversa-
tional tasks, including retrieval-based dialogue re-
sponse generation and question answering. Dia-
logue response and question answering are often
approached using hierarchical architectures that
first encode each turn, then aggregate the turn
embeddings to create a conversation embedding,
and lastly generate predictions using the conversa-
tion embedding. Conversation turns are frequently
mapped to a vector embedding using CNN, RNN,
and transformers (e.g. BERT), and conversation
embeddings are derived from the turn embeddings
using approaches like self-attention, RNN, Markov
models, and graphical models (Mensio et al., 2018;
Zayats and Ostendorf, 2018; Vickneswaran et al.,
2020; Aliannejadi et al., 2020; Zeng et al., 2021).
Drawing inspiration from these hierarchical ap-
proaches, we experiment with an approach where
each turn is encoded using BERT and then the
sequence of turn encodings is mapped to a fixed
length vector using a uni-directional RNN. There
is also conversation modeling work that encodes
multiple turns as a single input sequence to BERT,
separating the turns with the [SEP ] token (Huang
et al., 2019), which we also explore here.

Lu et al. (2020) explored a retrieval-based re-
sponse generation task and proposed a data aug-
mentation technique for model training. The au-
thors created additional positive samples by sam-
pling contiguous multi-turn excerpts from conver-
sations and assuming the last turn is a correct re-
sponse. Additional negative samples were created
by sampling contiguous multi-turn excerpts, ran-
domly removing intermediate turns, and assuming
the last turn is an incorrect response. We adapt
this turn masking approach to our cognitive distor-
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tion task to create dynamic conversation context in
training, as described in Section 3.2.

3 Methods

3.1 Data

This work utilized a corpus of text message ex-
changes between patients and therapists that was
created as part of a randomized controlled trial
that augmented routine care for people with seri-
ous mental illness using a text-message-based in-
tervention (Ben-Zeev et al., 2020). The trial was
conducted in the Midwest and Pacific Northwest re-
gions of the United States between December 2017
and October 2109. In the intervention, patients
participating in standard care engaged with trained
clinicians in back-and-forth text-message conversa-
tions for 12-weeks. Patients attended an in-person
baseline visit to establish rapport and initial goals.
Subsequently, clinicians attempted to contact pa-
tients up to three times a day to provide support
strategies, including reminders, psycho-education,
cognitive challenges, self-monitoring prompts, and
relaxation techniques. Interactions could be initi-
ated by either patient or clinician each day, and
messages could be sent consecutively by a single
party in cases where no response was given. The
text-message exchanges represent a new model of
care that is asynchronous and continuous. The trial
demonstrated that augmenting care with mobile
texting is logistically feasible, acceptable to pa-
tients, safe for patients, and clinically promising. A
full description of the trial, including intervention
feasibility, acceptability, engagement, and clinical
outcomes is available (Ben-Zeev et al., 2020). The
randomized controlled trial was approved by the
University of Washington’s Institutional Review
Board (IRB), and study participants provided in-
formed consent. Here, we utilize the text message
data for secondary analysis with patient and thera-
pist identifiers removed. All data were stored on a
secure server, with patient and clinician identifiers
removed prior to annotation and analysis.

The corpus created by the text-message inter-
vention includes messages from 39 patients and
9 therapists with 7,436 patient and 6,959 thera-
pist text messages. The patients who contributed
data to the current analysis all had diagnoses of
either schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, ma-
jor depressive disorder, or bipolar disorder. The
patient demographics were 56% male (N=22), 49%
White (N= 17), 29% Black (N=10), 17% multira-

cial (N=6), and 8% Hispanic/Latinx (N=3). The
patients had a mean age of 45.4 (SD=11.1), 12.8
years of education (SD=2.4), and 2.8 lifetime psy-
chiatric hospitalizations (SD=3.4). Patients had
variable levels of engagement in the text-message
intervention with the average number of client mes-
sages per day ranging from 0.3 messages/day to
12.5 messages/day. The average length for the pa-
tient and therapist text messages is 15.9 and 22.0
tokens, respectively.

The text message conversations were annotated
by a doctoral-level licensed mental health coun-
selor and a masters-level psychologist experienced
in working with people with serious mental illness.
The corpus is annotated for six cognitive distortion
types:

• Catastrophizing (C) - Exaggerating or dis-
counting the importance of an event.

• Jumping to conclusions (J) - Interpreting a
situation without facts or evidence, including
mind reading and fortune telling.

• Mental filtering (M) - Focusing on one detail
of a situation exclusively while ignoring other
relevant information.

• Should statements (S) - Motivating one-
self with absolute expectations, for example
should, must, or ought.

• Overgeneralization (O) - Extending a single
occurrence or isolated incident as evidence of
an ongoing or never-ending pattern.

• Unspecified (U) - Message included a type of
distortion not included in the five categories
above or was too incoherent to code specifi-
cally.

Table 1 presents example text messages for each
distortion type. Annotators reviewed text-messages
in the context of a full patient-clinician transcript
before applying cognitive distortion annotations at
the individual message level. The therapist mes-
sages were used to interpret the patient messages;
however, no cognitive distortion labels were as-
signed to therapist messages.

A patient text message may be annotated for
multiple cognitive distortions. An any distortion
(A) label was assigned to each patient text mes-
sage, indicating whether there is at least one dis-
tortion type (logical “or” of distortion types at the
message-level). Table 2 presents the distribution of
the distortion types. Almost a third of the patient
messages include distorted thinking; however, most
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Distortion Example

Catastrophizing (C) “I just feel so emotional right now right now everything going wrong.”
Jumping to conclusions (J) “My family thinks I have no talents.”
Mental filter (M) “I can’t say I have anything to be grateful for”
Should statements (S) “The team is stopping by so I feel like I have to have my shit together.”
Overgeneralizing (O) “Its always hard to depend on people.”
Unspecified (U) “I felt like bugs were crawling on me and thought I saw some but didn’t”

Table 1: Example text messages for each cognitive distortion type.

of the individual distortion types are relatively in-
frequent, resulting in an imbalanced label distribu-
tion. Approximately 20% of the annotated corpus
was doubly annotated to assess inter-rater agree-
ment. The Kappa values for the distortion types
are: A=0.53, C=0.44, J=0.53, M=0.33, S=0.39,
O=0.46, and U=0.01. To facilitate comparison with
prediction performance, the inter-rater agreement
was assessed as an F1 score, where one of two
annotators was assumed to be the ground truth.
Table 4 presents the inter-rater agreements as F1
scores. Notably, the agreement for the unspecified
(U) category is considerably lower than for other
categories.

Distortion Count Frequency

A 2,145 29%
C 1,113 15%
J 610 8%
M 656 9%
O 268 4%
S 198 3%
U 420 6%

Table 2: Label distribution.

3.2 Distortion Classification

3.2.1 Classification Task
We interpret this cognitive distortion prediction
task as a multi-label binary text classification
task, where the distortion label set is V =
{A,C, J,M,O, S, U}. For a given distortion type
v in V , a value of 1 indicates the presence of the
cognitive distortion type in the target message, mi.
We explore the role of conversation history (con-
text) in assessing the presence of distorted thinking
by including preceding messages (mi−n, . . .mi−2,
mi−1) in modeling, where n indicates the number
of context messages or preceding turns used.

3.2.2 Classifier Architectures
We identify cognitive distortions in patient mes-
sages using two BERT architectures, which are
presented in Figure 1. The first architecture, BERT-
only, consists of BERT with a linear output layer
operating on the pooled output vector. BERT-only
encodes each target message, mi, and the context
messages, mi−n, . . .mi−1, as a single input se-
quence, where the messages (turns) are delineated
by the [SEP ] token. The input messages are or-
dered chronologically, so the last message is the tar-
get message (mi−n, . . . , mi−1, mi). The linear out-
put layer projects the pooled output vector for the
multi-turn conversation to the number of distortion
types (7). In the second architecture, BERT+LSTM,
each message is separately encoded by BERT, and
the pooled output vectors for the messages are se-
quentially encoded using a uni-directional Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) RNN. A linear out-
put layer operating on the last hidden state of the
LSTM generates the distortion type predictions.
For both architectures, a sigmoid activation func-
tion converts the label scores to probabilities.

We experimented with including speaker role
information to differentiate patients and therapists,
for example, “[CLS] [therapist] After seeing her
how is you anxiety? [SEP] [patient] It’s ok ...”
We also experimented with including patient and
therapist identifiers, for example, “[CLS] [fe2k]
After seeing her how is you anxiety? [SEP] [l2kd]
It’s ok ...,” where “fe2k” and “l2kd” are unique
anonymized identifiers for patients and therapists.
These approaches did not yield a meaningful per-
formance improvement and are omitted.

3.2.3 Message Context
We explore the introduction of additional random-
ness in the context messages (mi−n, . . . , mi−1) to
create dynamic context during model training. We
investigate four context representation approaches:
none, fixed, random length, and random mask. The
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Figure 1: Conversation models. In the text-message examples, boldface text indicates the target message, and
non-boldface text indicates the context messages.

none context approach does not incorporate any
preceding messages as context (n = 0), and only
the target message is used in training and infer-
ence. For the fixed context, n context messages
preceding the target message are used in both train-
ing and inference. For the random length context,
the number of context messages used in training
is randomly selected from a uniform distribution
(uniform(0, n), inclusive) for each training sam-
ple. The random length approach provides contexts
of varied lengths during training, and all context
messages are sequential with the target message.
For the random mask context, context messages
are randomly masked (removed) for each training
sample with probability, pmask. Similar to random
length, random mask provides target messages with
varied context lengths; however, with random mask
the context and target messages will not necessar-
ily be contiguous, as some context messages are
randomly removed. For the random length and ran-
dom mask context approaches, n context messages
are used in inference, similar to the fixed approach
to utilize all available information. The context
length, n, was treated as a tuneable hyperparame-
ter, and context lengths from 0 to 4 were explored.
Early experimentation demonstrated that predic-
tion performance improves as the context length
increases until n = 3, at which point the perfor-
mance plateaus. All the presented results either
include no context (n = 0 for none) or context of
n = 3 for fixed, random length, and random mask.

3.2.4 Experimental Paradigm
Model performance was evaluated using a nested
cross-validation procedure, to reduce error estima-
tion bias (Varma and Simon, 2006). The annotated
data set (D) was split into five folds (1, 2, ...5).

To ensure each fold contains sequential messages,
each patient-therapist conversation for the entirety
of the study was arranged chronologically and
split into five folds of approximately equal length
(≈ 20% of each patient-therapist conversation in
each fold). There was no overlap between the folds,
such that a given message was only included as a
target or context in a single fold. These folds were
used to create train (Dtrain), validation (Dval), and
test (Dtest) splits. Hyperparameters were tuned
by training on Dtrain and evaluating on Dval. Fi-
nal model performance was assessed by training
on Dtrain ∪ Dval and evaluating on Dtest. As
a form of repeated holdout testing, we iterated
over folds assigned to Dtrain, Dval, and Dtest, re-
tuning the hyperparameters for each iteration. For
example, fold assignments for iteration #1 were
Dtrain = {1, 2, 3}, Dval = 4, Dtest = 5, iteration
#2 were Dtrain = {2, 3, 4}, Dval = 5, Dtest = 1,
and so forth. Several of the distortions are very
infrequent, and this nested cross validation proce-
dure is intended to better characterize performance
across the distortion types. Performance was av-
eraged across the fold iterations and was assessed
using F1-score. Hyperparameters were optimized
to maximize average F1 across the fold iterations
for the any distortion label. To assess final perfor-
mance with significance testing, each fold iteration
was repeated 10 times, to generate a distribution
of 10 averaged F1 scores for each distortion type.
Significance was evaluated using a two-sided T-test
with unequal variance and a significance threshold
of p < 0.05.

All presented results utilized the pretrained
BERT model, MentalBERT (Ji et al., 2021), which
was further pretrained on a Reddit corpus derived
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Model Context Epochs by fold

BERT-only none [4, 4, 4, 6, 4]

BERT-only
all [6, 4, 4, 4, 4]
random length [4, 4, 4, 4, 6]
random mask [6, 10, 4, 4, 8]

BERT+LSTM
all [4, 8, 4, 4, 4]
random length [4, 4, 4, 6, 4]
random mask [4, 4, 6, 6, 4]

Table 3: Tuned hyperparameters by fold ([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])

from mental health-related subreddits. Other pre-
trained models may offer performance gains over
MentalBERT (Naseem et al., 2022); however, we
leave this experimentation to future work. The
following configuration and parameters were com-
mon to all experimentation: optimizer = AdamW,
maximum gradient norm = 1.0, learning rate =
5e-5, batch size = 20, BERT dropout = 0.2, and
maximum message length = 120 word pieces. For
BERT-only, the maximum conversation length was
512 word pieces. For BERT+LSTM, the LSTM
hidden size = 768. We experimented with context
message counts, n, ranging from 0 to 4. We found
that performance plateaus around n = 3. In the
random mask experimentation, pmask = 0.2. The
number of training epochs was tuned for each fold
and model configuration, and Table 3 presents the
selected epochs for each configuration. To account
for the class imbalance associated with label infre-
quency, a balanced loss function was used in all
experimentation, where the loss weights for each
label are inversely proportional to positive class
frequency.

3.2.5 Distortion clustering
To explore the clustering of distortions in time and
the role of conversation context, we calculated the
pointwise mutual information (PMI) and condi-
tional probability of distortions in the target and
context messages. PMI assesses the association
between events. To understand the relationship
between distortions in the target message and pre-
ceding context messages, PMI is defined here as,

PMI(x = v, y = A) = log
p(x = v, y = A)

p(x = v)p(y = A)
,

where x is the occurrence of distortion type v ∈ V
in the target message, and y is the occurrence of
any distortion (A) in the preceding context mes-

sages. We also assessed the association between
distortions in target and context messages using the
conditional probability, P (y = A|x = v), where x
and y are defined similarly to the PMI calculation.

4 Results

4.1 Prediction Performance

Table 4 presents the average cognitive distortion
classification performance, as F1, averaged across
10 runs for each of the five fold iterations (each
F1 score in the table is the average of 50 values).
Each fold iteration involves training on the training
and validation folds and evaluating on the withheld
test fold. The BERT-only model with none context
is the baseline model for evaluating the role of
conversation history on prediction performance.

The inclusion of conversation context in the
BERT-only and BERT+LSTM architectures yields
an improvement over BERT-only without conversa-
tion context for a majority of the distortion labels.
The BERT-only model with random length context
achieved the best performance, with significance,
for any distortion (A) and catastrophizing (C).
The BERT-only model with random mask context
achieved the best performance, with significance,
for jumping to conclusions (J). The BERT+LSTM
model with fixed context achieved the best perfor-
mance, with significance, for unspecified (U). For
the remaining distortion types (mental filter (M),
overgeneralizing (O), and should statements (S))
there is not a statistically significant difference be-
tween the top performing model configurations.
The dynamic context approaches, random length
and random mask, yield a modest but statistically
significant improvement over the fixed context for
the more frequent and higher performing distor-
tions (any distortion, catastrophizing, and jumping
to conclusions).

4.2 Error Analysis

The results in Table 4 demonstrate the inclusion
of preceding messages as context improves cogni-
tive distortion prediction performance for the most
frequently occurring distortions. We assessed the
relationship between distortions in the target mes-
sage and distortions in the context messages using
the PMI, PMI(x = v, y = A), and conditional
probability, P (y = A|x = v), defined in Section
3.2.5. Table 5 presents the PMI and conditional
probabilities for the two data partitions, All and
Improved. The All partition include all 7,436 pa-
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Model Context F1

A (mean±STD) C J M O S U

BERT-only none 0.68 ± 0.005 0.43 0.46 0.37 0.29 0.20 0.32

BERT-only
fixed 0.72 ± 0.003 0.47 0.47 0.38 0.29 0.19 0.31
random length 0.73 ± 0.003† 0.48† 0.46 0.37 0.29 0.20 0.33
random mask 0.72 ± 0.003 0.46 0.48† 0.38 0.30 0.20 0.34

BERT+LSTM
fixed 0.72 ± 0.004 0.46 0.46 0.37 0.28 0.16 0.38†
random length 0.72 ± 0.003 0.45 0.44 0.36 0.27 0.15 0.34
random mask 0.72 ± 0.004 0.46 0.45 0.36 0.28 0.14 0.35

Inter-rater agreement 0.65 0.52 0.56 0.39 0.41 0.48 0.02

Table 4: Cognitive distortion prediction performance, averaged across 10 runs for each fold (1-5). The highest
performance for each distortion is bolded, and † indicates the best performance with significance (p < 0.05).
Performance for any distortion (A) is presented as mean ± standard deviation. Performance for the remaining
distortion types is only presented as the mean, due to space constraints.

Inter-rater agreement is also presented for the doubly annotated subset of the corpus.

Distortion (v) PMI(x = v, y = A) P (y = A|x = v)

All Improved ∆ All Improved ∆

A 0.90 3.25 2.35 0.77 0.87 0.10
C 0.98 3.28 2.30 0.83 0.90 0.07
J 0.89 3.22 2.33 0.76 0.84 0.08
M 0.71 3.14 2.43 0.64 0.78 0.14
O 0.79 3.13 2.34 0.69 0.77 0.09
S 0.86 3.16 2.30 0.74 0.79 0.06
U 1.05 3.32 2.27 0.90 0.93 0.04

Table 5: PMI, PMI(x = v, y = A) and conditional probability, P (y = A|x = v), where x is the occurrence of
distortion type v in the target message, and y is the occurrence of any distortion in the context messages.

tient messages in the annotated corpus. The PMI
and conditional probability for All messages indi-
cates that distortions cluster in time, specifically
that distortions are more likely to occur in the con-
text messages, if there are distortions in the target
message (the reverse is also true).

We hypothesized that some of the improved dis-
tortion prediction performance associated with the
inclusion of context is related with the model im-
plicitly identifying distortions in the context mes-
sages. For BERT-only with none context and BERT-
only with random length context, we identified the
models that achieved median any distortion F1 per-
formance amongst the 10 runs. We then identified
all the samples for which the model without context
(BERT-only with none) was incorrect in assigning
the any distortion label and the model with con-
text (BERT-only with random length) was correct

is assigning the any distortion label. The Improved
subset in Table 5 includes only the target messages
where the model without context was incorrect and
the model with context was correct in assigning the
any distortion label. The Improved subset includes
535 target messages. In Table 5, the ∆ columns
indicates the change from All to Improved. The
PMI and conditional probability are higher for the
Improved partition across all distortion types, sug-
gesting that at least a portion of the performance
improvement associated with the inclusion of con-
text is associated with the presence of distorted
thinking in the context. The distortion types with
the highest conditional probability in the Improved
subset in Table 5 (A, C, J, and U) are also the dis-
tortion types for which the inclusion of context
yielded a statistically significant improvement in
prediction performance in Table 4.
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# Index Speaker Message

1

mi-3 patient my dad just recently has been trying to get to know me
mi-2 patient I’m gonna call [NAME] but the voices r saying no
mi-1 therapist Have the voices ever turned out wrong on what they said or ... told you to do?
mi patient Some times they are

2

mi-3 therapist I’d like to talk about what makes you nervous about leaving your house alone
mi-2 patient I guess it started when I never left the house for all those years
mi-1 therapist right. and what prevented you from leaving your house back then?
mi patient I’ve never lived here before

Table 6: Examples where the inclusion of context improves the performance for any distortion. In the text-message
examples, boldface text indicates the target message, and non-boldface text indicates the context messages.

The Improved subset in Table 5 includes mes-
sages that were labeled incorrectly without the in-
clusion of context messages but labeled correctly
when preceding messages were included as con-
text. We manually reviewed the messages in this
Improved subset to identify themes in the target and
context messages. Table 6 presents example con-
versations that highlight two of the common themes
identified during the manual review of the Improved
subset. The examples in Table 6 were false nega-
tives for the model without context and true posi-
tives for the model with context. In example #1,
the target message (mi) is ambiguous and has no
discernible meaning without context. With the in-
clusion of the context messages (mi−3, ...mi−1),
we can infer that “they” refers to auditory halluci-
nations (voices) and “are” affirms that the voices
are sometimes incorrect. There are many messages
in the Improved subset, where the context mes-
sages confer meaning to otherwise ambiguous tar-
get messages. In example #2, the target message
has interpretable meaning without the preceding
messages as context and does not necessarily con-
vey distorted thinking. However, the preceding
context messages include distorted thinking by the
patient and a description of anxiety by the therapist.
This context informs the interpretation of the target
message and indicates the target message is a con-
tinuation of this distorted thinking. There are many
examples where an individual message does not
necessarily convey distorted thinking when viewed
in isolation, but the broader context of the conver-
sation indicates distorted thinking.

5 Discussion

We explored the automatic identification of cogni-
tive distortions in text-based exchanges between

patients and therapists, focusing on the role of con-
versation context. We utilized multiple transformer-
based classification architectures and proposed two
methods for dynamically utilizing conversation
context in training, random length and random
mask. Our results demonstrate that the inclusion
of context improves cognitive distortion prediction
performance for several distortion types, with the
best performing architecture encoding the target
message and context messages as a single input se-
quence to BERT (BERT-only). Results also demon-
strate that using random length for the context dur-
ing training improves performance over using a
fixed length context, for several distortion types.
The performance of the context-aware models ap-
proaches the inter-rater agreement for a majority
of the distortion types. BERT-only with random
length context identifies any distortion with rela-
tively high performance at 0.73 F1; however, lower
performance (F1 < 0.5) is achieved in resolving
specific distortion types (e.g. catastrophizing or
jumping to conclusions). The error analysis sug-
gests that at least a portion of the performance
gains associated with the inclusion of context mes-
sages is attributable to the tendency for messages
expressing cognitive distortions to cluster in time.

This work presents context-aware classification
approaches that improve performance in identify-
ing cognitive distortions in text messages. The
improved performance associated with the inclu-
sion of context will benefit downstream clinical
applications, including clinical decision-support
systems, therapist training, and clinical research.
In the community health setting, the adoption of
new treatment modalities and technology for seri-
ous mental illness is hindered by the availability
of training and expertise among community-based
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clinicians (Perry et al., 2020). The adoption of
new interventions is resource intensive, and train-
ing and supervision for novel interventions may
improve the adoption of new interventions, like
texting (Moyers et al., 2005). Our work exploring
the automatic identification of cognitive distortions
could mediate the development of clinician train-
ing and support tools that improve the uniformity
and quality of care and reduce required human re-
sources, by flagging patient content that requires in-
tervention. In terms of clinical research, this work
may support the implementation of interventions
that target cognitive distortions, assess the extent to
which such interventions are effective in reducing
distortion frequency, and improve understanding of
the relationships between distorted thinking, symp-
tom severity and mental status.

This study is limited by the number of partici-
pating patients and therapists. Text-based therapy
conversations are likely heterogeneous and vary by
patient-therapist dyad, patient clinical condition,
and other factors. Due to the size of the annotated
corpus, the data set was split such that each pa-
tient appears both in the train and test partitions,
although there is no overlap between the messages
in the train and test partitions. Additional work
with an expanded data set is needed to assess the
generalizability of the classifiers to a diverse pa-
tient population, including patients not represented
in the training data.

Similar to prior cognitive distortion work
(Shickel et al., 2020), classification performance
is limited by the challenge of manually annotating
distortions, including the soft boundaries between
distortion types. We are currently adding additional
cognitive distortion type labels to the text-message
corpus to include more fine-grained distortion cat-
egories that can be condensed into functionally
related higher-level categories. The inclusion of
additional cognitive distortion types and aggrega-
tion of individual distortion types into higher-level
thought patterns may improve annotation consis-
tency. As part of this annotation effort, we are
expanding the annotation guidelines and providing
additional annotator training to improve annotation
detail and quality.

This work investigates the use of preceding con-
versational turns as context for prediction. There
are many other forms of context, and mechanisms
for representing it, that may be considered in future
work. With a sufficiently large corpus of text con-

versations, it may be feasible to learn patient repre-
sentations that capture important linguistic patterns,
thinking styles, and other information relevant to
characterizing thought patterns and mental state.
The patient representations could take the form of
learned patient embeddings, for example special
patient-specific BERT tokens. Additional contex-
tual information could include message metadata
(e.g. time of day or time between responses) or
patient demographics/attributes (e.g. age, gender,
tech literacy, or diagnoses). Models incorporating
such information may add to our understanding of
the contexts in which distortions occur and further
improve automated methods to detect them.

6 Conclusions

The improvements in performance shown in this
work demonstrate that modeling conversational
context is important for identifying cognitive dis-
tortions in text-based exchanges between patients
and therapists. By identifying cognitive distortions
in patient messages within the larger context of
the conversation, the modeling better emulates the
process mental health clinicians use to assess for
distortions. Distorted thinking in the patient mes-
sages tends to cluster in time, such that distortions
are more likely to occur in context messages, if
there are distortions in the target message (and
vice-versa). Some of the improved performance
associated with the inclusion of context is likely
attributable to the model implicitly identifying dis-
tortions in the context messages. Additionally, the
inclusion of context also captures important cues
in therapist messages for the presence of distorted
thinking in patient messages. Conversational con-
text is likely to improve performance in identifying
cognitive distortions, with implications for the de-
velopment of decision support tools, and quantifi-
cation of distortions in observational data.
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Abstract

Conversational Agents (CAs) powered with
deep language models (DLMs) have shown
tremendous promise in the domain of mental
health. Prominently, the CAs have been used to
provide informational or therapeutic services
(e.g., cognitive behavioral therapy) to patients.
However, the utility of CAs to assist in men-
tal health triaging has not been explored in the
existing work as it requires a controlled gener-
ation of follow-up questions (FQs), which are
often initiated and guided by the mental health
professionals (MHPs) in clinical settings. In the
context of ‘depression’, our experiments show
that DLMs coupled with process knowledge in
a mental health questionnaire generate 12.54%
and 9.37% better FQs based on similarity and
longest common subsequence matches to ques-
tions in the PHQ-9 dataset respectively, when
compared with DLMs without process knowl-
edge support. Despite coupling with process
knowledge, we find that DLMs are still prone
to hallucination, i.e., generating redundant, ir-
relevant, and unsafe FQs. We demonstrate the
challenge of using existing datasets to train a
DLM for generating FQs that adhere to clinical
process knowledge. To address this limitation,
we prepared an extended PHQ-9 based dataset,
PRIMATE, in collaboration with MHPs. PRI-
MATE contains annotations regarding whether
a particular question in the PHQ-9 dataset has
already been answered in the user’s initial de-
scription of the mental health condition. We
used PRIMATE to train a DLM in a supervised
setting to identify which of the PHQ-9 ques-
tions can be answered directly from the user’s
post and which ones would require more infor-
mation from the user. Using performance anal-
ysis based on MCC scores, we show that PRI-
MATE is appropriate for identifying questions
in PHQ-9 that could guide generative DLMs to-
wards controlled FQ generation (with minimal
hallucination) suitable for aiding triaging. The
∗Authors contributed equally

dataset created as a part of this research can be
obtained from here.

1 Introduction

Conversational agents (CAs) powered by DLMs
are software designed to interact with human users
for specific tasks. For mental health purposes, par-
ticularly depression, CAs have been studied ex-
tensively in prior work for helping patients follow
generic mental health guidelines, typically by pro-
viding reminders to assist patients in adhering to
the medication and therapy strategy outlined by a
mental health professional (MHP)12. However, pre-
vious work on depression have not examined the
use of CAs for triaging. For the purpose of triaging,
CAs should learn to generate controlled and clin-
ical process knowledge-guided discourse that can
assist MHPs in diagnosis. Our research suggests
a clinically grounded and explainable methodol-
ogy to develop conversational information-seeking
tools, first to learn “what symptoms the user is suf-
fering” and “what extra information is needed for
triaging.”

CAs are susceptible to irrelevant and some-
times harmful questions when generating FQs or
responses to a patient suffering from depression
(Miner et al., 2016). The primary reason for ir-
relevant and harmful questions is that CAs cannot
incorporate contextual information in generating
appropriate follow-up questions (FQs) (see Figure
1). Further, the sensitivity of the conversation and
a controlled generation process are essential char-
acteristics of patient-clinician interactions, which
are difficult to embed in DLM-based CAs. There-
fore, question generation (QG) in mental health
is challenging, and research to develop CAs for
automating triage has not been explored.

1https://tinyurl.com/yfp3bhr2
2https://woebothealth.com/
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Figure 1: Reddit is a rich source for bringing crowd perspective in training DLMs over conversational data. On
the left is a sample post from r/depression help which sees inquisitive interaction from other Reddit users. At
the top-right are the FQs asked by the Reddit users in the comments. These FQs are aimed at understanding the
severity of the mental health situation of the user and are hence, diagnostically relevant. At the bottom-right are the
questions generated by DLMs. It can be seen that these are not suitable FQs.

Procedures for generating semantically related
and logically ordered questions in the mental health
domain are a form of process knowledge mani-
fested in various clinical instruments for mental
health triage. For example, the severity of de-
pression is measured using Patient Health Ques-
tionnaire (PHQ-9). Enforcing DLMs to follow
process knowledge, like in PHQ-9, would make
CAs generate FQs similar to an MHP when they
are seeking information from the patient (Karasz
et al., 2012). Unfortunately, datasets that meet
this criterion are currently unavailable. Though
clinical diagnostic interviews exist, they are not
rich, sufficiently dense, and varied to train DLMs
(Manas et al., 2021; Gratch et al., 2014). Further,
we require dataset(s) that includes support seeking
queries and natural questions that show help pro-
viding behavior. For this purpose, anonymized user-
generated conversational data in Mental Health sup-
port communities on Reddit provides a rich source
of fine-grained, contextual, and diverse informa-
tion suitable for fine-tuning DLMs. Specific to
depression, we explored posts and comments in
r/depression help.

In the current research, we emphasize the limi-
tations of T5, a state-of-the-art DLM3 to generate
process knowledge-like FQs using the data from

3Current DLMs are either variants of T5 or built from T5

r/depression help (Raffel et al., 2019). We filtered
the dataset by retaining only posts with at least one
comment that seeks additional information from
the user seeking support. Further filtering of com-
ments was performed using PHQ-9 to assist T5 in
generating relevant FQs (see Figure 2). We found
that the outcome is substantial for the single turn
question answering model; however, not suitable
for mental health triage, which is a discourse. We
conducted a series of experiments keeping our fo-
cus on ’depression’ and leveraged its associated
process knowledge for mental health triage: the
PHQ-9 (Kroenke et al., 2001). To the best of our
knowledge, FQ generation relating to depression
has never been studied using PHQ-9 for discourse
modeling and generation.

We make the following key contributions: (a)
Extending PHQ-9: PHQ-9 questions are limited
in scope for common NLP tasks like finetuning.
In collaboration with MHPs, we prepared a list of
134 sub-questions for nine PHQ-9 questions for
better fine-tuning of T5. (b) We analyzed the per-
formance of three variants of T5 using BLEURT
(Sellam et al., 2020) and ROUGE-L scores that
measure semantic relatedness and exact match sim-
ilarity of generated question to sub-questions of
PHQ-9. (c) PRIMATE Dataset: Lessons learned
during our experiments suggested that T5 must be
trained in a supervised setting to capture ‘what
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the user has already mentioned about his/her de-
pression condition in the post-text’ and then gen-
erate FQs. Along with MHPs, we constructed a
novel PRIMATE (PRocess knowledge Integrated
Mental heAlth daTasEt) dataset that would train
DLMs to capture PHQ-9-answerable information
from user text. In this research, we restrict our ex-
periments and discussion on whether PRIMATE
can help capture context from the user post relevant
to some PHQ-9 questions and pointing out which
other PHQ-9 questions would form candidates to
direct FQ generation. Our approach and insights
have applications to Anxiety (GAD-7), Suicide (C-
SSRS), and other mental health disorders as well.

2 Related Work

Recently, DLMs have attracted much attention
for question answering, thanks to their successes
in NLP applications (Thoppilan et al., 2022;
Borgeaud et al., 2021). Research on question gen-
eration has focused on improving the legibility and
relevance of questions. This is because DLMs con-
tinue to hallucinate while generating questions in
general-purpose domains, which can lead to fac-
tually incorrect responses. This can have severe
consequences in the mental health domain (Thop-
pilan et al., 2022). Recently, inappropriate and
toxic behaviors of language models have been ex-
tensively studied and reported in the literature (Di-
nan et al., 2021; Weidinger et al., 2021). Solu-
tions around fine-tuning, augmenting a neural re-
triever to support generation, and rules on genera-
tion quality have been defined as possible remedies
(Manas et al., 2021). These have been effective
for the general-purpose domain; however, the re-
search surrounding DLMs is yet to unfold in mental
health. ELIZA (Weizenbaum, 1983) could trans-
form users’ statements into questions but employs
labor-intensive templates to generate safe and rel-
evant questions. Models like RAG and REALM
were developed to include external knowledge to
support question generation (Lewis et al., 2020;
Guu et al., 2020). However, these models are still
susceptible to incoherent and irrelevant FQ genera-
tion . Further, their end-to-end learning approach is
rigid to support process-guided question generation
and discourse, often followed in a clinical setting
for triage (Gaur et al., 2021).

In theory, DLMs should be capable enough
of extracting pieces of information from user de-
scription that portrays the understanding of the

user and leverage it for generating the next FQ.
For such a task, supervised training of DLMs
with process knowledge and coupling it with in-
formation retrieval over domain-specific mental
health knowledge is a viable solution. This is be-
cause mental health knowledge sources (e.g., SCID
(Structured Clinical Interviews for DSM-5) have
structured/semi-structured information on how in-
terviews are performed (Brodey et al., 2018). Our
research substantiates that DLMs (e.g., T5) gen-
erate low quality follow-up questions in the con-
text of depression for triage, and granting exter-
nal knowledge through PHQ-9 reduces the rate at
which models generate meaningless FQs (Thop-
pilan et al., 2022; Komeili et al., 2021). In the
current research, we define an approach for super-
vised training of DLMs on a specific dataset that
would yield probability distribution over PHQ-9
(with support from Extended PHQ-9). These prob-
abilities will confirm whether the DLM can identify
cues from user text that can inform a set of PHQ-9
questions. Remaining PHQ-9 questions are poten-
tial FQs.

Datasets: Prior datasets such as Counsel Chat
(CounselChat), Counseling Conversations (Huang,
2015), Role Play (Demasi et al., 2019), Crisis Text
Line (Althoff et al., 2016) and Reddit C-SSRS
(Gaur et al., 2019) have been created to train CA
for mental health counseling. Trained CAs can en-
gage in a single turn question answering; however,
conducting a conversation requires capturing user
context and leveraging clinical instruments to guide
the generation of FQs.

3 Question Generation (QG)

Dataset for QG: Our approach to data collec-
tion involves scraping posts and comments from
r/depression help, a subreddit on Reddit, which is
meant to provide advice and support to help indi-
viduals suffering from depression. The posts on
this subreddit contain flair tags such as SEEKING
HELP, SEEKING ADVICE, and REQUESTING
SUPPORT. We filter down the data curated from
this subreddit based on the flair tag attribute to re-
tain only advice, help or support seeking posts and
their comments. After filtering, our dataset had
approximately 21,000 posts. Each post contains a
title, description, and comments. On average, each
post has 5 comments. Next, we chunked the main
text of each post into smaller groups of sentences
(chunks) of less than 512 tokens while making sure
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Figure 2: An illustration of our pipeline for developing Model 2 and Model 3 using T5 as the deep language
models. Starting with posts (including comments) from r/depression help, we filter out comments that are neither
interrogative nor information seeking in nature to yield a posts-questions dataset for fine-tuning T5. This dataset
was further filtered using extended PHQ-9 before using it to fine-tune T5 (Model 3).

Model 1 QGs Model 2 QGs Model 3 QGs

• How long ago did the worsening
chronic fatigue continue to cripple my
life? [*User already mentions in the title
of the post he has been facing the fatigue
for years]

• What was the estimated dose of sui-
cide? [*Unsafe incoherent question]

• How could body parts feel far less hot
in other parts of my life? [*Incoherent
question]

• What has caused the gradual cognitive
decline? [*It’s the physician who needs
to answer this question after the conver-
sation]

• What effect is that I’m less optimistic,
and it’s embarrassing ? [*Incoherent at-
tempt to generate a question from the
sentence in the post which mentions “I
am still pretty optimistic , but I ’m just
too out of it , it ’s embarrassing”]

• What was the reason that increasing
depression has a negative effect on me?
[*Irrelevant and incoherent]

• A sleep study consists of what? [*Ir-
relevant to the diagnostic procedure]

• What did Caffeine feel in my body?
[*Wrong pronoun used and irrelevant to
the diagnosis]

• Have you ever tried many depressants
or mental health things? [*Redundant
question as user has already mentioned
in the post text that he has tried antide-
pressants]

• Are you seeing a therapist? [*Redun-
dant question as user had already men-
tioned in the post text that he has seen a
therapist in the past]

• Do you even ever try to focus on neg-
ative things and/or pain, relief, and pa-
tience? [*Incoherent question]

• And what if you forgot to fucking real-
ize that, then it will be fucking so much
that you’ll be fucking fucking can we
ask what they want. [*Unsafe objection-
able question]

• Do you mean heavy bipolar disorder?
[*Irrelevant to the context of the post]

• Are you aware about the qualities of
antidepressants? [*Inquisitive in nature
but irrelevant from a diagnostic perspec-
tive]

• What does antidepressant work at?
[*Irrelevant from a diagnostic perspec-
tive]

• Do you have a close friend you can go
to who you can talk with, that way you
can get out of the house? [*FQ]

Are you on any antidepressants? [*User
mentions in the post he has tried them
before but no mention has been made if
he is still on them]

• Do you have any positive thoughts?
[*FQ]

• Are you in any danger of hurting your-
self? [*Slightly unsafe]

• Is it that you aren’t happy with your
feelings? [*Irrelevant question]

• Have you tried some exercise? [*Re-
dundant question as user already men-
tions he has tried it]

• Do you wake up frequently? [*FQ]
• How is your sleep quality? [*FQ]
• When you wake up, what do you do?
[*FQ]

• Is there anything that helps you calm
the symptoms for now? [*FQ]

• What are your hobbies? [*Generic
FQ]

• What are your interests? [*Generic
FQ]

Table 1: Examples of questions generated by T5 when tasked to generate FQs when the user query for the post in
Figure 1 was provided as input. Model 1, which is a pre-trained T5 (Raffel et al., 2019), often generates questions
which are irrelevant, unsafe, incoherent, and redundant. Model 2, which is T5 fine-tuned on r/depression help
seems to be relatively coherent and inquisitive compared to Model 1. However, both models generate questions
about the topic that user has discussed in their query. As a result, we see that pre-trained and fine-tuned DLMs
fail to generate FQs. By enforcing FQ generation using using a dataset curated using extended PHQ-9, generated
questions have been mostly inquisitive. This is shown by Model 3. Still, a lot of generations are around the problem
the user mentioned.

no sentence is segmented in between. The moti-
vation for chunking is to ensure no context is lost
from the post due to the limitation of T5 to process
512 tokens as input (DLMs in general suffer from
such representation limits). We also appended the
post title to each chunk to ensure that main idea of

each post was captured in it’s chunks. This curated
dataset tests T5’s capability to generate FQs simi-
lar to any of the questions in the extended PHQ-9
questionnaire.

Extending PHQ-9 to support FQ generation:
PHQ-9 questions are subject to different interpreta-
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Post text Model 1 QGs Model 2 QGs Model 3 QGs

I feel depressed . I have felt de-
pressed for a while. I have done
a lot of things to try and help my-
self through therapy ,[...] , stay-
ing busy , going to university .
all I have found is that each time
I complete any of these things
that I still feel like I am empty
. When I do not do those things
for more than 10 mins by my-
self that my thoughts just get
dark and I be little everything
I have ever done . [....] Also
I get depressed because I have
dreams where I ’m constantly
bombarded by women who are
not my wife who want to have
relationships with me and it ’s
a nightly battle to not give in to
it when I ’m dreaming . I know
it sounds silly but I fear that if I
give into the dreams that I might
do it in real life . I do n’t want to
tell my wife because she does n’t
understand other weird dreams
that I have had in the past .

• What if I do not do it
for more than 10 mins
by myself? [*Closed
book question already
answered in the post
and irrelevant to the di-
agnostic procedure]

• What might happen to
any women that want to
have relationships with
me? [*Irrelevant to the
diagnostic process]

• What do the women
at work do? [*Irrele-
vant to the diagnostic
process)]

• What kind of dreams
are I was depressed?
[*Closed book question
generated directly from
a statement in the post]

Would you be happy with
them? [*Irrelevant to the di-
agnostic process)]

• What’s your job? [*Irrele-
vant]

• Are you able to reach out
to your doctor or psychia-
trist? [*User has already
mentioned in the original
post that he has talked to his
therapist]

• what are your dreams?
[*Closed book question al-
ready answered in the post]

• What do you enjoy about
your dreams? [*FQ]

• Do you want to talk to peo-
ple about what dreams are ?
[*FQ]

• Do you feel as satisfied
as yourself when you are
dreams? [*FQ]

Have you talked to a ther-
apist? [*Already answered
by the user in the post itself]

• Is there anything that helps
you calm your feeling for
now? [*FQ]

• “Have you ever gotten any
help?” [*Already answered
in the query]

• Do you feel isolated?
[*FQ]

• What are your hobbies?
[*FQ]

• What are your interests?
[*FQ]

• How long have you been
waiting for your wife to talk
about these dreams? [*FQ]

• Have you told your wife
you’re depressed or not?
[*Inquisitive in nature but
already answered by the
user in original post]

Table 2: In this example, the generated questions from both Model 2 and Model 3 seem to be relevant FQs, but
they are not assessing the severity of the mental health condition, despite Model 3 being fine-tuned on a dataset
filtered by PHQ-9 questions. In comparison to the qualitative outcome in Table 1, this showcases the inability of T5
to support mental health triage.

tions depending on patient-MHP interaction. Ad-
ditionally, nine questions are limited in scope for
use in tasks like fine-tuning and similarity-based
performance evaluations. Therefore, to increase
the strength of PHQ-9, we collaborated with MHPs
to create sub-questions for each question in PHQ-9.
First, we used Google SERP API4 and Microsoft
Bing Search API5 to retrieve “People-Also-Ask”
questions. For each question, we retrieved 40 ques-
tions by manually searching and assessing their rel-
evance to PHQ-9 questions. Next, we provided the
set of 360 questions to three MHPs for assessment.
MHPs evaluated the questions on two grounds:(a)
Whether they would ask such a question to a pa-
tient? (relevance) (b) If yes, when should such a
question be asked? (rank). Based on their ratings,
we created a final set of 134 sub-questions for the
nine questions in PHQ-96 resulting in a total of 143
questions.

4https://serpapi.com/
5https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/bing/

apis/bing-web-search-api
6Questions in extended PHQ-9 : link

Models for FQ Generation: We used an off-
the-bench T5-base QG model that was fine-tuned
on the SQuAD 2.0 question generation dataset (Ra-
jpurkar et al., 2018) [Model 1]. Next, we fine-tuned
Model 1 on r/depression help posts and comments.
To align with our task of making T5 generate rel-
evant FQs, we filtered out comments which were
non-interrogative. We kept only the interrogative
statements asked by Reddit users in the comments
[Model 2]. Not all interrogative comments by Red-
dit users are diagnostically relevant FQs (Eg: “Can
you use MS Excel?”, “Were you interactions on
FaceTime?”). To remove such questions, we fur-
ther filtered the dataset by calculating the maximum
BLEURT score between the question (present in
the comments) and the questions in extended PHQ-
9. We applied a threshold of 0.60 to this score7.
This removed harmful and diagnostically irrele-
vant questions while preserving contextual, seman-
tically relevant, and legible questions [Model 3].
See Fig 1 for examples of diagnostically relevant
questions.

7empirically judged
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|Q̂|(↓) Hit Rate on BLEURT Hit Rate on Rouge-L

δ(→) 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.4 0.5 0.7

Model 1: Pre-trained T5

5 0.5417 0.1233 0.0020 0.1241 0.0386 0.0005
10 0.5400 0.1203 0.0010 0.1290 0.0400 0.0010
15 0.5368 0.1250 0.0013 0.1266 0.0384 0.0009

Model 2: Fine-Tuned T5 on r/depression help

5 0.6657 0.2804 0.0097 0.3445 0.1560 0.0100
10 0.6691 0.2792 0.0104 0.3481 0.1590 0.0098
15 0.6726 0.2787 0.0104 0.3476 0.1588 0.0094

Model 3: T5 Fine-tuned on r/depression help filtered by PHQ-9

5 0.9489 0.7088 0.1261 0.7457 0.4937 0.0903
10 0.9542 0.7126 0.1272 0.7460 0.5002 0.0947
15 0.9514 0.7098 0.1274 0.7484 0.4945 0.0916

Table 3: Experimental results comparing different models in generating questions that match the sub-questions
in PHQ-9. Q̂ is the set of generated questions in each chunk. The performance is recorded over all the generated
questions (Q̂). δ was used as the threshold on the similarity between generated question and PHQ-9 sub-questions
while calculating hit rate. BLEURT records semantic similarity, whereas Rouge-L records the longest common
subsequence exact match between generated question and PHQ-9 sub-questions. The highest performance on
semantic and string similarity is bolded. Acceptable performance in Model 3 achieved using PHQ-9 motivated us to
prepare PRIMATE.

Figure 3: A post in PRIMATE which is annotated with PHQ-9.The questions marked “YES” are answerable by
DLMs using the mental health specific cues from user text. The questions marked “NO” are the questions a DLM
should consider asking as FQs. Sentences within [] were taken as signals that the “YES” marked questions had
already been answered in the post .

Analysis of Models for Question Generation:
Out of the 21k questions, performance of Mod-
els 1, 2, and 3 were examined on those 2003 posts
that had at least one interrogative comment. Each
of the three models was made to generate FQs in
sets of 5, 10, and 15 through nucleus sampling

(Holtzman et al., 2019). For a generated question,
BLEURT score was computed with each question
in Extended PHQ-9 and the maximum among those
scores was taken as the score for the generated ques-
tion. A clear distinction between models 1, 2, and
3 is the nature of the questions asked. Model 1
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generated closed book questions, whereas Model
2 and 3 seem to show some inquisitive nature and
seem more focused on the mental health domain,
which can be attributed to the after effect of fine-
tuning on Reddit (see Table 1 and 2). We captured
the performance of the models quantitatively using
’hit rate’ as a metric. For a generated question (q̂),
we denote :

score(q̂) = max(bleurt score(q̂, q1),

bleurt score(q̂, q2), ..., bleurt score(q̂, q143)),

where q1, q2...q143 ∈ Extended-PHQ-9. Across all
2003 posts, we had C = 2575 chunks8. Let total
number of questions generated by a model be |Q̂|
and |Q̂| denote the number of question generated
by the model for a given chunk. For experimenta-
tion, we set |Q̂| to have values {5, 10, 15}. Thus,
|Q̂| = |Q̂| ∗C. Then the Hit Rate for a model was
computed as:

Hit Rate(model, |Q̂|) =

∑
q̂ ϵ Q̂

I(score(q̂) > δ)

|Q̂|
,

where δ is the threshold on the similarity between
generated question in a chunk and sub-questions
in PHQ-9 and I[φ] is the indicator function taking
values 0 or 1 for a predicate φ (Table 3 has the
scores).

Inference: (1) Regardless of fine-tuning and fil-
tering based on PHQ-9 questions, inherently, T5
does not capture the meaning and usage of the
words in the mental health context. Moreover, T5
fails to generate legible and relevant FQs as safe
as PHQ-9 questions. Therefore, we scrutinize the
generated FQs by mapping them to most similar
questions in extended PHQ-9. Examples of irrele-
vant generations by T5 that it thought were relevant
are: (a) “Wtf?” (generated FQ) was found most
similar to “Do you have hope?” (PHQ-9) (b) “What
did Boyfriend suffocate me with during his break
up a week after I got a diagnosis?” (generated
FQ) was found most similar to “What do you think
makes you a failure” (PHQ-9). The previous gener-
ated question is redundant as the answer to it was
already present in the original post. (2) Many gen-
erated questions contain extreme language due to
the informal nature of the Reddit platform, which is
very sensitive issue, especially in the mental health
domain. Examples are: “Did you f***ing realize

8Chunking was done as DLM accepts a maximum input
length of 512 tokens.

that f***ing people are f***ing too?” (generated
FQ) was found to be the most similar to “What
do you think makes you a failure?”. Thus, T5 and
its variants need to capture “what the user knows
and has already mentioned in his post” by check-
ing which PHQ-9 questions are already answerable
using the user’s post before generating the next
probable FQs in order to avoid redundancy.

4 PRIMATE for FQ Generation

We conceptualize our approach on the duality of
data and the process knowledge contained in PHQ-
9 (see Figure 4). First, a BERT Answerability
Evaluator identifies which questions in PHQ-9 are
already answerable (using the user’s initial descrip-
tion of his/her condition in the post) and which
ones need more information to be answerable. The
latter type of questions form candidates for training
a generative DLM for FQ generation. We present
PRIMATE, a dataset consisting of Reddit posts
containing user situations describing their health
conditions and whether the questions in PHQ-9 are
answerable using the content in the posts. Each
question is attributed with a binary “yes” or “no”
label stating whether the user’s description already
contains the answer to that question (see Table
4). PRIMATE was created from a month long
annotation-evaluation cycle between MHPs and
crowd workers. A total of five crowd workers
performed this task, achieving an initial annota-
tor agreement of 67% using Fleiss kappa. Subse-
quently, the MHPs assessed the quality of annota-
tions and provided their suggestion for improve-
ment, leading to an acceptable agreement score of
85%. A sample annotated post in PRIMATE is
shown in Figure 3.

BERT as Answerability Evaluator: While
Model 3 shows respectable performance (Table
3), even the FQs generated by Model 3 may not
yield the most efficient capture of the PHQ-9 re-
lated questions (evident from the low hit rate at
a higher threshold) (δ). The MHPs would proba-
bly have a more streamlined, focused questioning
strategy. For efficient MHPs and AI collaboration,
we propose to guide the questioning in a more sys-
tematic way by predicting if the user post already
has answers to the PHQ-9 questions. This is first
posed as a binary classification problem over nine
PHQ-9 questions. Thereafter, the approach is to
generate questions similar to the PHQ-9 questions
that do not have answers in the post. Thus, we train
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Figure 4: 1. Answerability evaluator: A BERT model is trained in a supervised setting to be an evaluator of whether
a PHQ-9 question can be answered in a given user post (binary) using PRIMATE. For nine PHQ-9 questions, we
require nine such evaluators. 2. Follow up questions: PHQ-9 questions that are not already answerable using the
user post form candidates for follow up. 3. SCID: Corresponding to each PHQ-9 question, the SCID describes
a clinician approved sub-sequence of questions to obtain the answer to the follow up question. 4. Use existing
PHQ-9 and DSM-5 lexicons (Yazdavar et al., 2017) to filter the question to be generated. 5. Generate FQs using
T5 fine-tuned on external domain-specific knowledge and the large-scale depression support conversation dataset
created from Reddit and PRIMATE.

PHQ-9 Number of Posts

Questions With Answer
(Yes)

W/o Answer
(No)

Q1 1679 324

Q2 1664 339

Q3 686 1317

Q4 949 1054

Q5 530 1473

Q6 195 1808

Q7 741 1262

Q8 196 1807

Q9 374 1629

Table 4: Distribution of 2003 posts in PRIMATE ac-
cording to whether the text in the post answers a par-
ticular PHQ-9 question. Through this imbalance, PRI-
MATE presents its importance in training DLM(s) to
identify potential FQs in PHQ-9 that would guide a
generative DLM(s) to conduct a discourse with a pa-
tient with a vision to assist MHPs in triage. Q1-Q9 are
described in Figure 3

BERT9 (a transformer-based DLM) as a classifier
on the PRIMATE dataset. We plan to further use

9BERT end-to-end training perform well compared to base-
lines Electra(Clark et al., 2019), and MedBERT(Gu et al.,
2021)

the classification outcome from the BERT model
to drive the direction of further questioning with
the patient in a more controlled manner. This pro-
cess can lead to high efficiency and completion of
the mental health triaging in as few questions as
possible.

δ (→) 0.5 0.7 0.9 Class-

PHQ-9(↓) MCC MCC MCC Type

Q1 0.0 0.17 0.17 W
Q2 0.43 0.45 0.52 S
Q3 0.41 0.46 0.33 M
Q4 0.14 0.19 0.13 W
Q5 0.63 0.65 0.66 S
Q6 0.47 0.43 0.27 W
Q7 0.66 0.68 0.7 S
Q8 0.1 0.0 0.0 W
Q9 0.62 0.56 0.39 M

Table 5: We record the Matthews Correlation Coeffi-
cient (MCC) to measure the performance of the Evalua-
tor (see Figure 4). The MCC score for all 9 questions
across different thresholds is in the range 0 to +1 (low to
high positive relationships). The MCC for some config-
urations runs into a divide by zero error, and we replace
this value with 0.0. W: model is unable to learn cues to
determine answerability in a post. M: model is uncer-
tain whether a particular PHQ-9 question is answerable
or not. S: answerability can be determined by the model
with high reliability. Class-Type: Classification Type
when δ = 0.9
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Performance Analysis: We report the Matthews
Correlation Coefficient (MCC) scores in table 5.
MCC is a reliable metric to assess a model’s clas-
sification over an imbalanced dataset, particularly
useful when we are interested in all four categories
of confusion matrix: true positives (answerable
questions (AQ)), true negatives (FQ candidates),
and false alarms (false negatives and positives). As
PRIMATE shows a disproportional distribution of
AQs (yes) and FQs (no), MCC is an appropriate
metric (Chicco and Jurman, 2020). We base our
analysis on the consistency of BERT classifier on
varying threshold (δ) in table 5. A score between
0.0 to 0.30 (Type W: Weak) on MCC means the
model is only able to find a negligible to weak
positive relationship between input and output. In
our context, a score in this range for a particular
PHQ-9 question means that model is unable to
effectively learn the cues needed to judge the an-
swerability of that question in user posts. A score
between 0.30 and 0.40 (Type M: Maybe) means
that the model is able to learn a moderately pos-
itive relationship, interpreted as ambiguity in the
model to judge whether a particular PHQ-9 ques-
tion is answerable from user posts. MCC scores
between 0.40 to 0.70 (Type S: Strong) for a ques-
tion in PHQ-9 means that the model can effectively
judge whether that question is answerable in user
posts . Any score above 0.70 makes the model’s
judgements even more reliable. This experiment
completes steps 1 and 2 in Figure 4. Steps 3, 4
and 5 are concerned with the task of FQ gener-
ation by fine-tuning the T5 DLM as a generator
over r/depression help and other depression sup-
port communities on Reddit. The FQ generations
will be controlled using the process knowledge in
SCID which is consulted for interviewing by MHPs.
Further, PHQ-9 lexicons are leveraged for promot-
ing diversity and filtering irrelevant FQ generations.
We leave this process of FQ generations to shape
discourse as future work.

5 Conclusion

This paper demonstrated the importance of data and
process knowledge to adapt DLMs for generating
FQs that would assist MHPs in triaging depres-
sion. Our experiments show that without process
knowledge, DLMs hallucinate by generating un-
safe, incoherent, and irrelevant questions that are
not helpful for MHPs in pre-screening or triaging.
The challenge lies in the inability of the DLMs to

judge from the set of generated questions, which
is a potential effective FQ to ask based on the user
information. The improved question generation
performance of DLMs fine-tuned on conversational
data filtered by process knowledge encouraged us
to prepare PRIMATE. PRIMATE can train DLMs
to judge ‘whether a user’s description of their men-
tal health condition already contains an answer to a
particular question in PHQ-9’, which would even-
tually guide coherent FQ generations. We leave
our approach for FQ generation as future work, but
provide sufficient details on the broader forms of
knowledge needed in realizing such a pipeline.

Limitations: We are yet to scale our understand-
ing to other mental health disorders, such as anxiety
using GAD-7 and Suicidality using C-SSRS (Jiang
et al., 2020). Further, we are yet to investigate
whether PRIMATE, along with the knowledge in
SCID can make DLMs transferable across multiple
mental health disorders, especially the ones comor-
bid with depression. Also, there is a need for a
clinically explainable safety metric for our task.

Ethical Considerations: Mental health commu-
nities on Reddit offer a crowd perspective on var-
ious disorders wherein the FQs in the comments
highlight the good intentions of Reddit users to help
users with conditions, such as depression. We take
such interactions as a proxy for improving patient-
MHP interactions. (Benton et al., 2017) described
that studies involving user-generated content are
exempted from the IRB requirement as long as the
data source is public and the user’s identity is not
recognizable. Apart from being publicly available,
Reddit users are anonymous, and we further work
with random user IDs. Since we make PRIMATE
public for research use, we use a Data Use Agree-
ment (Losada and Crestani, 2016) for responsible
dissemination of the dataset.
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Abstract

Natural language processing tools have been
shown to be effective for detecting symptoms
of schizophrenia in transcribed speech. We an-
alyze and assess the contribution of the various
syntactic and morphological categories towards
successful machine classification of texts pro-
duced by subjects with schizophrenia and by
others. Specifically, we fine-tune a language
model for the classification task, and mask all
words that are attributed with each category
of interest. The speech samples were gener-
ated in a controlled way by interviewing in-
patients who were officially diagnosed with
schizophrenia, and a corresponding group of
healthy controls. All participants are native He-
brew speakers. Our results show that nouns are
the most significant category for classification
performance.

1 Introduction

Psychotic disorders such as schizophrenia are char-
acterized by several symptoms, such as delusions,
hallucinations, and thought disorders. Thought dis-
orders are described as disturbances in the normal
way of thinking, typically presented as various lan-
guage impairments, such as disorganized speech,
which is related to abnormal semantic associations
between words (Aloia et al., 1998), and poverty of
speech, a thought disorder that is associated with
impairments in lexico-semantic retrieval (Nagels
et al., 2016). Disorganized speech is divided into
several markers, such as derailment, characterized
by the usage of unrelated concepts in a conversa-

tion; tangentiality, which happens when providing
oblique or irrelevant answers to a question; and
incoherence, also known as “word salad”, refers
to speech that is incomprehensible at times due to
multiple grammatical and semantic inaccuracies
(Bar et al., 2019).

The diagnosis of schizophrenia is mostly based
on a professional psychiatric review. However,
some studies show that a computational linguis-
tic analysis may help with diagnosis. Fraser et al.
(1986), for example, demonstrated that by using
a discriminant function analysis of linguistic vari-
ables it is possible to predict diagnoses with an
accuracy rate of 79%.

There have been many attempts to study speech
impairments that are related to thought disorders
using a computational method. Some of those
studies analyze the frequency of using different
part-of-speech categories, such as nouns and verbs.
For example, Obrębska and Obrębski (2007) re-
ported a significantly lower frequency of adjectives
in schizophrenic speech than in healthy control
speech. On the other hand, they reported a higher
frequency of verbs used by patients. Tang et al.
(2020) measured a low frequency of adverbs in
speech produced by patients with schizophrenia.
Ziv et al. (2022) analyzed speech produced by He-
brew speaking patients with schizophrenia and re-
ported low frequencies of words inflected in the
third person or in the past tense. Aligned with
previous work, they also reported lower frequen-
cies of adverbs. It has been shown (Kircher et al.,
2005) that patients with schizophrenia are produc-
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ing grammatically simpler speech than healthy peo-
ple. The results are not always consistent; Tang
et al. (2021), for example, reported high frequen-
cies of adverbs and adjectives in schizophrenic
speech, in contrast to the reports made by other
works. Until very recently, the large majority of
those studies were conducted with English speak-
ing patients.

One of the most popular technologies in natural
language processing (NLP) is language modelling.
A language model is essentially a function that as-
signs a probability to a given sequence of words
occurring in a sentence. There are different ways
to fit a language model to a certain distribution,
typically using massive collections of texts. An
autoregressive model conditions the probability of
a word on the text that has already been seen in di-
rection of reading. On the other hand, masked lan-
guage models (MLM) are given the full sentence,
while learning to assign probability to a randomly
chosen hidden (masked) word. Such models are
typically used as the basis for an algorithm that
aims at solving a specific downstream task, such
as sentiment analysis or document classification.
In the first phase, the models are pre-trained for
the word-probability assignment using a large un-
labeled collection of texts, and later are fine-tuned
on a labeled dataset for a specific downstream task.
While the autoregressive models are more suitable
for generation tasks, MLMs are typically the best
option for fine-tuning on classification tasks.

This development of pre-trained language mod-
els provides us with the opportunity to examine the
importance of certain morphosyntactic categories
in speech of patients with schizophrenia, and com-
pare it to that of a healthy control group. Specifi-
cally, we fine-tune an MLM to classify transcribed
speech segments into patient or control categories,
and examine its performance under extreme situ-
ations of hiding (masking) words that belong to a
specific syntactic or morphological category.

While most existing techniques use some sort of
counting method, in this study, we explore an al-
ternative innovative way for assessing the salience
of a specific category for detecting schizophrenic
speech. We utilize the original masking technique
of an MLM, by naturally masking out specific mor-
phosyntactic categories and measure the perfor-
mance of the model on a downstream classification
task.

The experimental results show a decrease in pre-

diction accuracy once nouns are masked, suggest-
ing that nouns are more informative than other cat-
egories we tested for differentiating between pa-
tients and controls. Our participants are all native
Hebrew speakers.

2 Related Work

Computational modeling has been studied in re-
lation to cognitive disorders in order to fill the
gap between theoretical models and biological evi-
dence. Lanillos et al. (2020) reviews popular neural
network models for autism spectrum disorder and
schizophrenia, using different types of input. Both
disorders are characterized by an altered percep-
tion of the world. According to this review, models
of schizophrenia mainly concentrate on positive
symptoms, such as hallucinations and delusional
behavior (e.g., Hoffman and McGlashan (1997);
Horn and Ruppin (1995)). However, there are also
models that target other symptoms such as distur-
bances of attention (Cohen and Servan-Schreiber,
1992) and movement disorders (Yamashita and
Tani, 2012).

The use of computational linguistic models has
been applied to studying language abnormalities
related to mental illness, specifically schizophrenia.
Disorganized speech, including derailment, inco-
herence, and tangentiality, is among the common
symptoms of schizophrenia being studied by re-
searchers using computational methods (e.g., Bedi
et al. (2015); Pauselli et al. (2018); Iter et al. (2018);
Bar et al. (2019); Just et al. (2020)). Hitczenko et al.
(2021) reviews computational methods that per-
form linguistic analysis of psychosis, focusing on
three language abnormalities: disorganized speech,
poverty of speech, and flat affect. Many stud-
ies have employed latent semantic analysis (LSA)
and word embedding models (e.g., word2vec and
GloVe) to measure disorganized speech. Typically,
the embeddings are used to measure semantic simi-
larity between words in the sentence, or between
entire sentences or paragraphs, to assess semantic
cohesion as a predictor for disorganized speech.
In several studies (e.g., Elvevåg et al. (2007); Iter
et al. (2018); Just et al. (2019)), psychosis patients
scored significantly higher on disorganization than
controls. However, Hitczenko et al. (2021) argues
that the measures are not consistent across other
studies.

As mentioned in the previous section, most of
those works analyze transcribed speech spoken in
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English, which is characterized by a relatively sim-
ple morphological system. Some recent studies
have been exploring similar techniques applied
to other languages, such as German (Just et al.,
2020) and Hebrew (Bar et al., 2019). The latter
have studied derailment, a symptom of thought
disorder characterized by switching between top-
ics and jumping from one disconnected thought
to another. They measure derailment in speech
through semantic similarity of adjacent words us-
ing their embeddings. It was found that patients
with schizophrenia are more likely to derail than
healthy controls, consistent with previous studies
(Bedi et al., 2015; Iter et al., 2018). Further, they
examine incoherence in schizophrenic patients, to
see how they use adjectives and adverbs to describe
specific nouns and verbs. Their analysis makes use
of a dependency parser for Hebrew, which yields a
word-dependency list for each sentence. Using de-
pendencies, they discovered that the adjectives and
adverbs used by the controls are more similar to
those commonly used to describe the same nouns
and verbs.

There are not many works that leverage language
models to analyse text for detecting mental health
symptoms, such as we do. In a recent work (Tang
et al., 2021), BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), a large En-
glish language model, has been used to encode full
sentences and compare the resulting embeddings
of adjacent sentences for measuring tangentiality.
Their results reflect increased tangentiality among
patients with schizophrenia.

In our work, we use a language model as a tool
for assessing the contribution of six morphosyn-
tactic categories to the classification of transcribed
speech into patients or controls.

3 Participants and Data Collection

We interviewed 49 males, aged 18–60, divided into
control and patient groups, all speaking Hebrew
as their first language. The patient group includes
23 inpatients from the Be’er Ya’akov–Ness Ziona
Mental Health Center in Israel who were admitted
following a diagnosis of schizophrenia. Diagnoses
were made by a hospital psychiatrist according to
the DSM-5 criteria (American Psychiatric Associ-
ation DSM-5 Task Force, 2013) and a full psychi-
atric interview. Each participant was rewarded with
approximately $8. The control group includes 26
men, mainly recruited via an advertisement that we
placed on social media. Exclusion criteria for all

participants were as follows:

(1) participants whose mother tongue is not He-
brew;

(2) having a history of dependence on drugs or
alcohol over the past year;

(3) having a past or present neurological illness;
and

(4) using fewer than 500 words in total in their
transcribed interview.

Additionally, the control group had to score be-
low the threshold for subclinical diagnosis of de-
pression and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).
Most of the control participants scored below the
threshold for anxiety. Most of the patients scored
above the threshold for borderline or mild psy-
chosis symptoms on a standard measure.1 See Sec-
tion 3.1 for more information about the measures
we use in this study.

The demographic characteristics of the two
groups are presented in Table 1.

Patients were interviewed in a quiet room at the
department where they are hospitalized by one of
our professional team members, and the control
participants were interviewed in a similar room
outside the hospital. Each interview lasted approx-
imately one hour. The interviews were recorded
and later manually transcribed by a native Hebrew
speaking student from our lab. All participants
were assured of anonymity, and told that they are
free to end the interview at any time.

After signing a written consent, each participant
was asked to describe 14 images picked from the
Thematic Appreciation Test (TAT) collection; the
images were presented one by one. We used the
TAT images identified with the following serial
numbers: 1, 2, 3BM, 4, 5, 6BM, 7GF, 8BM, 9BM,
12M, 13MF, 13B, 14, and 3GF. All images are
black and white, including a mixture of men and
women, children and adults. Each picture stands
by itself, presented alone and has no relation to
the other pictures. The participants were asked to
tell a brief story about each image based on four
open questions: What led up to the event shown
in the picture? What is happening in the picture at
this moment? What are the characters thinking and
feeling? What is the outcome of the story? The

1Our patient group is composed of inpatients who are un-
dergoing treatment with medications; therefore, higher scores
were not expected.
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Control Patients Statistics
N 26 23
Age mean (SD) 25.46 (6.28) 33.15 (9.72) t = 3.38**
Education years mean (SD) 11.96 (0.15) 11.30 (1.15) t = 2.98**
Place of residence (frequencies) χ2 (3,55) = 8.84, p = .03

Southern Israel 1 7
Central Israel 22 16
Northern Israel 2 0
Jerusalem 1 0

Marital status (frequencies) χ2 (1,49) = 0.055, p = .81
Single 4 3
Married 22 20

Income (frequencies) χ2 (3,49) = 3.06, p = .38
Low 5 4
Lower than average 6 4
Average 9 13
Higher than average 6 2

PANSS positive subscale 8.91 ± 3.91
PANSS negative subscale 7.82 ± 3.74
PANSS total subscale 16.73 ± 6.23

Table 1: Demographic characteristics by group. **p < .005.

interviewer remained silent during the respondent’s
narration and offered no prompts or questions.

After describing the images, the participant was
asked to answer four open questions, one by one.
The four questions are listed in Table 2. As be-
fore, the interviewer remained silent during the
respondent’s narration and offered no prompts or
questions.

Once all 18 components (14 image descriptions
and 4 open questions) were answered, each partic-
ipant was requested to fill in a demographic ques-
tionnaire as well as some additional questionnaires
for assessing mental-health symptoms, which we
describe next.

3.1 Symptom Assessment Measures

3.1.1 Control group
The control participants were assessed for symp-
toms of depression, PTSD, and anxiety.

Depression. Symptoms of depression were
assessed using Beck’s Depression Inventory–II
(BDI–II) (Beck et al., 1996). The BDI–II is a 21-
item inventory rated on a 4-point Likert-type scale
(0 = “not at all” to 3 = “extremely”), with summary
scores ranging between 0 and 63. Beck et al. (1996)
suggested a preliminary cutoff value of 14 as an
indicator for mild depression, as well as a thresh-
old of 19 as an indicator for moderate depression.

BDI–II has been found to demonstrate high relia-
bility (Gallagher et al., 1982). We use a Hebrew
version of BDI–II (Hasenson-Atzmon et al., 2016).

PTSD. Symptoms of PTSD were assessed using
the PTSD checklist of the DSM–5 (PCL–5) (Weath-
ers et al., 2013). The questionnaire contains twenty
items that can be divided into four subscales, corre-
sponding to the clusters B–E in DSM–5: intrusion
(five items), avoidance (two items), negative alter-
ations in cognition and mood (seven items), and
alterations in arousal and reactivity (six items). The
items are rated on a 5-point Likert-type scale (0 =
“not at all” to 4 = “extremely”). The total score
ranges between 0 and 80, provided along with a
preliminary cutoff score of 38 as an indicator for
PTSD. PCL–5 has been found to demonstrate high
reliability (Blevins et al., 2015). We use a Hebrew
translation of PCL-5 (Bensimon et al., 2013).

Anxiety. Symptoms of anxiety were assessed
through the State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI)
(Spielberger et al., 1970). The STAI question-
naire consists of two sets of twenty self-reporting
measures. The STAI measure of state anxiety
(S-anxiety) assesses how respondents feel “right
now, at this moment” (e.g., “I feel at ease”; “I
feel upset”), and the STAI measure of trait anxi-
ety (T-anxiety) targets how respondents “generally
feel” (e.g., “I am a steady person”; “I lack self-
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ID Question
1 Tell me as much as you can about your bar mitzvah.∗

2 What do you like to do, mostly?
3 What are the things that annoy you the most?
4 What would you like to do in the future?

Table 2: Four open questions asked during the interview. ∗Bar mitzvah is a Jewish confirmation ceremony for boys
who have reached the age of 13.

confidence”). For each item, respondents are asked
to rate themselves on a 4-point Likert scale, rang-
ing from 1 = “not at all” to 4 = “very much so”
for S-anxiety, and from 1 = “almost never” to 4 =
“almost always” for T-anxiety. Total scores range
from 20 to 80, with a preliminary cutoff score of 40
recommended as indicating clinically significant
symptoms for the T-Anxiety scale (Knight et al.,
1983). STAI has been found to demonstrate high
reliability (Barnes et al., 2002). We use a Hebrew
translation of STAI (Saka and Gati, 2007).

3.1.2 Patients
Psychosis symptoms were assessed by the 6-
item Positive And Negative Syndrome Scale
(PANSS–6) (Østergaard et al., 2016). The original
30-item PANSS (PANSS–30) is the most widely
used rating scale for schizophrenia, but it is rela-
tively long for use in clinical settings. The items
in PANSS–6 are rated on a 7-point scale (0 = “not
at all” to 6 = “extremely”). The total score ranges
from 0 to 36, with a score of 14 representing the
threshold for mild schizophrenia, and a score be-
tween 10 and 14 defined as borderline disease or as
remission. PANSS–30 has been found to demon-
strate high reliability (Lin et al., 2018), while Øster-
gaard et al. (2016) reported a high correlation be-
tween PANSS–6 and PANSS–30 (Spearman cor-
relation coefficient = 0.86). We used the Hebrew
version of PANSS–6 (Lin et al., 2018). The range
of positive and negative symptoms are presented in
Table 1.

4 Analysis

4.1 Preprocessing
We treat every response to any one of the 18 ques-
tions as a training/evaluation instance for our clas-
sifier. Overall we have 414 responses generated by
patients, as well as 468 responses that were gen-
erated by controls. The responses are written in
Hebrew, a morphologically rich Semitic language;
Hebrew words are inflected for person, number,

and gender, resulting in a relatively complicated
word-production process. We preprocess each re-
sponse using the Ben-Gurion University (BGU)
morphological tagger (Adler and Elhadad, 2006),
a context-sensitive morphological analyzer for He-
brew. The tagger displays morphosyntactic infor-
mation for each word in the text, including part-of-
speech tags, as well as information about person
and number.

4.2 Classification Methodology

We use a Hebrew MLM to classify a response into
the two groups, patients or controls. As mentioned
before, MLMs are trained in two phases. During
the first, also known as pre-training, the model is
trained with a large set of text in which 15% of the
input tokens are masked using a special mask token
for which the model is trained to predict. In the
second phase, also known as fine-tuning, the model
is adapted for a downstream task using a relatively
small set of annotated examples. For classification
tasks, such as ours, the common practice is to add
another neural dense layer connected to the output
vector of the initial token. Therefore, we fine-tune
a pre-trained language model using a portion of
the dataset, and evaluate its performance on the
remaining instances. To assess the contribution of
different syntactic and morphological categories
for the classification performance, we fine-tune
the model several times individually, each time we
mask all words of a selected category. We focus
on four parts of speech including nouns, verbs,
adverbs, and adjectives. Those are all considered
as content words, rather than functional ones. In
addition, we examine first-person and third-person
words. Overall, we examine six morphosyntactic
categories.

In all our experiments, we use Aleph-
BERT (Seker et al., 2021), a pre-trained
language model for Hebrew, to perform se-
quence classification using the Transformers
library (Wolf et al., 2019). Specifically we use
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AutoModelForSequenceClassification
with the alephbert-base model code. The
AlephBERT model was trained on data collected
from three different Hebrew text sources: the
OSCAR corpus (Ortiz Suárez et al., 2020), Hebrew
tweets, and the Hebrew Wikipedia.

Given a category M , we begin each experiment
by dividing the collection of responses into 80:20
train and test sets, respectively, by making sure
the label distribution remains similar to the origi-
nal dataset. We tokenize each response using the
AlephBERT tokenizer, which was designed to trun-
cate responses longer than the model’s 512-token
limitation. We proceed with the following three
steps:

1. We iterate through all train and test responses
and mask2 all tokens that were attributed with
M by the BGU Tagger. By design, the Ale-
phBERT tokenizer may break words in the
middle; therefore, to be more precise we mask
all tokens that were broken from a word that
was attributed with M by the BGU tagger. We
then fine-tune the model on the masked train
set and evaluate on the corresponding masked
test set. We use accuracy as an evaluation
metric.

2. As a control experiment, we mask tokens ran-
domly by considering every token for masking
using a Bernoulli trial with probability equals
to the probability of occurrence of M . Same
as before, we fine-tune the model on the mod-
ified train set and evaluate it on the modified
test set.

3. We repeat this experiment 30 times, each time
with a different random state, which affects
the splitting to train and test sets, as well as
on the random masking procedure, and calcu-
late the average accuracy scores for both, M -
based masking and random masking. After
confirming the scores are normally distributed,
we conduct a t-test in order to measure the im-
pact of M -based masking by comparing its
accuracy with the one achieved by random
masking.

It should be noted that the random states that we
use in the experiments are identical across differ-
ent categories, to make sure that we use the same

2With the special token [MASK].

train/test splits in the 30 executions of each cate-
gory.

5 Results

Figure 1 displays the probability of each mor-
phosyntactic category to appear in the responses
of patients and controls. All participants use more
nouns and third-person words than verbs, adverbs,
adjectives, and first-person words. The high fre-
quency of third-person words is reasonable, since
in most of the interview, the participants were asked
to describe the situation as they interpret from a
picture that was presented to them. Neither group
uses a significant proportion of first or third person
tokens. However, we can see that the inpatients
use nouns and verbs slightly more often, whereas
the controls use more adjectives and adverbs. The
difference in adverbs has been confirmed to be sta-
tistically significant according to a Welch’s unequal
variances t-test (at p < 0.0005).

The classification results, under different mask-
ing conditions are summarized in Table 3. The ta-
ble displays the difference between the mean classi-
fication accuracy of masking each morphosyntactic
category (the Morph. Masking column), compared
to a random masking of tokens with the same proba-
bility of occurrence (the Random Masking column).
We run t-tests and provide the outcome statistics
in the last two columns. The accuracy at the base-
line level (i.e., no masking) is 84.4%. Standard
deviations range between 5.5 and 6.5 percent for
all accuracy measures. Unsurprisingly, most of the
accuracy results listed in the table are below the
baseline score. We expected that masking words
at high rates may be detrimental for the classifica-
tion performance. We do see some accuracy scores
above the baseline score; however, the differences
are minor and has no statistical significance.

We can clearly see the impact of masking nouns
and adverbs on the classification performance. Es-
pecially when nouns are being masked, the accu-
racy decreases significantly compared to random
masking at the same token-masking rate. The other
categories do not show a significant decrease in
accuracy compared to random masking at the same
rate.

To confirm our results, we design another exper-
iment in which all words in the text except nouns
and adverbs, are masked. Like before, we compare
the classification accuracy with a control model in
which we use random masking at the same rate,
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Figure 1: Usage percentage of selected syntactical and morphological categories. *p < 0.0005 (per Welch’s unequal
variance t-test).

as described before. In spite of the fact that we
have masked more than 72% of the words in the
text, the model has been able to achieve an ac-
curacy of 82.8%, compared to 75% achieved by
the random-masking model. This difference has
been confirmed to be statistically significant by
conventional standards, according to a t-test (at
p < 0.0005). These results provide a consistent ev-
idence that nouns and adverbs are more important
than other categories for the classification task.

6 Discussion

We notice that nouns and adverbs make the biggest
impact on the performance of the classifier, sug-
gesting that those syntactic categories are the most
informative to the model. Comparing with random
masking of the same number of words, the accu-
racy drops significantly (p < 0.0005) when nouns
are being masked. With adverbs, the difference
in accuracy is less significant (p = 0.058). Based
on the numbers assembled in Figure 1, we cannot
attribute our findings to the frequency of usage of
those categories. Whereas nouns are used more
frequently than the other categories, adverbs are
much less frequent. For adverbs, at least, we see
a significant difference in the frequency of usage
between the two groups; controls use them more.
Adverbs are typically used in tandem with a verb;
however, it turns out that the patients use slightly
more verbs than the controls, although to an in-
significant degree. Therefore, we believe that the
significant difference in usage frequency of adverbs
may be the reason for the impact that they make on

classification performance.
As for nouns, we see no evidence for a usage fre-

quency difference between the two groups. We
believe that the reason for the impact made by
masking nouns on the classification performance
might be related to the importance of nouns in the
syntactic tool set of patients with schizophrenia.
Our results may suggest that the patients convey
their messages more through nouns than through
other linguistic categories. Nouns are considered
the backbone of a language; it has been shown
that English-speaking children acquire knowledge
of nouns before verbs (Gentner, 1982). Nouns
are considered easier to learn than verbs, proba-
bly due to their imageability (McDonough et al.,
2011). Therefore, we presume that focusing more
on nouns when conveying a message may be an
indicator of poverty of speech. The way patients
use nouns is slightly different from how controls
do. This difference makes it easier for the model
to predict schizophrenic symptoms. The source of
the difference may be related to the type of nouns
that they choose to use in a sentence, the similarity
among the nouns in a sentence, or their syntactic
relations with other words in the sentence. Since
Hebrew is a highly inflected language, it could also
be that patients inflect nouns differently than con-
trols. We plan to further investigate the source of
the difference in follow up work.

7 Ethical Considerations

This research was approved by the Helsinki Ethical
Review Board (IRB) of the Be’er Ya’akov–Ness
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Morph. Category Morph. Masking Random Masking t p

No masking (baseline) 84.4% - - -
Noun 82.2% 84.6% 4.7809 p < .0005*
Verb 83.1% 84.0% 1.2646 p = .2161
Adverb 82.3% 83.5% 1.9739 p = .0580
Adjective 84.1% 84.9% 1.7963 p = .0829
First person 84.5% 84.9% 1.9598 p = .0597
Third person 83.2% 82.3% -1.9527 p = .0606

Table 3: Accuracy scores under different masking conditions. *p < 0.0005.

Ziona Mental Health Center. Participants were
guaranteed anonymity. The data was stored on a
secured server, with limited access provided only
to the authors of this paper.

Like with every other machine-learning model,
there is a risk that the training data is unbalanced.
Specifically, we do not intentionally balance the
dataset for ethnicity or political affiliation. More-
over, this work is based on interviews with men
only. Additionally, the language model that we
use, AlephBERT, was trained on large and less
controlled datasets. That may introduce some ad-
ditional aspects of bias. Therefore, our study may
harbor the danger of over-reliance on possibly bi-
ased machine tools.

We do not mean to suggest that an algorithm
can or should be used to diagnose schizophrenia
automatically. This study should not be considered
as a building block for an apparatus that takes au-
tomatic decisions about topics related to mental
health. Our intention is, rather, to use computa-
tional tools to identify and study the importance
of various linguistic characteristics for diagnosing
schizophrenia. Like other machine-learning ap-
plications, explainability is currently a problem-
atic issue (what is it about the usage of nouns that
contributes significantly to the model’s success in
classification?), and undue reliance on machine
classification should be eschewed.

8 Conclusions

We studied the relative importance of several
morphosyntactic categories for transcribed speech
towards the classification task of distinguishing
schizophrenia sufferers and controls. This was
based on interviews of 23 male inpatients at a men-
tal health center in Israel, officially diagnosed with
schizophrenia, as well as 26 control participants;
all are native Hebrew speakers. The interviews
were manually transcribed and divided into indi-

vidual responses that the participants provided for
18 discussion topics. Four topics were open-ended
questions, and the rest were TAT images that were
shown to the participants who were asked to de-
scribe the situation they see in the image.

We trained a natural-language-processing classi-
fier by fine-tuning AlephBERT, a relatively large
Hebrew language model, to distinguish between
responses generated by patients and controls. To
evaluate the contribution of different syntactic and
morphological categories to the classification per-
formance, we fine-tune the model each time by
masking words of one specific category, and com-
pare the classification performance with the same
model trained on texts that were instead masked
randomly for the same number of words. When
the category-masked model performed more poorly
than the randomly-masked model, we attribute it to
an increased importance of the corresponding cate-
gory. This new, masking method of evaluating the
significance of linguistic features promises to be of
use in many additional feature evaluation tasks.

Overall we examined six categories, and found
(unsurprisingly) that nouns are the most important
for distinguishing between patients and controls.
We believe that it has to do with the idea of nouns
being easier to capture in the mind due to their im-
ageability. Given that nouns are used in comparable
frequency by patients and controls, our findings re-
veal that the patients use nouns in a different way
than do controls. We plan to investigate this further
by looking more closely at the potential sources for
this difference, in order to check how they may be
related to poverty of speech.
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Abstract

We study the phenomenon of linguistic syn-
chrony between clients and therapists in a psy-
chotherapy process. Linguistic Synchrony (LS)
can be viewed as any observed interdependence
or association between more than one person’s
linguistic behavior. Accordingly, we establish
LS as a methodological task. We suggest a
LS function that applies a linguistic similarity
measure based on the Jensen-Shannon distance
across the observed part-of-speech tag distri-
butions (JSDuPos) of the speakers in different
time frames. We perform a study over a unique
corpus of 872 transcribed sessions, covering
68 clients and 59 therapists. After establish-
ing the presence of client-therapist LS, we ver-
ify its association with therapeutic alliance and
treatment outcome (measured using WAI and
ORS), and additionally analyse the behavior of
JSDuPos throughout treatment.

Results indicate that (1) higher linguistic simi-
larity at the session level associates with higher
therapeutic alliance as reported by the client
and therapist at the end of the session, (2)
higher linguistic similarity at the session level
associates with higher level of treatment out-
come as reported by the client at the beginnings
of the next sessions, (3) there is a significant
linear increase in linguistic similarity through-
out treatment, (4) surprisingly, higher LS asso-
ciates with lower treatment outcome. Finally,
we demonstrate how the LS function can be
used to interpret and explore the mechanism
for synchrony.1

1 Introduction

When people interact, they tend to naturally co-
ordinate their behavior over time. Interpersonal
synchrony is defined as the degree to which the
behaviors in an interaction are nonrandom and
patterned in both timing and form (Bernieri and
Rosenthal, 1991). When this pattern occurs, it is

1For code availability please contact authors.

often associated with greater rapport between the
conversational partners (Butler and Randall, 2013).
Research has demonstrated the beneficial effect
of synchrony across various interpersonal relation-
ships, such as between spouses or friends, as well
as between parents and their children (Feldman,
2012).

The growing acknowledgment of the importance
of synchrony in interpersonal relationships has re-
cently led psychotherapy researchers to address the
impact of synchrony in the psychotherapeutic pro-
cess as a way to predict better therapeutic outcomes
(Koole and Tschacher, 2016; Paulick et al., 2018).

Recent studies have demonstrated synchrony
between clients and therapists through different
modalities (Wiltshire et al., 2020). For example,
higher levels of body-movement synchrony have
been tied to more positive therapeutic relationships
and treatment outcomes (Ramseyer and Tschacher,
2011, 2014; Tschacher and Meier, 2020), vocal syn-
chrony was associated with higher empathy ratings
(Imel et al., 2014), and physiological arousal coor-
dination has been tied to client-perceived therapist
empathy (Marci et al., 2007). However, linguistic
synchrony (LS) between client and therapist has
received relatively little attention.

The words and language clients and therapists
use in psychotherapy sessions reflect their inter-
nal thoughts and emotions and reveal important
information about their interaction. Thus, many of
the active ingredients of psychotherapy are found
in the words and how they are uttered within psy-
chotherapy sessions. Client and therapist LS may
reflect their ability to work together in concert and
their adjustment to each other’s language over time,
which may in turn lead to better therapeutic out-
come.

With the increased amount of conversational
texts accessible, applying natural language process-
ing is an appealing step for mental health research
(e.g. Sharma and De Choudhury, 2018; Zhang
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and Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, 2020). Indeed, tran-
scripts of psychotherapy sessions have recently be-
come more readily available thanks to advanced
ASR transcription technology. These transcripts
allow the analysis of LS in psychotherapy (see Sec-
tion 2).

The few studies that have considered client-
therapist LS have tended to focus on one session,
and assessed it’s association with therapy processes
(e.g., Lord et al., 2015; Pérez-Rosas et al., 2017).
The extent to which LS develops from session to
session and its association with treatment outcome
were yet to be explored in a statistically sound man-
ner. Furthermore, a major criticism on studies on
interpersonal synchrony concerns the lack of con-
trol for coincidental random synchrony Ramseyer
and Tschacher (2010). Based on studies that dis-
tinguish genuine synchrony from pseudosynchrony
in physiological data, the current study proposes a
method to assess LS, that is adapted for sequences
of texts (Section 4). Section 5 presents a LS func-
tion, inspired by previous work addressing LS.2 We
examine client-therapist LS throughout treatment
(N = 74, average number of sessions = 12.56, a
total of 872 transcripts), session by session, and the
association between LS and treatment process and
outcome.

In Section 6 we demonstrate the implications of
the ability to measure LS. Synchrony is viewed
as an important mechanism of change between
the client and the therapist, which leads in turn
to a better bond and to a better outcome (for re-
view see Koole and Tschacher, 2016; Paulick et al.,
2018). When applying the proposed LS function
on our dataset, the method displays an association
to quality of client-therapist relationship and treat-
ment outcome (Section 6.1), as well as a significant
linear change across treatment (Section 6.2). Ad-
ditionally, we show how the LS function can be
used to interpret and explore the mechanism for
synchrony (Section 6.3). Finally, we discuss limi-
tations and potential future work in Section 7.

2 Related Work

We focus on previous work researching LS in psy-
chotherapy.

Lord et al. (2015) dealt with motivational inter-
view training treatment (N=122), where each treat-

2As opposed to previous work addressing LS, our LS func-
tion does not rely on LIWC (Tausczik and Pennebaker, 2010)
since it does not support Hebrew language. See Appendix A.4
for a comparison between the use of LIWC and our method.

ment has a single 20-min transcribed session. They
measured synchrony between client and therapist
with function word coordination on the ordered
utterances in a session (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil
et al., 2012). They show that high empathy sessions
display greater coordination of function words com-
pared to low empathy sessions. Overall, average
coordination of function words is notably higher in
high empathy vs. low empathy sessions.

Pérez-Rosas et al. (2017) explored counseling
interaction dynamics (N=276; each session with 5
annotation points) and their relation to counselor
empathy during motivational interviewing.

The two latter studies were based on synchrony
within a single session. Thus, they could not exam-
ine patterns of change across treatment. In addition,
while these studies demonstrated the presence of
LS in sessions characterized by high empathy be-
tween clients and therapists, they do not explore
the association between LS and other treatment
processes and outcome.

Althoff et al. (2016) measured how various lin-
guistic aspects of written conversations (15,555),
as opposed to spoken, correlate with outcomes.
This dataset is much larger than in our study, how-
ever they analyze the counselor’s point of view
(N=408) (as opposed to dyads) and overlooked the
synchrony across long-term treatment.

Borelli et al. (2019) examine how language style
matching (LSM; Niederhoffer and Pennebaker,
2002), clients’ relational histories, and symptoms
were associated within treatment. On a pilot test
using a small sample (N=7, sessions=4) they found
that LSM values decrease over the course of treat-
ment, and that greater client interpersonal problems
prospectively predict lower early LSM in client-
therapist dyads, which in turn predicts greater post
treatment psychiatric distress.

Aafjes-van Doorn et al. (2020) demonstrate the
clinical usefulness of the LSM and rLSM (Müller-
Frommeyer et al., 2019) approach in psychotherapy
outcome measures with a small sample (N=7, ses-
sions=20). They also described a case study com-
paring LSM values to observer-rated measure of
working alliance, and conclude that a larger-scale
study is required for examining the relationship
between synchrony and alliance and outcome.

3 Linguistic Synchrony Definition

Inspired by behavioral and physiological synchrony
(Bernieri and Rosenthal, 1991; Palumbo et al.,
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Figure 1: Illustrations of synchrony between repeated
measures of two participants (blue and orange) as associ-
ation (A,B) and interdependence (C,D), with a similarity
(A,C) and complementary (B,D) behavior.

2017), Linguistic Synchrony (LS) can be viewed
as any observed association or interdependence be-
tween people’s language dynamics, as indexed by
their continuous spoken words, that are nonrandom
or patterned in both timing and form.
Association is a relationship between variables that
makes them statistically dependent (e.g., as mea-
sured by correlation coefficient see Figure 1.A,B).
Interdependence is the state in which two or more
variables rely on or react with one another such
that one cannot change without affecting the other
(VandenBos, 2007) (e.g., see Figure 1.C,D).
Language dynamics of a conversation are the
changes in language use, for each participant indi-
vidually, that can be captured over time by assess-
ing utterances at a number of time points.
Non-random or patterned associations or interde-
pendences are quantified by adopting an approach
by Ramseyer and Tschacher (2010), “surrogate
test”, that distinguishes genuine synchrony from
pseudosynchrony, which may arise due to random
coincidence. This definition outlines the statistical
tests required to show that a function can indeed
measure LS, by pairing texts with non-original re-
placements and showing a significant difference in
the synchrony measure.

4 Formalizing a Task

With respect to the LS definition, we formalize a
task, for finding a function that measures LS, as
follows:

Given a sample [[(cij , t
i
j)]

mi
j=1]

n
i=1 of n pairs

(e.g., clients and their therapists) with mi repeated
measures (e.g., sessions in treatment) of lingual
texts (i.e., cij , t

i
j are each a written or transcribed

text sequence) from a population P, function f :

L → IR is said to be Measuring Linguistic Syn-
chrony (MLS) within P, where L is a list of text
pairs, if for a set of random texts rij , the sample
of values [f([(cij , t

i
j)]

mi
j=1)]

n
i=1 statistically signifi-

cantly differs from the generated sample of values
[f([(cij , r

i
j)]

mi
j=1)]

n
i=1 and [f([(rij , t

i
j)]

mi
j=1)]

n
i=1.3

Intuitively, we would like to find a function that
is able to recognize that a given list of text pairs
has a non-random dependence.

To capture more than just “any observed inter-
dependence or association”, defined are two addi-
tional pseudosynchrony tests that use surrogates in
place of the random texts.
Within challenge: a text cij is paired with a differ-
ent text contained within ti’s list of repeated mea-
sures. Formally, [f([(cij , t

i
j)]

mi
j=1)]

n
i=1 statistically

significantly differs from [f([(cij , t
i
lj
)]mi
j=1)]

n
i=1

where lj ∈ {1, . . . ,mi} and lj ̸= j.
Between challenge: a text cij is paired with any
text not contained within ti’s list of repeated mea-
sures. Formally, [f([(cij , t

i
j)]

mi
j=1)]

n
i=1 statistically

significantly differs from [f([(cij , t
kj
lj
)]mi
j=1)]

n
i=1 s.t.

kj ∈ {1, . . . , n}, kj ̸= i and lj ∈ {1, . . . ,mkj}.

Linguistic synchrony. Populations A and B have
different levels of synchrony with respect to f ∈
MLS if f values on population A are statistically
significantly different from f values on population
B.

Synchrony direction. In order to determine the
direction of the synchrony, i.e., whether low or high
values of f will be considered as synchrony, we
compare the f values of the original sample (i.e.,
[f([(cij , t

i
j)]

mi
j=1)]

n
i=1) to the f values of the surro-

gates sample. If f values are lower for the original
sample than for the surrogate sample, then lower f
values imply higher synchrony. Correspondingly,
if the f values are higher in the original sample,
then higher f values imply higher synchrony.

Task objective. The objective is to find an MLS
function that maximizes the magnitude – the
strength of synchrony – typically represented by
the effect size of the statistical test. In addition, the
MLS function should strive to reveal an aspect with
which synchrony can be expressed.4

3In social sciences, as opposed to exact sciences, a mea-
surement is not required to obey a well-defined unit of mea-
sure.

4An important goal in synchrony research is to provide an
interpretation for the observed synchrony. E.g., for synchrony
in autism, there are diagnostic tools that assess social skills
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We emphasize that synchrony is a change that
occurs over time, as opposed to similarity that is
measured at a single point. Additionally, synchrony
may be expressed through, e.g., complementary be-
havior (Ackerman and Bargh, 2010; Chartrand and
Lakin, 2013) or coordination that can be observed
in a non-aligned manner, e.g., shifting content or
aggregating several samples together (Figure 1).

Limitation. There exist outlier MLS functions
that meet all requirements of the task definition,
but do not actually measure synchrony. For exam-
ple, a function that internally stores the full sample
([[(cij , t

i
j)]

mi
j=1]

n
i=1) and simply returns 1 if a given

pair ((cij , t
i
j)]

mi
j=1) appears in the sample and 0 oth-

erwise. A function with a reasonable description
length (e.g., memory use) would not allow such
functionality. Moreover, proposing such a func-
tion does not serve the purpose of synchrony re-
search. Another example is a function that ran-
domly chooses a value that happens to correctly
distinguish between an actual pair and a surrogate
pair. Such behaviour is not statistically expected.

We next present an LS function that exposes lin-
guistic similarity over time, and in Appendix A.3,
a different function that exhibits complementary
behavior.

5 Exemplifying Solution

Adhering to the formalized conception of MLS, we
next lay out a use case brought from psychotherapy
research. First, the data we use is described, then
a candidate MLS function is presented, and finally
the function is tested for MLS.

5.1 Dataset Description

We employ a dataset of a total of 872 psychother-
apy session transcripts, in Hebrew, from 74 dif-
ferent dyads (client-therapist pairs), constructed
by 68 clients and 59 therapists. A treatment of a
dyad is composed of several sessions (Mean=12.56;
SD=4.93). For the purposes of this study, we re-
ferred only to verbal text and punctuation, marked
by how they were heard (comma as a short pause
in speech) and not by how proper sentences should
be written.5 Prior to each session, clients self-

such as eye contact or speech turn coordination in conversation.
Accordingly, this allows planning respective interventions that
address these social skills (e.g., Hopkins et al., 2011). For LS,
we provide a possible interpretation in Section 6.3.

5For further details about participants, treatment, transcrip-
tions procedure and ethical concerns, see Appendix A.1.

reported6 their functioning, measured using the
ORS questionnaire (Miller et al., 2003), which is
considered to be an indicator for progress in treat-
ment (see Appendix A.2.1). After each session,
therapists and clients reported their perspective for
the quality of the relationship during the session,
measured by the WAI questionnaire (Horvath and
Greenberg, 1989) (see Appendix A.2.2). We note
that this dataset is an order of magnitude larger
than those used in the few previous works dealing
with psychotherapy text analysis (see Section 2).

5.2 Candidate Synchrony Function

Algorithm 1: Lingual distance of client’s
(c) and therapist’s (t) texts list (size=m)

1 candidateMLS(c,t,m);
2 for j ← 1 to m do
3 cPosj , tPosj ← pos(cj), pos(tj);
4 cuPosj ← prDis(cPosj);
5 tuPosj ← prDis(tPosj);
6 JSDuPosj ← jsd(cuPosj , tuPosj);
7 end
8 return: average(JSDuPos)

We present Algorithm 1 as a candidate MLS
function.7 candidateMLS, receives as input lists
Cd and T d (d represents specific dyad name) both
of size md, of a client’s and matching therapist’s
transcribed sessions. The client’s and therapist’s
texts are paired by sessions. I.e., each list element
contains the client’s or therapist’s utterances from
a single session, cdj ∈ Cd (tdj ∈ T d) is a concate-
nation of all client’s (therapist’s) sentences within
session number j, and cdj and tdj are from the same
session, for each session j.

Inspired by previous work addressing LS, the
candidateMLS function converts each element in
the two lists to a probability distribution of unigram
part-of-speech (POS) tags (see Appendix A.4 for
the relation between LSM categories used in previ-
ous works and POS tags). In line 3 of Algorithm
1, the pos function8 extracts the POS tags from the
client’s (therapist’s) text cj (tj) in session j and

6Note that there are biases related to subjective self-reports
(Kazdin, 2008). Nevertheless, it is common to build upon such
self-reports for psychotherapy research.

7An additional candidate synchrony function is presented
in Appendix A.3, which measures complementary behavior
and applies correlation for computing the magnitude of syn-
chrony.

8We used YAP (More and Tsarfaty, 2016) for Hebrew POS
tagging.
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stores the resulting sequences in cPosj (tPosj).
In lines 4 and 5, the prDis function converts the
cPosj and tPosj POS sequences to their distri-
butions, and stores them in cuPosj and tuPosj
respectively. In line 6, the jsd function calcu-
lates the Jensen-Shannon Distance9 (JSD) (Fuglede
and Topsoe, 2004) between distributions cuPosj
and tuPosj (method denoted JSDuPos). Finally,
candidateMLS outputs the average of JSDuPosj
values (j ∈ [1,md]), providing a synchrony score
for dyad d, where a lower score means higher syn-
chrony.

Note the difference between JSDuPos and
candidateMLS. JSDuPos is a measure of linguis-
tic similarity between the client and the thera-
pist that is calculated for each session separately.
A lower JSDuPos value indicates a closer dis-
tance between texts and therefore a higher sim-
ilarity. candidateMLS is a measure of linguis-
tic synchrony between the client and the thera-
pist, that is calculated for a treatment. A lower
candidateMLS value indicates lower synchrony
(see Section 3 for an explanation on synchrony
direction and Section 5.3 on how we determined
the direction for our function).

As JSDuPos is an interpretable measure of lin-
guistic similarity, it is useful for psychologists to
better understand mechanisms of change through-
out treatment, i.e., by viewing changes in use of
part of speech, as demonstrated in Section 6.3. Fur-
thermore, this function does not require training
data, as opposed to data-hungry similarity methods
(e.g. Bevendorff et al., 2020; Boenninghoff et al.,
2020), which is pertinent in domains where data is
rather scarce. Other measures, such as those used
for authorship attribution (Koppel et al., 2009; Sta-
matatos, 2009; Juola, 2008; El and Kassou, 2014),
are appealing MLS candidate functions, and we
advocate future research to inspect such options.

5.3 Synchrony Function Evaluation

To assess whether the candidate function meets
the MLS criteria, we test the Within and Between
challenges, using the corpus of client-therapist con-

9Jensen-Shannon Divergence is based on Kullback-Leibler
Divergence with a simple manipulation that makes it symmet-
ric (instead of measuring the relative entropy between the two
distributions, measure the average of the entropies between
each of the distributions and their average distribution) and
thus maintains the triangular inequality. JS-Distance is the
root of JS-Divergence. We chose distance over divergence
since distance is the more common preference in the literature
(1,850,000 search results in Semantic Scholar vs. 239,000).

versations from Section 5.1.
The paired sequences of the conversations are as

follows: each dyad i (i ∈ [1, 74]) has mi sessions
Si
1:mi

. For each session sij ∈ Si
1:mi

we separated
the utterances of the client cij and the utterances of
the therapist tij , producing sequences of texts Ci

1:mi

and T i
1:mi

. The whole corpus can be described as
[[(cij , t

i
j)]

mi
j=1]

74
i=1.

Within-experiment: (1) For each dyad i: (1.1) Cal-
culate candidateMLS on the client’s Ci

1:mi
and the

corresponding therapist’s T i
1:mi

to get synchrony
magnitude value vi. (1.2) Choose random permuta-
tion perm(T i

1:m1
), and calculate candidateMLS on

the client’s Ci
1:m1

and perm(T i
1:m1

), to get result
wi. Due to non-normally distributed data, (2) Com-
pute Wilcoxon signed-rank one-tail test10 and Co-
hen’s d (Cohen, 1988) on vectors V = [vi] and
W = [wi], expecting values of V to be signifi-
cantly lower than values of W .

This experiment is repeated 100 times on dif-
ferent permutations. All experiments yielded a
significant superiority (Dror et al., 2020) of gen-
uine synchrony versus pseudosynchrony (p < 0.05)
with a small effect size (average Cohen’s d = 0.12).
V (M = 0.174; SD = 0.034) exists in a lower level
compared to W (surrogate session) (M = 0.179;
SD=0.035).
Between-experiment: (1) For each dyad i: (1.1)
Compute vi as described above. (1.2) For each
cij ∈ Ci

1:mi
, randomly choose, with replacements,

a different therapist session tkl (i ̸= k) from the
entire set of therapists sessions [[tij ]

mi
j=1]

74
i=1 and cal-

culate candidateMLS on Ci
1:mi

with the randomly
generated therapist sequence, to get result bi. (2)
Compute Wilcoxon signed-rank one-tail test and
Cohen’s d on vectors V = [vi] and B = [bi].

On 100 different experiments (different replace-
ments), all trials yielded a significant superiority
of genuine synchrony versus pseudosynchrony (p
< 0.05) with a very large effect size (Sawilowsky,
2009) (average Cohen’s d = 1.459). V exists in a
lower level compared to B (surrogate therapist) (M
= 0.218; SD = 0.028).

Both Within- and Between-challenge tests pass,
indicating that the candidate function meets the
MLS criteria. Results are depicted in Figure 2.

10Based on previous studies, we hypothesize that the syn-
chrony direction is inversely proportional to the similarity in
our function. Thus, we expect lower candidateMLS values
in the original text-pair sample compared to the surrogate
sample.
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Figure 2: The degree of synchrony in conversations
between therapist and client compared to pseudosyn-
chrony in conversations that did not take place.

Session Level Dyad Level
Variable Obs. M(SD) Range Obs. M(SD) Range
JSDuPos 871 0.17 (0.05) 0.08-0.9 74 0.17 (0.03) 0.11-0.3
ORS 860 24.4 (7.96) 0.3-40 74 24.5 (6.41) 10.15-38.24
C_WAI 823 50.89 (23.82) 4-84 74 49.48 (23.02) 9.5-84
T_WAI 831 41.69 (18.61) 0-74 74 40.33 (17.88) 8.75-67.61
ORS = Outcome Rating Scale; WAI = Working Alliance Inventory;
C = Client; T = Therapist; Obs. = Observations

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of treatment mea-
surements (processes and outcome) and of our
JSDuPos function. JSDuPos = JS-Distance between
probability distributions of unigram POS-tags.

6 Implications of the Candidate Function

Psychology research puts forth much effort in try-
ing to understand the synchrony phenomenon and
mechanism (Section 1). In addition, studies show
a link between client-therapist synchrony and treat-
ment processes and outcomes (Sections 2). Thus,
we examine the relationship between LS and treat-
ment measures through the candidate function (Sec-
tion 6.1), analyze the change of JSDuPos over the
course of treatments (Section 6.2), and demonstrate
what can be extracted from the function to further
understand LS (Section 6.3).

6.1 Associations with Treatment Process and
Outcome

Hypothesis 1: We expect that JSDuPos and
candidateMLS, both associate with treatment pro-
cess and outcome.

(Hypothesis 1a) A lower JSDuPos value in a
session, i.e., higher linguistic similarity, associates
with: (1) a higher level of alliance between ther-
apist and client as reported by both therapist and
client at the end of the session, and (2) a higher
level of treatment outcome as reported by the client
at the beginnings of the current and next sessions.
I.e., JSDuPos(cds , t

d
s) correlates with Client_WAIds ,

Therapist_WAIds , ORSd
s and ORSd

s+1.
(Hypothesis 1b) A lower candidateMLS value

of a treatment, i.e., higher LS, associates with:
(1) a higher level of alliance between the client
and therapist as reported both by client and
therapist at the end of each session in the treatment,
and (2) a higher level of treatment outcome as
reported by the client at the beginning of each
session. I.e., candidateMLS(Cd, T d) correlates
with average values of Client_WAId, average of
Therapist_WAId and average of ORSd.

Results: The descriptive statistics – means, stan-
dard deviations and ranges for all the variables –
are presented in Table 1.

To examine (Hypothesis 1a) we conducted a
multilevel model (MLM) test11 (Bolger and Lau-
renceau, 2013) that predicts a session’s treatment
process/outcome value with the corresponding
JSDuPos (dyad mean-centered) value. Multilevel
models allow estimation of two levels (a within-
dyad level and a between-dyad level) and accom-
modate non-balanced data (see Bolger and Lau-
renceau) as in our case (i.e., sessions nested within
dyads and dyads have different numbers of ses-
sions). We used two-level MLM and not three-level
MLM (sessions nested within dyads nested within
therapists) because of the limited number of clients
per therapist.

To examine (Hypothesis 1b), the same multilevel
model test factors in the candidateMLS value (as
a grand mean center of JSDuPos dyad values, de-
noted meanJSDuPos).

The mixed-level equation is as follows:

Treatment_Measureds =

(γ00 + ud0)

+ (γ01 + ud1)JSDuPosds
+ (γ02)meanJSDuPosd + eds

(1)

s.t. Treatment_Measure ∈ {ORS, Client_WAI,
Therapist_WAI}. Treatment_Measureds for a
dyad d in session s is predicted by the sample’s
intercept (γ00 ), by dyad d’s deviation from this inter-
cept (ud0), by the average (i.e., fixed) effects (γ01 , γ

0
2 )

of the predictors, by this client’s deviation from the
fixed effects (i.e., the random effects: (ud0, u

d
1)), and

by a level-1 residual term quantifying the session’s
deviation from these effects (i.e., the random effect
at level 1, ecs).

We note that to examine the prospective associ-
ation between the MLS and treatment outcome as

11Using the R lme4 library (Bates, 2010), lmer function.
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reported by the client at the beginning of the next
session (ORSd

s+1), Equation 1 was computed with
the next session index (index s+1 instead of s), as
follows:

ORSd
s+1 =

(γ00 + ud0)

+ (γ01 + ud1)JSDuPosds
+ (γ02)meanJSDuPosd + eds

(2)

As can be seen in Table 2, consistent with Hy-
pothesis 1a, a lower JSDuPos value (higher lin-
guistic similarity) in a session associates with a
higher level of alliance between the client and ther-
apist as reported both by client and therapist at
the end of each session (supporting (Hypothesis
1a) (1)), and a higher level of treatment outcome
as reported by the client at the beginning of the
next session (partially supporting (Hypothesis 1a)
(2)). However, not consistent with Hypothesis 1b,
a lower candidateMLS value (higher linguistic syn-
chrony) in a treatment associates with a lower level
of treatment outcome as reported by the client at
the beginning of both the current session and the
next session. Although the results of the model
predicting ORS was statistically significant, the di-
rection was opposite to the hypothesis. In addition,
candidateMLS did not show associations with al-
liance of both client and therapist (i.e., (Hypothesis
1b) failed to reject the null hypothesis).

6.2 Similarity Increase throughout Treatment
In order to better understand the synchrony mecha-
nism, we examine the change in similarity between
client and therapist over the course of a treatment.
Since all previous studies that examine LS were
based on a single session or a small scale dataset
(i.e., could not examine change over time), the fol-
lowing hypothesis will be tested in an exploratory
manner.
Hypothesis 2 (exploratory): We expect an increase
in linguistic similarity throughout treatment.
Results: To examine the extent in which similarity
changes throughout a treatment, a linear growth-
curve analysis is conducted over the JSDuPos val-
ues of treatments.12 Growth curve models typically
refer to statistical methods that allow the estimation
of patterns of change over time (the most basic fea-
ture of an intensive longitudinal outcome) (Bolger
et al., 2003).

Results show a significant linear change across
treatment. Specifically, the time trend was negative

12Using the R nlme library, lme function.

Figure 3: Average and standard deviation of changes
in part-of-speech tag frequencies from session to ses-
sion by all clients and therapists, viewed separately for
three groups of dyads divided according to treatment
outcome. On average over all treatments with good
reliable change, question-mark (yyQM) is the tag for
which therapists and corresponding clients move closer
the most over a treatment.

Figure 4: The most asynchronous treatment with fre-
quencies of POS tags in a client’s (orange) and thera-
pist’s (purple) transcriptions. The three major sources
of asynchrony, with the highest frequency gap, are the
parts-of-speech NNP (proper noun singular), DEF (mor-
phological determiner) and yyELPS (ellipsis).

(b = −0.001, SE = 0.0002 ,t = −4.854, p <
0.001), indicating that on average client-therapist
linguistic similarity was higher (JSDuPos was
lower) in the later stages of therapy compared
to the initial stages. See Figure 5 in the appen-
dices for a visualization of the constant decrease in
JSDuPos over time.

6.3 Utility of LS in Treatment

In this section we will demonstrate how the LS
mechanism can be further explored.13 As shown
in Section 6.2, JSDuPos values decrease over treat-
ment. We explore in what sense the client and
therapist become closer in terms of changes in POS

13There are no clinical recommendations here but rather a
demonstration of the benefits of an interpretable synchrony
function. In the current study it is not possible to examine the
causality relation between synchrony and outcome.
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Previous Week ORS Next Week ORS Client_WAI Therapist_WAI

Predictors
Estimates
(Std. Err)

95% CI
(t value)

Estimates
(Std. Err)

95% CI
(t value)

Estimates
(Std. Err)

95% CI
(t value)

Estimates
(Std. Err)

95% CI
(t value)

(Intercept)
24.50***
(0.711)

[23.11, 25.90]
(34.439)

24.71***
(0.744)

[23.26, 26.17]
33.22

49.50***
(2.674)

[44.26, 54.74]
(18.51)

40.36***
(2.077)

[36.29, 44.43]
(19.433)

Session JSDuPos
-8.41

(70171)
[-22.46, 5.65]

(-1.172)
-17.16***

(4.868)
[-26.70, -7.62]

(-3.525)
-30.90***

(8.811)
[-48.17, -13.63]

(-3.507)
-25.76***

(7.446)
[-40.35, -11.17]

(-3.46)

Dyad meanJSDuPos
64.54***
(21.987)

[21.44, 107.63]
(2.935)

47.74*
(21.350)

[5.89, 89.58]
(2.236)

-72.70
(83.612)

[-236.58, 91.17]
(-0.87)

-79.80
(65.122)

[-207.44, 47.84]
(-1.225)

Observations 859 849 822 830
Conditional R (ICC) 0.646 (0.62) 0.680 (0.67) 0.931 (0.93) 0.920 (0.92)

Note. ***p<0.001; **p<0.01; *p<0.05; ORS = Outcome Rating Scale; WAI = Working Alliance Inventory
JSDuPos = Jensen–Shannon-Distance between Probability Distribution over Unigram POS-tag;
meanJSDuPos = Result of the synchrony function (candidateMLS) which is the average JSDuPos for each dyad.

Table 2: Associations between similarity (JSDuPos) or synchrony (meanJSDuPos), and treatment measurements –
outcome (ORS) or process (WAI).

tag distributions over a treatment, using two ap-
proaches.

In the first approach, we analyze the changes
in use of POS tags in treatment in three differ-
ent groups of dyads (of the 74 available): those
with a good reliable change in treatment, those
with a reliable deterioration, and those with no re-
liable change.14 Then, for each POS tag p and
for each dyad d in its group, for a sequence of
sessions sd1, s

d
2, ..., s

d
nd

we compute the distances
δd,p1 , ..., δd,pnd where δd,pi is computed as the ab-
solute difference between the client’s frequency
of p and the therapist’s frequency of p in ses-
sion i. We then compute the difference in dis-
tances between consecutive sessions of the treat-
ment ∆d,p

i = δd,pi − δd,pi−1. The score for this treat-

ment and POS tag is then scored,p =
∑nd

2
∆d,p

i
nd−1 ,

i.e., the average of the differences in the sequence
of sessions. Finally, for each POS tag separately,
we calculate the average and standard deviation of
scores of all dyads within their group. A lower
value for a POS tag means the clients’ and corre-
sponding therapists’ tag frequency becomes more
similar overall.

As seen in Figure 3, in the dyads with a good
reliable change, the POS tag frequencies of clients
and therapists moved towards each other in the
question-mark (yyQM) and question (QW) tags.
When zooming in from part-of-speech- to the
lexical-level, i.e., analysing frequencies of question
words, we found the biggest change in the “what”
token. Throughout the treatment, the frequency of

14The ORS has a Reliable Change Index (RCI = 5 points)
that identifies when change is clinically significant and at-
tributable to therapy. (Low et al., 2012)

“what” increases for clients (+0.1%) while decreas-
ing for therapists (−0.1%). See also Figure 6 in the
Appendices for separate client and therapist points
of view of a similar analysis.

Another approach for exploring the LS mecha-
nism is by analyzing the contributors that influ-
ence the magnitude of synchrony within a spe-
cific treatment. We demonstrate this through a
case study from our data in the treatment with
the lowest synchrony value as calculated with
candidateMLS (highest average JSDuPos scores).
This treatment was also considered unsuccessful
as measured by ORS. Figure 4 shows the POS
tag distribution of the whole treatment for a client-
therapist dyad. The differences in the tag distri-
butions may hint at reasons for the unsuccessful
treatment. Here we see that the therapist uses some
POS tags far more often than the client. For exam-
ple, there is a frequent use of ellipses (yyELPS), in-
dicating many silent moments. Accordingly, these
tags can expose behavior that may have gone unno-
ticed.

7 Discussion and Future Work

In Section 5.2 we propose a function that is able to
measure LS, based on a similarity approach. Future
work may assess LS functions that apply different
similarity methods. Additionally, new LS functions
should examine other forms of synchrony such as
coordination and accommodation.

The field of Authorship Attribution (Koppel et al.,
2009; Stamatatos, 2009; Juola, 2008; El and Kas-
sou, 2014), for example, may inspire development
of new LS functions. This field relies on fea-
tures of complexity measures (e.g., average word
length, average number of words in a sentence),
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syntax, taxonomies, morphological analysis, ortho-
graphic/syntactic errors, idiosyncrasies and others.
These may be adapted for measuring LS as well.

We note that in this work we describe synchrony
as it is commonly referred to in psychology. This
definition does not discriminate between intrinsic
synchrony and extrinsic synchrony. Two bodies
synchronize intrinsically when they directly influ-
ence each other. For example, the moon’s motion
synchronizes with sea levels due to the gravita-
tional force exerted by the moon on the sea. In
other cases, an external constituent impacts the two
bodies in such a way that they synchronize indepen-
dently. For example, two clocks are in synchrony
with each other as a result of the time specified by
an independent source. In the case of LS, the use of
linguistic features by two “synchronized” speakers
may be due to an outside cause, like a seasonal
use of words. When discovering synchrony with
a measuring function, the underlying root cause
remains unknown. More research should be con-
ducted in order to reveal the confounding variables
of synchrony.

8 Conclusion

Researching synchrony enhances our understand-
ing of the mechanisms of change in psychotherapy
treatment. Language, in particular, reveals impor-
tant information about the interaction between a
client and a therapist. Following previous work on
synchrony research, we formally define a task for
measuring linguistic synchrony, and describe two
tests for quantifying the quality of a function that
measures LS. We suggest a function, consisting of
a similarity component inspired by methods used
in Psychology research, that satisfies the defini-
tion and tests. The function and its component are
shown to correlate with measures of psychother-
apy process and outcome and show a significant
linear increase across treatment. Furthermore, we
demonstrate how this function can be interpreted
for understanding the interaction between the client
and therapist throughout treatment. While this non-
standard task of Linguistic Synchrony can strongly
contribute to analysis in Psychology, we also gen-
erally see it as an intriguing challenge to undertake
in comparative textual analysis.

9 Ethical Considerations

This study was approved by an Institutional Review
Board and was conducted ethically in accordance

with the World Medical Association Declaration of
Helsinki. The procedures were part of the routine
assessment and monitoring process in the clinic. In-
formed written consent was obtained from all par-
ticipants at the outset of this study. Participants are
asked to provide written consent that their data will
be used for research. They are informed that at any
time they may request to terminate their participa-
tion in the research and / or request that the content
of the recordings be deleted without jeopardizing
treatment. All data collected was anonymized and
only then exposed to a very small number of re-
searchers, as agreed upon by the participants. More
information is avaialbale in Appendix A.1.
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A Appendices

A.1 Dataset Description

A.1.1 Clients
The dataset was drawn as a sample from a broader
pool of clients who received individual psychother-
apy at a university training outpatient clinic, located
in a central city in Israel. Data were collected natu-
ralistically between August 2014 and August 2016
as part of the clinic’s regular practice of monitoring
clients’ progress. From an initial sample of 180
clients who provided their consent to participate in
the study, 34 (18.88%) dropped out (deciding one-
sidedly to end treatment before the planned termi-
nation date). Clients were selected from the larger
sample to match two criteria: (1) treatment duration
of at least 15 sessions, and (2) full data including
audio recordings to be used for the transcriptions
and session-by-session questionnaires available for
each client. These criteria corresponded to our ana-
lytic strategy of detecting within-client associations
between linguistic features and session processes
and outcomes. Clients were also excluded, based
on the M.I.N.I. 6.0 (Sheehan et al., 1998) if they
were diagnosed as severely disturbed, either due to
a current crisis, had severe trauma and accompany-
ing post- traumatic stress disorder, a past or present
psychotic or manic diagnosis, and/or current sub-
stance abuse. Based on these criteria we excluded
77 (42.7%) clients. Thus, of the total sample, the
data for 68 (38.33%) clients who met the above-
mentioned inclusion criteria were transcribed, for
a total of 872 transcribed sessions.

The clients were all above the age of 18
(Mage=39.06, SD=13.67, range=20–77), majority
of whom were women (58.9%). Of the clients,
53.5% had at least a bachelor’s degree, 53.5% re-
ported being single, 8.9% were in a committed
relationship, 23.2% were married and 14.2% were
divorced or widowed. Clients’ diagnoses were es-
tablished based on the Mini International Neuropsy-
chiatric Diagnostic Interview for Axis I DSM-IV
diagnoses (MINI 5.0; Sheehan et al., 1998). Of
the entire sample, 22.9% of the clients had a single
diagnosis, 20.0% had two diagnoses, and 25.7%
had three or more diagnoses. The most common
diagnoses were comorbid anxiety and affective dis-
orders15 (25.7%), followed by other comorbid dis-

15The following DSM-IV diagnoses were assessed in the
affective disorders cluster: major depressive disorder, dys-
thymia and bipolar disorder. The following DSM-IV diag-
noses were assumed in the anxiety disorders cluster: panic

orders (17.1%), anxiety disorders (14.3%), and
affective disorders (5.7%). A sizable group of
clients (31.4%) reported experiencing relationship
concerns, academic/occupational stress, or other
problems but did not meet criteria for any Axis I
diagnosis.

A.1.2 Therapists and Therapy
Clients were treated by 59 therapists in various
stages of their clinical training. Clients were as-
signed to therapists in an ecologically valid manner
based on real-world issues, such as therapist avail-
ability and caseload. Most therapists treated one
client each (47 therapists), but some (10) treated
two clients and (2) more. Each therapist received
one hour of individual supervision every two weeks
and four hours of group supervision on a weekly
basis. All therapy sessions were audiotaped for
supervision. Supervisors were senior clinicians.
Individual and group supervision focused heavily
on reviewing audiotaped case material and techni-
cal interventions designed to facilitate the appro-
priate use of therapist interventions. Individual
psychotherapy consisted of once- or twice-weekly
sessions. The language of therapy was Modern He-
brew (MH). The dominant approach in the clinic in-
cludes a short-term psychodynamic psychotherapy
treatment model (e.g.,Blagys and Hilsenroth,2000;
Shedler, 2010; Summers and Barber, 2009). The
key features of the model include: (a) a focus on
affect and the experience and expression of emo-
tions, (b) exploration of attempts to avoid distress-
ing thoughts and feelings, (c) identification of re-
curring themes and patterns, (d) an emphasis on
past experiences, (e) a focus on interpersonal ex-
periences, (f) an emphasis on the therapeutic re-
lationship, and (g) exploration of wishes, dreams,
or fantasies (Shedler, 2010). On average, treat-
ment length was 37 sessions (SD = 23.99, range =
18–157). Treatment was open- ended in length, but
given that psychotherapy was provided by clinical
trainees at a university-based outpatient community
clinic, the treatment duration was often restricted
to be 9 months.

A.1.3 Transcriptions
To capture the treatment processes from session
to session, and since the transcription process is
highly expensive, transcriptions were conducted
alternately (i.e., sessions 2, 4, 6, 8 and so on until

disorder, agoraphobia, generalized anxiety disorder and social
anxiety disorder.
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one session before the last session). In cases where
material was incomplete (such as the quality of
the recordings, or the questionnaires for a specific
session), the next session was transcribed instead.
The transcriber team was composed of seven tran-
scribers, all of whom were graduate students in
the University’s psychology department. The tran-
scribers went through a one day training workshop
and monthly meetings were held throughout the
transcription process to supervise the quality of
their work. The training included specific guide-
lines on how to handle confidential and sensitive
information and the transcribers were instructed
to replace names by pseudonyms and to substitute
any other identifying information. The transcrip-
tion protocol followed general guidelines, as de-
scribed in (Mergenthaler and Stinson, 1992), and
in (Albert et al., 2013). The word forms, the form
of commentaries, and the use of punctuation were
kept as close as possible to the speech presenta-
tion. Everything was transcribed, including word
fragments as well as syllables or fillers (such as
“ums”, “ahs”, “uh huhs” and “you know”). The au-
diotape was transcribed in its entirety and provided
a verbatim account of the session. The transcripts
included elisions, mispronunciations, slang, gram-
matical errors, non- verbal sounds (e.g., laughs, cry,
sighs), and background noises. The transcription
rules were limited in number and simple (for ex-
ample, each client and therapist utterances should
be on a separate line; each line begins with the
specification of the speaker) and the format used
several symbols to indicate comments (such as [...]
to indicate the correct form when the actual utter-
ance was mispronounced, or <number of minutes
of silence >). The transcripts were proofread by the
research coordinator. The final transcripts could be
processed by human experts or automatically by
computer.

There were 872 transcripts in total (the mean
transcribed sessions per client was 12.56; SD=4.93)
Each transcript incorporated metadata such as the
client’s code, which allowed the client data to be
linked across sessions and for hierarchical analysis.
The transcriptions totaled about four million words
over 150,000 talk turns (i.e., switching between
speakers). On average, there were 5800 words
in a session, of which 4538 (78%; SD=1409.62;
range 416-8176) were client utterances and 1266
(22%; SD=674.99; range 160-6048) were therapist
utterances with a mean of 180.07 (SD=95.37; range

30-845) talk turns per session.

A.1.4 Procedure and Ethical Considerations

The procedures were part of the routine assessment
and monitoring process in the clinic. All research
materials were collected after securing the approval
of the authors’ university ethics committee. Only
clients that gave their consent to participate were
included in the study. Clients were told that they
could choose to terminate their participation in the
study at any time without jeopardizing treatment.
The clients completed the ORS before each ther-
apy session and the WAI after each session. The
therapist completed the WAI after each therapy ses-
sion. The sessions were audiotaped and transcribed
according to a protocol described above. All data
collected was anonymized and only then exposed
to a very small number of researchers, as agreed
upon by the participants.

A.1.5 Missing Data

In the concurrent session-level models, from the
transcribed sessions (872), 860 had functioning
(ORS), 831 had therapist’s therapeutic alliance
(T_WAI) and 823 had client’s therapeutic alliance
(C_WAI). One transcription was detected with er-
rors. Sessions with missing or faulty data were
excluded from the analysis.

A.2 Outcome & Process Measurements

A.2.1 Outcome Rating Scale (ORS; (Miller
et al., 2003))

The ORS is a 4-item visual analog scale developed
as a brief alternative to the OQ-45. The scale is
designed to assess change in three areas of client
functioning that are widely considered to be valid
indicators of progress in treatment: functioning,
interpersonal relationships, and social role perfor-
mance. Respondents complete the ORS by rating
four statements on a visual analog scale anchored
at one end by the word “Low” and at the other end
by the word “High”. This scale yields four sepa-
rate scores between 0 and 10 that sum to one score
ranging from 0 to 40, with higher scores indicating
better functioning. The ORS has strong reliability
estimates (α=0.87-0.96) and moderate correlations
between the ORS items and the OQ-45 subscale
and total scores (ORS total - OQ-45 total: r = 0.59).
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A.2.2 Working Alliance Inventory (WAI;
(Horvath and Greenberg, 1989)

The WAI is a self report questionnaire (both for
therapist and client). It is one of the most widely
investigated common factors that was found pos-
itively correlated to treatment outcome in psy-
chotherapy. It includes items ranging from 0 (“not
at all”) to 5 (“completely”) to evaluate three compo-
nents (1) agreement on treatment goals, (2) agree-
ment on therapeutic tasks and (3) a positive emo-
tional bond between client and therapist (Falken-
ström et al., 2015)

A.3 Complementing Behavior as Synchrony

Synchrony may be observed through complement-
ing behavior, where the actions of one party influ-
ences the second party in a complementing manner,
e.g., if a rise of an occurrence of a feature in the first
party directly causes a proportional decline for the
second party, and vice-versa, yielding a negative
correlation.

We show here that the number of words spoken
by the participants in the sessions renders such
behavior. As one participant talks more within a
session, the other naturally talks less. Since all
psychotherapy sessions have a fixed length of one
hour, we can comparably measure this effect across
all sessions.

Algorithm 2: Client’s (c) and therapist’s (t)
word count in sessions (size=m) correlation

1 candidateMLS-2(c,t,m);
2 for j ← 1 to m do
3 cWCj ← wordCount(cj);
4 tWCj ← wordCount(tj);
5 end
6 return: pearsonr(cWC, tWC)

We propose MLS function CandidateMLS-2 (Al-
gorithm 2) which receives as input lists Cd and
T d of size md of a client’s and the matching ther-
apist’s transcribed speech within each of their ses-
sions (md is the number of sessions within a spe-
cific dyad, d). Each list element contains the
clients’/therapists’ utterances from a single session,
and cdj ∈ Cd and tdj ∈ T d are from the same ses-
sion, for each session j. The algorithm converts
each element in the lists to the word-count-number.
Finally, the algorithm outputs the Pearson coeffi-
cient correlation between the new lists.

A surrogate test (as describe in Section 5.3) pro-
duces significant separation both at the between-
surrogate (p < 0.05 with large effect size, Cohen’s
d = 0.953) and within-surrogate (p < 0.05 with
large effect size, Cohen’s d = 1.038). These re-
sults shows that CandidateMLS-2 is indeed MLS,
notably featuring complementing synchrony.

A.4 LSM vs. POS
The LSM method (Ireland and Pennebaker, 2010)
takes advantage of word categories defined in
LIWC, see Table 3. LIWC was not translated to
a Hebrew version. Languages behave differently
and it is therefore impossible to produce a perfect
translation. For example, in Hebrew there is no
use of articles (for the challenges in the Hebrew
translation process see Shapira et al., 2021).

Since a Hebrew LIWC version is not available,
an alternative approach is to apply part-of-speech
categories that can be loosely mapped to LIWC cat-
egories used in the LSM method. Part-of-speech
(POS Marcinkiewicz, 1994) is a linguistic category
of words that have similar grammatical properties,
i.e., words assigned with the same part-of-speech
tag play a similar role within the grammatical struc-
ture of sentences (for the multilingual efforts to
create a universal POS tagset see Petrov et al.,
2011).16 The POS categories can express the way
things are said rather than the content itself (“how”
versus “what”). Extraction of POS tags is a com-
mon procedure in natural language processing, and
relevant tools exist in Hebrew (e.g., YAP; More
and Tsarfaty, 2016, see Table 4).

There is a loose relationship between LIWC cat-
egories used by LSM and the POS categories.

• The Auxiliary category in LIWC contains the
words that fall under the COP POS category,
but COP represents any copula ( (אוגד! which is
not always a verb in Hebrew. In addition there
is an intersection with the MD POS category
(e.g., could).

• The Conjunction LIWC category can be
mapped to the POS categories CONJ, CC,
TEMP and REL. CONJ is for the coordinating
conjunction ו! (and); TEMP is for the subordi-
nating conjunctions that precede time clauses
e.g., כש! (when); REL is for the relative clauses
,ה! ש! (that); CC is for the rest of conjunctions,
both coordinating and subordinating.

16For the universal POS tags see https:
//universaldependencies.org/u/pos/
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Figure 5: Growth Curves of 25 sampled dyads of the 74 available. There is a decrease of 0.001 units (i.e., slope)
of JS-Distance between Probability Distribution over Unigram POS-tag in each session throughout treatment,
indicating an increase in linguistic similarity. Results are statistically significant with p<0.0001.
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Figure 6: The sum of POS tag frequency changes between consecutive sessions for all clients (orange) and therapists
(purple). A positive (negative) value means an overall increase (decrease) in the frequency of a POS tag throughout
treatments. The three major changes in treatments for therapists are (1) decrease in questions (yyQM, QM) while
for clients this increases, (2) increase in commas i.e., short break (yyCM), similarly to clients, (3) increase in “that"
(REL), also similar to clients’ behavior. The three for clients are: (1) decrease in nouns (NN) while for therapists
this increases, (2) increase in personal pronouns (PRP), as for therapists, and (3) increase in names (NNP) like for
therapists. Overall, the therapists change throughout treatment more than the clients do.

• There is no POS category for the LIWC cate-
gory High-Frequency Adverbs, but there is
a POS category, RB, for general adverbs.

• The POS category PRP intersects with the
LIWC categories Personal and Impersonal
Pronouns. The POS category S_PRN is fully
contained in the LIWC category of Personal
Pronouns but only for single first person.

• The LIWC category Negations is partially
represented by the POS category NEG.

• Prepositions with the LIWC categories can
be mapped to the POS categories PREPOSI-
TION and IN.

• Quantifiers with the LIWC categories can be
mapped to the POS categories DT and DTT.

• In Hebrew there is no use of Articles.

In our study we used all possible POS categories.
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LIWC LSM Categories
Category Examples of Words in Lexicon
Articles a, an, the
Auxiliary Verbs ain’t, am, are, ...
Conjunctions also, and, as, but, ...
High-Frequency Adverbs about, absolutely, actually, again, ...
Impersonal Pronouns another, anybody, if, itself, ...
Personal Pronouns he, him, ...
Prepositions about, above, along, ...
Quantifiers add, alot, all, few, ...
Negations not, no, never, ...

Table 3: LSM categories by LIWC. In some versions there are slight differences regarding the included markers
(e.g., in linguistic style coordination Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2012, the negation marker is not included).
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YAP POS-tags
Tag Examples of Hebrew Words in Tag (Translation)
ADVERB כ! (about)
AT את! (term used to indicate a direct object)
BN מתרוצצת! (scampering), רוצה! (wanting), ...
BNT לובשי! (wearing), ...
CC כאילו! (like), אבל! (but), !Mא (if), ...
CD אחת! (one), 44, ...
CDT שני! (two), ...
CONJ ו! (and)
COP הייתי! (was), היא! (is), ...
DEF ה! (the)
DT איזשהו! (some), איזשהי! (some)
DTT !Mשו (any), כל! (all), ...
EX יש! (exist), !Nאי (not exist)
IN בשביל! (for), אצל! (at), ...
INTJ נא! (please)
JJ קשה! (hard), בטוח! (safe), ...
JJT עומסי! (load), ...
MD נוכל! (could), תוכלי! (could), צריכה! (need), ...
NCD 40, 30%, ...
NEG לאו! (not)
NN !Zאר (country), !Nקניו (mall), משהו! (somthing), ...
NNP !Nחולו (Holon), צרפת! (France), ...
NNPT פלמח! (Palmach)
NNT קרית! (a first part in names of cities and neighborhoods), ...
POS של! (of)
PREPOSITION ל! (to), ב! (at), ...
PRP הוא! (he), זה! (it), אני! (I), ...
QW למה! (why), מי! (who), איפה! (where), ...
RB רק! (only), מאוד! (really), מהר! (quickly), ...
REL ש! (that)
S_PRN את! (you), היא! (she), אני! (I), ...
TEMP כש! (when)
TTL !Nאדו (Mr.), ...
VB להתלבש! (to dress), נפלו! (fall), ...
yyCLN :
yyCM ,
yyDASH -
yyDOT .
yyELPS ...
yyEXCL !
yyLRB (
yyQM ?
yyQUOT "
yyRRB )

Table 4: POS-tags by Hebrew parser YAP.
For the full list and meanings see https://nlp.biu.ac.il/~rtsarfaty/onlp/hebrew/postags
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Abstract

Nonsuicidal self-injury (NSSI), or the delib-
erate injuring of one’s body without intend-
ing to die, has been shown to exhibit many
similarities to substance use disorders (SUDs),
including population-level characteristics, im-
pulsivity traits, and comorbidity with other
mental disorders. Research has further shown
that people who self-injure adopt language
common in SUD recovery communities (e.g.,
“clean", “relapse", “addiction," and celebra-
tory language about sobriety milestones). In
this study, we investigate the shared language
of NSSI and SUD by comparing discussions
on public Reddit forums related to self-injury
and drug addiction. To this end, we build a
set of LDA topics across both NSSI and SUD
Reddit users and show that shared language
across the two domains includes SUD recov-
ery language in addition to other themes com-
mon to support forums (e.g., requests for help
and gratitude). Next, we examine Reddit-wide
posting activity and note that users posting in
r/selfharm also post in many mental health-
related subreddits, while users of drug addic-
tion related subreddits do not, despite high co-
morbidity between NSSI and SUDs. These re-
sults show that while people who self-injure
may contextualize their disorder as an addic-
tion, their posting habits demonstrate comor-
bidities with other mental disorders more so
than their counterparts in recovery from SUDs.
These observations have clinical implications
for people who self-injure and seek support by
sharing their experiences online.

1 Introduction

Nonsuicidal self-injury (NSSI), or the intentional
injuring of one’s body without aiming to die for
reasons outside of social norms, causes signifi-
cant morbidity (Nock, 2010). Lifetime prevalence
of NSSI is estimated to range from 5-6% among
adults to 17-18% among adolescents (Swannell
et al., 2014) while the prevalence of NSSI among

adolescents with psychiatric disorders is thought to
be much higher (Nock and Prinstein, 2004; Glenn
and Klonsky, 2013).

Qualitative, quantitative, mixed-methods, and
psychometric studies have pointed towards the ad-
dictive features of NSSI and shared characteris-
tics between NSSI and substance use disorders
(SUDs; Brown and Kimball, 2013; Davis and
Lewis, 2019). Populations who self-injure may
resemble populations with SUDs in personality
(MacLaren and Best, 2010) or impulsivity traits
(Dir et al., 2013). NSSI and SUD are often co-
morbid with anxiety, depressive, and psychotic
disorders (Guvendeger Doksat et al., 2017) and
with each other, with one study reporting that ap-
proximately 60% of people who self-injure met
criteria for a SUD (Nock et al., 2006). Both sub-
stance use and NSSI are used to avoid and/or cope
with feelings of psychological distress (Chawla
and Ostafin, 2007), especially among adolescents
(Peterson et al., 2008). Although there is debate
as to whether or not NSSI is an addiction in a
clinical sense or experienced as intensely as SUD
(Victor et al., 2012), addiction models of NSSI
have been proposed (Faye, 1995; Buser and Buser,
2013; Blasco-Fontecilla et al., 2016). There is also
evidence that those who endorse more addictive
features of self-injury harm themselves more fre-
quently and more severely (Martin et al., 2013),
have higher levels of internalized anger (Nixon
et al., 2002), and are at increased risk for acci-
dentally harming to a greater extend than intended
(Buser et al., 2017) and attempting suicide (Csorba
et al., 2009). Some have urged clinicians to con-
sider addictive features of NSSI when treating peo-
ple who self-injure (Blasco-Fontecilla et al., 2016),
making the addictive aspects of NSSI a valuable re-
search target. Previous work has also identified the
adoption of language used in SUD recovery circles
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) and Narcotics Anony-
mous (NA) in NSSI communities. This “addiction
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language" (i.e., phrases such as “relapse", “recov-
ery" and celebration of time without self-injury)
has been found on NSSI message boards (Whitlock
et al., 2006), Facebook groups (Niwa and Man-
drusiak, 2012), and LiveJournal (Davis and Lewis,
2019).

This study builds on the work of Himelein-
Wachowiak et al. (2022), who investigated the use
of “addiction language" and experiences of addic-
tion in the r/selfharm subreddit. This was done
through a text-based annotation process where ex-
perts in addiction and recovery adapted the Di-
agnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disor-
ders Fifth Edition (DSM-5) criteria for SUD to
NSSI as a method for measuring the symptoms
and severity of addiction to NSSI for Reddit users.
Results showed that over three-quarters of the sam-
ple met the criteria for addiction and 86% used
“addiction language".This work also builds on a
large body of research using Reddit as a tool for
mental health applications (De Choudhury and De,
2014), which includes depression (Pirina and Çöl-
tekin, 2018), anxiety (Shen and Rudzicz, 2017),
suicide (Zirikly et al., 2019), substance use (Lu
et al., 2019), schizophrenia (Zomick et al., 2019),
and DSM-5 evaluations (Gaur et al., 2018).

The purpose of this study is to further evaluate
experiences of addiction by examining shared “ad-
diction language" between NSSI and SUD com-
munities using automated methods. We begin
by directly comparing NSSI and SUD subreddits
through a set of LDA topics estimated over a cor-
pus of Reddit comments and examine how themes
of addiction and recovery are used across both com-
munities. While previous studies have identified
“addiction language" in NSSI communities, to our
knowledge, none have directly compared NSSI and
SUD communities. We also identify where users
of these subreddits are posting across Reddit in or-
der to identify common communities. We end by
discussing the clinical implications of our findings.

2 Data

Self-injury We looked at posts from the
r/selfharm subreddit from the Pushshift Reddit
Data set (Baumgartner et al., 2020). We focused on
r/selfharm based on the fact that it had the highest
number of posts and users and the most diverse dis-
cussion around NSSI. See Supplemental Materials
for descriptions of other self-injury related subred-
dits as well as temporal trends in post histories.

Substance Use In order to compare the
r/selfharm users to those posting in SUD recovery
communities, we gather the posting activity from
all users who have posted in the following subred-
dits: r/addiction, r/alcoholism, r/opiatesrecovery,
r/leaves, r/stopdrinking, and r/redditorsinrecovery.
These were manually selected due to high post
volume and focus on recovery (vs. drug use itself).

Our data set consisted of both comments and
submissions (i.e., the first post in a Reddit thread)
across 2019 in order to match the temporal span
of Himelein-Wachowiak et al. (2022). Across both
data sets, we removed any accounts with the word
“bot" in the user handle, after manually inspecting
the account to confirm that the account is indeed
a bot, as well as deleted posts, deleted accounts,
and moderators. We also removed any redditor
who posted in both r/selfharm and one or more
SUD subreddits, in order to remove the possibility
that common users will drive shared language. To
identify redditors who are active in their respective
communities, we remove any redditor with less
than 10 comments, resulting in 2,470 r/selfharm
who together posted 77,414 comments. We then
identified a matched sample of 2,470 SUD red-
ditors (posting 77,424 comments), approximately
matched on both comment and submission counts.

3 Methods

Task 1: Shared Language To examine shared
language across NSSI and SUD subreddits, we esti-
mate a set of Content Specific LDA topics (Zamani
et al., 2020). Content Specific LDA (CSLDA) is a
method for estimating LDA topics across a themat-
ically concise corpus and has been previously used
to model conversations around excessive drinking,
diabetes, and Black Lives Matter tweets (Giorgi
et al., 2020; Griffis et al., 2020; Giorgi et al., 2022).
CSLDA contains a preprocessing pipeline that iden-
tifies words related to the theme in question (i.e.,
NSSI and SUD) by comparing this data to a back-
ground corpus of general language (i.e., data from
r/AskReddit). This removes language that is spe-
cific to Reddit as opposed to being NSSI or SUD
related. We create CSLDA topics across a com-
bined corpus of comments from NSSI and SUD
subreddits. See Supplemental Materials for full
details of the CSLDA pipeline.

We use the Mallet Java software wrapper within
the DLATK Python package (McCallum, 2002;
Schwartz et al., 2017). All default settings are used,
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25 Topics 50 Topics 75 Topics 100 Topics

alpha TU Coh. TU Coh. TU Coh. TU Coh.
1 0.98 0.46 0.85 0.38 0.72 0.33 0.61 0.28
3 0.99 0.31 0.90 0.37 0.72 0.32 0.65 0.34
5 0.99 0.41 0.90 0.36 0.78 0.37 0.66 0.36

Table 1: Topic quality as measured through Topic
Uniqueness (TU) and Coherence (Coh.).

and we evaluate a range of α ∈ {1, 3, 5}, a prior on
the number of topics per document, and topic set
sizes K ∈ {25, 50, 75, 100}. All topics are quan-
titatively and qualitatively evaluated. Quantitative
evaluation consists of two metrics: coherence and
topic uniqueness. Coherence measures semantic
similarity between the words in the topic using
Normalized Pointwise Mutual Information (NPMI;
Syed and Spruit, 2017). This is calculated for each
topic and then averaged across all topics. Topic
uniqueness (TU), a measure of topic diversity, is
inversely proportional to the number of times a
set of L keywords is repeated across a set of K
topics (Nan et al., 2019). Thus, a topic set with
high TU means that the representative keywords
are rarely repeated across topics. While past re-
search has used a value of L = 10 (Nan et al.,
2019), we set L = 30 to be more conservative
(with a large L, the probability of a given word ap-
pearing in more than one topic will increase, thus
decreasing TU). TU ranges between 1 and 1/K,
and therefore we normalize TU to be between 0
and 1, since we are evaluating topic sets of sizes
K.

Qualitative evaluation consisted of manually in-
specting topics for three criteria: (1) breadth of
themes, (2) minimal thematic overlap, and (3) a
single topic contains a single theme. Note that (2)
and (3) are similar to TU and coherence.

Task 2: Posting Activity Here, we look at all
posts (i.e., submissions and comments) across the
whole of Reddit in 2019 from our disjoint samples
of NSSI and SUD redditors. For the NSSI redditors,
we gather 1,019,796 of their posts in subreddits
other than r/selfharm. For the SUD redditors, we
gather 927,733 posts to subreddits other than the 6
addiction subreddits used to collect the sample. We
then reported the most frequently visited subreddits
for both the NSSI and SUD samples and calculated
the percentage of users posting in each.

4 Results

Task 1: Shared Language In Table 1, we evalu-
ate the CSLDA topics. Here we see Topic Unique-
ness (TU) decrease as the number of topics grows.
This is to be expected since as the number of topics
grows one can expect words to be shared across a
larger number of topics. TU also increases with α
within a fixed topic set (i.e., column-wise). Coher-
ence shows no clear pattern across α or topic set
size. Through the qualitative evaluation, K = 50
topics with α = 5 were chosen as the most inter-
pretable. Since TU is high across theK = 50 topic
sets and coherence is reasonable with α = 5 (i.e.,
neither the highest nor the lowest value across all
topic sets), we proceed with this topic set.

Figure 1 shows the average user-level topic us-
age across all 50 topics, ordered by the difference
between the NSSI (green) and SUD (blue) groups.
In total, we see 9 out of 50 topics include addic-
tion or recovery-related keywords within the top
10 highest weighted words in the topic. We do not
include topics that contain both “clean" and “cut"
since “clean" most likely does not refer to “staying
clean" in the recovery sense. Additionally, we see
that the most similar topic is addiction-related (“ad-
diction", “addicted"), as well as the 6th (“recovery",
“relapsed", “clean"). Notably, the remaining addic-
tion topics are the least similar (i.e., towards the

NSSI users SUD users

Subreddit % Users Subreddit % Users
AskReddit 52.8 AskReddit 47.7
depression3 37.8 pics 21.9
MadeOfStyrofoam† 34.4 funny 21.8
SuicideWatch3 33.9 aww 21.3
SelfHarmScars† 29.0 todayilearned 17.0
teenagers 26.2 AmItheAsshole 16.3
memes 21.1 Showerthoughts 16.2
Showerthoughts 18.7 mildlyinteresting 15.1
aww 16.8 relationship_advice 14.9
AmItheAsshole 15.5 news 14.9
unpopularopinion 15.3 worldnews 14.5
funny 14.4 politics 14.4
wholesomememes 14.0 gifs 13.6
dankmemes 13.6 trashy 12.8
mentalhealth3 13.5 unpopularopinion 12.8
2meirl4meirl 13.0 interestingasfuck 12.6
Anxiety3 12.6 gaming 12.6
mildlyinteresting 12.6 PublicFreakout 12.4
offmychest3 12.0 videos 12.1
relationship_advice 11.8 tifu 11.2

Table 2: Most popular subreddits, defined as the per-
centage of users within each group that post in a given
subreddit (% Users). † and 3 are self-injury and mental
health related subreddits, respectively.
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Figure 1: Differences in average user-level topic frequency. The top 5 weighted words from each topic are visual-
ized with red topics containing an addiction keyword (e.g., “sober" and “relapse") in the top 10 weighted words.

right side of the figure). These later topics contain
either substance use keywords (and are, thus, used
more often by SUD users) or contain words like
“withdrawal" which was one of the least prevalent
DSM-5 symptoms (6% of users) found in Himelein-
Wachowiak et al. (2022).

There are also a number of topics that do not
contain recovery keywords but seem to be related
to addiction and recovery such as mentions of start-
ing/stopping (“started", “stop") and getting easier
(“gets", “easier"). While not addiction or recov-
ery related, we do see shared language of gratitude
(“thanks" and “thank"), support (“better", “easier",
“gets" as well as “support", “advice"), emotions
(“thoughts", “feelings", “emotions"), and coping.

Task 3: Posting Activity Table 2 shows the 20
subreddits in which the highest percentage of NSSI
and SUD redditors are also posting. Not surpris-
ingly, we see that NSSI redditors are posting in
other NSSI related subreddits: r/MadeOfStyrofoam
and r/SelfHarmScars. On the other hand, SUD
redditors are not posting in other substance-related
subreddits outside of the six used to collect data.
We also note that there are a number of mental
health related subreddits in which NSSI redditors
are posting, which is in line with common NSSI
comorbidities: r/depression, r/SuicideWatch, and
r/Anxiety. We do not see similar posting activity
in mental health subreddits among SUD redditors
despite high comorbidity between SUD and both
depression and anxiety (Conway et al., 2006).

5 Conclusion

In this work, we directly compared language across
large online communities dedicated to discussing
NSSI and SUD recovery. We showed that there
is indeed a shared language of addiction between
these two communities, evidenced by equivalent
usage of topics related to addiction (“addiction",
“addicted") and recovery (“recovery", “relapsed",
“clean"). To our knowledge, this is the first study
using automated methods to quantify addiction
language in NSSI communities, as well as the
first to directly compare language between online
NSSI and SUD recovery forums. We also exam-
ined Reddit-wide posting activity and showed that,
while NSSI redditors posted in a number of mental
health related subreddits, SUD redditors did not
even though both NSSI and SUD are comorbid
with many of the same mental health disorders.

One limitation of our study is the high comorbid-
ity between NSSI and SUD: 60% of adolescents
engaging in NSSI meeting criteria for SUDs (Nock
et al., 2006). Thus, the shared addiction language
may be a result of NSSI redditors also having and
discussing SUDs. We attempted to control for this
by excluding redditors who are posting in both
NSSI and SUD subreddits. Additionally, Himelein-
Wachowiak et al. (2022) noted that only 2% of
NSSI redditors explicitly mentioned having a SUD.

Despite this limitation, our results suggest that
the adoption of addiction and recovery language
in NSSI communities may provide psychological
benefit to the users and help them cope with self-
injury. Himelein-Wachowiak et al. (2022) posits
that alignment with SUD may buffer against self-
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stigma and encourage adoption of common SUD
recovery strategies. In a similar study, Pritchard
et al. (2021) suggest that people who self-injure use
addiction messages to convey the difficulty in stop-
ping, as well as to caution those considering NSSI
as a coping strategy. Our results also suggest that
NSSI redditors seek support in similar communi-
ties for other mental health concerns, perhaps with
the goals of broadening their support network or
seeking specific advice for a separate mental disor-
der. The lack of mental health cross posting among
SUD redditors may imply a need for more discus-
sion of cormorbid mental disorders among SUD re-
covery communities as well as greater engagement
with people dealing with other mental disorders.
Regardless, NSSI and SUD recovery communi-
ties share similar language of support (“yourself",
“take", “care", “love") and encouragement (“better",
“easier", “gets"), illustrating the broad psycholog-
ical benefits of sharing intimate experiences with
empathetic others online, regardless of the particu-
lar mental health concern.

6 Ethical Considerations

NSSI communities and their members tend to re-
fer to NSSI as “self harm." In this paper, we use
“self-injury" or the acronym NSSI as it is more spe-
cific to the behavior in question (“self harm" could
also include suicide attempts) as well as the term
most frequently found in recent literature. How-
ever, papers we cite may use the terms “deliberate
self harm" (DSH) or “self-mutilation." For a review
and discussion of the most appropriate language to
use when referring to people who self-injure, see
(Hasking et al., 2021).

There are a number of ethical considerations
when using sensitive data. Since Reddit data is pub-
licly available, this study was deemed non-human
subjects research and exempt from approval of an
Institutional Review Board. Despite this official
classification, the data used throughout is indeed
human generated and reflects the lived experiences,
intimate feelings, and personal struggles of the au-
thors. Related, there are issues regarding informed
consent when using public data. Online communi-
ties such as r/selfharm are intimate and personal
spaces, where consensual sharing happens between
community members and not with researchers who
collect the data. For a full discussion of related
issues, we recommend the work of Chancellor et al.
(2019), which identifies conflicting representations

of humans in “human centered machine learning."
There are also issues of privacy; while Reddit is
anonymous, there are risks of revealing sensitive
information or the identities of the accounts used
in the study (Proferes et al., 2021). As such, we
only report aggregate information throughout the
manuscript, and we have chosen to not publicly
release any of the data used in this study. Finally,
there are some egregious use cases with this data.
For example, given the cross posting between NSSI
and mental health forums, one could imagine ads
for anti-depressants being targeted to the redditors
in this study.

One must also consider researchers’ well-being
when working with data of this type. Spending time
with sensitive and potentially triggering data can be
emotionally challenging for researchers. As such,
researchers should also consent to working with
this type of data and continue to consent through-
out the life of the project. To help with these issues,
our research group held one-on-one and group ses-
sions to discuss triggering content and mental and
emotional fatigue experienced while working on
this and similar projects.
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Abstract

We provide an overview of the CLPsych 2022
Shared Task, which focusses on the automatic
identification of ‘Moments of Change’ in lon-
gitudinal posts by individuals on social media
and its connection with information regarding
mental health . This year’s task introduced
the notion of longitudinal modelling of the
text generated by an individual online over
time, along with appropriate temporally sen-
sitive evaluation metrics. The Shared Task con-
sisted of two subtasks: (a) the main task of cap-
turing changes in an individual’s mood (dras-
tic changes-‘Switches’- and gradual changes
-‘Escalations’- on the basis of textual content
shared online; and subsequently (b) the sub-
task of identifying the suicide risk level of an
individual – a continuation of the CLPsych
2019 Shared Task– where participants were
encouraged to explore how the identification
of changes in mood in task (a) can help with
assessing suicidality risk in task (b).

1 Introduction

Increasingly the clinical community are looking
for new and better diagnostic measures and tools
for monitoring mental health conditions. Over the
past decade, there has been a surge in methods at
the intersection of NLP and mental health, showing
that signals for the diagnosis of certain conditions
can be found in language. However, most research
tasks have been defined on the basis of classifying
individuals (e.g., on the basis of suicide risk (Shing
et al., 2018; Zirikly et al., 2019) or on the basis
of having a mental health condition or not (Cop-
persmith et al., 2015)), thus lacking the longitudi-
nal aspect of monitoring an individual’s mood and
well-being in real-time.

Through this shared task we follow Tsakalidis
et al. (2022) to introduce the problem of assessing
changes in a person’s mood over time on the basis

{a.tsakalidis,m.liakata}@qmul.ac.uk

of their linguistic content. For the purpose of the
task we focus on posting activity in online social
media platforms. In particular, given an individ-
ual’s posts over a certain period in time, we aim:
(a) at capturing those sub-periods during which
an individual’s mood deviates from their baseline
mood – a post-level sequential classification task;
(b) leveraging this task to help us assess the suicide
risk level of the individual – a user-level classifica-
tion task (Shing et al., 2018) & a continuation of
the 2019 Shared Task (Zirikly et al., 2019). Thus,
this year’s shared task consists of two subtasks: (A)
the main task of identifying mood changes in an
individual’s online posts over time and (B) assess-
ing the suicide risk level of the invididual, where
ideally participants will have been able to establish
a connection between tasks A and B. This paper
makes the following contributions:

• We introduce tasks A and B and provide a de-
tailed description

• We describe the datasets used for these tasks.

• We provide an overview of the secure data en-
clave environment used for the shared task.

• We provide an overview of participating team
selection, evaluation strategy and discussion of
results, paving the way for future approaches.

• We present the limitations of the current set up
and provide suggestions for future organisers.

2 Task Definitions

Task A involves capturing ‘Moments of Change’
(MoC) in posts by individuals on social media
over time. In particular, following Tsakalidis et al.
(2022), given a sequence of chronologically or-
dered posts between two dates (‘timeline’) made by
an individual on an online social media platform,
we aim to capture the post(s) – or the sequence(s)
of posts – in the timeline indicating that the indi-
vidual’s mood has shifted in one of the following
ways: (a) Switch – the individual’s mood shifts
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suddenly from positive to negative (or vice versa);
and (b) Escalation – the individual’s mood grad-
ually progresses from neutral/negative (positive)
to very negative (positive). Both sudden and grad-
ual changes in individuals’ mood over time are
important for monitoring mental health conditions
(Lutz et al., 2013; Shalom and Aderka, 2020) and
constitute one of the dimensions to measure in psy-
chotherapy (Barkham et al., 2021). By definition,
this task is temporally sensitive, since the goal is to
classify each post in a given timeline as belonging
to a Switch (IS), belonging to an Escalation (IE) or
not being part of either mood shift (O) – with the
majority of the posts expected to be (O).

Task B is a continuation of the work by Shing et al.
(2018) and Zirikly et al. (2019). Given the posts of
an individual, the aim is to classify their suicide risk
into (a) no risk, (b) low, (c) moderate or (d) severe
level. Due to the very low number of users of (a)
and (b) in our data, we have merged the no/low
classes leading to a 3-label user classification task.
Participants were encouraged to use insights from
Task A in solving Task B.

3 Dataset

Dataset creation for the two tasks (§3.4) involved
data collection & data relabelling (§3.1), timeline
extraction (§3.2) and annotation (§3.3).

3.1 Data Collection

As our ultimate goal is to find the connection be-
tween Moments of Change (MoC) in individuals’
longitudinal online data (Task A) and other in-
formation regarding the individuals’ level of risk
(Task B), we wanted to repurpose as much as pos-
sible existing mental health datasets (Losada and
Crestani, 2016; Losada et al., 2020; Shing et al.,
2018; Zirikly et al., 2019) by annotating MoC
within them. We also collected a new dataset from
Reddit annotated for both MoC and suicidality risk.
Our final dataset consists of:
Reddit-UMD. The UMD-Suicidality dataset
(Shing et al., 2018; Zirikly et al., 2019) consists of
38K posts by 245 Reddit users who have posted in
the r/SuicideWatch subreddit (and an equal number
of control users who do not feature in our tasks).
We have labelled the content generated by these
individuals with MoC and relabelled the users’ risk
level for consistency across datasets.

Reddit-New. We collected a new dataset from Red-
dit, in two steps: we first collected all public Reddit

Reddit-UMD Reddit-New eRisk++ Total
Timelines 90 139 27 256
Users 77 83 26 186
Posts 2,399 3,089 717 6,205
Duration ∼2 months ∼2 months (varies)

Table 1: Dataset overview

posts in any mental health-related subreddit (MHS)
between 2015-2021 (incl.) and then obtained the
posting history for 83K users with at least 10 posts
in MHS (for the list of MHS, refer to Appendix A).

eRisk++. We obtained the eRisk dataset (Losada
and Crestani, 2016; Losada et al., 2020) upon sign-
ing a data use agreement.It contains Reddit posts
and comments made by 41 users with and 299 users
without self-harm conditions. Inspection of posts
by the 299 users showed they were irrelevant for
our tasks and so we focussed on the 6,927 posts
and comments by the 41 users.1

3.2 Timeline Extraction
For each dataset, we extracted user timelines to
allow annotation of MoC (Task A), while ensuring
that these timelines also contain the information
required for Task B (i.e., all associated users’ posts
in r/SuicideWatch are included in the timelines).
Table 1 provides an overview of the datasets.

Reddit-UMD. We ordered each user’s posts
chronologically, identified their posts in
r/SuicideWatch and defined a user timeline
as t days around each such post. Upon experimen-
tation t was set to 30. We extracted 156 timelines
of [10,125] posts each, so that annotation was
manageable, corresponding to 126 users. These
timelines were manually inspected internally by
two researchers asked to judge the suitability
of the former for Task A. Timelines were thus
independently labelled as ‘good’, ‘medium’, or
‘bad’ (Cohen’s κ=.66).2 We only kept 90 timelines
that (a) were labelled as ‘good’ by both annotators
and (b) contained all of the user’s posts on
r/SuicideWatch so that we could follow the same
annotation for Task B as in Shing et al. (2018).

To inform subsequent data collection we anal-
ysed what constitutes a ‘good’ timeline in Reddit-
UMD. For this we trained a Logistic Regression
learning to separate between ‘good’ and ‘bad’
timelines. We used the timeline-level features

1As opposed to Reddit-New and Reddit-UMD, the eRisk
dataset contains posts and comments made by the users on
Reddit. For consistency, we will refer to all of them as ‘posts’.

2Details of the annotation are provided in Appendix B.
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[#posts, % of posts in MHS, and % of posts in
r/SuicideWatch, r/depression and r/AskReddit3],
further accompanied by the average difference (in
terms of #posts) between two postings on the same
subreddit. We found that the % of posts in MHS is
the most predictive feature, with 95% of the ‘bad’
timelines containing less than 17% MHS posts,
whereas 99% of the ‘good’ timelines have contain
less than 82%. We use this information to select
‘good’ timelines for the Reddit-New dataset.

Reddit-New. Following our notion of ‘good’ time-
lines in Reddit-UMD we looked for two-month
periods within which the user had at least 10
and no more than 125 posts, at least (most) 17%
(82%) of which is posted on a MHS. 150 such
timelines were selected at random (from an over-
all of 1,114) and annotated internally for quality
(good/medium/bad), similarly to Reddit-UMD –
this time by a single annotator, given the high agree-
ment achieved in Reddit-UMD, resulting into 139
‘good’ timelines (83 users). Interestingly, one time-
line in Reddit-New was identical to another one
present in Reddit-UMD – signalling a consistency
between the collection process of the two datasets –
and hence removed from Reddit-New on our final
processing.
eRisk++. Two annotators with experience in men-
tal health research on social media independently
reviewed 103 timelines to check suitability for task
A. 91 timelines were labeled either as ‘good’ or
‘medium’ (Cohen’s κ=.78). For consistency with
the other datasets, we kept the 15 timelines (14
users) having at least (most) 10 (125) posts.

Upon inspecting the resulting datasets, we found
that there was a disproportionate representation of
‘low’ and ’no’ risk users based on the labelling pro-
vided in (Shing et al., 2018; Zirikly et al., 2019). To
mitigate this, we enriched the eRisk++ dataset with
12 timelines by 12 users from UMD-Suicidality,
who had been labelled as ‘no’/‘low’ risk in Zirikly
et al. (2019). Though we did not use their associ-
ated suicidality risk labels, this step ensured a fairer
representation of users for capturing MoC (task A).

3.3 Annotation

Task A. We hired four annotators (2 native En-
glish, 2 fluent English language speakers), two of
whom had previous experience with performing
task A on a different dataset (TalkLife), and pro-

3We selected these 3 subreddits on the basis of being
present in at least 20% of the timelines.

vided them with the guidelines from Tsakalidis
et al. (2022). Briefly, the task involves reading one
timeline at a time in an annotation interface and
labelling (a) the first post that signals a ‘Switch’
(IS) in an individual’s mood, along with the respec-
tive duration of the Switch (range of consecutive
posts), as well as (b) the post signalling the ’peak’
(most intense posts) of an ‘Escalation’ (IE) in an
individual’s mood, along with the respective range
of consecutive posts that belong to the same Escala-
tion. The training of the two non-experienced anno-
tators involved annotating timelines from TalkLife
that were previously annotated by the two experi-
enced annotators, measuring their agreement and
discussing cases of disagreement in iterative cycles,
until reaching an agreement level similar to that in
Tsakalidis et al. (2022). Subsequently, the four an-
notators were provided with 10 separate timelines
extracted from UMD Suicidality for training pur-
poses, and disagreements in their annotations were
discussed in two meetings. Finally, they were pro-
vided with the 255 timelines that have been used in
the current Shared Task.

Task B. We worked with four Clinical Psychol-
ogy experts, all of whom are fluent English lan-
guage speakers. The experts were provided with
the guidelines by Shing et al. (2018), which fo-
cus on the task of classifying the suicide risk
level (no/low/moderate/severe risk) of an individ-
ual, solely on the basis of their r/SuicideWatch
posts. An annotation interface was developed,
where the experts could view and assign a single la-
bel to an individual based on up to 5 r/SuicideWatch
posts made by the individual within the Reddit-
New and Reddit-UMD datasets. Our experts re-
annotated the suicidality risk of users in Reddit-
UMD to provide annotation consistency between
the two datasets. 4 For users with more than 5
posts on r/SuicideWatch, the annotation was per-
formed in several passes, with the most ‘severe’
label being finally assigned to the respective in-
dividual (Shing et al., 2018). We completed two
training rounds with the experts, where they dis-
cussed disagreements in their labelling and clar-
ified points especially concerning the distinction
between ‘moderate’ and ‘severe’ cases.

4We did not use the users from the eRisk++ dataset for
Task B: the information on the type of subreddit where a
post was shared was not available in eRisk and the remaining
12 timelines from UMD-Suicidality (part of eRisk++) were
incorporated at a latter stage.
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Task B: #users Task A: #posts
N/A Low Mod. Sev. Total IS IE O Total

Train 22 11 55 61 149 327 773 4,043 5,143
Test 4 3 14 15 36 83 208 762 1,052

Table 2: Summary of the data for both tasks.

Half Majority Perfect
Switch (IS) .451 .264 .129
Escalation (IE) .550 .309 .122
None (O) .920 .832 .692

Table 3: IAA for Task A per agreement threshold.

3.4 Resulting Dataset

Task A. Following Tsakalidis et al. (2022), we as-
sess the inter-annotator agreement (IAA) based on
the Intersection over Union for each label indepen-
dently. The majority agreement (see Table 3) is
lower than the agreement in Tsakalidis et al. (2022)
(.30/.50/.89 for IS/IE/O, respectively), primarily be-
cause in the latter there were 3 annotators employed
(requiring 2/3 to agree) whereas here a majority re-
quires agreement between 3/4 ). A post receives
the label assigned to it by the majority. In the case
of ties the least populous class receives the label
(e.g. if ‘IS’ (‘IE’) is chosen over ‘O’. In the rare
(64 cases overall) of a tie between ‘IS’ and ‘IE’, we
assigned the label ‘IE’ given its higher prior.
Task B. The agreement between the expert anno-
tators was considerably lower than that reported
in Shing et al. (2018) (Krippendorff’s α .43 vs
.81), primarily for two reasons: (a) in this dataset,
there was only one user assigned ‘no risk’, which
is the easiest category to identify even for non-
experts; (b) the experts in Shing et al. (2018) had
a background on suicidality whereas our clinical
psychologists have broader expertise. Most cases
of disagreement involved ‘moderate’ vs ‘severe’, or
‘low’ vs ‘moderate’ as opposed to ‘low’ vs ‘severe’.
We used the majority label for each user and in
case of ties the highest level of risk assigned was
chosen. We split the data into train and test sets
(80/20) preserving the distribution of labels in the
two sets. Subsequently, all 204/51 timelines from
users in our train/test split, were assigned to the
respective set (see Table 2).

4 Working in a Secure Environment

The CLPsych shared task 2021 (Macavaney et al.,
2021) was the first to be conducted in a secure envi-
ronment to provide a high level of safety for sensi-
tive data. We have also opted for carrying out this
year’s shared task in the same secure environment

and continue efforts in protecting highly sensitive
data. NORC is an independent non-profit research
institution at the University of Chicago who pro-
vide the NORC Data Enclave(r), chosen both this
year and last for the shared task. Compared to other
solutions (see for instance Arenas et al. (2019)) the
NORC Data Enclave(r) (hereafter, ‘DE’) does not
rely on dedicated laptops but solely on a browser
interface over HTTPS channels and Citrix HDX
technology, making the setup of a shared task more
feasible. All teams (see §5) signed a data use agree-
ment (DUA) and terms and conditions (T&C) with
NORC before being provided with instructions to
set up multi-factor authentication for login, pro-
cedures for requesting the ingress in the DE of
written code, libraries, models or additional data
and procedures for technical support. All ingress of
information into the DE requires thorough system
scans and human review to ensure the safety and
integrity of the Enclave.

After login authorized users can access a secure
virtual machine within the DE. Although all appli-
cations and data run on servers in the NORC data
center, the user interface is a familiar full Windows
10 virtual desktop. The DE is a closed environment:
it does not have access to the internet and all func-
tionalities for moving data in and out of the virtual
space are disabled. This Citrix-based technology
is configured to prevent users from downloading
output from the remote server to an external ma-
chine. Similarly, other security protection features
prevent the user from using the “cut and paste”
feature in Windows to move data from the Citrix
session into an Excel spreadsheet residing on the
local computer. In addition, the user is prevented
from printing the data on a local computer. There
is documentation regarding the virtual environment
and how to securely connect to the dedicated DE
Cluster on Amazon Web Services (AWS). To con-
nect to the cluster (via ssh) users rely on PuTTY
and on the dedicated machine they can find a dedi-
cated Python 3.9.1 environment with all requested
libraries available (see §5). Users can both run
code and submit batch jobs using the Slurm clus-
ter management while also monitoring the budget
available for computational experiments. Follow-
ing last year’s suggestions, we ensured participants
would be able to use Jupyter Notebooks to imple-
ment code on the cluster through ssh tunneling and
by opening the notebook in the browser of the Win-
dows machine. At the end of the Shared Task, each
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team was to inform NORC to egress the predictions
for the test set.

Due to an unprecedented technical issue out
of NORC’s control, several teams faced issues
with running their code a week prior to the sys-
tem submissions deadlineTo avoid eliminating the
teams despite their continuous efforts throughout
the Shared Task, we decided to distribute the data
outside the DE during the last few days on the
basis of the signed DUA. To ensure fairness, we
asked all teams (i.e., not only the ones affected) to
let us know if they would like to receive the data
outside the enclave to help them with the system
submission. We made it clear that those submitting
their results within the DE would feature separately
in our evaluation (see Tables 4-5), since they had
more limited resources at their disposal.

5 Call for Participation – Teams Selection

We invited teams to register their interest in the
shared task by providing details such as team mem-
bers, motivation, related background, experience
and NLP skills. We also asked for their require-
ments in terms of programming languages, libraries
and pre-trained language models to prepare the set
up in the DE. Given our limited resources pertain-
ing to the functional costs of using the DE, we were
limited to accepting 15 teams (∼50 members) for
participating in the Shared Task. Therefore, we
compiled a list of criteria that were given to two
internal reviewers, along with the (anonymised)
registrations of interest. The criteria were related to
(a) the relevance of the team’s background/current
work to the shared task, (b) their motivation and
likelihood of committing to the task and (c) de-
tails provided wrt technical requirements (see Ap-
pendix C for the complete guidelines). Based
on the reviewers’ assessments, we selected 13/37
teams to participate and asked another five appli-
cant teams to be merged together into two groups,
so as to accommodate as many requests as possible
(one team was formed by three individual appli-
cants, and another individual applicant was merged
into a two-member team), leading to the acceptance
of 18/37 requests (53 individuals).

6 Evaluation metrics

Task A. Following Tsakalidis et al. (2022), besides
the common post-level evaluation metrics (Preci-
sion, Recall, F1) – per class and macro-averaged –
we report two sets of timeline-level metrics based

on work in change-point detection (van den Burg
and Williams, 2020) and image segmentation (Ar-
belaez et al., 2010), emphasizing respectively per-
formance at the level of a timeline and the predic-
tion of regions of change.

Firstly, working on each timeline and label type
independently, we calculate Recall R(l)

w (Precision
P

(l)
w ) by counting as “correct” a model prediction

for label l if the prediction falls within a window
of w posts around a post labelled as l in our ground
truth – however, a post’s predicted label can only
be counted as ‘correct’ only once (at most). By
increasing the value of w, we perform a less strict
evaluation of a model. Results are macro-averaged
for each label independently across all timelines.

Secondly, we assess model performance on the
basis of its ability to capture regions of change. For
each true region R

(l)
GS within a timeline, we define

its overlap O(R
(l)
GS , R

(l)
M ) with each predicted re-

gion R
(l)
M as the intersection over union between the

two sets. Finally, we retrieve recall- and precision-
based coverage metrics (again, macro-averaged
across all timelines for each label independently:

C
(l)
r (M → GS) = 1∑

R
(l)
GS

|R(l)
GS |

∑
R

(l)
GS

|R(l)
GS | ·max

R
(l)
M

{O(R
(l)
GS , R

(l)
M )},

C
(l)
p (M → GS) = 1∑

R
(l)
M

|R(l)
M |

∑
R

(l)
M

|R(l)
M | ·max

R
(l)
GS

{O(R
(l)
GS , R

(l)
M )}.

Ideally we want to see a system performing well
on both window based and coverage metrics.
Task B. We use standard classification metrics (Pre-
cision, Recall and F1) for each user-based class
label and macro-averaged. Due to the low number
of users in the ‘Low’ class on the test set, we also
report micro-averaged metrics; however, these are
added for completeness purposes in our analysis
(i.e., the teams were guided to improve their perfor-
mance on a per-class and macro-average basis).

7 Shared Task Results

This section outlines the submissions by each team.
For Task A, we also provide the results of three
baselines: the majority classifier, a logistic re-
gression (LR) trained on tfidf features, and BERT
trained using the focal loss on a related but separate
dataset on the same task (Tsakalidis et al., 2022).
For Task B, we include the majority classifier and
a LR trained on tfidf features from users’ posts.

7.1 Overview

Task A. Each team was allowed to submit up to
three sets of test results. Nine teams submitted their
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Post-level Evaluation Coverage-based Metrics
DE macro-avg IS IE O macro-avg IS IE O

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 Cp Cr Cp Cr Cp Cr Cp Cr

B
as

el
in

e Majority – .333 .280 – .000 .000 – .000 .000 .724 1.000 .840 – .142 – .000 – .000 .489 .426
LR-tfidf .545 .495 .492 .222 .024 .044 .569 .514 .540 .844 .948 .893 .378 .425 .111 .008 .284 .504 .738 .762
BERTf -TalkLife .523 .386 .380 .091 .012 .022 .723 .163 .267 .754 .983 .853 .260 .204 .025 .007 .226 .094 .529 .513

Sy
st

em
Su

bm
is

si
on

s

BLUE .505 .495 .499 .175 .171 .173 .484 .433 .457 .855 .882 .868 .499 .378 .500 .028 .299 .395 .699 .712
IIITH .520 .600 .519 .206 .524 .296 .402 .630 .491 .954 .647 .771 .347 .405 .254 .356 .249 .373 .536 .486
LAMA .552 .535 .524 .166 .354 .226 .609 .389 .475 .882 .861 .871 .376 .441 .253 .373 .193 .244 .680 .706
NLP-UNED ✓ .493 .518 .501 .189 .293 .230 .414 .471 .440 .876 .791 .832 .306 .401 .244 .304 .134 .330 .541 .569
UArizona ✓ .525 .507 .510 .142 .220 .172 .561 .423 .482 .872 .879 .876 .418 .416 .368 .248 .202 .285 .682 .716
UoS .689 .625 .649 .490 .305 .376 .697 .630 .662 .881 .940 .909 .506 .503 .453 .343 .369 .450 .695 .717
uOttawa-AI .505 .530 .512 .213 .244 .227 .402 .553 .466 .899 .793 .842 .348 .453 .272 .317 .176 .417 .595 .625
WResearch ✓ .625 .579 .598 .362 .256 .300 .646 .553 .596 .868 .929 .897 .472 .503 .406 .318 .307 .467 .703 .725
WWBP-SQT-lite .508 .509 .508 .231 .220 .225 .440 .462 .451 .852 .845 .848 .336 .376 .270 .224 .186 .321 .551 .583

Table 4: Task A – System evaluation, with first, second and third highest scores (as well as the highest scores for
submissions within the DE) being highlighted. Only the best submission for each team is shown, selected separately
on the basis of macro-avg F1 (Post-level Evaluation) and F1=2·Cp·Cr/(Cp+Cr), macro-based (Coverage-based).

Figure 1: Timeline-level Precision Pw and Recall Rw of the submitted systems. Only the best performing submission
by each team is shown (selected on the basis of F1=2·P1·C1/(P1+R1), macro-based).

predictions – an overview of the best results per
team/metric is shown in Table 4 and Fig. 1. The
two best-performing teams (one submitting within
and one outside the DE) incorporated a longitudi-
nal component in their models, either in a multi-
task setting (UoS) or in an emotionally-informed
seq2seq-based approach (WResearch), demonstrat-
ing the importance of temporally-sensitive mod-
elling as opposed to classifying each post in iso-
lation. The class imbalance problem was tackled
by several teams either via balancing the instances
(e.g., LAMA, uOttawa) or via weighted loss func-
tions, notably by IIITH who achieved high recall
for IS/IE. Time-related information was incorpo-
rated by UArizona, a proximity-based approach
was followed by NLP-UNED, an ensemble on emo-

tional and non-emotional features was chosen by
BLUE, whereas WWBT-SQT-lite achieved high
accuracy (albeit post-deadline) by using different
combinations of consecutive post representations.

Task B. Each team was allowed to make a single
submission; a second submission was allowed only
for teams making use of their predictions from Task
A. Seven teams submitted and two teams further
took up the challenge of leveraging Task A (see
Table 5). The teams that took up this challenge
did not demonstrate (important) performance gains.
However, the best-performing teams (in average,
macro-terms) used some information from Task
A, either by focusing mostly on posts labelled as
MoC (WResearch) or by jointly learning the two
tasks (UoS). The ranking of the teams differs when
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considering the micro-F1, due to the low number
of ‘low’ risk users. Here IIITH and NLP-UNED,
along with WResearch, were ranked amongst the
top, being particularly effective in capturing ‘se-
vere’ and ‘moderate’ cases, respectively.

7.2 Summary of System Submissions

BLUE (Bucur et al., 2022) explored a variety of
feature representation approaches for Task A: (a)
Emotion-aware embeddings and (b) non-emotion
embeddings (e.g., tfidf, GloVe). They experi-
mented with different combinations of algorithms
and features sets, with the most notable perfor-
mance achieved by a majority voting-based model
over an ensemble of predictions obtained by LR,
SVM, and Adaptive Boosting classifiers trained
on (a), which ranked them second in macro-avg
precision-oriented coverage (.499).

IIITH (Boinepelli et al., 2022) used transform-
ers for representing the user’s posts before feed-
ing them to an LSTM for Task A. They tuned
their model using the weighted cross-entropy loss
function, yielding very high recall for the two mi-
nority classes (see post-level results for IS/IE in
Table 4). For Task B, they fine-tuned RoBERTa
on the training data, tackling the class imbalance
with weighted random sampling and producing
the outcome label through majority voting. The
team came second (third) in this task on micro-
F1 (macro-F1), achieving the best scores for the
‘Severe’ class (see Table 5, ‘Severe’).

LAMA (AlHamed et al., 2022) tackled the data im-
balance problem by undersampling posts with high
sentiment polarity corresponding to the majority
class. They adopted a post-level BERT and LSTM
models that take into account the sequence of the
previous posts for a given target post for Task A.
BERT performed particularly well wrt the recall-
oriented metrics for IS, leading to the third-best
performance in terms of macro-F1 overall. Their
models for Task B were Random Forests enriched
with sentiment-related features and word frequen-
cies of manually collected high-risk keywords.

NLP-UNED (Fabregat et al., 2022) completed all
5/5 submissions via the DE. In Task A, they anal-
ysed the encoded user posts via an Approximate
Nearest Neighbour approach – labelling individual
posts based on their proximity to others – achiev-
ing high recall-oriented scores for IE/IS and the
highest macro-average timeline-level recall (for
w = 3). For Task B, they represented each post on

the basis of its proximity to each of the labels in
Task A and fed the resulting sequence into a BiL-
STM. Amongst the two submissions that leveraged
Task A for performing Task B, NLP-UNED was
marginally the best-performing in terms of F1.

UArizona (Culnan et al., 2022) completed their
2/2 submissions for Task A via the DE. They tested
several variants of RoBERTa-based models, includ-
ing (a) timeline-agnostic models that incorporate
the time lag between consecutive posts and (b)
models combining consecutive post vectors, either
through concatenation or by passing them through
an LSTM to extract the resulting states. They show-
cased that the incorporation of time boosts the per-
formance of the model on IS cases, whereas they
were consistently among the top-3 performing sys-
tems in macro-averaged, timeline-level precision.

UoS (Azim et al., 2022) achieved the highest scores
for Task A in most metrics and across classes,
as well as the second-highest macro-F1 for Task
B. They first represent a post in different ways
(merged), including its emotion/sentiment-based
scores. Their approach involved an attention-based,
multi-task BiLSTM operating at the timeline-level,
with each post corresponding to a single timestep in
the input/output for Task A, and additional outputs
for the user’s risk label for Task B at the timeline
level (selecting the most ‘severe’ label across all
timelines for the user’s classification).

uOttawa-AI (Buddhitha et al., 2022) employed
convolutional neural networks with global max-
pooling and linear layers for multi-task learning.
Task A was casted as two post-level binary tasks
(i.e., (a) IS vs O and (b) IE vs O) using soft and hard
parameter sharing, by also tackling the class im-
balance through down-sampling the majority class.
They achieved high recall-oriented metrics for cap-
turing IE and were among the highest scoring teams
wrt recall-oriented coverage. In Task B, the team
experimented with the additional task of predict-
ing self-declared mental health diagnoses using a
separate dataset (Cohan et al., 2018).

WResearch (Bayram and Benhiba, 2022) com-
pleted 4/5 submissions in the DE. In Task A, they
derived emotionally-informed vectors from pre-
trained models and constructed abnormality vectors
(i.e., differences in expected vs predicted vectors
via a seq2seq model) and differences in the vec-
tors of consecutive posts, using them as inputs to
post-level classifiers that take into account the class
imbalance. Their best performing submission used
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macro-avg micro-avg Low Moderate Severe
DE P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

(a)
Majority .156 .333 .213 .220 .469 .299 – .000 .000 – .000 .000 .469 1.000 .638
LR-tfidf .303 .338 .295 .413 .469 .406 .000 .000 .000 .429 .214 .286 .480 .800 .600

(b)

IIITH .397 .408 .380 .538 .563 .520 .000 .000 .000 .625 .357 .455 .565 .867 .684
LAMA .306 .424 .298 .359 .344 .316 .167 .667 .267 .250 .071 .111 .500 .533 .516
NLP-UNED (1) ✓ .361 .394 .369 .492 .531 .500 .000 .000 .000 .500 .714 .588 .583 .467 .519
UoS .618 .427 .451 .482 .469 .438 1.000 .333 .500 .375 .214 .273 .478 .733 .579
uOttawa-AI .329 .365 .344 .449 .500 .470 .000 .000 .000 .462 .429 .444 .526 .667 .588
WResearch (1) .467 .479 .465 .565 .531 .543 .200 .333 .250 .533 .571 .552 .667 .533 .593
WWBP-SQT-lite .346 .370 .354 .471 .500 .480 .000 .000 .000 .500 .643 .563 .538 .467 .500

(c)
NLP-UNED (2) ✓ .367 .387 .365 .497 .531 .497 .000 .000 .000 .600 .429 .500 .500 .733 .595
WResearch (2) ✓ .367 .365 .362 .499 .500 .494 .000 .000 .000 .545 .429 .480 .556 .667 .606

Table 5: Task B - System Evaluation: (a) baselines, (b) system submissions, (c) systems utilising Task A.

XGBoost (Chen and Guestrin, 2016) and was con-
sistently among the highest-scoring systems across
metrics – and the best-performing from systems
within the DE. In Task B, they used LR on n-grams
and emotion bandwidth-based vectors extracted
from the IS/IE posts for each user, achieving the
highest averaged F1. They further leveraged the
posts predicted for Task A as IS/IE via a timeline-
level BiLSTM, assigning the most ‘severe’ label
for a user based on their timeline classifications,
without improvement in performance, however.

WWBP-SQT-lite (Ganesan et al., 2022) experi-
mented with theoretically-motivated features and
representations based on Human-aware Recurrent
Transformers (Soni et al., 2022) and PCA-reduced
RoBERTa. After the deadline the team also tested
a version of PCA-reduced RoBERTa vectors, yield-
ing very high accuracy when concatenating them
with the previous post’s vector and their difference,
as features (macro-F1: .61, not reported in Table 4).
For Task B the team used LR on user-level fea-
tures (ngrams, theoretically motivated features),
achieving the second-best results on separating the
‘Moderate’ cases of risk level.

8 Conclusion

We presented the overview of the CLPsych 2022
Shared Task, focusing on (A) capturing changes in
an individual’s mood as self-disclosed online and
(B) classifying the individual’s suicide risk level –
as well as studying the link between the two tasks.
The best results for (A) showcase the importance of
taking into account the sequence-aware modelling
of an individual’s online shared content, whereas
the link between the two tasks has been highlighted
on the basis of the best results achieved for (B).

Following last year’s setting (Macavaney et al.,
2021), we utilised NORC’s Enclave. Faced with
challenges out of our and NORC’s control, we pro-

vide directions for shared tasks on sensitive do-
mains (§9). Our aim for the future is to emphasize
the need for research on longitudinal tracking and
modelling of a user’s mental health, under a com-
mon experimental setting in a secure environment.

9 Recommendations for the Future

Organising a NLP shared task on highly sensitive
datasets is an incredibly challenging effort that re-
lies on the coordination and collaboration of many
different actors. In addition to the very useful feed-
back given by last year’s organisers (Macavaney
et al., 2021), we have compiled an anonymous feed-
back questionnaire shared with the 39 members that
had access to the DE or were the contact members
of a team. In this section, we summarise the key in-
sights gained from the teams’ feedback (§9.1) and
provide suggestions for future versions of Shared
Tasks in such sensitive domains (§9.2).

9.1 Feedback from Participants

The questionnaire consists of 4 multiple choice
questions and 2 free-text answers on (Q5) what
they liked about this year’s shared task vs (Q6)
what needs improvement in future editions.
Overview & Q1 – ‘My team managed to produce
results’: 18 members completed the feedback form
(34% of all 53 participants; 46% of the 39 partic-
ipants that the questionnaire was shared with), 17
of whom were members of teams that managed to
submit their results (within or outside the DE).

Q2 – ‘The task description was clear’ (completely
disagree to completely agree, [1-5]): All 18 re-
sponses were between [3-5], with an average of
4.4/5.0. Based on Q6 shown below, there were two
respondents for whom the annotation guidelines
and/or resulting labels for Task A were unclear.
Providing more examples in such longitudinal tasks
from the beginning of the Shared Task can offer an
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improvement in this regard.

Q3 – ‘Communication via slack was easy and ef-
ficient.’ (completely disagree to completely agree,
[1-5]): Responses were between [3-5], with an aver-
age of 4.7/5.0, suggesting that an active communi-
cation channel can help participants along the way
and is recommended for future editions.

Q4 – ‘How was your experience with working on
the Data Enclave?’ (5 pre-defined choices): 50%
of the respondents said that they faced many diffi-
culties, but would have managed to produce results
within the DE nevertheless if there wasn’t the major
incident during test time (see §4); 4/18 respondents
said that there were only some difficulties resulting
in minor/medium loss in their productivity. We
provide concrete suggestions to this effect in §9.2.

Q5 – What did you like about the shared task?:
The 17 responses on Q5 can be categorised into
two main topics: 13 commented positively on the
task itself and 7 on the organisational aspect (quick
responses from the organisers – see also Q3 – and
working in a secure manner through NORC’s DE).

Q6 – ‘What did you mostly not like about this year’s
Shared Task? What issues did you face? How can
we improve for the next year?: Most of the 17 re-
sponses concerned issues around working within
the DE – from inability to copy/paste to download-
ing resources. We compile a list of suggestions
in §9.2. 2/17 respondents commented on the de-
lay of providing the code (e.g., evaluation, base-
lines/results); 2/17 commented on the clarity of the
annotations (see also Q2); 2/17 also commented
on the tightness of deadlines, which were packed
towards the end of the Shared Task to allow more
time for model training – a wider time frame for
future Shared Tasks is recommended. Isolated con-
cerning points (1/17) included the small size of
the dataset to reach conclusive outcomes (often a
concern in this domain) and inability to perform a
direct comparison between systems trained within
vs outside the DE (tackled by highlighting the best-
performing system for submissions within the DE).

9.2 Suggestions for future organisers
Secure Environment. Given the sensitive nature
of data for the Shared Task, it is essential to be
able to rely on a secure environment. Following
CLPsych 2021, we opted for NORC and their DE.
It is important that future organisers plan this col-
laboration in advance to make sure NORC has suf-
ficient time to identify and secure enough resources

and specific expertise to the project. The technical
issue faced this year also highlights the need for
a wider test-time period, to allow enough time for
resolving such cases. Ideally there should be an on-
going collaboration with the DE so that any issues
and the necessary expertise to overcome them are
built during a sufficiently long period of time.

Libraries and Resources. It is crucial to have a
clear pre-defined list of libraries, resources and de-
pendencies (e.g., pre-trained models) that would
need to be reviewed before being available in the
DE. This means reaching out in advance to the
teams and also planning for a trial period of 2
weeks where the teams can access part of the data
and check their needs, live. The teams for instance
encountered many issues with NLP libraries that
required additional downloads of resources when
used.5 It is also important to keep track of the
approved/installed libraries each year.

Communication and Peer Support. Following
last year’s suggestions, we wanted to avoid sending
many similar requests to NORC, and try to provide
a common setting for people to help each other.
We relied on Slack by setting up two dedicated
channels, which received very positive feedback
and also facilitated the communication between
the organisers and NORC. Participants helped each
other e.g. in setting up the ssh tunneling for Jupyter
Notebook or in identifying the specific issue to
report back to NORC (which we have tried to do
through a more coordinated effort, where one of
the organisers would be the point of contact).

Preparation. Notes from last year’s edition al-
ready highlighted the complexity of organizing the
shared task and recommended more advance plan-
ning. Even with that in mind, core challenges re-
main due to the antithesis between two very dif-
ferent agendas: the intensive experimental work in
a very limited time frame (the shared task) and a
centralised, step-by-step highly controlled process
(the DE). We believe that only through long-term
collaboration with DEs such as NORC is it fea-
sible to define a middle-ground working solution
which can guarantee high level of security while
supporting researchers to develop their solutions.
Such collaboration requires the recognition of the
importance of DEs by funding bodies and the need
to fund long-term collaborations between DEs and
research organisations.

5e.g., the NLTK tokenizer requires 13MB of Punkt Tok-
enizer Models, which are not accessible in the DE.
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Ethical statement

Secure access to the shared task dataset was pro-
vided with IRB approval under University of Mary-
land, College Park protocol 1642625 and approval
by the Biomedical and Scientific Research Ethics
Committee (BSREC) at the University of Warwick
(ethical application reference BSREC 40/19-20).
Annotators were given contracts and paid fairly in
line with University payscales. They were alerted
about potentially encountering disturbing content
and were advised to take breaks. The annotations
are used to train and evaluate natural language pro-
cessing models for recognising moments of change
and linking them to suicidality risk, where the latter
is provided by clinical psychology experts. Work-
ing with data on online platforms where individuals
disclose personal information involves ethical con-
siderations (Mao et al., 2011; Keküllüoğlu et al.,
2020). Such considerations include careful anal-
ysis and data sharing policies to protect sensitive
personal information. Potential risks from the ap-
plication of NLP models in being able to identify
moments of change in individuals’ timelines are
akin to those in earlier work on personal event iden-
tification from social media and the detection of
suicidal ideation. Potential mitigation strategies
include restricting access to the code base and an-
notation labels used for evaluation. In this shared
task we have asked participants to sign DUA agree-
ments and we opted for a secure data enclave envi-
ronment to work in.
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A Reddit New: Data Collection

We used the Pushshift API (https:
//reddit-api.readthedocs.io/en/
latest/) to crawl the posts from the follow-
ing subreddits for Reddit-New: Agoraphobia,
HealthAnxiety, autism, hardshipmates, rant,
Anxiety, Needafriend, bipolar, lonely, rapecoun-
seling, Anxietyhelp, StopSelfHarm, bipolarreddit,
mentalhealth, schizophrenia, BPD, Suicide-
Watch, bulimia, mentalillness, socialanxiety,
COVID19_support, addiction, depression, offmy-
chest, survivorsofabuse, EDAnonymous, adhd,
depression_help, panicparty, traumatoolbox,
EatingDisorderHope, alcoholism, eating_disorders,
psychoticreddit, trueoffmychest, EatingDis-
orders, anxietysupporters, foreveralone, ptsd,
unsentletters.

B Timeline Selection Criteria

When selecting informative timelines, the internal
annotators independently classified them into the
following categories.

• Good: Timelines comprise posts that clearly
indicate user mood or at least 1 moment of
change in mood.

• Medium: Timelines comprise posts from
which user mood is challenging to infer. The
individual may disclose information about
their own life events, but such discussions are
objective in tone.

• Bad: Timelines comprise posts that do not
provide indicators of the user’s own mood.
If there are posts by the user on subreddits
related to mental health, these posts do not
clearly relate to the user’s own mood (e.g.,
words of encouragement for other users, cross-
posted content shared with intent to help other
users rather than themselves).

C Team Selection Assessment Criteria

In this section, we outline the assessment criteria
used for selecting the teams for participate in the
Shared Task. The guidelines were given to two an-
notators internally, who achieved a high agreement
(Pearson correlation ρ=.83).
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CLPsych 2022 Shared Tak: Registration of Interest

Guidelines for Reviewing

Aim: We have received applications (Registration of Interest) from 37 teams to participate in

the CLPsych Shared Task 2022 (https://clpsych.org/sharedtask2022/). The goal of this

reviewing process is to review the submitted applications on the basis of the main questions

outlined below.

Registration of Interest Data: Each of the 37 teams that registered their interest provided

us with the following information:
1. Timestamp

2. Team name (brief, no spaces)

3. Team Members (provide all names, comma-separated)

4. Main Contact (name)

5. Main Contact (email)

6. Main Contact (Affiliation(s))

7. Tell us why you are interested in participating

8. Tell us about your background, experience and NLP skills

9. Which programming languages (and corresponding version) are you planning to use? (if other, please specify)

10. Which software libraries do you expect to use? (one per line)

11. Do you plan to use a pre-trained model (such as GloVe, BERT, T5, etc.)? If so, please specify the version and

the software library that you plan to use it with. (one per line)

12. Confirmation

We anonymised the list presented above and provided you with the following:

1. Number of participants in the team

2. Tell us why you are interested in participating (question 7 form the list above)

3. Tell us about your background, experience and NLP skills (question 8)

4. Which programming languages [...]? (question 9)

5. Which software libraries [...] (question 10)

6. Do you plan to use a pre-trained model [...] (question 11)

The reviewing task will be done solely on the basis of the responses given by each time on

questions 2-6. For each team, please read carefully the responses given by the team to all of

the 5 questions prior to assessing their application. The reason is that even though a

reviewing criterion (see below) might seem explicitly related to a particular question (e.g.,

Criterion 1 seems to be clearly linked to the third question), the responses to the other

questions might provide additional information for the team (e.g., the response to the second

question might provide you with additional information for Criterion 1).
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Assessment Criteria

For each of the three reviewing criteria presented below, please provide your score (half

scores, such as “2.5”, are also allowed), your confidence and a justification of your rating.

Criterion 1: Team Background
● Does the background/current work of the team match the requirements of the task?

Please rate between 1-5 (half scores allowed):

○ 5: The team has worked/works on similar longitudinal/sequential NLP tasks

on mental health.

○ 4: The team has worked/works on similar NLP tasks with a longitudinal or

sequential component.

○ 3: The team has worked/works with NLP methods on the mental health

domain, though without a sequential/longitudinal component.

○ 2: The team has worked/works with NLP methods, though outside of the

mental health domain and without a sequential/longitudinal component .

○ 1: The team has some/no experience with NLP tasks and methods.

● Please justify/comment on your score:

● How confident are you on your assessment?

○ Very

○ Moderately

○ Low
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Criterion 2: Commitment
● Based on your assessment, how likely is the team to commit to this task? Please rate

between 1-3 (half scores allowed):

○ 3: The task will help the team even to advance their own work, so they are

likely to invest a lot of time in the task.

○ 2: The team has shown strong motivation, but their work is not directly linked

to the shared task.

○ 1: The team’s motivation is not clear/not well explained.

● Please justify/comment on your score:

● How confident are you on your assessment?

○ Very

○ Moderately

○ Low

Criterion 3: Details on Software Requirements
● How detailed are the requests made by the team in terms of software requirements

(programming languages & versions, libraries & versions, language models)? Please

rate between 1-3 (half scores allowed):

○ 3: The provided information are very detailed. One could set up everything

the team has asked for, allowing the team to start working straight away.

○ 2: The provided information are adequate, but not complete. One could

probably set up a working environment with many of the required

languages/libraries/models, but clarifications would be needed on several

aspects (e.g., on specific versions of libraries).

○ 1: The replies of the team are generic/missing. Clarifications are needed in

almost all of the requirements.

● Please justify/comment on your score:

● How confident are you on your assessment?

○ Very

○ Moderately

○ Low

Final Question (not part of the assessment): For the isolated participants (i.e., those who

are a team on their own: numMembers=1), who should we try to group together so that they

form a single team? Try to reply based on their responses to the 5 questions.
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Abstract

This paper describes the participation of the
groups NLP@UNED and IXA@EHU on the
CLPsych 2022 shared task. For task A, which
tries to capture changes in mood over time, we
have applied an Approximate Nearest Neigh-
bour (ANN) extraction technique with the aim
of relabelling the user messages according to
their proximity, based on the representation of
these messages in a vector space. Regarding
the subtask B, we have used the output of the
subtask A to train a Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) to predict the risk of suicide at the user
level. The results obtained are very competi-
tive considering that our team was one of the
few that made use of the organisers’ proposed
virtual environment and also made use of the
Task A output to predict the Task B results.

1 Introduction

CLPsych 2022 Shared Task (Tsakalidis et al.,
2022a) introduces the problem of assessing
changes in a person’s mood over time on the basis
of their linguistic content (Tsakalidis et al., 2022b).
The purpose of the organisers is to focus on post-
ing activity in online social media platforms. In
particular, given a user’s posts over a certain pe-
riod in time, the aim of the task is to capture those
sub-periods during which a user’s mood deviates
from their baseline mood and to use this informa-
tion to predict the suicide risk at user level. Thus,
the CLPsych 2022 Shared Task consists of the two
subtasks: (1) Identify mood changes in users’ posts
over time and; (2) Show how subtask A can help
to assess the risk level of a user.

This paper presents our participation in the sub-
tasks T1 and T2.

1.1 Dataset

The dataset (Tsakalidis et al., 2022b) provided by
the organisers is composed of social media mes-
sages obtained from various sources (Losada and

Crestani, 2016; Losada et al., 2020; Zirikly et al.,
2019; Shing et al., 2018).

Specifically, the dataset is composed of 256 time-
lines from Reddit obtained from 186 users who at
some point in time have written in subreddits re-
lated to mental health. In total, there are more
than 6K posts obtained in a time range of about
two months. In the annotation process, timelines
were manually checked for content related to mood
changes. Four annotators were employed for this
task.

In terms of evaluation, three types of evalua-
tion measures were used: traditional classification
metrics, timeline-based classification metrics, and
coverage-based metrics.

2 Methods

Our team’s participation in the task has been based
on a system for capturing changes in mood over
time and the information generated by this system
has been used by another system that allows the pre-
diction of the level of suicide risk in social network
users.

2.1 Task A: Capturing changes in mood over
time

Given a user’s timeline, the aim is to classify each
post within it as belonging to a “Switch” (IS), an
“Escalation” (IE), or “None” (O).

Taking into account that the source of informa-
tion used to generate the dataset are messages from
social networks, we have proposed the use of an
Approximate Nearest Neighbour (ANN) extraction
technique. In general terms, when this algorithm
is applied to a small set of messages it tends to
work similarly to a KNN (K-Nearest-Neighbor)
algorithm. Specifically, we have used the NM-
SLIB (Non-Metric Space Library) (Boytsov and
Naidan, 2013). This library, unlike other tree-based
libraries such as Annoy, makes use of graph theory
and a method called Hierarchical Navigable World
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graph (Malkov and Yashunin, 2016). In short, we
have worked with the hypothesis that given a rep-
resentation of the messages in a vector space V ,
those messages that share the same label will be in
an easily identifiable subspace of V .

In order to encode each of the messages in the
same vector space, we have used the Universal
Sentence Encoder (Cer et al., 2018). In similarity
tasks, this encoder has proved to work efficiently,
especially when it comes to encoding information
present in the text and not inferred from it. In
this way, this encoder has obtained a good perfor-
mance for topic extraction, but not so much in tasks
such as author profiling or sex gender identification.
Two versions of this encoder are publicly available:

• Based on DAN or Deep Averaging Networks
(Iyyer et al., 2015): As its name suggests, it
calculates the average of all the components
of a given text. That is, while aspects such as
the frequency of similar terms are taken into
account, other aspects such as the order of the
different terms are not considered.

• Based on Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017):
A "novel" representation that includes aspects
of seq2seq architectures but eliminating the
presence of decoders in the last layers. These
types of architectures also include the use of
different attention mechanisms.

Although in this work we have prioritised the
use of DAN over Transformers, we have explored
both mechanisms, having generated two runs using
DAN and one using Transformers. In total, the
system consists of two parts: (1) the representation
of the data; and (2) the generation of the structure
on which to query the nearest neighbours. After
the generation of the query index and for the pro-
cessing of new instances, the following heuristics
have been explored:

1. A new instance represented in V-space is con-
sidered to be of class O if it is at a distance
greater than d from its nearest neighbour. If
the instance to be classified is at a distance less
than or equal to d from its nearest neighbour,
it is assigned the label of this neighbour.

2. A new instance represented in V-space is con-
sidered to belong to the class of the nearest
neighbour retrieved in V .

The study of a d value for cases where the dis-
tance from its nearest neighbour is greater than d
has been an approach we have considered in the
last stages of experimentation. Although we have
experimented with different values of d, this ap-
proach establishes a clear bias due to the prefer-
ence of class O over the rest of the classes. Among
other reasons, we discarded at the time a study of
this parameter in order not to focus the conclusions
obtained on aspects inherent to the corpus studied,
e.g. the distribution of the classes. In future work,
we will try to redefine d so that it does not consider
aspects related to the distribution of classes in the
corpus.

Heuristic 1 takes into account that the majority
class is class O and tries to assume that isolated
points in space V belong to that class, since no "reli-
able" information would be available. On the other
hand, heuristic 2 removes the above restriction and
considers any retrieved neighbour as informative,
regardless of its distance from the instance to be
classified.

2.2 Task B: Predicting the risk of suicide
The goal of Subtask B is to predict the suicide
risk level, that is, it is a classification task at user
level. The risk level is a label within Cuser =
{No,Low,Moderate, Severe} with the labels
presented in increasing risk-level (meaning that
Cuser contains a finite-set of discrete, ordered val-
ues). However, the shared task aimed, specifically,
to show how Subtask 1 could help to assess the
risk level of a user. Accordingly we interpreted
that Subtask 2 has to make use of meta-data from
Subtask 1.

We characterized a user-timeline Ui by
the sorted sequence of messages posted:
(Pi1, Pi2, . . . , Pili). Note that the number of
posts is user dependent with li being the number
of posts associated to Ui. From System 1, each
post in the test set Pij is associated with k-nearest
posts from the training (labeled) set each of
which with the corresponding similarity weight:
((P ′

ij1, l1, w1), (P
′
ij2, l2, w2), . . . , (P

′
ijk, lk, wk)).

Note that, in the triplet (P ′
ijn, ln, wn) each

component conveys the following information:

• P ′
ijn is a post from the training set, indeed,

the n-closest post, ranking the n-th position in
terms of similarity with respect to Pij

• wn is the similarity score of P ′
ijn with re-

spect to Pij as stated in Subtask 1, i.e.,
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sim(Pij , P
′
ijn) = wn with wn increasing

with increasing similarity of Pij , P
′
ijn.

• ln is the label with which the training post
P ′
ijn had been annotated. Note that the la-

bels are bound to a finite set of labels stated
in Subtask 1, i.e. ln ∈ Cpost with Cpost =
{O, IS, IE}.

With this k neighbours we are able to summa-
rize the essence of Pij in each of the three states
(s ∈ {O, IS, IE}) involving the k neighbours as
in expression (1) with δ(s, ln) being 1 if s is equal
to ln and 0 otherwise.

sim(Pij , s) = 1/(
k∑

n=1

wn · δ(ln, s)) (1)

Accordingly, Pij is represented as in (2) with a
triplet of similarities to each state s.

Pij : (sim(Pij , O), sim(Pij , IS), sim(Pij , IE))
(2)

Recalling that a user-timeline Ui conveyed a se-
ries of posts as in (3).

Ui : (Pi1, Pi2, . . . , Pili) (3)

In brief, each user-timeline was described as
a sequence of posts and each post as a triplet of
similarities with respect to each mood. With this
information, the aim was to assign a label within
Cuser. Given that this process, intrinsically, has a
sequential nature, we turned to a well known recur-
rent neural network able to learn from the context,
that is, a BiLSTM (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997). In
practice, the number of neighbours employed to get
the tuple is set to 20. The number of neighbours to
be retrieved and considered for class prediction of
a given instance was studied using a validation set
extracted from the training corpus. This partition
was discarded in the test phase in order to ensure
that the selected parameter was consistent with the
previously conducted study. With regard to the
practicalities of the implementation, we resorted to
TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2015). Having conceived
this approach as a baseline, we simplified the ar-
chitecture to the maximum and just incorporated 1
hidden layer and tested a batch size between 4 and
8.

At this point we should note that the number of
messages posted by each user is variable (i.e. the
number of posts li is not constant). Nevertheless,

the implementation assumes a fixed-length input.
Padding is a simple approach frequently used to
address this issue. With this approach we forced
the sequence of all users to a constant and pre-
determined length l. To address this restriction we
distinguished two situations:

• For users with li < l, the user characterization
was arbitrarily extended incorporating l − li
artificial tuples. The content of these tuples
was fixed to as unknown or also called missing
value (NaN).

• For users with li > l, the user characteriza-
tion was arbitrarily restricted to the first l posts
while discarding the latest li− l posts. That is,
for the user Ui with posts (Pi1, Pi2, . . . , Pili)
and li > l we merely considered the posts
(Pi1, Pi2, . . . , Pil). Needless to say, this ap-
proach entails a loss of information, indeed,
we are missing the latest or most recent in-
formation. Instead, we could have tried to
discard the first posts.

In order to fix l, fine tuning was carried out in
beam-search (not an exhaustive search) in a range
between 2 and 30 and the optimum number of posts
to keep was identified to be l = 10.

3 Results

Apart from the difficulty of the tasks themselves
described in previous sections, another difficulty of
the task was working in the environment that the
organisers managed to access and work with the
data. Instead of distributing the annotated dataset
for training, the NORC Data Enclave environment
was used. The NORC Data Enclave provides a
confidential and protected environment in which
only authorized participants could securely access
and analyze remotely the data. However, due to
the problems that some participants had in working
in this environment, the datasets (training and test)
were distributed to these groups. For this reason, a
column in the results tables indicates the use of the
Data Enclave environment to obtain these results.

3.1 Task A: Capturing changes in mood over
time

In the section 2.1 two versions of the encoder used,
were defined: Based on Deep Averaging Networks
(DAN); and based on Transformers. In the same
way, two types of heuristics (heuristic 1 and 2) were
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also defined. Thus, the configuration of the runs
submitted to the subtask A is as follows:

• Run 1: DAN and Heuristic 1

• Run 2: DAN and Heuristic 2

• Run 3: Transformers and Heuristic 2

Table 1 shows the official results of task A at
post level and for each of the participating teams.
The organisers have selected the best run of results
for each team. In the case of our team, the best run
was "Run 1". Thus, the best configuration for this
task has been the use of DAN and the Heuristic
1, in which a threshold was applied to select the
maximum distance from nearest neighbours to be
assigned the same label.

According to the results, our system leaves room
for improvement in terms of accuracy and has an
f1-measure comparable to the average of most sys-
tems. However, our system achieved recall scores
that compensate the low scores of accuracy.

Although the DAN model is based on the un-
ordered representation of the terms of a given text
(applying the mean), this model has sufficient ca-
pacity to differentiate instances such as: "this is toy
dog" Vs. "this is dog toy". The results obtained
seem to indicate that under the same environment
i.e., HNSW configuration and so on, the DAN-
based model is better suited to the task than the
Transformer-based model. Among the limitations
of the Transformer-based model is the performance
drop when processing excessively long texts. In
the case of DAN, this limitation is also present but
does not seem to be as important for the task at
hand.

Task A - Post Level Macro-Average
System DE P R F1

WResearch YES 0.62 0.58 0.60
UArizona YES 0.52 0.51 0.51

NLP-UNED YES 0.49 0.52 0.50
UoS NO 0.69 0.62 0.65

LAMA NO 0.55 0.53 0.52
IIITH NO 0.52 0.60 0.52

uOttawa-AI NO 0.50 0.53 0.51
WWBP-SQT-lite NO 0.51 0.51 0.51

BLUE NO 0.50 0.49 0.50

Table 1: Official results of subtask A at post level and for
each of the participating teams. DE: Use of the official
shared task environment (Data Enclave); P: Precision;
R: Recall, F1: F1 score.

Table 3 shows the official results of task A at
coverage and for each of the participating teams.

In the case of our team, the best run was "Run 1",
as well as for the evaluation at the post level.

Task A - Coverage Macro-Average
System DE P R

WResearch YES 0.47 0.50
UArizona YES 0.42 0.42

NLP-UNED YES 0.31 0.40
UoS NO 0.51 0.50

LAMA NO 0.38 0.44
IIITH NO 0.35 0.41

uOttawa-AI NO 0.35 0.43
WWBP-SQT-lite NO 0.34 0.38

BLUE NO 0.50 0.38

Table 2: Official results of subtask A at coverage and for
each of the participating teams. DE: Use of the official
shared task environment (Data Enclave); P: Precision;
and R: Recall.

Table 3 shows the official results of task A
Window-based and for each of the participating
teams. The organisers have also selected the best
run of each team. In our case the best run was the
"Run 2". This means that in this case, heuristic
2 performs better when windows are taken into
account compared to the post-level results, where
heuristic 1 performed better. In both cases DAN
performs better than the Transformer-based en-
coder.

According to the results, our system stands out in
recall, especially for window sizes 2 and 3, where
it obtains the best results among the systems that
used Data Enclave, and in the case of window size
3 it obtains the best result taking into account all
participating systems.

Task A - Window-based Macro-Average
Window 1 Window 2 Window 3

System P R P R P R
WResearch .63 .62 .65 .65 .66 .65
NLP-UNED .53 .61 .55 .65 .58 .69

UArizona .58 .56 .60 .58 .62 .60
UoS .68 .65 .69 .67 .71 .69

uOttawa-AI .53 .62 .56 .66 .60 .69
IIITH .53 .65 .54 .66 .55 .67

LAMA .57 .58 .59 .63 .61 .66
WWBP-SQT .55 .57 .57 .60 .60 .62

BLUE .54 .57 .56 .59 .58 .62

Table 3: Official results (rounded down) of subtask A at
Window-based and for each of the participating teams.
P: Precision; R: Recall.

3.2 Task B: Predicting the risk of suicide

Table 4 shows the results reported in Task B in
two ways, either for all the teams or only for those
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teams that used the output of the Task A to cope
with Task B. In general, the results achieved not
using the output from Task A are better than when
using it. However, our team decided to take up
the organisers’ challenge and use the output of task
A to predict the risk of suicide in task B. Given
that we perceived the use of Data Enclave (DE) as
an added value, all our attempts are with DE by
contrast to the majority of the systems involved.

Task B
System DE P R F1

NLP-UNED YES 0.36 0.39 0.37
WResearch NO 0.47 0.48 0.46

UoS NO 0.62 0.43 0.45
IIITH NO 0.40 0.41 0.38

WWBP-SQT-lite NO 0.35 0.37 0.35
uOttawa-AI NO 0.33 0.36 0.34

LAMA NO 0.31 0.42 0.30

Task B - With Task A Auxiliary
System DE P R F1

NLP-UNED YES 0.37 0.39 0.36
WResearch NO 0.37 0.36 0.36

Table 4: Official results (rounded down) of subtask B:
all the systems (top) and only those using the Task A for
the prediction of task B (bottom). DE: using the official
shared task environment (Data Enclave). P: Precision,
R: Recall, F1: F1 score.

4 Conclusions

In this work, we introduce the Approximate Near-
est Neighbour (ANN) extraction technique and the
use of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) to auto-
matically capture changes in mood over time and
the prediction of the suicide risk at the user level.

The shared task had the added challenge of work-
ing in a virtual environment that the organisers had
prepared to preserve the privacy of the real data
with which we had to work. However, due to the
problems of some participants in working in this
environment, the data were distributed among these
groups and could be processed outside the virtual
environment. This fact, from our point of view,
prevents a fair comparison among the systems that
used the environment and those that did not. This
is due to the fact that the virtual environment has
no internet connection and therefore the resources
available to process the data were only the libraries
that previously had been installed at the beginning
of the shared task.

Leaving this consideration aside, our system per-
formed acceptably, having a high score in recall.
The low precision we obtained is an aspect that we

need to improve on, for future work.

As for the analysis of the organisers in terms of
window size, it can be said that our system per-
formed remarkably well for window sizes 2 and 3,
obtaining the best recall scores in these cases.

Another challenge of the task was set by the
organisers when planning the two sub-tasks. In
this case, participants were encouraged to use the
output of sub-task A as input for sub-task B to
predict the suicide risk at the user level. In our
case, we took up this challenge and together with
just another team we were the only ones to use
the output of subtask A to predict the suicide risk
in subtask B. Moreover, by a very small margin
with the other team, we obtained the best scores in
F1-measure and recall.
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Abstract

This paper presents the system description
of team BLUE for Task A of the CLPsych
2022 Shared Task on identifying changes in
mood and behaviour in longitudinal textual
data. These moments of change are signals
that can be used to screen and prevent suicide
attempts. To detect these changes, we experi-
mented with several text representation meth-
ods, such as TF-IDF, sentence embeddings,
emotion-informed embeddings and several clas-
sical machine learning classifiers. We chose to
submit three runs of ensemble systems based
on maximum voting on the predictions from the
best performing models. Of the nine participat-
ing teams in Task A, our team ranked second
in the Precision-oriented Coverage-based Eval-
uation, with a score of 0.499. Our best system
was an ensemble of Support Vector Machine,
Logistic Regression, and Adaptive Boosting
classifiers using emotion-informed embeddings
as input representation that can model both the
linguistic and emotional information found in
users’ posts.

1 Introduction

The changes in mood and behaviour in the social
media discourse of users are markers that can be
used for screening and prevention of future suicide
attempts. The emotional signals expressed in lan-
guage and switches to suicide ideation are used for
assessing the suicide risk of online users. How-
ever, identifying a person’s mood changes over
time based on their linguistic content from the post-
ing activity on online social media platforms is a
challenging task. Challenges come from different
perspectives, including methodological challenges
of noisy natural language understanding (Farzindar
and Inkpen, 2017), ethical implications of research
and deployment (Benton et al., 2017; Chancellor
et al., 2019; Resnik et al., 2021) and challenges
associated with longitudinal data analysis. Despite
different challenges, the potential role of Artificial

Intelligence (AI) based language technologies in
mental health is gaining increasing attention (Lee
et al., 2021). For example, some social media do-
mains started implementing auto-detection tools
to prevent suicide (Ji et al., 2020). In this pa-
per, we present the methodology and the results
of the machine learning models developed using
the 2022 CLPsych Shared Task dataset (Tsakalidis
et al., 2022a). We experiment with machine learn-
ing algorithms for the classification task using as
input text representations based on statistical TF-
IDF, pre-trained GloVe embeddings (Pennington
et al., 2014) and embeddings extracted from pre-
trained transformer models. After that, we develop
a majority voting scheme over the predictions to
report the final labels for a user timeline. Our best
strategy is based on majority voting of Logistic
Regression (LR), Support Vector Machine (SVM)
and Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost) classifiers us-
ing as input the embeddings extracted from the
pre-trained transformer models fine-tuned for emo-
tion detection. Our team BLUE ranked second in
terms of Precision-oriented Coverage-based Eval-
uation (macro-avg) metric with an overall score
of 0.499, whereas the top score in this evaluation
metric is 0.506.

2 Related Work

With the rise in social media use, more people
started discussing their mental health problems and
seeking support online. This allowed Natural Lan-
guage Processing and Psychology researchers to
use social media data to search for cues of mental
illnesses. The frequently used social media plat-
forms for studying these issues are Twitter (Sawh-
ney et al., 2020b; Coppersmith et al., 2016) and
Reddit (Zirikly et al., 2019a; Losada et al., 2020).

For suicide detection, there are two methodolo-
gies for screening the online content: at the user
level or post level. For user-level classification, the
aim is to detect from the whole history of the user
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if they are at risk of suicide or if they show suicide
ideation prior to the attempt, for an intervention to
be made and for trying to save their life (Copper-
smith et al., 2018; Zirikly et al., 2019b; Sawhney
et al., 2020a).

Post-level classification is performed by screen-
ing one post at a time, searching for posts that are
indicative of a user being at risk of suicide (O’dea
et al., 2015; Sawhney et al., 2018; Tadesse et al.,
2019). O’dea et al. (2015) collect suicide-related
tweets and annotate them as strongly concerning,
possibly concerning or safe to ignore. Afterwards,
the authors train machine learning classifiers (SVM,
LR) to distinguish the concern level for these tweets
containing suicide-related words.

Coppersmith et al. (2016) explore the language
of Twitter users prior to a suicide attempt to find
quantifiable signals that can be used for screening
and prevention. Their article reveals that users have
more posts expressing anger and sadness before
trying to commit suicide. However, these emo-
tions get to the same level as control users after
the attempt. Furthermore, people who attempt sui-
cide have a higher proportion of emotional posts,
increasing after the incident. In line with these find-
ings, several works are modelling the emotional in-
formation found in the online discourse of users for
classifying the suicide risk (Ji et al., 2021; Sawhney
et al., 2021; Bitew et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2019).

Regarding longitudinal approaches for suicide
detection, De Choudhury et al. (2016) extract mark-
ers of shifts to suicide ideation from users engaged
in the online discourse revolving around mental
illnesses, such as hopelessness, high self-attention
focus, anxiety, impulsiveness and others. Using
these markers, the authors can predict which indi-
viduals are more prone to express suicide ideation
in future posts. Through a time-aware approach,
Sawhney et al. (2021) propose a framework that
uses people’s historical and emotional spectrum
when assessing the risk of a specific post.

Tsakalidis et al. (2022b) propose to take the tem-
poral information into account by identifying the
changes in people’s behaviour and mood on social
media. The changes considered are switches (sud-
den mood changes) and escalation (gradual mood
progression). These changes in mood or emotion
found in the online discourse can be used for as-
sessing the suicide risk of users.

Although the potential role of language tech-
nology in mental health using information from

social media datasets is gaining increasing atten-
tion, continued progress on NLP for mental health
is hampered by obstacles to shared, community-
level access to relevant data. The 2021 CLPsych
Shared Task was introduced to address this problem
by conducting a shared task using sensitive data
in a secure environment (MacAvaney et al., 2021)
and continued in the 2022 CLPsych Shared Task
(Tsakalidis et al., 2022a). The goal of the tasks
from the previous year was to assess the suicide
risk of a user from posts 30 days or 6 months prior
to a suicide attempt. The best-performing mod-
els used approaches such as weighted ensemble of
different machine learning classifiers (LR, Naive
Bayes classifiers, linear SVM) (Bayram and Ben-
hiba, 2021), LSTM architecture with topic mod-
elling and dictionary-based features (Gollapalli
et al., 2021) and Bayesian modelling of features
from Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC)
(Pennebaker et al., 2001), behavioural information
or other features derived from already available or
custom dictionaries (Gamoran et al., 2021).

3 Data and Task A

We participate in Task A in the 2022 CLPsych
Shared Task, intending to capture the mood
changes of individuals in a given time window
based on their Reddit posts. The dataset for this
task was collected in Tsakalidis et al. (2022b). The
posts from Reddit’s mental health-related subred-
dits in a given time window (timeline) (Losada
et al., 2020; Losada and Crestani, 2016; Zirikly
et al., 2019a; Shing et al., 2018) were annotated by
four annotators on the basis of three labels hinting
at moments of change (Tsakalidis et al., 2022b):
none (O), escalation (IE), and switch (IS). A total
of 256 timelines and 6,205 posts are available for
Task A. Thus, given a user’s timeline, the aim is to
classify each post as either a ‘switch’ (IS), or an
‘escalation’ (IE) or ‘none’ (O).

Three metrics are used for evaluating the perfor-
mance of the models in Task A (Tsakalidis et al.,
2022b). Post-level evaluation calculates the tra-
ditional Precision, Recall, and F1 scores per post
and class, with the macro-average to get the final
score. Apart from the traditional post-level metric,
timeline-based scores are also used for the eval-
uation, given the sequential nature of Task A. In
the window-based evaluation, Precision and Re-
call scores are calculated based on whether correct
labels are in a certain time window. In the coverage-
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based evaluation, Precision and Recall scores are
calculated based on the models’ ability to capture
regions of change.

4 Method

4.1 Text Representation

We experiment with several methods for encoding
the textual data, such as TF-IDF, GloVe embed-
dings and transformer-based representations.
Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency
(TF-IDF) As a baseline approach, we use TF-IDF
vectorization to model our data. We experiment
with different N-gram sizes and find that converting
text into TF-IDF matrix using unigrams only (N=1)
produces the best results.
Sentence Embeddings We experiment with pre-
trained models from the Sentence Transform-
ers library (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) that
are not specifically fine-tuned on emotion data:
paraphrase-MiniLM-L6-v2 (Wang et al., 2020),
distilbert-base-uncased (Sanh et al., 2019), and
average_word_embeddings_glove.6B.300d (Pen-
nington et al., 2014). We chose these models based
on the small model size and computational effi-
ciency.
Emotion-Informed Embeddings Given the na-
ture of the task and the presence of different posi-
tive and negative emotions in the users’ timelines,
we posit that models fine-tuned on the emotion
detection task could provide better textual repre-
sentations for our data, by modelling both the lin-
guistic and emotion information found in users’
posts. We experiment with various text representa-
tions extracted using pre-trained transformer mod-
els fine-tuned on several datasets for emotion detec-
tion (Saravia et al., 2018; Mohammad et al., 2018;
Busso et al., 2008; Poria et al., 2019) provided by
Hugging face1. The models used in this work, that
were compatible with the Sentence Transformers li-
brary, are: bertweet-emotion-base 2 (fine-tuned ver-
sion of BERTweet (Nguyen et al., 2020) for emo-
tion detection), distilbert-base-uncased-emotion
3 (fine-tuned version of DistilBERT (Sanh et al.,
2019)), emoberta-base 4 (Kim and Vossen, 2021),
twitter_emotions 5 (fine-tuned version of MiniLM

1https://huggingface.co/
2https://huggingface.co/Emanuel/bertweet-emotion-

base
3https://huggingface.co/bhadresh-savani/distilbert-base-

uncased-emotion
4https://huggingface.co/tae898/emoberta-base
5https://huggingface.co/trnt/twitter_emotions

(Wang et al., 2020)), albert-base-v2-emotion 6

(ALBERT (Lan et al., 2019) fine-tuned), roberta-
base-emotion 7 and twitter-roberta-base-emotion 8

(RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) models fine-tuned for
emotion detection).

4.2 Models
For classifying the data using the different text rep-
resentation methods, we train several classical ma-
chine learning models for detecting the escalation
(IE) and switch (IS) in the dataset, including Lo-
gistic Regression (LR), Decision Trees (DT), Ran-
dom Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM),
the Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost). We develop a
majority voting scheme over the predictions to re-
port the final labels for a user timeline. In order to
choose which machine learning classifier to use, we
experiment with multiple models trained on 70%
of the data and evaluate them using the remaining
held-out 30% of the data (the validation data). Our
final submissions were the top-performing models
evaluated on the validation data.

We perform a hyperparameter grid search for the
classification models that use the emotion-informed
embeddings to find the best hyperparameters for
these models. The search space used for grid search
can be found in Appendix A. We choose the best
performing classification model and the best hy-
perparameters for each method of representing the
input (based on the fine-tuned models for emotion
detection).

4.3 Submitted Runs
We submitted three runs for Task A using the fol-
lowing models:
Run 1: ensemble_without_emotion_features: We
use an ensemble method based on maximum vot-
ing on the classification results obtained from the
Adaptive Boosting Ensemble classifier using non-
emotion embeddings (TF-IDF and sentence embed-
dings).
Run 2: ensemble_with_all_models: We experi-
ment with the same ensemble method based on
maximum voting on the classification results ob-
tained from all our models (Run 1 and Run 3).
Run 3: ensemble_with_emotion_features: For the
third run, we use the ensemble method based on

6https://huggingface.co/bhadresh-savani/albert-base-v2-
emotion

7https://huggingface.co/bhadresh-savani/roberta-base-
emotion

8https://huggingface.co/cardiffnlp/twitter-roberta-base-
emotion
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maximum voting on the predictions obtained from
the classifiers using as input the emotion-informed
embeddings. The ensemble was comprised of pre-
dictions from LR, SVM and AdaBoost classifiers
(the best performing models).

5 Results and Discussion

At the time of writing the paper, we do not have ac-
cess to the test data ground truth labels. Therefore,
we present the performance of our three ensemble
systems on the validation data and the official re-
sults from the task organisers on the test data. In
addition, we perform an error analysis by exploring
in more detail at the predictions of the models on
the validation data.

Post-Level Window-based Coverage-based
Run P R F1 P R P R
Run 1 0.52 0.55 0.53 0.55 0.61 0.39 0.49
Run 2 0.67 0.55 0.59 0.67 0.56 0.55 0.44
Run 3 0.64 0.55 0.58 0.67 0.58 0.49 0.45

Table 1: Macro Average of Validation Scores. Precision
(P), Recall (R), F1 score (F1) for post-level, window-
based (window=1), and coverage-based metrics.

Post-Level Window-based Coverage-based
Run P R F1 P R P R
Run 1 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.54 0.57 0.38 0.45
Run 2 0.48 0.46 0.46 0.51 0.51 0.33 0.38
Run 3 0.63 0.46 0.46 0.62 0.50 0.50 0.38
Baseline 1 0.55 0.50 0.49 0.38 0.42 0.50 0.54
Baseline 2 0.52 0.39 0.38 0.26 0.20 0.58 0.39

Table 2: Macro Average of Official Test Scores. Pre-
cision (P), Recall (R), F1 score (F1) for post-level,
window-based (window=1), and coverage-based met-
rics. Baseline 1 is a LR approach on TF-IDF features,
Baseline 2 is a BERT model trained on Talklife data
using focal loss.

5.1 Results
Nine teams participated in Task A of the 2022
CLPsych Shared Task. Our team ranked second
in the Precision-oriented Coverage-based Evalua-
tion, with a score of 0.499, whereas the score of
the top-ranking system was 0.506.

In Table 1, we present the results on the vali-
dation data for the identification of moments of
change. We report the macro-average of the scores
for the post-level, window-based and coverage-
based evaluation methods. Table 2 shows the of-
ficial results for the three runs and two baselines
provided by the organisers. Baseline 1 is an LR
model trained on TF-IDF features, and Baseline 2

is a BERT model trained on Talklife data (Tsaka-
lidis et al., 2022b) using focal loss (Lin et al., 2017).
All our runs surpass the baseline methods in the
window-based evaluation. The ensemble model
using as input the emotion-informed embeddings
(Run 3) has the highest Precision for the three
evaluation metrics, post-level, window-based and
coverage-based. In contrast, the ensemble from
Run 1 performs best in terms of Recall. Even if the
system from Run 2 is the best performing model
on the validation data, its performance is the lowest
when predicting on test data.

5.2 Error analysis

We perform a brief error analysis on the predictions
of our systems on the validation data. There are
cases when the user has a large number of posts in a
row labelled as escalations, and the model can iden-
tify most of them successfully. However, in some
cases, the model failed to identify the escalations.
Furthermore, in some cases, the model can recog-
nise the mood changes, but it fails to distinguish
whether the changes are escalations or switches.

The system also predicts false positives (IS or
IE) when the users mentions about someone close
who has suicide ideation or has depression in their
posts and do not talk about themselves (e.g., "my
friend talks about taking their own life with me",
"you suffer from depression", "I despise seeing you
suffer.9). To address this, we plan to incorporate
anaphora resolution techniques into the modelling
in the future.

There is a specific case when the system cannot
recognise a moment of change because it seems
a neutral text. However, it contains a mention
of klonopin10, a drug from the class of benzodi-
azepines, used for treating different physical and
mental health problems. This drug can cause ad-
diction and lead to overdose when combined with
other drugs or alcohol. To improve the identifica-
tion of mood changes in these special cases, addi-
tional knowledge related to specific medications
for mental health problems can be added to the
modelling.

It is worth mentioning that some of the errors
may stem from the difficulty associated with the
longitudinal labelling of data. It is generally hard
to determine what is an escalation of a mood and

9not actual examples from the dataset, but equivalent
sentences in order to maintain anonymity

10https://drugabuse.com/benzodiazepines/klonopin/
overdose/
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what is a sudden switch. In one example of our
error analysis, our system (Run 2) classified several
posts in a row as IE (escalation) when the ground
truth labels were mostly O (no mood change) with
occasional IS (switch). This example shows that
a model performance can exponentially degrade
due to the connectivity of each data point to the
adjacent ones; IS (switch) is less likely to appear
if the preceding texts are not O (no mood change).
It would mean that if a model makes a mistake for
one post, the following predictions are likely to be
wrong accordingly (domino effect).

Moreover, there are instances where we agreed
more with the classification labels produced by our
system than the ground truth labels. For instance,
I’ve messed up a lot of stuff. (...) I am sorry. (...) I
am so sorry. (...)11 showed obvious signs of emo-
tional turbulence and can facilitate prominently in
understanding of the emotional underpinnings of
depressive symptoms (Kim et al., 2011); however,
the ground truth label was O (our system predicted
IE). As such, difficulty associated with the anno-
tation of longitudinal data could be addressed in
future research.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the system description
and results of team BLUE for the task of identify-
ing moments of change from the CLPSych 2022
Shared Task. We experimented with several text
representation methods, such as TF-IDF, sentence
embeddings (from pre-trained transformer mod-
els, GloVe) and emotion-informed embeddings (ex-
tracted from the pre-trained transformer models
fine-tuned for emotion detection). To identify the
mood changes, we trained several classical ma-
chine learning classifiers. We chose to submit
three ensemble systems based on maximum voting
on the best performing models (SVM, LR, Ad-
aBoost) with different inputs. Of the nine partici-
pating teams in Task A, our team ranked second in
the Precision-oriented Coverage-based Evaluation,
with a score of 0.499 (the top team had a score of
0.506). Our best run was an ensemble method of
SVM, LR, and AdaBoost classifiers using as input
emotion-informed embeddings that can model both
the linguistic and emotional information found in
users’ posts. Due to the Enclave data system’s tech-
nical difficulties, we have developed systems in

11not actual examples from the dataset, but equivalent
sentences in order to maintain anonymity

three working days after getting the data in our lo-
cal system. For future work, we plan to investigate
the dataset in detail and develop improved models
for identifying mood changes in longitudinal tex-
tual data and assess the suicide risk of social media
users.
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Abstract

This work describes the classification system
proposed for the Computational Linguistics and
Clinical Psychology (CLPsych) Shared Task
2022. We propose the use of multitask learn-
ing approach with a bidirectional long-short
term memory (Bi-LSTM) model for predicting
changes in user’s mood (Task A) and their sui-
cidal risk level (Task B). The two classification
tasks have been solved independently or in an
augmented way previously, where the output
of one task is leveraged for learning another
task, however this work proposes an ‘all-in-
one’ framework that jointly learns the related
mental health tasks. Our experimental results
(ranked top for task A) suggest that the pro-
posed multi-task framework outperforms the
alternative single-task frameworks submitted
to the challenge and evaluated via the timeline
based and coverage based performance met-
rics shared by the organisers. We also assess
the potential of using various types of feature
embedding schemes that could prove useful in
initialising the Bi-LSTM model for better mul-
titask learning in the mental health domain.

1 Introduction

Mental illness has greatly affected a vast majority
of world’s population due to COVID-19 and its re-
sulting economic recession. According to the world
health organisation (WHO), global prevalence of
anxiety and depression has increased by a mas-
sive 25% raising concerns about providing mental
health and psychosocial support to the population
as a COVID-19 response plan1. Many social media
platforms have risen to the challenge by offering
space to online users to self report their mental
health issues, receive counselling support and re-
solve their mental health issues. This activity has
∗Equal contributions.

1https://www.who.int/news/item/02-03-2022-covid-19-
pandemic-triggers-25-increase-in-prevalence-of-anxiety-and-
depression-worldwide (Accessed on 25.5.2022)

Table 1: Statistics of the training data set provided for
the CLPSych Shared Task 2022.

Moments of Change (Task A)
Data Set None Escalation Switch Total
Attributes (O) (IE) (IS)
No. of Users 147 87 118 352
No. of Posts 4043 773 327 5143
Avg. No. of Users per post 27.50 8.88 2.77 –
Avg. No. of Words Per Post 75.33 231.82 214.085 –

Suicidal Risk Levels (Task B)
Data Set Low Moderate Severe Total
Attributes
No. of Users 14 87 103 204
Avg No. of Timelines 1.42 2.17 1.60 –

resulted in two research trends: (1) the surge in de-
velopment of machine learning algorithms that can
automatically detect mental health issues from the
language used in social media platforms and (2) the
development of new and better diagnostic measures
and mental health monitoring tools suitable for the
clinical community. Most of the research tasks re-
volve around classifying individuals on the basis
of suicide risk or having a mental health condition
(Chancellor and De Choudhury, 2020), however a
few have thought of monitoring individual’s mood
and mental health in real time (Tsakalidis et al.,
2022a,b). Despite the growing interest in this inter-
disciplinary space, there are challenges regarding
the availability, use and validity of mental health
data gathered from social media platforms and de-
cisions drawn from it.

This paper describes our work identifying mo-
ments of change in user’s mood (Task A) and suici-
dal risk level (Task B) in the CLPsych Shared Task
2022. We have experimented with several different
sentence and word embedding techniques to draw
semantically meaningful features for initialising the
multitask sequential model. The model utilised for
sequential representation of data is Bidirectional
Long Short-Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) (Balikas
et al., 2017), trained jointly for multiple tasks (Task
A and Task B). The multi task outputs determine
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Figure 1: A high-level architecture of the proposed
multi-task model for determining moments of change
and suicidal risk of users in a particular timeline.

the moments of change in user’s mood as well as
assess the level of suicidal risk from their posts.

2 Shared Task and Data Set

We have participated in two tasks introduced by
the organisers: The first task (Task A) is to pre-
dict the changes in user’s mood over time based on
the linguistic content gathered from their posting
activity shared on online social media platforms.
This is a post-level sequential classification task
that aims to detect those sub-periods where a user’s
mood deviates from their baseline mood. Sequence
of an individual’s posts over a time span of two
months is collected for this shared task (Losada
and Crestani, 2016; Losada et al.). The progres-
sion in user’s mood is categorised as follows: (1)
Switch (IS), which signifies a sudden change in
user’s mood, (2) Escalation (IE), which denotes
a gradual shift in user’s mood and (3) None (O),
denoting no change in user’s mood over time. The
mood shifting is graded on a scale from positive
to negative. This information is further used for
Task B where user’s suicidal risk level is predicted
as Low, Moderate and Severe based on the longitu-
dinal mood changes of the user(Shing et al., 2018;
Zirikly et al., 2019). The class distribution of the
data for each of these labels is shown in Table 1.
In order to tackle data imbalance issues, the ‘No
Risk’ and ‘Low Risk’ label instances were merged
and represented as ‘Low Risk’ examples in the data
set for Task B. The task participants were required
to sign data use agreements and abide by ethical
practice during the competition.

3 Methodology

This section demonstrates the stages involved in
developing the proposed multi-task model for deter-
mining moments of change in mood and user’s sui-
cidal risk determined through a sequence of posts
in user’s timeline. Figure 1 shows the high-level
model architecture for both the tasks.

3.1 Text Preprocessing

The content of the user posts go through several
preprocessing steps, including removing stopwords
and normalizing keywords (converting to lower-
case, removing URL links). Furthermore, the user-
name2 present in the post is replaced with @user
to anonymize the mentioned user.

3.2 Semantic Embedding of User Posts

After preprocessing, the user posts are represented
using off-the-shelf pre-trained embedding meth-
ods to capture the user post’s semantics. The
pre-trained embedding methods represent the se-
mantics of the posts using fastText word embed-
ding (Bojanowski et al., 2016) and Sentence-BERT
(SBERT) (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019). Each
post Pi with n tokens can be represented using
the pre-trained fastText (FT ) word embedding3 by
simply averaging the semantic embeddings of the
words present in the post, i.e.,

PFT
i =

1

n

n∑

pi=1

wpi,wpi ∈ R300 (1)

Recently, the RoBERTa model has yielded much
better results in recognizing emotions than other
transformer variants such as BERT, XLNet, Distill-
BERT, and ELECTRA (Cortiz, 2021). Therefore,
the RoBERTa-based natural language inference pre-
trained model (‘nlirobertalarge’) is used in addi-
tion to fastText embedding to represent the post
representation Pi, i.e., PSBERT

i ∈ R1024.
In order to understand the emotional expressions

in text, user’s posts are further classified using pre-
trained RoBERTa-base model4 trained on 5̃8 mil-
lion tweets from the TweetEval benchmark (Bar-
bieri et al., 2020) for six different tasks: emoji,

2Tokens starting with @ symbol.
3Pre-trained word embeddings obtained from the
Wikipedia corpus https://dl.fbaipublicfiles.
com/fastText/vectors-english/
wiki-news-300d-1M.vec.zip

4https://huggingface.co/cardiffnlp/
twitter-roberta-base-sentiment
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emotion, hate, irony, offensive, and sentiment. The
emoji classification task has 20 categories; emotion
classification has four; hate, irony, and offensive
classification tasks each have two categories; and
sentiment classification tasks have three categories.
The task-specific scores therefore represent an addi-
tional 33 dimensional feature vector to differentiate
each user’s posts based on the task-specific scores.
The post Pi can be represented by aggregating the
scores of task-specific pre-trained model (Scorest):

PScore
i = ∀t∈T Concat(Scorest(Pi)), P

Score
i ∈ R33

(2)
where T is the set of six tasks, i.e., emoji, emotion,
hate, irony, offensive, and sentiment and Concat
represents the score concatenation for all six tasks.

3.3 Multi-Task Model

A user can post n number of posts in a particular
timeline tij ranging from time i to j. The objective
of the proposed multi-task model is to predict the
moments of change (either IE, IS, O) in the user’s
posts (Task A) and also classify the suicidal risk of
the users (Task B) given the sequence of posts in a
particular timeline tij .

3.3.1 Moments of Change Classification
The problem of predicting the moments of change
in the user’s mood can be viewed as a sequence
tagging problem. The learning model predicts the
changes in user’s mood for each post sequentially,
given the sequence of posts in a timeline. This
study proposes to use the bidirectional LSTM (Bi-
LSTM) (Zhang et al., 2015) model to capture the
sequential information of the user posts in a time-
line. The Bi-LSTM model generates dense rep-
resentation for each post, encoding the sequen-
tial information of neighbouring posts in both di-
rections, i.e., the user’s previous and subsequent
posts. Specifically, the Bi-LSTM model encodes
the post sequence representation by concatenating
the outputs of two LSTMs, namely LSTM-forward
(LSTMf ) and LSTM-backward (LSTMb) mod-
els. LSTMf processes the post sequence from
left to right, i.e., P1, P2, . . ., Pn, whereas LSTMb

process the post sequence from right to left, i.e.,
Pn, Pn−1, . . ., P1. Each LSTM model consists of
a repeating unit called memory cell, which takes
current post, previous hidden state, previous cell
state (xt, ht−1, ct−1) as input and produces cur-
rent hidden state and cell state information i.e.

(ht, ct) = LSTM(xt,ht−1, ct−1). Therefore, the
encoded representation of post Pt is generated
by concatenating the hidden state information ob-
tained by LSTMf and LSTMb outputs, i.e., ht

= (h
(f)
t ⊕ h

(b)
t ). The whole timeline tij can be

represented as Hij ∈ Rn×d where Hij is a matrix
of the encoded representation of n posts of d di-
mension5. The encoded representation of the posts
is then fed to the softmax classifier to predict the
user’s moment of change, i.e.,

Taska = Softmax(HijWa
T +B) (3)

where Wa ∈ Rc×d is the neural weight parameters,
c is the three classes of the moment of change
categories (i.e., IE, IS, O), and B ∈ Rn×c being
the neural network biases.

3.3.2 User Suicidal Risk classification
Using the same encoded representation, the user’s
risk can be classified for the timeline tij by flatten-
ing the matrix Hij, i.e.,

Taskb = Softmax(flatten(Hij)Wb
T +B)

(4)
where Wb ∈ Rr×nd is the neural weight parame-
ters, r being the number of user risk categories in
Task B, and B ∈ Rr being the neural network
biases. Further, the user risk can also be clas-
sified by embedding an attention layer over the
encoded representation Hij before flattening to
give more attention to the user’s post that influences
the user risk classification decision. The output of
the multi-head attention6 layers generate an atten-
tion weighted encoded representation Ha

ij of the
same dimension as Hij. The impact of adding an
attention layer could be seen in the tables discussed
in the results section.

The current model classifies the user’s suicidal
risk for a particular timeline tij . However, a user
can have multiple timelines {tab, tcd, ..., tij}, hence
the user risk must be classified considering all the
timelines. Since the model classifies the user risk
for each timeline, i.e., {Taskbab, Taskbcd, ...,
Taskbij}, the final user risk Taskb is classified
using a simple heuristic approach. The user risk is
classified based on the prediction of the user’s risk
severity level across the timelines, i.e., if the model
has predicted Severe in one of the timeline then the
user is considered to be at Severe risk; followed by

5100 LSTM units
68 heads
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Moderate-level and Low-level risks. We can also
consider a voting method to classify the user risk
based on the output of all timelines. This study con-
sider evaluating the user risk classification based
on the heuristics of risk severity level.

4 Experiment and Results

In this work we have used two different combi-
nations of feature embeddings for the user posts.
For the ease of reference, we consider naming
them as Pemb which is the concatenation of fast-
Text and SBERT embeddings (PFT ⊕ PSBERT )
and Ptask−emb which is the concatenation of fast-
Text, SBERT, and task-specific scores of the post
(PFT ⊕ PSBERT ⊕ PScore).

Models: The efficacy of the proposed model is
evaluated on two types of post embeddings (Pemb,
Ptask−emb), with and without the attention layers.
This, eventually leads us to four different types of
models for evaluation: (i) Multitask: model using
Pemb, (ii) Multitask-score: model using Ptask−emb,
(iii) Multitask-attn: model with attention layer us-
ing Pemb, and (iv) Multitask-attn-score: model
with attention layer using Ptask−emb.

Evaluation Metrics: The performance of the
proposed model is evaluated using metrics Preci-
sion, Recall and F1 Score on the validation set.
We also show window-based and coverage-based
evaluation metrics (Tsakalidis et al., 2022b) used
by the CLPsych organisers to assess the models’
performance on the test set.7

Implementation Details: The train data set is
initially divided into train, validation and test sets
using the ratio: 60:20:20, to optimise the Bi-LSTM
parameters. Once the parameters are fine tuned
using the validation set, we retrain the model again
with 80% of the train data and test it on 20% of the
unseen test data. After fine tuning, the Bi-LSTM
model is trained for 50 epochs with 64 batch size.
The maximum sequence length for Bi-LSTM is set
to the maximum number of posts in a timeline, i.e.,
122 (see Appendix). Categorical cross-entropy loss
and Adam optimizer are used to train the model on
both the tasks. The implementation was done using
Keras API and is available at https://github.
com/stuartemiddleton/uos_clpsych.

Table 2 shows the results of our model on the
validation set using the standard evaluation metrics.
Here, the precision, recall and F1 score values ob-

7Please note that the data set is imbalanced and therefore intu-
itions just drawn from only accuracy are not correct.

Table 2: Performance of the proposed models on Task
A and Task B using the validation set.

Moments of Change Suicidal Risk Levels
Model P R F1 P R F1

Multitask-attn-score 0.674 0.800 0.724 0.415 0.397 0.382
Multitask-score 0.680 0.760 0.713 0.355 0.331 0.334
Multitask 0.582 0.717 0.629 0.352 0.327 0.335
Multitask-attn 0.663 0.697 0.676 0.408 0.378 0.388

tained for each class (see Table 5 in the appendix)
have been macro-averaged by calculating the arith-
metic mean of individual classes’ precision, recall
and F1 scores. We have used the macro-averaging
score to treat all the classes equally for evaluating
the overall performance of the classifier regard-
less of their support values (i.e the actual occur-
rences of the class in the data set). Here, we ob-
serve that Multitask-attn-score model gives more
promising results as compared to other enlisted
models on both tasks. This behaviour is reflected
in the classification results on test data too (Table 3),
where Multitask-attn-score has outperformed the
remaining feature embeddings with the Bi-LSTM
model as well as the baseline state of the art re-
sults (Tsakalidis et al., 2022a). From the model
outcomes in Table 2 and 3, one could also see
the impact of introducing attention layers in the Bi-
LSTM model. Adding attention layers in Bi-LSTM
model has helped accuracy for both the tasks.

Given the class imbalance in the data set with
majority of post instances belonging to the None(0)
class and minority instances to Escalation (IE) and
Switch (IS) classes, we see the performance is com-
promised and biased towards the majority class,
i.e. the classifier is more sensitive to detecting the
majority class (None(0)) patterns precisely but less
sensitive to detecting the minority class patterns
{IE, IS}. See Table 5 in the Appendix to observe
the precision, recall and F1 score of the models
for each individual class in task A. The data distri-
bution is skewed for task B too, thus influencing
its results for majority and minority classes shown
in Table 6. Overall, on the validation set, the pro-
posed models have shown better recall rate than
precision, revealing low false negatives than the
false positives.

Table 3 and Table 4 show the performance of
our proposed approach with variable feature en-
coding schemes and attention layers in Bi-LSTM
on the test set provided by the CLPsych Shared
Task 2022. The entire train set comprising of 5143
posts is used to train the proposed model with the
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Table 3: Performance of the proposed models on Task A using the test set. The traditional post-level, coverage-based,
and timeline-based evaluation metrics based on precision (P), recall(R) and F1 score are shown for comparison and
analysis with the baseline results (Tsakalidis et al., 2022a).

Post-level Metrics Coverage-based Metrics Timeline-level Metrics (Macro average)
(Macro average) (Macro average) Window-1 Window-2 Window-3

P R F1 P R P R P R P R

Multitask-attn-score 0.689 0.625 0.649 0.506 0.503 0.676 0.652 0.693 0.670 0.708 0.686
Multitask-score 0.677 0.595 0.625 0.492 0.467 0.662 0.605 0.681 0.622 0.695 0.632
Multitask 0.680 0.579 0.607 0.521 0.441 0.674 0.592 0.695 0.608 0.723 0.623

Majority NaN 0.333 0.280 NaN 0.141 NaN 0.333 NaN 0.333 NaN 0.333
TFIDF-LR 0.545 0.495 0.492 0.377 0.424 0.496 0.539 0.505 0.550 0.506 0.551
BERT-TalkLife-Focal 0.522 0.386 0.380 0.260 0.204 0.582 0.392 0.608 0.405 0.608 0.405

Table 4: Performance of the proposed model on Task
B using the test set. The precision (P), recall (R),
and F1-scores (F1) shown are macro-averaged over the
user’s risk categories and compared to the baseline re-
sults (Tsakalidis et al., 2022a).

(Macro average) (Micro average)
P R F1 P R F1

Multitask-attn-score 0.618 0.427 0.451 0.482 0.469 0.438
Majority 0.156 0.333 0.212 0.219 0.468 0.299
TFIDF-LR 0.302 0.338 0.295 0.412 0.468 0.406

optimal parameters defined above and then its ef-
ficacy is assessed on the given test set comprising
of 1052 posts. On the test set, the proposed models
have shown higher precision than recall. When
compared to the baseline results, our submission
on task A has topped the ranking results on the
test set, whereas for task B we stood second in
the shared task based on the timeline based and
coverage based metrics.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This work demonstrates the power of using various
feature embeddings for multi task learning with Bi-
LSTM on the CLPsych Shared Task 2022 data set.
We have tried several different textual embeddings
to represent the content of user’s posts. These em-
beddings are passed on to the Bi-LSTM which is
trained to learn two labels jointly. The model has
shown to give promising results on the test set when
attention layer is incorporated and complete set of
feature embeddings (fastText+SBERT+TaskScore)
is utilised. On Task A, our team topped the post-
level classification problem based on the window
based and coverage based statistics, whereas for
Task B, we showed second best results in the com-
petition.

In future, we would like to compare our pro-
posed model with other single task learning models
trained using separate loss functions. Given the

correlation between the shared tasks, multi-task
learning is expected to yield good results as shown
in this paper, however it will be interesting to ex-
plore the underlying user information (e.g. age,
gender, etc) that could be explicitly added to sup-
port tasks for mental health and suicidal risk pre-
diction. Also in order to mitigate the effects of
imbalanced classes, we would like to improve our
developed pipeline using resampling techniques.
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Appendices

Tables 5 and 6 show the evaluation metrics by class
in Task A and Task B. Figure 2 shows the post
distribution in the training set.

Table 5: Performance of the proposed models on Task
A using the validation set. The traditional post-level
evaluation metrics based on precision (P), recall (R) and
F1 score are shown for comparison and analysis.

Precision Recall F1 Score
IE IS 0 IE IS 0 IE IS 0

Multitask-attn-score 0.539 0.512 0.971 0.739 0.75 0.909 0.623 0.608 0.939
Multitask-score 0.614 0.485 0.938 0.712 0.68 0.887 0.660 0.566 0.912
Multitask 0.429 0.346 0.970 0.710 0.566 0.873 0.535 0.430 0.919
Multitask-attn 0.677 0.414 0.897 0.630 0.566 0.893 0.653 0.478 0.895

Table 6: Performance of the proposed models on Task
B using the validation set. The traditional post-level
evaluation metrics based on precision (P), recall (R) and
F1 score are shown for comparison and analysis.

Precision Recall F1 Score
Severe Moderate Low Severe Moderate Low Severe Moderate Low

Multitask-attn-score 0.555 0.500 0.00 0.625 0.357 0.00 0.588 0.416 0.00
Multitask-score 0.588 0.636 0.00 0.666 0.466 0.00 0.625 0.538 0.00
Multitask 0.764 0.300 0.00 0.565 0.428 0.00 0.650 0.352 0.00
Multitask-attn 0.846 0.400 0.000 0.523 0.666 0.00 0.647 0.500 0.000
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Figure 2: Distribution of number of posts per timeline
in the training dataset. The x-axis represents the number
of posts per timeline and y-axis represents the number
of timelines having that number of posts. The maximum
number of posts in a timeline is 122.
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Abstract

In this shared task, we focus on detecting men-
tal health signals in Reddit users’ posts through
two main challenges: A) capturing mood
changes (anomalies) from the longitudinal set
of posts (called timelines), and B) assessing
the users’ suicide risk-levels. Our approaches
leverage emotion recognition on linguistic
content by computing emotion/sentiment
scores using pre-trained BERTs on users’ posts
and feeding them to machine learning models,
including XGBoost, Bi-LSTM, and logistic
regression. For Task-A, we detect longitudinal
anomalies using a sequence-to-sequence
(seq2seq) autoencoder and capture regions
of mood deviations. For Task-B, our two
models utilize the BERT emotion/sentiment
scores. The first computes emotion bandwidths
and merges them with n-gram features, and
employs logistic regression to detect users’
suicide risk levels. The second model predicts
suicide risk on the timeline level using a Bi-
LSTM on Task-A results and sentiment scores.
Our results outperformed most participating
teams and ranked in the top three in Task-A.
In Task-B, our methods surpass all others and
return the best macro and micro F1 scores.

1 Introduction

Tracking and identifying moments of change in a
user’s social media longitudinal data could be a
possible identifier of their mental health deteriora-
tion and be especially useful for those with suicidal
ideation (Tsakalidis et al., 2022b). In this 2022
CLPsych shared task, the goal is to tackle two chal-
lenges. Task-A aims to identify mood shifts and
gradual mood progressions from users’ timelines,
where each timeline has a list of longitudinal posts
from a close time range. Meantime, Task-B aims
to detect suicide risk levels of the users. We were
allowed to provide three submissions for Task-A
and two for Task-B. The second Task-B submission
was expected to use the results from Task-A.

The dataset of this shared task is a mixture of
three separate datasets: UMD from 2019 CLPsych
(Shing et al., 2018; Zirikly et al., 2019), E-Risk
with some additional data (Losada and Crestani,
2016; Losada et al., 2020), and a new collection
called Reddit-New (Tsakalidis et al., 2022a). The
dataset has 255 timelines: 204 in training/51 in the
unlabeled test set.

Our team (called WResearch for "Women in Re-
search") decided to use emotionally-informed fea-
tures for their ability to capture mood changes. In
Task-A, we combine a seq2seq autoencoder and
machine learning (ML) models to capture moments
of change in a user’s timeline. Meanwhile, in
Task-B, we were partially influenced by the 2021
CLPsych results, which showed that merging long-
term posts of a user could capture long-term sui-
cidal ideation (Bayram and Benhiba, 2021; Maca-
vaney et al., 2021). We used the post-level features
extracted in Task-A to compute user-level emotion-
bandwidth features and concatenated them with
statistical n-gram features to detect suicidal risk lev-
els. Additionally, we experimented with a timeline-
level prediction model using Bi-LSTM. The suc-
cess of our results compared to the other teams
and the baselines suggest that our emotionally-
informed models are advantageous for dealing with
the tasks at hand.

2 Methods

The training set in this challenge includes data
on users with three suicide risk levels (Se-
vere/Moderate/Low). A user can have multiple
timelines, where a timeline is a chronologically or-
dered sequence of posts. Each post is labeled as
IS for switches in mood (sudden mood shifts from
positive to negative, or vice versa), IE for mood
escalations (gradual mood changes from neutral or
positive to a higher positive, or neutral, or negative
to a higher negative), or O to represent the base-
line (neutral) mood (Tsakalidis et al., 2022b). In
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the implementations, for machine learning mod-
els, Scikit-learn (version 1.0.2) (Pedregosa et al.,
2011), for deep learning models, PyTorch (version
1.11.0+cu102) and Keras (version 2.7.0) libraries
(Paszke et al., 2019) are used.

2.1 Task A

Feature Extraction: The main set of features
used in Task-A is obtained from three pre-trained
BERT models. The first model is Bertweet-
base-sentiment, trained with SemEval 2017 cor-
pus (around 40k tweets) using a RoBERTa
(Pérez et al., 2021). It returns three sentiments
{Positive,Negative,Neutral} per text. The
second model is EmoRoBERTa, trained with
58,000 Reddit comments and returns 28 emotion
scores per text (Ghoshal, 2021). The third model is
Twitter-roberta-base-emotion (CardiffNLP, 2021),
trained on 5̃8M tweets and fine-tuned for emotion
recognition with the TweetEval benchmark (Bar-
bieri et al., 2020). As shown in Figure 1, we con-
catenate the sentiment and emotion scores into an
emotionally-informed feature vector of length 35
for each post in the data collection.

Figure 1: Task A Learning model

Mood Anomaly detection: Before feeding the
emotionally-informed features to classifiers, we
compute a feature vector that reflects abnormalities
in the user-expressed mood based on past behavior.
To compute the abnormality vector, we use a
seq2seq learning model for multivariate time-series
forecasting (Provotar et al., 2019). We generate a
series of (t-n) feature vectors for each post at time t,
where n is the length of the look-back time window.
This input is fed to the autoencoder. We aim to
predict the emotionally-informed feature vector of
the next step, i.e., the feature vector of the post at
t+1. The error margin is thereafter calculated based
on the outputs of the autoencoder and the actual

emotionally-informed feature vectors. We follow
the same methodology as Tran et al. (Tran et al.,
2019) to compute the irregularities vector and
use it as a proxy for identifying mood anomalies.
Upon experimentation, we found that, while the
abnormality vector helps detect escalations, it did
not succeed for switches. We thus concatenated
the emotionally-informed features, window-based
abnormality vectors, and a feature vector denoting
the emotional difference between a post and the
previous one. We implement the seq2seq learning
model in Keras with two LSTMs with 100 neurons
and a final dense layer with 35 neurons. We use
a Learning Rate Scheduler that decreases the
learning rate (lr) with a factor of 1e-3 * 0.90 **
lr when the learning stagnates. We train using the
Adam optimizer and Huber loss function with a
batch size of 16 and early stopping (patience=3).
Classification: We pass the output of the
previous step as an input to ML classifiers
to predict the label of a post (O, IE, IS).
We experiment with three models: a Logis-
tic Regression (LR) [class_weight="balanced",
multi_class="multinomial", solver="saga"], XG-
Boost, and a stacked Ensemble of four clas-
sifiers: LR, Random Forest, XGBoost, and
Extremely Randomized Trees. Being mindful
of the data imbalance, we choose to assign
a higher class weight to the minority classes
(IE, IS) while reducing the weight of the ma-
jority class (O). We apply stratified 10-folds
cross-validation and grid-search on the tree-based
models (n_estimators=[400, 700, 1000], colsam-
ple_bytree=[0.7,0.8], max_depth=[15,20,25], sub-
sample=[0.7,0.8,0.9]) to optimize the hyperparam-
eters and avoid overfitting.

2.2 Task B

In this task, we eliminate all users with suicide
risk label N/A from the labeled set, thus work on a
three-class classification problem: Low, Moderate,
Severe suicide risk detection.
Feature Extraction: For the first submission, we
use two types of features. The first feature, n-grams,
is selected due to their success in previous suicide
risk detection research (Bayram and Benhiba, 2021;
Pestian et al., 2020). Our n-gram features con-
sist of unigrams and bigrams (n ∈ {1, 2}). To
extract them, we perform lowercase conversion
and punctuation removal, then use a spaCy library
(en_core_web_lg) (Honnibal and Montani, 2017).
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As the goal is to obtain user-level suicide risk, we
perform the detection on the merged posts per user.
However, the leave-one-out cross-validation exper-
iments returned low results on the labeled set, so
we decided to use/merge only the posts with "IE"
or "IS" labels in training since they contain strong
emotions that might be associated with suicidal
ideation. In the test set, we merge all posts per
person (since they lack IE and IS labels) and obtain
the user’s suicide risk-level prediction.

The training set provides 5,808 n-gram features.
Next, we train an LR to collect feature importance
scores for performing feature elimination. Upon
applying a leave-one-out cross-validation on the
labeled set, also using LR, we exploit classification
performance scores from the top features to find
the optimal feature subset. Figure 2 shows a peak
at top 900 n-gram features, corresponding to 300
top features per class. We save these features and
use them as the final features on the test set.

Figure 2: N-gram feature selection with weighted precision,
recall and F1 scores.

We also experiment with adding the emotionally-
informed features per post from Task A. Per user,
we compute the minimum and the maximum of
the emotion/sentiment scores from the emotionally-
informed features of all posts and calculate their
absolute difference. Thus, in the new feature vec-
tor, each element reflects the range (bandwidth) of
emotions/sentiments of that user. We hypothesize
that these bandwidths of emotions/sentiments could
help identify suicide risk. Next, we concatenate
the n-gram feature vector and the obtained emotion
bandwidth vector per user for classification.
Classification: In the first submission of Task-
B, we use simple methods that do not require
a lot of training data and that can perform
multiclass classification: LR (lbfgs, sag, saga,
newton-cg solvers), non-linear support vector
machines (SVM) (rbf, poly, and sigmoid ker-

nels), random forest (RF), and XGBoost. We
obtain leave-one-out results on the training set,
where LR with lbfgs solver (weighted F1=0.718)
and SVM with the sigmoid kernel (weighted
F1=0.710) achieve the best performance, possi-
bly due to their success in handling small datasets
(RF’s weighted F1=0.433, XGBoost’s weighted
F1=0.278). Thus, we select LR as the ML model
to be used with ngrams+emotional bandwidth
features (class_weight="balanced", multi_class =
"multinomial", solver="lbfgs", random_state=7, re-
maining parameters are kept at default values (Pe-
dregosa et al., 2011)).
Timeline-level risk prediction: The second sub-
mission for Task-B leverages Task-A’s mood
change predictions and the emotionally-informed
features to predict a user’s suicide risk level. Since
timelines (longitudinal posts) were obtained around
a user’s mood change-points during data collection
(Tsakalidis et al., 2022b), we predict the suicide
risk on the timeline level. As was the case in the
first model, we only include posts with IS or IE
labels in our training set while also including O
labels in the validation and test data. We use a Bi-
LSTM to classify the suicide risk in the timeline
by exploiting past and future emotional contexts of
posts. To aggregate predictions on the user level,
we experiment with computing average, majority
voting, and argmax on the timeline-level results and
select argmax due to its accuracy. The Bi-LSTM
model is a gated recurrent unit (GRU) wrapped
in a Bi-LSTM, followed by a dropout layer and
two dense layers (Dropout_rate=0.1, Dense layer
1: 50-neurons with Relu, Dense layer 2: 3-neurons
with softmax, batch_size=16, Rmsprop optimizer,
categorical cross-entropy loss, and early-stopping
with patience=3).

3 Results

In Tables 1, 2, and 3, we present the test set results
of Task-A obtained from three different evaluation
techniques. Each table summarizes the results ob-
tained on the three submissions: seq2seq + one
of the selected classifiers (i.e., 1=LR, 2=XGBoost,
and 3=the Ensemble method). Table 1 shows re-
sults at the post-level, while Table 2 and 3 report
results on a timeline basis using the coverage met-
ric and the window-based evaluation metric with
window size = 3 (more details on the evaluation
methods can be found in (Tsakalidis et al., 2022b)).

Table 4 shows results for Task-B where the first
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model (1) is the n-grams + emotion bandwidth
features with LR classifier, and the second (2) is
the Bi-LSTM model.

Table 1: Task-A post-level evaluation for seq2seq+classifier
(resp. (1) Logistic Regression (LR), (2) XGBoost, (3) Ensem-
ble). (B1) tf-idf LR and (B2) BERT are baselines. Max & Min
results from all CLPsych’22 submissions are also included.

Sub. Precision Recall F1

IS

1 0.204 0.512 0.292
2 0.362 0.256 0.300
3 0.478 0.134 0.209

B1 0.222 0.024 0.044
B2 0.091 0.012 0.021

Max 0.500 0.585 0.376
Min 0 0 0

IE

1 0.500 0.625 0.556
2 0.646 0.553 0.596
3 0.644 0.505 0.566

B1 0.569 0.514 0.540
B2 0.723 0.163 0.267

Max 0.748 0.630 0.662
Min 0.273 0.029 0.052

O

1 0.944 0.726 0.820
2 0.868 0.929 0.897
3 0.838 0.953 0.892

B1 0.844 0.947 0.893
B2 0.753 0.983 0.853

Max 0.954 0.968 0.910
Min 0.729 0.647 0.771

Macro
avg

1 0.549 0.621 0.556
2 0.625 0.579 0.598
3 0.654 0.531 0.556

B1 0.545 0.495 0.492
B2 0.523 0.386 0.380

Max 0.689 0.625 0.649
Min 0.354 0.337 0.305

The shared task provided two baselines from
the mood change study (Tsakalidis et al., 2022b).
The first baseline (B1 in the tables) uses tf-idf
features with LR. The second baseline (B2) uses
BERT trained with Talklife website posts, treats
each post as an instance (i.e., completely ignoring
the timeline sequence), and is trained using the
alpha-weighted focal loss. We also include the
best (Max) and worst (Min) values for each metric
obtained by competing submissions to allow better
readability of the results. We add an asterisk (*)
next to the results when the best performance is
achieved by our models.

4 Discussion

In comparison to the submissions of other teams
that participated in this shared task (Tsakalidis
et al., 2022a), our models achieved the top three

Table 2: Task-A coverage evaluation for seq2seq+classifier
(resp. (1) Logistic Regression (LR), (2) XGBoost, (3) Ensem-
ble). (B1) tf-idf LR and (B2) BERT are baselines. Max & Min
results from all CLPsych’22 submissions are also included.

Sub. Precision Recall F1

IS

1 0.211 0.563 0.307
2 0.406 0.318 0.357
3 0.511 0.199 0.287

B1 0.111 0.008 0.0148
B2 0.025 0.007 0.011

Max 0.517 0.575 0.390
Min 0 0 0

IE

1 0.198 0.406 0.266
2 0.307 0.467* 0.370
3 0.302 0.452 0.362

B1 0.284 0.504 0.363
B2 0.226 0.094 0.132

Max 0.369 0.467* 0.406
Min 0.070 0.050 0.073

O

1 0.520 0.537 0.528
2 0.703 0.725 0.713
3 0.675 0.700 0.687

B1 0.738 0.762 0.750
B2 0.529 0.513 0.521

Max 0.720 0.737 0.728
Min 0.510 0.486 0.503

Macro
avg

1 0.310 0.502 0.383
2 0.472 0.503* 0.487
3 0.496 0.450 0.472

B1 0.378 0.425 0.400
B2 0.260 0.204 0.229

Max 0.521 0.503* 0.504
Min 0.220 0.186 0.202

macro average F1 scores for Task-A on all three
evaluation techniques. Meanwhile, in Task-B, the
first model returns the highest micro and macro
average F1 scores in Clpysch’22.
Task-A: In the post-level, the seq2seq + XGBoost
achieves robust performance by balancing between
precision and recall. It outperforms the baseline
methods on all macro-average evaluation metrics
and achieves second best F1 scores in all categories
(e.g., IE, IS, O, average). At the timeline level, the
coverage metric demonstrates the ability of a model
to capture regions of change. In this respect, the
seq2seq + XGBoost strikes a balance between pre-
cision and recall again, and performs second best
on the macro-average F1. In the window-based
evaluation the seq2seq + LR achieves the third
highest F1 performance overall and renders the
best macro-average recall. The ensemble method
achieves the best precision on the IS class but tends
to over-predict, as demonstrated by its low cover-
age recall. Experimenting with various look-back
time windows can provide more insight on the ra-
tionale behind the results.
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Table 3: Task-A window-based (window size = 3) evaluation
for seq2seq+classifier (resp. (1) Logistic Regression (LR), (2)
XGBoost, (3) Ensemble). (B1) tf-idf LR and (B2) BERT are
baselines. Max & Min results from all CLPsych’22 submis-
sions are also included.

Sub. Precision Recall F1

IS

1 0.368 0.814 0.507
2 0.525 0.372 0.435
3 0.711* 0.224 0.341

B1 0.167 0.008 0.015
B2 0.450 0.065 0.113

Max 0.711* 0.872 0.512
Min 0.200 0.004 0.008

IE

1 0.429 0.748 0.545
2 0.566 0.620 0.592
3 0.570 0.622 0.595

B1 0.477 0.675 0.559
B2 0.612 0.158 0.251

Max 0.630 0.773 0.637
Min 0.371 0.010 0.168

O

1 0.956* 0.755 0.844
2 0.881 0.968 0.923*
3 0.854 0.992 0.918

B1 0.875 0.973 0.922
B2 0.762 0.995 0.863

Max 0.956* 0.996 0.923*
Min 0.769 0.610 0.742

Macro
avg

1 0.584 0.773* 0.665
2 0.657 0.653 0.655
3 0.712 0.613 0.658

B1 0.506 0.552 0.528
B2 0.608 0.406 0.487

Max 0.723 0.773* 0.697
Min 0.523 0.399 0.455

Task-B: In Task-B, we wanted to contrast the user
suicide risk prediction performance when obtained
at the user level in the n-grams+emotion band-
width+LR model and at the timeline level using
the Bi-LSTM model. The latter leverages Task
A’s moments-of-change results to help predict the
user’s suicide risk level.

The n-grams+emotion bandwidth+LR model
returns the best F1 scores in CLPsych’22 based
on micro and macro average metrics in Table
4, showing the viability of our approach. This
outcome is also a good inspiration for future
suicide risk detection studies in which mood
change labels are available or obtainable.

The Bi-LSTM model was built on the premise
that emotional context from past and future posts,
including the moments of change, would allow bet-
ter inference of the timeline’s suicide risk level.
While the model is slightly better than the baseline,
we suppose that it might have rendered better re-
sults had it been trained on timeline-level rather
than user-level labels. In an attempt to err on the

Table 4: Task-B evaluation for the models (1) n-gram+emotion
bandwith+Logistic Regression (LR), and (2) Bi-LSTM. A
baseline (B1) tf-idf LR, and Max & Min results from all
CLPsych’22 submissions are also included.

Level Sub. Precision Recall F1

Low

1 0.200 0.333 0.250
2 0 0 0

B1 0 0 0
Max 1 0.667 0.500
Min 0 0 0

Moderate

1 0.533 0.571 0.552
2 0.545 0.429 0.480

B1 0.429 0.214 0.286
Max 0.625 0.714 0.588
Min 0.250 0.071 0.111

Severe

1 0.667* 0.533 0.593
2 0.556 0.667 0.606

B1 0.480 0.800 0.600
Max 0.667* 0.867 0.684
Min 0.478 0.467 0.500

Macro
avg

1 0.467 0.479* 0.465*
2 0.367 0.365 0.362

B1 0.303 0.338 0.295
Max 0.618 0.479* 0.465*
Min 0.306 0.365 0.298

Micro
avg

1 0.565* 0.531 0.543*
2 0.499 0.500 0.494

B1 0.412 0.469 0.406
Max 0.565* 0.562 0.543*
Min 0.359 0.344 0.315

side of safety, we chose argmax for aggregation.
However, it biased the model in favor of moderate
and severe risk levels. Other aggregation methods
will be explored in the future to help address the
prediction of low-level suicide risk.

5 Conclusion

In this shared task, we tackled two problems: cap-
turing mood changes from timelines of posts of
Reddit users and detecting their suicide risk levels.
The results reveal that our methods performed the
highest macro and micro F1 scores in suicide risk-
level detection and performed in the top three in
mood-change detection. Our models can inspire fu-
ture research for accurately detecting abrupt mood
changes among social media users. These models
also might shed light on users’ suicide risk levels,
thus enabling early mental-health intervention to
prevent suicidal events.
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Abstract

This paper presents transformer-based models
created for the CLPsych 2022 shared task. Us-
ing posts from Reddit users over a period of
time, we aim to predict changes in mood from
post to post. We test models that preserve time-
line information through explicit ordering of
posts as well as those that do not order posts but
preserve features on the length of time between
a user’s posts. We find that a model with tempo-
ral information may provide slight benefits over
the same model without such information, al-
though a RoBERTa transformer model provides
enough information to make similar predictions
without custom-encoded time information.

1 Introduction

With the ubiquity of data online come opportuni-
ties for studying and providing support to individu-
als and communities. For example, a user’s posts
on Reddit fora may reveal information about that
user’s emotional state over time (Tsakalidis et al.,
2022b). Additionally, these tasks may seek to make
early predictions about mental states, allowing for
prompt intervention when needed (Losada et al.,
2020). This work represents one such attempt as
part of the 2022 CLPsych shared task (Tsakalidis
et al., 2022a),1 using a transformer-based archi-
tecture to make predictions about changes in Red-
dit user moods over time. We demonstrate how
state-of-the-art transformer models like RoBERTa
(Liu et al., 2019) provide predictions of changes
in mood that are difficult to improve upon with
custom features or sequential architectures.

2 Related work

Previous work has used social media to examine
the ability of neural networks to make predictions
about depression (Losada and Crestani, 2016), sui-
cidality (Benton et al., 2017), and related mental

1https://clpsych.org/sharedtask2022/

health disorders (Wongkoblap et al., 2017). Losada
et al. (2020) introduce a task where participants
attempt to make early identifications of depression
from social media, finding that further improve-
ments needed to be made before such models could
successfully be used in a clinical setting.

Work on predicting temporal shifts in language
use has frequently focused on lexical-semantic
changes over time, with only recent research focus-
ing on the impacts of temporally-aware language
models on downstream tasks (Dhingra et al., 2022;
Rosin et al., 2022). For example, in a span pre-
diction task, Dhingra et al. (2022) used a simple
string representation of the year when texts were
first created to finetune T5 language generation
models. They found that adding the year as a prefix
to the input aided learning of seen facts, improving
performance on predictions of future events.

Tsakalidis et al. (2022b) identify individuals’
changes in mental health over time. This tempo-
ral dimension can be helpful in monitoring clini-
cal outcomes and it can also help online platform
moderators prioritize interventions depending on
an individual’s vulnerability at a certain moment
in time. They provide strong baseline models for
this task, including both timeline-based models and
timeline-agnostic models, finding that BERT-based
models outperform their remaining systems. Thus,
it is reasonable to assume that finetuning existing
language models using the time information avail-
able in social media posts can help detect changes
in mental health.

3 Approach

We examine both timeline-agnostic models, which
accept single data points in random order and
timeline-preserving models, which require the or-
der of posts in each timeline to be maintained.
Timeline-preserving models are expected to be
most successful, as the dataset includes labels such
as switch in mood (IS) that require information
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from past data points to predict the label of the
present data point. We incorporate such informa-
tion both through sequence models such as LSTMs
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) that encode
and preserve information from previous data points
to make predictions, as well as through explicit
custom features representing the time between data
points, which we refer to as time lag features. We
choose RoBERTa as a base for our models, as
(Tsakalidis et al., 2022b) find BERT-based models
perform well on this task, and RoBERTa models
frequently outperform BERT in practice (Liu et al.,
2019).

3.1 Time lag features

To get the time lags between posts, we calculate the
time difference (in seconds) between the current
post and the previous post. Formally, for each post
i we define:

lag(i) = time(i)− time(i− 1)

For the first post in every timeline, we use the ab-
solute mean time for that timeline:

lag(0) =
1

N

N∑

i

lag(i)

If the time stamp of post i or i− 1 is missing from
the data, we define lag(i) as one day in seconds.

3.2 Timeline-agnostic models

For timeline-agnostic models, we consider three
ways to represent posts:

RoBERTa Feed the tokens of the post through
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) and produce the
contextualized embedding of the first token in
the post, the pseudo-token [CLS].

RoBERTa-lin Obtain the RoBERTa representa-
tion as above, and feed it through linear layers
to reduce its dimensionality to 50, then in-
crease it to 100.

RoBERTa-lin-lag Obtain the RoBERTa-lin repre-
sentation as above, feed it through a linear
layer to reduce its dimensionality to 50, con-
catenate it with a single item representing the
amount of time between the user’s previous
post and current post, then feed it through a
linear layer to increase its dimensionality to
100.

Post representations were fed into a final linear
layer to reduce dimensionality to 3, the number of
labels in the task. All of the models above examine
points in isolation, although the time lag feature
adds information about the previous data point.

3.3 Timeline-preserving models

For our timeline-preserving models, we consider
two approaches. Due to the memory constraints
of the computing system, we restricted the amount
of context considered to three posts: the post of
interest plus the previous two posts. We consider
two ways to represent timelines.

RoBERTa-pre2-lin Concatenate the three posts,
with posts represented as in the timeline-
agnostic RoBERTa-lin-lag, and feed this con-
catenated vector through a linear layer to re-
duce its dimensionality to 100.

RoBERTa-pre2-lstm Feed the three posts
through an LSTM, with posts represented
as in the timeline-agnostic RoBERTa-lin-
lag, and take the final LSTM state as the
representation.

Timeline representations were fed into a final linear
layer to reduce dimensionality to 3, the number of
labels in the task. These models examine whether
the explicit inclusion of information from previous
posts increases prediction accuracy, as might be
expected since the task requires knowledge of a
user’s previous moods to correctly predict labels
like switch in mood (IS).

4 Data

The data used in this work are those selected for
the CLPsych 2022 shared task (Tsakalidis et al.,
2022a) and drawn from the UMD Reddit Suicidal-
ity Dataset Version 2 (Shing et al., 2018; Zirikly
et al., 2019) with Queen Mary University of Lon-
don annotations, Reddit-New, a new dataset cre-
ated from posts by Reddit users who posted on
mental-health related subreddits and annotated for
suicidality and moments of change (Tsakalidis
et al., 2022a,b), and the eRisk Dataset (Losada
and Crestani, 2016; Losada et al., 2020). These
data consist of timelines of Reddit posts by a series
of users, selected based on individuals who partic-
ipated in subreddit fora related to mental health.
Data points are labeled for moments of change–
changes in mood over time–and individual users’
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Class Train Dev Test

IS 178 41 82
IE 323 177 208
O 2012 991 762

Total 2513 1209 1053

Table 1: Number of items in each partition of the dataset

overall suicide risk; here, we focus solely on pre-
dictions of changes in mood over time. In order to
access the data, each member of this team signed
a data usage agreement and an NDA due to the
sensitive nature of this data.

The data consists of a total of 4775 posts, broken
down as shown in table 1. Each post in the dataset
was labeled for one of three mood classes: an es-
calation in mood (IE), a switch in mood (IS), or no
change from the baseline (O). An escalation label
may refer to a change from positive to more posi-
tive or from negative to more negative. A switch
may likewise refer to either a change from negative
to positive or from positive to negative. These la-
bels indicate changes from previous posts, which
suggests that information about timelines may be
crucial for making successful predictions.

5 Implementation details

RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) models were based on
Hugging Face’s roberta-base2 and were trained
via the pytorch (Paszke et al., 2017) version of
the RobertaForSequenceClassification class
using cross-entropy loss. RoBERTa is not frozen
for any of the architectures; linear layers, LSTMs,
etc. were trained alongside the RoBERTa weights.

For timeline-agnostic models, we randomized
the order of all posts in the training data. For
timeline-preserving models, we randomized the
order of the timelines in the training data but pre-
served the order of individual items within each
timeline. For timeline-preserving models, when
fewer than two previous posts were available (e.g.,
at the beginning of a timeline), padded masked
posts were fed instead but were not used to update
model parameters.

6 Model selection on the development set

We used the development data to experiment with
the various architectures we considered, with the

2https://huggingface.co/roberta-base

goal of selecting the best models to evaluate on the
test set. Each of the models described in section 3
was evaluated using the development partition.

Table 2 presents the performance of each model
at the post level and at the timeline level. This table
shows that adding linear or sequential structure on
top of RoBERTa does not improve performance.
The baseline timeline-agnostic RoBERTa model
outperforms all other models overall and in most
individual evaluation metrics, with the second-best
performance belonging to RoBERTa-lin-lag, the
timeline-agnostic RoBERTa model with the time
lag feature concatenated to the RoBERTa represen-
tation.

The timeline-preserving models (RoBERTa-
pre2-lin and RoBERTa-pre2-lstm) showed much
worse performance than the timeline-agnostic mod-
els, although the RoBERTa-pre2-lin model that
concatenated the three posts and fed them through
linear layers did perform best for precision in the
switch class and recall in the no-change class. Still,
its overall performance as measured by macro F1
was much worse than the timeline-agnostic models.
The timeline-sensitive model using LSTM layers
performed even worse, making predictions only for
the no-change majority class.

Based on these overall trends, two models were
selected to make predictions on the test set: the
RoBERTa baseline model and RoBERTa-lin-lag.
We engaged in small-scale focused parameter tun-
ing using the development set, selecting the best
dropout and learning rate for each model from
among a limited set of items. For the RoBERTa
baseline model, tuning selected a hidden dropout
rate of 0.2, a learning rate of 3e-5, and a minibatch
size of 8. For the RoBERTa-lin-lag model, tuning
selected a hidden dropout rate of 0.2, a learning rate
of 5e-6, and a minibatch size of 8. Other parame-
ters used the default values from roberta-base.

7 Results on the test set

The two selected models were used to make pre-
dictions on the held-out test set. The results in ta-
ble 3 demonstrate that the models perform similarly.
Macro-average at both the post-level and coverage-
based evaluations are within .003 of each other.
The main tradeoff is that the baseline RoBERTa
model is better at escalation in mood (IE), while
RoBERTa-lin-lag is better at switch in mood (IS).
This is reasonable, given that only RoBERTa-lin-
lag knows anything about the timeline, and the IS
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Model post-level evaluation coverage-based metrics

IS IE O macro-avg IS IE O macro-avg

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 CP CR CP CR CP CR CP CR

RoBERTa .099 .293 .148 .667 .587 .624 .943 .887 .914 .570 .589 .579 .234 .257 .357 .418 .674 .708 .422 .461
R-lin — .000 .000 .522 .542 .532 .896 .925 .910 .473 .489 .481 — .000 .304 .492 .656 .697 .320 .396
R-lin-lag .127 .220 .161 .552 .452 .497 .918 .920 .919 .532 .531 .531 .207 .201 .296 .376 .653 .703 .385 .427
R-pre2-lin .154 .049 .074 .247 .102 .144 .826 .936 .878 .409 .362 .384 .107 .014 .166 .051 .501 .451 .258 .172
R-pre2-lstm — .000 .000 — .000 .000 .820 1.00 .901 .273 .333 .300 — .000 — .000 .523 .481 .174 .160

Table 2: Performance of trained models on development partition comprising 30% of training dataset. Models are
as defined in section 3 except that ‘RoBERTa’ is abbreviated as ‘R’ for space. The best performance on each metric
is shown in bold.

Model post-level evaluation coverage-based metrics

IS IE O macro-avg IS IE O macro-avg

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 CP CR CP CR CP CR CP CR

Majority — .000 .000 — .000 .000 .724 1.000 .840 — .333 .280 — .000 — .000 .489 . 426 — .142
LogReg .222 .024 .044 .569 .514 .540 .844 .948 .893 .545 .495 .492 .111 .008 .284 .504 .738 .762 .378 .425
BERT (f) .091 .012 .022 .723 .163 .267 .754 .983 .853 .523 .386 .380 .025 .007 .226 .094 .529 .513 .260 .204
RoBERTa .142 .220 .172 .561 .423 .482 .872 .879 .876 .525 .507 .510 .158 .211 .230 .332 .657 .695 .348 .413
R-lin-lag .267 .195 .225 .476 .375 .419 .841 .913 .875 .527 .495 .507 .368 .248 .202 .285 .682 .716 .418 .416

Table 3: Results of our best models on the test partition (RoBERTa, R-lin-lag), with a majority class classifier
(Majority), logistic regression model with TF-IDF features (LogReg), and BERT with focal loss (BERT (f)), all
from Tsakalidis et al. (2022b). The best performing model on each evaluation metric is shown in bold.

label requires knowledge of past mood.

These models were compared to baseline mod-
els from Tsakalidis et al. (2022b) whose results
were provided to participants in the shared task.
These models are Majority, where only the major-
ity (O) class is selected, LogReg, where a logistic
regression model is trained on TF-IDF features, and
BERT (f), a BERT model trained on focal loss.

Compared to the baseline models, our models
show mixed results. Both of our models outper-
form the baselines on recall and F1 for the IS class,
with our R-lin-lag also outperforming all baselines
on precision for the IS class. For the IE class,
however, they are beaten by the logistic regres-
sion model. Our RoBERTa model outperforms the
baseline for precision on the O class, though not
recall or F1. Overall, our models have the best
macro average F1 at the post level. For coverage-
based metrics, our models again perform best for
the IS class, although the logistic regression base-
line again outperforms our models for the IE class,
as well as for the O class and macro average recall.
Our model with time lag features performs the best
for macro-average precision.

8 Qualitative error analysis

To better understand the types of posts that prove
problematic for our models, we examine a small
subset of the prediction errors produced on the de-
velopment partition of the dataset. We specifically
focus on times when our model produced a no-
change (O) label while the gold label was IS or IE,
as well as the reverse. Due to the sensitive nature
of this data, we do not provide specific examples,
but rather describe trends in the data.

The following are situations in which our models
tends to predict a change in mood but no change
should be predicted:

1. The user discusses difficult situations from the
past but is not in a current state of distress.

2. The user comments on another person’s de-
pression, anxiety or desperation.

3. The user worries about potential scenarios that
would cause him or her significant mental an-
guish but that have not come to pass.

Our models tend to predict IE or IS labels whenever
a post discusses unhealthy or dangerous scenarios,
such as traumatic experiences, or when someone
expresses desperation. However, as seen in items 1
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to 3, this does not always provide accurate results.
This type of error accounted for the majority of
incorrect predictions in the sample of the develop-
ment set examined.

Additionally, our models occasionally predict
that a post does not show a change in mood when
it is an example of a IS or IE. In these cases, errors
are typically due to:

4. Largely neutral texts containing one strong
indicator of distress.

5. Posts with a title but no content.

6. Short posts containing both positive and dis-
tressed content.

With these items, errors are typically caused by
posts where there are both positive and negative el-
ements, or where there is one very negative element
that is limited to a minority of the post. Addition-
ally, in cases where there is no content in the post,
our models always make a prediction of no change;
however, there are cases where the post title alone
reveals that an IS or IE label is more appropriate.

9 Conclusion

We examined the ability of timeline-agnostic and
timeline-preserving transformer-based models to
make predictions about changes in mood over time,
finding that more complex models do not neces-
sarily improve predictions. We furthermore experi-
ment with a custom feature representing the length
of time between one post and another, demonstrat-
ing that this may provide some support to more
complex models. Overall, we see that this remains
a difficult task, suggesting that further improve-
ments need to be made to methods of longitudinal
mood modeling.
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Abstract

This paper investigates the impact of using
Multi-Task Learning (MTL) to predict mood
changes over time for each individual (social
media user). The presented models were devel-
oped as a part of the Computational Linguis-
tics and Clinical Psychology (CLPsych) 2022
shared task. Given the limited number of Red-
dit social media users, as well as their posts,
we decided to experiment with different multi-
task learning architectures to identify to what
extent knowledge can be shared among simi-
lar tasks. Due to class imbalance at both post
and user levels and to accommodate task align-
ment, we randomly sampled an equal number
of instances from the respective classes and per-
formed ensemble learning to reduce prediction
variance. Faced with several constraints, we
managed to produce competitive results that
could provide insights into the use of multi-
task learning to identify mood changes over
time and suicide ideation risk.

1 Introduction

For many countries, suicide has been a formidable
challenge, where 1.3% of world deaths in 2019
were due to suicides. Of the committed suicides,
most of them were by individuals before reaching
their fifties and in countries with low to middle
income (World Health Organization, 2021). Con-
sidering these factors, it is of utmost importance
for any institution responsible for the mental health
of the population to early detect users susceptible
to suicide ideation and mental disorders. In recent
years, social media has become an integral part of
the everyday life of many. According to Schimmele
et al. (2021), more than 25% of users aged between
15 and 64 have shared their personal information
(e.g., pictures, videos, text-based posts) publicly.
This data rich with personal information opens the
pathway for many research opportunities.

The importance of using social media data to
detect users susceptible to suicide ideation (MacA-

vaney et al., 2021; Zirikly et al., 2019) and mental
disorders (Coppersmith et al., 2015b; Milne et al.,
2016) was demonstrated throughout the CLPsych
workshop series. When analyzing research, includ-
ing publications in the CLPsych workshop series,
we could see that in comparison to traditional ma-
chine learning methods (Cohan et al., 2016; Cop-
persmith et al., 2015a; Jamil et al., 2017; Schwartz
et al., 2014), recent research has focused more on
using deep learning architectures (Husseini Orabi
et al., 2018; Kshirsagar et al., 2017; Mohammadi
et al., 2019) that considerably reduce the time and
effort required for feature engineering. However,
researchers have continued using traditional ma-
chine learning methods to predict individuals sus-
ceptible to mental disorders and suicide ideation,
which could be due to the lack of large sets of
annotated data (e.g., Hauser et al. (2019) or to
the requirement of explainability (e.g., Saha et al.
(2022)).

In this paper, we describe the experiments con-
ducted using deep learning methods, specifically
with multi-task learning, to predict a user’s mood
change over time (i.e., either a switch or an escala-
tion in the mood) and also the suicide ideation risk
level where a selected user can be categorized into
one of the following risk categories: low, moderate,
or severe. The main reason for selecting multi-task
learning is to leverage its capabilities of sharing
knowledge between related but different tasks that
could potentially alleviate the negative impact of
having a small number of training instances. For ex-
ample, we identified the negative impact of having
a limited number of data points during model train-
ing, specifically when using deep learning architec-
tures where different regularization methods were
used to reduce model overfitting and increase the
model’s generalizability. When predicting suicide
ideation risk level, we used an additional dataset
from Cohan et al. (2018), named the Self-Reported
Mental Health Diagnoses (SMHD) dataset, which
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consists of users who have self-declared mental dis-
orders. Similar to Gamaarachchige (2021), which
demonstrates the impact different mental disorders
have on suicide ideation detection (i.e., whether an
individual is susceptible to suicide ideation or not),
we investigate the impact mental disorders have
on different suicide ideation risk levels (i.e., low,
moderate, or severe).

2 Task and Data

The CLPsych 2022 shared task consisted of two
subtasks (Tsakalidis et al., 2022a). The first task
was to identify a user’s mood change over time
(Tsakalidis et al., 2022b), and the second task was
to predict the level of suicidality risk for an in-
dividual (Shing et al., 2018; Zirikly et al., 2019).
Then, when predicting the suicidality risk, the par-
ticipants were encouraged to discover if there is
any relationship between the mood change over
time and the risk of suicidality. The dataset pro-
vided to the task participants consisted of users
and their posts extracted from the Reddit social
media platform. Apart from 3,089 posts distributed
across 139 timelines posted by 83 users, the rest
of the users were sampled from the University of
Maryland Reddit Suicidality Dataset (Shing et al.,
2018; Zirikly et al., 2019) and the eRisk dataset
(Losada and Crestani, 2016; Losada et al., 2020).
The combined dataset statistics are shown in table
1.

# Timelines Users Posts
204 149 5,063

Table 1: CLPsych 2022 training data.

For both tasks, we combined the text fields “title”
and “content”, and after several preliminary prepro-
cessing steps, we identified 5,143 posts where the
majority of the posts were categorized as “None”.
The distribution of the classes in the training dataset
is shown in table 2, for Task A.

Label Count Percentage
None (O) 4,043 79%
Escalation (IE) 773 15%
Switch (IS) 327 6%

Table 2: Post-level class distribution.

For "Task B", we grouped all the posts per user
and trained our proposed deep learning model on a

dataset that contained 127 users distributed among
three classes as shown in table 3.

Label (risk level) Count Percentage
Low 11 9%
Moderate 55 43%
Severe 61 48%

Table 3: Suicide ideation risk level class distribution.

A considerable class imbalance can be identi-
fied when analyzing the class distribution for both
tasks. Such imbalance could adversely impact
model training and its generalizability, which we
will discuss more in the following sections.

For “Task B” only, we used an external dataset
from Cohan et al. (2018), that contains users who
have self-declared single or multiple mental dis-
orders. Based on the conclusions derived by
Gamaarachchige (2021), we sampled users who
have self-declared Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD), Anxiety, and Bipolar Disorder as the in-
put for the mental illness detection task within the
MTL environment. However, we did not include
any users who have self-declared other mental ill-
nesses due to time constraints.

Macro-averaged precision, recall, and F1-score
were used as evaluation metrics at the post, time-
line, and coverage levels.

To generalize and reduce input noise, we per-
formed the following preprocessing steps: lower-
cased the texts, kept only a selected set of stop
words, removed most of the non-alphanumeric
characters, removed numbers and URLs, and ex-
panded contractions.

3 Methodology

As mentioned before, we based our experiments on
multi-task learning and specifically an architecture
using a combination of soft and hard parameter
sharing. Multi-task learning allows related tasks to
share representations (Caruana, 1997), and based
on how parameters are being shared, can be cate-
gorized into two types of architectures, which are
hard parameter sharing and soft parameter sharing
(Ruder, 2017). Each task will share model weights
in hard parameter sharing, and features unique to
individual tasks will be extracted through the task-
specific layers. Even though model weights are not
shared between layers in soft parameter sharing,
the parameters are regularized between the layers
to discover similarities. We used a custom loss
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function that combines "categorical cross-entropy",
"mean squared error", and "cosine similarity" to
regularize layer weights.

When using MTL for “Task A” (i.e., according
to figure 1), the two tasks were to predict whether
the post is a “Switch” or “None” (i.e., “IS” or “O”)
or whether it is an “Escalation” or “None” (i.e.,
“IE” or “O”). To prepare the training and validation
input for each task, we sampled an equal number
of instances from each class where the number of
instances to sample is based on the minority class.
Selecting an equal number of instances for each
class made it possible to align the tasks so that
similar tasks could potentially share a common
feature space. We kept aside a sample with a class
distribution to be the same as the original dataset
for testing.

For “Task A”, the task-specific layers consist
of a multi-channel Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) (Kim, 2014) where each channel was re-
sponsible for filtering features constituting bigrams
and trigrams. To reduce the number of learnable
parameters, the output from the CNN layers was
further transformed using Global Maximum Pool-
ing and then sent through a feedforward neural
network. The output from each channel was then
merged to form vectors that represent the task-
specific features. These vectors were submitted to a
loss function to regularize the network weights fur-
ther. The merged outputs from each task-specific
layer were concatenated to form the shared repre-
sentation where each task will learn from a com-
mon feature space. It was identified that the model
started to overfit the training data within a few
epochs and consequently generated poor results
during inference. To overcome model overfitting,
we used several regularization techniques such as
dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) (i.e., a probability
of 0.4 for "Task A" and 0.2 for "Task B")and L1 and
L2 regularization to penalize larger weights in the
multi-channel CNN. Further experiments discov-
ered that making the model more or less complex
reduced prediction accuracies due to either overfit-
ting or underfitting, respectively.

We adopted an ensemble learning approach to
reduce the variance in the results, which could be
due to noise and random sampling. Model training
and evaluation were done on three stratified train-
ing and validation splits where the final output is
generated using an ensemble strategy on the com-
bined predictions. We used the model averaging

ensemble (Brownlee, 2018) strategy to generate the
output.

For “Task B”, we used the same methods as for
"Task A", except that we used an additional dataset
to enhance the shared feature space between users
susceptible to suicide ideation and mental disor-
ders. Therefore, we selected a random sample of
users similar to the number of users in the suicide
ideation detection dataset. For example, to extract
shared hidden features between users with severe
suicide ideation risk and PTSD, we randomly se-
lected 61 users who have self-declared PTSD from
the SMHD dataset. The number of users is identi-
fied from the training dataset, where 61 users are
categorized with severe suicide ideation risk.

The output of the suicide ideation detection task
predicts three classes, that is, whether the user
has a “Low”, “Moderate”, or “Severe” suicide
ideation risk. For the second task, we conducted
experiments using a different combination of men-
tal disorders by predicting whether a given user
has PTSD, Anxiety, or Bipolar Disorder. The fi-
nal predictions are based on a model where users
with “Moderate” and “Severe” suicide risks were
aligned (i.e., sharing a common feature space) with
users who have self-declared PTSD, and users with
“Low” risk were aligned with users who have self-
declared anxiety.

We used randomly initialized and trainable em-
bedding layers with a dimension of 300 units for
both subtasks. For task-specific layers, we used
Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) (2010) activation
function and Adam optimizer (2015) with a learn-
ing rate 0.001 to update network weights.

4 Experiments and Results

We trained our models for fifteen epochs and re-
duced the learning rate by a factor of 0.1 if the vali-
dation loss did not improve. If the validation loss
did not continuously improve, we stopped train-
ing and returned the model weights that produced
the minimum loss. For both tasks, we trained our
models using a mini-batch of size 16. Finally, we
selected the label with the highest probability from
the output generated using the model averaging
ensemble.

We submitted three results for “Task A” and one
for “Task B”. The difference between our two sub-
missions, “uOttawa-AI(2)” and “uOttawa-AI(3)”,
is based on regularization, where with more opti-
mized regularization hyperparameters (i.e., on the
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Figure 1: The Proposed multi-task learning architecture with hard and soft parameter sharing. The mentioned
architecture is used mainly for "Task A". For "Task B", instead of IE/O and IS/O, we use suicide ideation risk levels
as one output and the selected mental disorders as the second (i.e., PTSD/Anxiety).

submission uOttawa-AI(2)), we managed to train
our model for more epochs and as a result produced
a more generalized model. The “uOttawa-AI(1)”
submission results are from a model with fewer
learnable parameters.

Our results, compared to a majority class base-
line and two preliminary experiments conducted by
the task organizers (Tsakalidis et al., 2022b), are
mentioned in tables 4, 5, 6, and 7. The results are
macro averaged at the post level, window-based,
and coverage-based (please refer Tsakalidis et al.
(2022a) for more details on the evaluation metrics).

Precision Recall F1
uOttawa-AI(2) 0.504 0.529 0.511
Majority nan 0.333 0.280
TFIDF 0.545 0.495 0.492
BERT 0.522 0.386 0.380

Table 4: Post-level macro averaged results.

Precision Recall
uOttawa-AI(2) 0.347 0.453
Majority nan 0.141
TFIDF 0.377 0.424
BERT 0.260 0.204

Table 5: Coverage-based macro averaged results.

5 Discussion

When analyzing the results of “Task A”, we could
see that our proposed architecture has produced
competitive results when compared against the
baseline and two of the preliminary experiments
that use TF-IDF features with logistic regression
and the BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representa-
tions from Transformers) language model trained
using the Talklife dataset (Tsakalidis et al., 2022b).
We also identified that our submission “uOttawa-
AI(2)” has produced better coverage and window-
based (refer to table 6) predictions.

Even though the test results for the “Task B”
model have produced better outcomes than the ma-
jority class baseline and the preliminary models
trained by the task organizers (refer to table to
7, our model has not performed well in compar-
ison to the best results. One of the critical rea-
sons for the low results is class imbalance. Dur-
ing training, there were only 11 instances for the
“Low” risk class compared to 55 and 61 for “Mod-
erate” and “Severe” risk (refer to table 3). Dur-
ing inference, our model has not predicted “Low”
risk labels but only “Moderate” and “Severe” la-
bels. Another reason that we identified is the use
of mental illness data as a complementary task.
Even though the mental illness detection task has
shared a common feature space with the suicide
ideation detection task (i.e., suicide ideation or not)
in Gamaarachchige (2021), when it comes to a
more granular level (i.e., level of risk), mental ill-
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Window 1 Window 2 Window 3
P R P R P R

uOttawa-AI(2) 0.529 0.621 0.559 0.662 0.596 0.691
Majority nan 0.333 nan 0.333 nan 0.333
TFIDF 0.496 0.539 0.505 0.550 0.506 0.551
BERT 0.582 0.392 0.608 0.405 0.608 0.405

Table 6: Window-based macro averaged results.

Precision Recall F1
uOttawa-AI 0.329 0.365 0.344
Majority 0.156 0.333 0.212
TFIDF 0.302 0.338 0.295

Table 7: Task B macro averaged results.

ness detection task has not managed to share fea-
tures with suicide ideation risk levels. Even though
we could not derive a conclusion on the suicide risk
level and its correlation with a particular mental
disorder, it could be assumed that more data rep-
resenting different risk categories could derive a
stronger relationship with certain mental disorders.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We have investigated the applicability of multi-task
learning to predict the change in mood of a social
media user over time. With limited experiments,
we managed to identify that MTL can be effectively
applied to predict whether a post contains a mood
shift, an escalation, or no change. Using different
MTL architectures, which adopted different forms
of parameter sharing strategies, it was identified
that a combination of both the parameter sharing
strategies (i.e., hard and soft parameter sharing)
managed to produce better results. The main draw-
backs we faced when using deep learning methods
for classification are the class imbalance and the
limited number of data points. For both tasks, we
adopted a sampling strategy that facilitates task
alignment. For “Task B”, we introduced a com-
plementary task intending to enrich the hidden fea-
tures space so that we could, to a certain extent,
eliminate the negative impact of having a smaller
dataset with class imbalance. When analyzing the
prediction outcomes, we could assume that features
shared by certain mental disorders are not sufficient
to define a decision boundary over suicide ideation
risk levels.

In future research, we will look into the pos-
sibilities of improving the prediction accuracies

by making changes to the current architecture
(e.g., by changing the constructs of task-specific
and shared layers) and also by adding contextual
(e.g., ELMo1 (Peters et al., 2018), BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019)) and non-contextual embeddings (e.g.,
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), fastText (Joulin
et al., 2017)).
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Abstract
Social media data have been used in research
for many years to understand users’ mental
health. In this paper, using user-generated con-
tent we aim to achieve two goals: the first is
detecting moments of mood change over time
using timelines of users from Reddit. The sec-
ond is predicting the degree of suicide risk as a
user-level classification task. We used different
approaches to address longitudinal modelling
as well as the problem of a severely imbalanced
dataset. For the first task, using BERT with
undersampling techniques performed the best
among models tested, including LSTM and ran-
dom forests models. For the second task, ex-
tracting features related to suicide from posts’
text contributed to the overall performance im-
provement. Specifically, a feature representing
of a number of suicide-related words in a post
improved accuracy by 17%.

1 Introduction

Social media platforms are widely used nowadays.
The nature of these platforms allows people to be
open and express themselves and share daily details
about their activities and thoughts. As a result, so-
cial media data have been used in research for many
years to understand users’ mental health. A number
of techniques have been proposed in the recent lit-
erature on monitoring mental health state over time.
For example, a study by (Sawhney et al., 2020) was
conducted to investigate suicidal risks from Twitter.
The authors used a time-aware transformer model
with a pre-collected data set for suicide ideation
and applied their model on 34,306 tweets from
32,558 users. The main goal was to classify if the
person is at risk based on their sequence of tweets.
Another study was conducted for detecting mood
change by (Pruksachatkun et al., 2019). They pro-
posed a predictive model to determine if a post is
associated with a moment of cognitive change.

In this paper, we explain our approach to the
CLPsych (Tsakalidis et al., 2022a) shared task,

which consists of two subtasks, as follows:
Subtask A: Subtask A tries to capture those mo-
ments when a user’s mood deviates from their base-
line mood based on a user’s postings throughout a
specific time period — this is a post-level sequen-
tial classification task. The full task description can
be found in (Tsakalidis et al., 2022b).
Subtask B: A user-level classification task on pre-
dicting the degree of suicide risk. An individ-
ual/user is considered to belong to one of four
categories: no, low, medium or severe risk based
on their posts on Reddit “r/SuicideWatch”. The
full task description can be found in (Zirikly et al.,
2019).

2 Dataset

Data used for this shared task was pulled from
Reddit. This well-known social media platform
contains communities known as “subreddits”, each
of which covers a different topic.

For Subtask A, subreddits relating to mental
health were used in this task. A total of 186 users
were included in this study, with 256 timelines and
a total of 6205 posts. The average time span for
each user is 2 months. Data annotation was car-
ried out by four annotators with multiple training
rounds and mediation. Timelines were manually
checked to ensure that they contain content indi-
cating mood. Each post was labelled with one of
three labels: IS for Switches i.e (mood shifts from
positive to negative, or vice versa), IE for Escala-
tions – gradual mood progression from negative
(positive) to very negative (very positive), and 0
for no change. Subtask A data can be found on
(Losada and Crestani, 2016; Losada et al., 2020;
Shing et al., 2018). The data for this task was
severely imbalanced. The values distribution were
79% for 0, 15% for IE, and only 6% labelled as IS.

For subtask B, four clinical experts annotated the
user based on data from the SuicideWatch subreddit
to one relative suicide risk severity. SubTask B data
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can be found on (Shing et al., 2018).Each user was
labelled with one of four labels: "None", "Low",
"Moderate", "Severe" representing their suicidal
risk level. The classes “Low” and “None” were
merged together to address the class sparsity issue.
The resulting class set is composed of the “Severe”,
“Moderate” or “Low” classes for 127 users with the
frequencies of 48%, 43% and 9% respectively.

All authors have signed a Data User Agreement
(DUA) and Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) to
have access to the dataset.

3 Methods

In this section, we will describe the methods we
developed to address these two shared subtasks.

3.1 Subtask A
We looked at various strategies to address the prob-
lem of data imbalance and also to consider longitu-
dinal modelling.

3.1.1 Pre-processing
Different preprocessing techniques were applied on
the posts in sequential manner using regular expres-
sions operations. This includes cleaning for special
characters and words such as users’ mentions (spe-
cial character ‘@’). Some characters were defined
to be word boundaries characters which include
comma, period, colon, question mark and semi-
colon. All these characters are replaced with a
white space. Also, all URL hyperlinks were re-
moved from posts with Regex.

3.1.2 Undersampling
We used undersampling to address the severe class
imbalance. For this, we inspect sentiments in texts
posts using TextBlob. 1 We found that most posts
labelled with “0” have a positive sentiment with
polarity greater than 0.2 (polarity ranges between -1
to 1), while “IS” and “IE” posts are connected with
negative sentiment. This allowed us to remove 649
(out of 5143) samples labelled with “0" (polarity
>= 0.2) and improve the dataset balance. We note
that oversampling could be an alternative technique
to avoid reducing sample size, which we leave for
future work.

3.1.3 BERT
Models built by fine-tuning BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) or related pre-trained language models
achieve state-of-the-art performance in a number of

1https://textblob.readthedocs.io/en/dev/

NLP tasks. This approach has been shown to give
good results in multiple classification tasks, out-
performing other algorithms (Acheampong et al.,
2021; Al-Garadi et al., 2021). We used BERT
with sequence length of 512 for post-level clas-
sification. In other words, the predictions are
performed per post without taking the preced-
ing sequence of posts into account. We experi-
mented with the following different hyperparam-
eters: batch size:4,8,16,32; epochs:
8,16,32,64. We reported the best parameters
in Section 4.2.

3.1.4 LSTM
LSTMs are widely used for predicting sequential
and temporal events, for example in (Chiu
et al., 2021; Mirheidari and Christensen, 2019;
Sawhney et al., 2020). We used LSTM for
monitoring and predicting mood changes over
time taking into account the previous sequence
of posts. Since the baseline model for this
task uses LSTM with BERT embeddings, we
tried different embedding types, namely GloVe
2 and SpaCy Tok2Vec.3 We tuned different
hyperparameters to improve accuracy of the
model. batch size = [16,32,64,128]
epochs=[16,32,40,64] learning
rate=[0.01,0.02,0.05,0.1,0.2,0.5].
We reported the best parameters in Section 4.2.

3.2 Subtask B

The aim of this subtask is to classify users to the
correspondent suicide risk level. It is clear that the
“Low” class is the least represented, which we take
into account in our models.

3.2.1 Extra Features
To improve models performance and to account for
the class imbalance, we extracted extra features that
could positively affect the models’ results. Since
data size is small for this task (only 127 user), we
used all data without undersampling.
Sentiment: Using TextBlob,4 we extracted the sen-
timent of each post in user’s data, then we sum the
sentiment and based on the total we assign to each
user a value of “Positive” if the total is greater than
zero or “Negative” if the total is less than zero.
Polarity: We extracted the polarity of each post
as a value between -1 and 1 (where -1 is severe

2https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
3https://spacy.io/api/tok2vec
4https://textblob.readthedocs.io/en/dev/
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Table 1: List of suicidal words for Task B

Suicidal Words
kill die
knife survive
dead end my life
I’m gone live anymore
I’m done taking my life
killing overdose
jump suicide
wrist hang
burn self-harm
self harm pesticide
death take my life
call for help

negative and 1 is extreme positive) using TextBlob,
then we calculated the sum for all posts to get the
polarity feature as a numeric value. Most users
with severe risk level received a negative value, and
most users with low risk levels received a positive
value. The polarity was chosen as an indicator of
the sentiment intensity.
Number of Suicidal Words: We inspected the
posts of the three classes and found that the Se-
vere class contains many words related to suicide
attempts and ideas. Thus, we created a list of suici-
dal words by combining words from (Yang et al.,
2022) and other words inferred from manual posts
inspection. The word list is shown in Table 1. Then
for each user, we calculated the number of words
from the suicidal list that occurred in their posts.
We added the total frequency of suicidal words as a
feature. Related research has shown that combining
lexical features besides machine learning models
can improve the prediction results (AlHamed and
AlGwaiz, 2020; Carvalho and Plastino, 2021).

3.2.2 Random Forests
Random forest is an ensemble machine learning
model that relies on constructing multiple decision
trees, then comparing the output of trees to
predict the class. The class selected by random
forests is the class that was selected by most of
the trees via majority voting. Random forest
was chosen as a non-neural algorithm as it has
been shown to achieve higher accuracy in text
classification tasks compared to other traditional
machine learning algorithms such as KNNs
(Biau and Scornet, 2016; Pranckevivius and
Marcinkevicius, 2017). We used three random
forest models in this task. The first with only word

embeddings as features (RF1). The second with
word embeddings and the additional extracted
featured (RF2). The third with only the extracted
features without word embeddings (RF3). We
performed random grid search with the following
hyperparameters: no. of estimators
= [200,300,400,500... 2000];
max features = [‘auto’, ‘sqrt’];
max depth = [10,20,30,...110];
min samples split = [2, 5, 10];
min samples leaf = [1, 2, 4];
bootstrap = [True, False]. Best
performing parameters are reported in section 4.3.

4 Results and Evaluation

Results from the all models in both tasks on the
blind test set are shown in Table 2. Baseline mod-
els (as reported by the shared task organisers) are
Majority, TFIDF-LR, and BERT-Talklife-focal.

4.1 Evaluation metrics

As per (Tsakalidis et al., 2022b), the evaluation
is carried out using two types of metrics. The
first one is post-level metrics, which assesses the
model’s performance using precision, recall, and F1
score. The second type is coverage-level, these are
the same metrics (precision, recall, and F1 score)
but assessing the performance at the timeline level
to assure that the model captures the sequence of
mood changes overtime.

4.2 Subtask A Results

For this task we used three models, LSTM with
SpaCy embeddings (LSTM-SpaCy), LSTM with
GloVe embeddings (LSTM-GloVe), and BERT.
All models are trained on data after undersampling.
BERT performed the best in all the evaluation
metrics, we think the reason behind that is BERT
was fine-tuned on the dataset while LSTM models
used pre-trained embeddings. Results for “IS”
are the lowest as the class is underrepresented.
For LSTM, the best hyperparameters are as
follows: batch size = 32, epochs=40,
learning rate=0.05, optimiser =
Adam. For BERT, the best results were obtained
for a model with batch size = 8 and number of
epochs = 8.

4.3 Subtask B Results

For this task, we tried three types of random forests
models.
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The best results were obtained with the following
settings: max depth=60, max features=‘sqrt’, min
samples leaf=2, min samples split=10, no. of esti-
mators=600, random state=3. Surprisingly, RF3
where we used only the extra features as input
(without using embeddings) outperforms the other
RF models by 17% in accuracy. The reason behind
this could be that the high similarity of words pre-
sented in all classes negatively affected prediction,
and using only suicidal words and sentiments pro-
vided better context inference. This indicates that
extracting additional meaningful features from text
can enhance classification results.

5 Discussion

For subTask A, as shown in table 2, our BERT
model outperformed the baseline BERT model -
where LSTM over BERT embeddings is used - for
macro-average results in both coverage based met-
rics and post-level metrics evaluation. Our pro-
posed model with undersampling also scored the
highest in precision and recall for the least pre-
sented class "IS". The reason behind this could be
that the model was able to learn the features of this
class after undersampling. On the other hand, the
model performed less well in detecting "0" class.
It could be an effect of undersampling, or that be-
cause other models were trained on the severely
imbalanced dataset, they were biased toward pre-
dicting "0", and thus scoring higher precision and
recall values.

When it comes to all participants in this year’s
CLPsych shared task, our BERT model ranked the
third best performing model for post-level metrics
evaluation. This emphasizes the feasibility and
usefulness of the undersampling technique used.

For subTask B, compared to baseline models,
RF3 was the only model able to predict the class
"low". A possible explanation is that using the
suicidal words count feature helped in identifying
"low" suicidal risk users. On the other hand, results
for "Moderate" and "Severe" classes were less com-
pared to baseline models, this might be because we
did not normalize the number of suicidal words to
the number of posts per user and thus the model
was inflated for users with more posts.

It is essential that the limitations of this study are
considered in future studies. Firstly, the suicidal
words list is collected from different sources and
from analysis and manual inspection of the dataset.
It could be expanded and validated to include more

suicide related words. Another limitation is that
we did not fine-tune any embedding model to our
dataset (except for BERT). We used general pre-
trained embeddings such as GloVe. Also, we aimed
to try oversampling techniques to address data im-
balance but we could not achieve that due to time
constraints.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented our system description
for CLPsych shared task (Tsakalidis et al., 2022a).
The task consists of two subtasks. Subtask A aims
to detect moments of mood change for posts in a
timeline. For this, first we undersample the dataset
to address the severe imbalance in dataset by filter-
ing out the posts with positive sentiment irrelevant
to mood changes. BERT without explicit modelling
of the post sequence outperforms other models.
Subtask B aims to classify a user to correspondent
suicide risk-level. For this task, we extracted addi-
tional features and performed random forests. The
proposed model succeeded in detecting the least
represented class. In future, we aim to perform
oversampling using GPT-3 to balance the dataset.
We also aim to expand the suicidal words list and
extract additional features from the text that could
enhance obtained results.
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Table 2: Results of all models for subTask A and the best variant of RF for subTask B on the official test set. We
boldface the best results.

SubTask A
1- Coverage Based Metrics

Macro- Average IS IE 0
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

Majority nan 0.141 - nan 0 - nan 0 - 0.489 0.426 -
TFIDF-LR 0.378 0.424 - 0.111 0.008 - 0.284 0.504 - 0.738 0.762 -

BERT-Talklife-focal 0.260 0.204 - 0.025 0.007 - 0.226 0.093 - 0.530 0.513 -
LSTM-SpaCy 0.220 0.186 0.202 0.016 0.013 0.014 0.134 0.049 0.072 0.509 0.496 0.503
LSTM-GloVe 0.260 0.205 0.229 0.123 0.053 0.074 0.138 0.071 0.094 0.518 0.492 0.505

BERT 0.375 0.440 0.405 0.253 0.372 0.301 0.193 0.243 0.215 0.680 0.705 0.692
2- Post-level Metrics

Majority nan 0.333 0.280 nan 0 0 nan 0 0 0.724 1 0.840
TFIDF-LR 0.545 0.495 0.492 0.222 0.0243 0.044 0.569 0.514 0.540 0.844 0.947 0.893

BERT-Talklife-focal 0.522 0.386 0.380 0.090 0.012 0.022 0.723 0.163 0.266 0.753 0.983 0.853
LSTM-SpaCy 0.353 0.336 0.305 0.055 0.024 0.033 0.272 0.028 0.052 0.733 0.956 0.830
LSTM-GloVe 0.376 0.343 0.316 0.1 0.061 0.075 0.3 0.0288 0.052 0.729 0.939 0.821

BERT 0.552 0.534 0.523 0.165 0.353 0.225 0.609 0.389 0.475 0.881 0.860 0.871
SubTask B

Macro-Average Low Moderate Severe
Majority 0.156 0.333 0.213 nan 0 0 nan 0 0 0.469 1 0.638

TFIDF-LR 0.303 0.338 0.295 0 0 0 0.428 0.214 0.286 0.48 0.8 0.6
RF3 0.305 0.423 0.297 0.166 0.666 0.266 0.25 0.071 0.111 0.5 0.533 0.516
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Abstract

This paper describes our systems for
CLPsych’s 2022 Shared Task1. Subtask A
involves capturing moments of change in an
individual’s mood over time, while Subtask B
asked us to identify the suicidality risk of a
user. We explore multiple machine learning
and deep learning methods for the same,
taking real-life applicability into account while
considering the design of the architecture.
Our team, IIITH, achieved top results in
different categories for both subtasks. Task
A was evaluated on a post-level (using macro
averaged F1) and on a window-based timeline
level (using macro-averaged precision and
recall). We scored a post-level F1 of 0.520 and
ranked second with a timeline-level recall of
0.646. Task B was a user-level task where we
also came in second with a micro F1 of 0.520
and scored third place on the leaderboard with
a macro F1 of 0.380.

1 Introduction

Globally, close to 800,000 people die by suicide
each year (WHO, 2014). Suicide is the fourth lead-
ing cause of death among 15-19 year-olds (WHO,
2021). Though suicide is such a dire issue, a myr-
iad of obstacles such as social stigma, apprehen-
sions about privacy, financial concerns, etc., pre-
vent many from seeking professional help. Over
the last couple of years, there has been an influx
of suicide and mental health posts on social media,
especially from the young users - social media’s
primary consumers. Anonymous social media plat-
forms such as mental health blogs or Reddit forums
have become increasingly popular as they can share
their personal stories without judgment. People
who face similar issues can share their experiences,
give advice, motivate and persuade them to seek
counsel from professionals. Therefore, social me-
dia has become a valuable source of linguistic cues

1https://clpsych.org/sharedtask2022/

for work to identify mental health problems from
textual data (Cao et al., 2019; Masuda et al., 2013;
Choudhury et al., 2016; Pruksachatkun et al., 2019).
A challenge in the area of mental illness detection
and suicide risk identification on social media is
the importance of focusing on the individual and
detecting the critical point where intervention is
necessary from a batch of posts. This shared task
(Tsakalidis et al., 2022a) breaks up the problem
into two problem statements:
Subtask A: Given a user’s posts over a certain
period in time, this task aims to capture those sub-
periods during which a user’s mood deviates from
their baseline mood. This is defined as a post-
level sequential classification task (Tsakalidis et al.,
2022b). It encourages us to identify moments of
change in the individual’s mood over a timeline of
about two months. A moment of change (MOC)
is defined as a post/sequence of posts in a timeline
indicating that the user’s behavior or mental health
status is shifted. This is represented in the form of
the following labels: IS (indicating a switch in the
user’s mood), IE (indicating an escalation of the
user’s mood) and, O (refers to all other cases).
Subtask B: This is a user-level classification prob-
lem to predict the degree of suicide risk on Reddit.
A user is considered to belong to one of four cate-
gories: No Risk (or “None”), Low, Moderate, and
Severe Risk based on their posts on r/SuicideWatch
(Shing et al., 2018; Zirikly et al., 2019). We present
several approaches to tackle both subtasks, keep-
ing in mind real-life application and the temporal
aspect of this problem.
In the first subtask, we observed that the post-level
classification would be influenced by its context.
Hence, due to the longitudinal nature of the task,
we use a transformer-based LSTM architecture.
Post-level representations are generated using sen-
tence transformer models and passed through an
LSTM layer to consider historical context before
developing the final output label.
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Our second task considers the need for detection
mechanisms to continuously monitor suicide risk
with the introduction of new posts to a user’s his-
tory. We, therefore, first evaluate on a post-level
using finetuned transformer models. We then adopt
a majority voting strategy to assign the final label
to the user. Our models outperform the baseline
and rank in the top 3 submitted models for both
subtasks across various categories.

2 Data

The dataset contains 255 timelines taken from users
who have posted on mental health-related subred-
dits and /r/SuicideWatch. Each timeline consists
of 10 to 122 posts each. The data given for this
task is taken from 3 separate datasets. The E-Risk
dataset (Losada et al., 2020; Losada and Crestani,
2016) is primarily used for Subtask A, while the
Reddit datasets, such as the UMD dataset, are used
for both subtasks (Shing et al., 2018; Zirikly et al.,
2019). The dataset was split into a train and test
dataset, with the training dataset having 149 users,
204 timelines, and 5143 posts, and the test dataset
having 36 users, 51 timelines, and 1052 posts. Of
the 149 users in the training dataset, 61 were la-
beled as ’Severe’, 55 as ’Moderate’, 11 as ’Low’,
and 22 remained unlabelled.

3 Baseline Experiments

We experiment with various popular machine
learning, text classification algorithms on a
post-level. Majority Voting is then applied for
the task B experiments to generate the final label.
Count Vectors and tf-idf vectors for different levels
of input tokens (words, n-grams, etc.) served as the
primary features for most of our baseline models.
We used Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) and
Keras (Chollet et al., 2015) libraries to develop and
evaluate the models.
Logistic regression(LR): The logistic regression
model uses tf-idf and n-grams as features for our
baseline. Hyperparameter tuning proved the model
to work best for ranges of unigrams and bigrams.
Random Forest Model(RF): Decision trees tend
to overfit on the training set. Random decision
forests with bagging help correct this behavior. We
test their performance against tf-idf word-level
vector and count vector features.
Xtreme Gradient Boosting Model(Xgb): The
boosting algorithm is popularly used to optimize
the performance of decision trees by reducing

bias and variance. We test the performance of this
model against other baselines with count vectors
and word-level tf-idf.

4 Final architecture

4.1 Experimental Settings

The HuggingFace transformers library’s RoBERTa
model was used for finetuning, and all our architec-
tures were implemented in Pytorch (Paszke et al.,
2019). Our MOC-LSTM model was run with a
learning rate of 2e-06 and a batch size of 8, while
our finetuned RoBERTa model was run with batch
size 16. The model uses the AdamW optimizer
with an initial learning rate of 2e-5 and a linear
warm-up schedule.

4.2 Detecting MOCs from a User timeline

To detect switches in a user’s mood, our model
must retain the knowledge of user history to assign
the present post label. Therefore, our model uses
an LSTM-based (Gers et al., 2000) architecture
to capture the essence of the previous context
and generate the labels for the latest posts. We
initially convert the content and titles of each
Reddit post within a timeline into 384-dimensional
embeddings using paraphrase-MiniLM-L6-v2
(Reimers and Gurevych, 2019).
Based on the dataset, the maximum number of
posts by a user was 125, so we created a hard limit
of 128 posts per user. This required us to pad posts
to users who had posted less than 128 posts to
make them equal in length but allowed us to do
batch-wise computation. We also replace specific
posts with no content or title with pad tokens.
Once this preprocessing is complete, we use the
sentence transformer to get text embeddings for
each post’s content and title. We took the truncated
text as required by the transformer model. We
concatenated the content and title representation
to get a single post representation and used that
as input to the LSTM layer. A window_size
amount of posts is sent at a time to limit the
previous posts’ influence on the current output.
The output of this LSTM layer was then used for
the post-wise classification. We experimented
with different window_sizes to see the effect of
previous information on the quality of predictions.
When comparing sizes 4 and 8, we found that
window_size = 4 gives us the best results. We
added a linear layer and SoftMax activation to get
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probability distribution over the three classes. The
class with the highest probability was considered
the model’s prediction. The final loss is computed
based on WeightedCrossEntropyLoss to reflect the
bias in the dataset. This gave superior results to
regular cross entropy loss.
We then changed the embedding model from
paraphrase-MiniLM-L6-v2 to robertaSTSB. The
embedding dimension for RoBERTa was different
since each text gave an output of 768 dimen-
sions. We observed that RoBERTa embeddings
performed equal or better in almost all parameters
compared to paraphrase-MiniLM. But due to
technical issues on our side, we could not use
RoBERTa in our final submission. This experiment
was performed on a validation set (80-20 split).

Figure 1: Framework to detect MOCs from a user time-
line

4.3 Finetuned RoBERTa model for Assessing
Suicidality Risk

Transformers and transfer learning architectures
have previously achieved SOTA results in mul-
tiple datasets. They combine positional encod-
ing and non-sequential single input processing
to achieve better long-range dependencies than
LSTMs and RNNs. The attention mechanisms are
targeted toward such sequential data. Therefore,
our final architecture uses RoBERTa for predict-
ing suicide risk for a given text by fine-tuning it
for classification on the given dataset. We also
consider using sampling techniques to correct the
imbalance in the dataset. However, models like
RoBERTa are known to perform better on imbal-
anced data sets rather than on oversampled aug-
mented datasets (Tayyar Madabushi et al., 2019).
Weighted Random Sampling was preferred over

other under-sampling techniques based on the re-
sults of our experiments.
The cleaned dataset is passed to the RoBERTa to-
kenizer. The length of each input is fixed to be
256 tokens. Only the first embedding produced by
the RoBERTa for Sequence Classification Model
is used for classification. This embedding is then
passed to a linear layer and produces logits used
to predict the post-level labels. Backward propaga-
tion of the loss is performed, and the weights of the
linear layer and the model are updated. This fine-
tuning process helps the model learn the unique
domain related to the problem.
We now have the labels for each post made by
the user. However, it is difficult to determine the
number of posts (with a certain level of severity)
required to assign a final label to the user. Because
the span of each timeline is about two months, the
most straightforward approach would be to sim-
ply take the most occurring label as the final as-
signed user label. This is called majority voting.
Given that the posts we are considering represent
the user’s ’n’ most relevant posts, we postulate that
the ’degree’ of suicide risk of the user can be ascer-
tained by simply taking the mode of the outputted
’n’ post labels. This approach performed well on
the leaderboard for this task. Our team came in
second with a micro F1 of 0.520 and scored third
place with a macro F1 of 0.380.

4.4 Finetuning MOC-LSTM

We also tried to leverage our results from Task
A to improve performance on Task B. As a
preprocessing step, we assumed that the user’s
risk level is similarly reflected in their timeline’s
risk level. Once we do that, the task becomes a
timeline-level classification task, and we determine
the user’s final label based on majority voting.
We used transfer learning to classify the entire
timeline and give us better results. Our initial
model was trained on task A (as described in
MOC-LSTM) for the post-level classification
task. We had to take special care of the win-
dow_size in this approach since our primary
goal is a timeline-level classification. We used
a window_size = 128, implying that all the
posts are considered simultaneously. Hence, the
output of the pre-trained model was a probability
distribution over the three classes: IS, IE, and
O, for 128 posts. We then utilize the pre-trained
model, learned on task A, to finetune the task B
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dataset. We added another linear layer followed
by SoftMax to the output of the task A model
to combine the post-level classification into a
final timeline-level classification. Hence, we
combined the post-level probability distribution
to get the timeline-level probability distribution.
Once we got out probability distribution, we used
CrossEntropyLoss to train our model and Adam
optimizer. Though the model performs well, we
were unable to officially submit it to the shared
task due to technical issues from our side.

4.5 Evaluation metrics

For Subtask A, the post-level results are calculated
using macro F1 scores (represented as ’M-F1’ in
Table 2. The coverage and window-based results
are evaluated using Precision(’P’) and Recall(’R’)
oriented scores as specified by the shared task or-
ganizers. The details for calculating these evalua-
tion metrics may be found in their overview of the
shared task (Tsakalidis et al., 2022a).
Subtask B was evaluated using Macro and Micro
averaged F1 scores. We look at the range per time-
line and the distribution of labels. Since the range
for each timeline in the dataset is about two months,
we propose a majority voting approach. This per-
formed well, and our model ranked in the top three
with both macro F1 and micro F1 scores. However,
this may fall short for more extended time periods,
at which point it becomes increasingly imperative
to adopt a more longitudinal and temporal approach
to calibrate the level of a user’s suicide risk.

5 Results and Analysis

The comparison between the baseline models and
our main models can be found in Table 1. Logis-
ticRegression with CountVectorizer was the best
baseline for both tasks with respect to Macro-F1.
Our model MOC-LSTM beats the baselines of
Task A comfortably with a 0.05 increase in Macro-
F1. For task B, the finetuned MOC-LSTM has a
slight edge over the baselines, whereas the fine-
tuned RoBERTa model scores significantly better
with a 0.08 F1 over the baseline models.
Results on the unseen test set for our submitted
models can be found in Table 2 as provided to us
by the workshop organizers. The ’Baseline’ results
belong to the Logistic Regression model trained
on tf-idf features supplied by the organizers. Val-
ues in bold are amongst the top 3 ranked by the

Task Model Macro-F1
RF, Count 0.48
RF, tf-idf, Word lvl 0.48
Xgb, Count 0.50

Task Xgb, tf-idf, Word lvl 0.49
A LR, Count 0.54

LR, tf-idf, Word lvl 0.47
LR, tf-idf, N-Gram 0.47
MOC-LSTM 0.59
RF, Count 0.43
RF, tf-idf, Word lvl 0.42
Xgb, Count 0.40

Task Xgb, tf-idf, Word lvl 0.40
B LR, Count 0.46

LR, tf-idf, Word lvl 0.45
LR, tf-idf, N-Gram 0.44
Finetuned MOC-LSTM 0.51
Finetuned RoBERTa 0.54

Table 1: Comparing baseline results with the final mod-
els for Task A and B on an 80/20 split of the training
data.

Eval_type Model P R M-F1
Task A, Baseline 0.496 0.539 -
Window IIITH 0.530 0.646 -
Task A, Baseline 0.377 0.424 -

Coverage IIITH 0.346 0.405 -
Task A Baseline 0.545 0.495 0.492

Post-level IIITH 0.520 0.600 0.520
Task B, Baseline 0.302 0.338 0.295

Macro-avg IIITH 0.396 0.407 0.380
Task B, Baseline 0.412 0.468 0.406

Micro-avg IIITH 0.538 0.562 0.520

Table 2: CLPsych 2022 Official Results on the test set.

shared task. Our final submission included the
’MOC-LSTM’, and Finetuned RoBERTa models.
Our MOC-LSTM model scores a post-level F1 of
0.520 and ranks second with a timeline-level recall
of 0.646. Our Finetuned-RoBERTa model ranks
second with a micro F1 of 0.520 and scored third
place with a macro F1 of 0.380.

6 Conclusion

In this shared task, we have worked towards detect-
ing moments of change and the suicidality risk of a
user based on their post history. Our MOC-LSTM
model allows us to determine post-level informa-
tion and timeline level classification, enabling us
to better understand mental health by identifying
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the specific moments of change in emotions. The
finetuned RoBERTa model works to identify at-
risk users based on their post timeline to better
care for them. In the future, we plan to consider
multi-modal approaches for different social media
platforms. This helps give a better picture of the
user’s mental health since people use different me-
dia for different purposes. We also plan to build
more efficient models that work on longer timelines
to provide these warnings in a real-time platform-
agnostic manner and help identify at-risk users.
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Abstract
Psychological states unfold dynamically; to un-
derstand and measure mental health at scale we
need to detect and measure these changes from
sequences of online posts. We evaluate two
approaches to capturing psychological changes
in text: the first relies on computing the dif-
ference between the embedding of a message
with the one that precedes it, the second relies
on a "human-aware" multi-level recurrent trans-
former (HaRT). The mood changes of time-
line posts of users were annotated into three
classes, ‘ordinary,’ ‘switching’ (positive to neg-
ative or vice versa) and ‘escalations’ (increas-
ing in intensity). For classifying these mood
changes, the difference-between-embeddings
technique – applied to RoBERTa embeddings
– showed the highest overall F1 score (0.61)
across the three different classes on the test
set. The technique particularly outperformed
the HaRT transformer (and other baselines) in
the detection of switches (F1 = .33) and es-
calations (F1 = .61). Consistent with the lit-
erature, the language use patterns associated
with mental-health related constructs in prior
work (including depression, stress, anger and
anxiety) predicted both mood switches and es-
calations.

1 Introduction

Detecting shifts in mental health from language use
could assist in identifying episodes of mental ill
health and providing in-time treatment for condi-
tions such as depression or anxiety. The accessi-
bility and abundant usage of social media (Copper-
smith, 2022) in comparison to traditional healthcare
data (e.g. hospital visits) is enabling first steps to-
ward unprecedented assessment and understanding
of mental health, including detection of elevated
risks (Choudhury et al., 2016; Zirikly et al., 2019;
Guntuku et al., 2021). However, most language
datasets for mental health classification are anno-
tated statically such that a person has just one label
across all of their language (Coppersmith et al.,

2014; Lynn et al., 2018). Longitudinal language
datasets can help analyze the mental state of a per-
son over time (Halder et al., 2017; Matero and
Schwartz, 2020; Son et al., 2021), but also open
the door for many sequential, differencing, and
time-series modeling techniques.

Here, we explore two types of modeling tech-
niques that can capture changes over time: Human-
aware Recurrent Transformers (Soni et al., 2022)
and difference embeddings. These techniques were
used as part of the WWBP-SQT-lite1 system for
the CLPsych 2022 shared tasks (Tsakalidis et al.,
2022a): (Task A) modeling user state changes over
time (Tsakalidis et al., 2022b), and (Task B) the
suicide risk associated with the user (Shing et al.,
2018), our contributions are as follows: (a) eval-
uation of Human-aware Recurrent Transformers
(HaRT) and difference embeddings for Task A
(b) exploring SoTA methods for predicting state
escalations and switches, and (c) exploring theoret-
ically related linguistic assessments.

2 Data

2.1 Task A

Task Data. The training data for task A con-
tained 5, 143 Reddit posts comprising of titles and
contents from 149 users spanning over 204 time-
lines. As described in Tsakalidis et al. 2022b, posts
from each timeline were annotated with the Mo-
ment of Change (MoC) of the user’s mood into
three classes, namely, "Ordinary" (O), "In Switch"
(IS) when the mood changes from positive to nega-
tive or vice versa, and "In Escalation" (IE) signify-
ing mood progressions, i.e., changes from neutral
or positive to more positive or negative to more
negative. The posts were annotated in the context

1SQT: Seawolf, Quaker, and Tree (the mascots of the
schools composing our team); lite: due to constraints out of
our control, we were restricted to just 4 days working with the
data, covering only a portion of our planned human-level and
temporal approaches.
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Figure 1: Difference embedding for the current message
is obtained using a point-wise subtraction on the the
current embedding and previous message’s embedding.

of other posts from timelines as carried out in the
CLEF eRisk 2020 dataset (Losada and Crestani,
2016; Losada et al., 2020). A small number of
timelines in the CLPsych 2022 data was extracted
from the CLEF eRisk 2020 dataset.

Internal Train & Validation sets. 119 (80%)
randomly chosen users were sampled to form an
internal train set, and the remaining 30 users were
used for validation set. This resulted in 3, 974 posts
(78%) over 164 timelines in train set and 1, 169
posts over 40 timelines in the validation set.

2.2 Task B

Task Data The goal of task B is to predict the
Suicide risk level associated with the Reddit users
into Low, Moderate or Severe. It utilizes the same
data as Task A to the exclusion of 22 users which
were annotated as "N/A". Thus a total of 127 users
were present in task B, who collectively posted a
total of 4, 507 Reddit posts, averaging at around 35
posts per user. The risk level of the user was as-
signed as the maximum risk level annotation across
all their posts. The suicide risk annotation followed
the procedure described in Shing et al. 2018 and
Zirikly et al. 2019.

Internal Train & Validation sets A random sam-
ple of 101 users (79.5%) were chosen for the inter-
nal train set – a total of 3, 761 posts for training and
the remaining 26 (20.5%) users for the validation
set, resulting in 746 posts in the validation set.

2.3 Evaluation

For Task A, macro F1 and coverage-based (Ar-
beláez et al., 2011; Tsakalidis et al., 2022b) pre-
cision and recall scores were used to measure the
performance of the models. The coverage based
metrics are aimed at evaluating the model’s abil-
ity to capture the regions of change. However, for

Dimension βO βIE βIS

Big 5 Traits
Emotional Stability .57‡ -.14‡ -.38‡
Extraversion .18‡ -.05 -.12‡
Conscientiousness .13‡ -.03 -.12†
Agreeableness .13‡ -.01 -.12‡
Openness to Experience -.04 .01 .03†

Anger -.35‡ .09† .24‡
Anxiety -.48‡ .13‡ .31‡
Stress -.58‡ .14‡ .39‡
Depression -.59‡ .14‡ .39‡
Loneliness -.82‡ .20‡ .56‡

Table 1: Association (standardized logistic regression
coefficients, β) of theoretical features measures in lan-
guage with the three classes of task A (ordinary, in-
escalation, or in-switch). †: p < .05; ‡:p < .001

.

task B, only macro F1 is used to evaluate model
performance.

3 Methods

3.1 Task A
Beyond utilizing the best transformer based ap-
proaches, we also explore relevant theoretical fea-
tures to understand the relationship between mo-
ment of change and psychological/demographic
constructs. Furthermore, recent works (Sawhney
et al., 2020, 2021) have shown the importance of
joint modelling of such theoretical dimensions with
the present-day neural approaches.

HypLex. To quantify the association of psycho-
logical and demographic constructs with the mo-
ments of change, 12 models trained on larger
datasets were used to derive theoretical features
which we call HypLex (short for Hypothesis-driven
Lexica). These models include Cohen’s stress
(Guntuku et al., 2019a), depression, anger and
anxiety (Schwartz et al., 2014; Son et al., 2021;
Guntuku et al., 2019b), age and gender (Sap
et al., 2014), loneliness expressions (Guntuku et al.,
2019c), and the big 5 personality traits (Park et al.,
2015). All these features were on a continuous
scale.

HaRT. Recent works (Lynn et al., 2020; Matero
et al., 2021b; Soni et al., 2022) have highlighted
the importance of incorporating author context into
the message representations through the use of his-
tory and multi-level modeling. We use the Human
aware Recurrent Transformer model (Soni et al.,
2022) which is built on GPT2 (Radford et al., 2019),
to produce message representations that encode the
latent representation of the author as well.
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Post-level Evaluation Coverage-based
Method IS IE O macro avg macro avg

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R
Internal Validation

HypLex .00 .00 .00 .52 .34 .41 .84 .95 .89 .46 .43 .44 .27 .30
HaRT

CLS .16 .13 .14 .55 .67 .60 .92 .88 .90 .54 .56 .55 .39 .43
CLS+Last layer .16 .15 .15 .56 .63 .59 .91 .89 .90 .55 .56 .56 .38 .44

PCA-Roba
Curr .09 .09 .09 .56 .46 .50 .90 .93 .92 .52 .49 .50 .36 .38
Diff .44 .34 .38 .33 .03 .05 .81 .98 .88 .53 .45 .44 .39 .29
Curr+Prev .42 .25 .31 .64 .53 .58 .89 .95 .92 .65 .57 .60 .43 .43
Curr+Diff .38 .26 .31 .63 .46 .53 .88 .95 .91 .63 .56 .59 .42 .43
Curr+Prev+Diff .42 .34 .37 .65 .52 .58 .89 .94 .91 .65 .60 .62 .44 .46

Test Set
HaRT

CLS .23 .22 .22 .44 .46 .45 .85 .55 .85 .51 .51 .51 .34 .38
CLS+Last layer .23 .20 .21 .43 .48 .45 .86 .84 .85 .50 .50 .50 .33 .37

PCA-Roba
Curr+Prev+Diff* .42 .27 .33 .67 .56 .61 .86 .94 .90 .65 .59 .61 .46 .47

Table 2: Results on internal validation and the test set for task A. IS, IE, and O refer to Switch, Escalation, and
Ordinary classes respectively, and P, R and F1 refer to precision, recall, and F1 score. Best scores are highlighted. The
variants of HaRT (Soni et al., 2022) refer to the fine tuning of the classification layer (CLS) and the last transformer
layer (last Layer). The variants of PCA-Roba refer to the Current (Curr), Previous (Prev), and Difference (Diff)
between the two on Roberta embeddings of text reduced using PCA. *The PCA-Roba (Curr+Prev+Diff) was turned
in late due to technical difficulties.

We adapted HaRT in two ways. First, we try a
frozen approach where we train using the message
representation output from HaRT but only update
weights of the classification layer. We call this
approach HaRT CLS. Second, we allow a single
transformer layer (the topmost layer) to also update
its weights during fine-tuning, this variant is called
HaRT CLS+Last Layer.

RoBERTa. Previous works have shown that con-
textual embeddings from large pre-trained lan-
guage models can help improve downstream task
performance (Matero et al., 2021a; Bao and Qiao,
2019). However, these models often output embed-
dings with a large number of dimensions, typically
768 or 1024, which can cause problems when train-
ing on small datasets (Li and Eisner, 2019; Bao
and Qiao, 2019). Here, we leverage the dimension-
ality reduction approach proposed by V Ganesan
et al. 2021, which suggests using RoBERTa em-
beddings (Liu et al., 2019) with PCA (Martinsson
et al., 2011) to achieve the best performance in low
data regime. Further, we incorporate techniques
proposed in previous works on suicide risk-level
assessment, such as modeling the title and message
body of a post separately and concatenating them
for a single representation (Matero et al., 2019).

To build our text representations, we extract sep-
arate transformer representations for title and body,
from the second to last layer of RoBERTa. This

allows us to keep highly relevant features, the indi-
vidual words in the title, from getting underrepre-
sented in the longer text from the body content. We
then run our PCA reduction on each representation
individually, down to 16 dimensions for title and
128 for the body, then concatenate them into a sin-
gle representation of 144 dimensions. The number
of reduced dimensions for title and body were cho-
sen based on cross validation performance using 16,
64 and 128 dimensions. We observed no improve-
ment in performance when increasing the dimen-
sions for title from 16, but observed degradation in
performance when decreasing the dimensions from
128 for the body.

Using dimension reduced RoBERTa (PCA-
Roba) embeddings as a base, we build 5 separate
models that each use different combinations of
feature representations. (1) Curr uses only the
current message as input features, (2) Curr+Prev
uses both current and previous message represen-
tations concatenated, (3) Diff uses the difference
in representation between the current and the previ-
ous messages as shown in figure 1, (4) Curr+Diff
uses diff concatenated with only the current, and
(5) Curr+Prev+Diff uses the current, previous,
and difference representations all concatenated.

All feature representations are fit using a lo-
gistic regression model. To the exception of
HaRT, experiments were performed using an open
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Cross Val Internal Val
Features F1(macro) F1(macro)
1gram 0.37 0.29
Roba 0.34 0.34
OpenVocab 0.39 0.60 †
OpenVocab, HypLex 0.40 0.37
Roba, HypLex 0.36 0.35
OpenVocab+Roba, HypLex 0.42 0.37

Table 3: Results on the cross validation and internal
validation set for task B. Best scores are highlighted. All
the features were extracted for titles and message body
separately. The OpenVocab consists of PCA reductions
of the LDA Topics and 1-grams to 32 dimensions each.
For Roba, we reduce 768 dimensions to 64 in case of
contents and 16 in case of titles. HypLex is a set of 12
theoretical features as explained in §3.1.
† : the drastically high F-1 score is likely from chance
due to the very low sample sizes afforded for the user-
level task.

source python library for language analysis at scale,
DLATK (Schwartz et al., 2017). The design of the
library to support multiple levels of analysis for
both linguistic and extra-linguistic features facili-
tated using it for both task A and task B, although
the former maps an outcome to each message while
the latter maps multiple messages to an outcome.

3.2 Task B

Open-Vocab Features. We explore three repre-
sentations of a user’s language for this task. First,
N grams are extracted and normalized to obtain
the frequencies, from the title and content for each
user. The outliers are removed by retaining only the
N grams that occur in at least 5% of users’ posts.
Next, we use the N grams to build LDA Topics
which are generated using open-source data-driven
word clusters Schwartz et al. (2013). These pro-
vide 2,000 topics trained on a corpus of 18 million
Facebook posts. Each user is represented by the
probability of usage for each topic across these
2,000 dimensions. The topic dimensions are then
reduced down to 32 using PCA.

Additionally, we again used PCA-Roba as de-
scribed in task A with the same dimension sizes,
title/body split, and extraction layer. However, for
this task we process all individual messages uttered
by a user and average the message representations
to build a user representation.

HypLex The HypLex (§3.1) models were run
on the N gram counts of the user to obtain the
theoretical HypLex features for task B.

We use both Open-Vocab and HypLex features

as inputs for a logistic regression model. Internally
we tested various combinations of features for this
task, but only a single model was selected to be
evaluated on the test set.

4 Results

4.1 Task A

As can be seen in Table 1, the mental-health-related
hypothesis-driven lexica (HypLex)–including de-
pression, anxiety, anger and loneliness–show high
β associations (standardized logistic regression co-
efficients) with the outcome variables of task A.
The 12 HypLex features alone produce a macro F1
of .44 on the internal validation set (Table 2) which
demonstrates the power of these machine-learning-
based language models learned on person-level sur-
vey responses. Throughout, mood ‘switches’ (from
positive to negative and vice versa) where more
easily predicted than mood ‘escalations.’ The ab-
sence of language signal related to negative affect
(anger, anxiety, stress, depression, loneliness) pre-
dicted ‘ordinary’ mood states, as did the presence
of language signal of the three personality traits typ-
ically associated with positive affect: extraversion,
agreeableness and conscientiousness. Perhaps sur-
prisingly, the language model for the low-arousal
negative affect state of loneliness proved to be more
predictive of both mood switches and escalations
than the language models for high-arousal negative
affect states (such as anger, stress, and anxiety).

Generally, the performance of auto-regressive
transformer models are poorer than auto-encoder
transformer models in classification tasks (V Gane-
san et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2020). However,
the results on the internal validation set in Table
2 suggest that HaRT (CLS) performs better than
RoBERTa embeddings (PCA-Roba Curr), primar-
ily accounting for the importance of encoding his-
tory into text representations, especially for tasks
spanning the temporal dimension. However, HaRT
CLS+Last layer doesn’t seem provide much im-
provement showing that fine tuning is not of much
help. We would like to note that the hyperparam-
eter values were chosen based on values reported
in the paper due to the limited availability of time
and computational resources.

It is evident from table 2 that the differencing ap-
proach of the PCA-Roba embeddings between the
current and previous texts (PCA-Roba Diff) gives
the best performance in capturing Switches on the
internal validation set. However, the difference
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feature is very poor at capturing the gradual mood
change (IE). It was found that 93% of the IE class
was predicted as ordinary when using only the dif-
ference feature. This could potentially be because
the difference in post embeddings for gradual mood
changes are much more gradual and smaller, and
may be mistaken for no mood changes - whereas
the difference in switches have much more obvious
and large differences in post embeddings.

The previous text representation in context to the
current (PCA-Roba Curr+Prev) vastly improves the
model to identify escalations besides improving the
detection of switches. Overall the concatenation of
Curr, Prev and Diff performs the best by bringing
the best out of these individual features.

The strongest baseline from (Tsakalidis et al.,
2022a) for task A utilizing tf-idf features trained
with a logistic regression scores macro F1 of 0.49
on the test set. All our models perform signifi-
cantly better than tf-idf features, particularly in
capturing the switches by using transformer based
embeddings and factoring previous message’s rep-
resentation for modelling the mood change.

4.2 Task B

The results on Table 3 suggests that using
dimension-reduced RoBERTa (Roba) does not of-
fer much advantage over dimension-reduced 1-
gram features. This is likely due to the availability
of small number of training samples where lan-
guage models have shown to overfit (Bao and Qiao,
2019). The addition LDA Topics improves the per-
formance of both 1gram model (OpenVocab) and
the Roba HypLex model (OpenVocab+Roba, Hy-
pLex) showing the robustness of the topics trained
on large external dataset in such low data regime.

The HypLex features too slightly improve the
performance in cross validation. We get the best
result in cross validation when we combine all
the three – PCA-reduced RoBERTa embeddings
+ 1grams, PCA-reduced LDA Topics and HypLex
features (OpenVocab+Roba, HypLex).

However, in the internal validation, we find that
the best performing model was PCA-reduced Open-
Vocab. Since the performance in the cross valida-
tion was similar for all the listed models, we chose
OpenVocab for the final predictions for test set on
Task B, which scored an F1(macro) of 0.35.

5 Conclusion

We presented two approaches to detecting men-
tal state changes in users through (a) a recurrent
transformer model (HaRT) that encodes messages
within context of previous ones and (b) a logistic
regression model that relies on RoBERTA differ-
ence embeddings along with previous and current
text representations to capture change in language
over time. Compared to using other representation
types, such as theoretically motivated (HypLex) or
traditional open vocabulary features (N grams, Top-
ics), both approaches saw improved model perfor-
mance when predicting changes over time. Further,
we found that theoretically relevant lexical scores
had large associations with the change patterns.
It showed emotional stability correlating with no
change, and loneliness, depression, stress, anxiety
and anger being associated with the mood change.

6 Ethical Consideration

We used publicly available data stripped of iden-
tifiable information which was collected in a non-
intrusive manner for mental health research. Secure
access to the shared task dataset was provided with
IRB approval under University of Maryland, Col-
lege Park protocol 1642625 and approval by the
Biomedical and Scientific Research Ethics Commit-
tee (BSREC) at the University of Warwick (ethical
application reference BSREC 40/19-20). Individ-
uals of the study team who ran the analyses for
this work are certified to conduct Human Subject
Research and complied with the non-disclosure
agreement signed with the dataset providers.

The findings of this work are intended for fel-
low researchers in Computational Linguistics and
Psychology to improve technology for mental
health assessments. Around 14 million adults
in the United States face severe mental health
issues (NIMH, 2022) and a very large part of
this is marginalized communities that are under-
served (Saraceno et al., 2007). However, given
the prevalence of these communities in social me-
dia (Center, 2021), technology-enabled solutions
can assist in detecting and providing assistance in
a timely manner to a more diverse group of indi-
viduals. This work is a part of the growing body
of mental health research aimed at applications for
improving well-being. However, this shouldn’t be
deployed to use without collaboration of clinical
practitioners.
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